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Acolyte
In the Ydlontrostl basin, the Temple of Karasis is the most
important social institution. While technically a religious
institution, in recent centuries it has taken on many other
functions. Arbitrating disputes between businesses is one of
the most important and one of the most vulnerable to
corruption.
Dyoniss is called by the Temple when an Acolyte in the
Temple is found murdered and the antidote is suspected. He
soon finds himself involved in corruption at the highest levels
of the Temple, in the company of a mysterious acolyte from
an ancient Temple family. Finding the killer is only the start.
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1. In Karasis Yuhal
Even when inscribed stone is protected from the elements,
a hundred centuries don’t leave it untouched. The surface
texture was rough from the acidic moisture even in the dry
end of the Ydlontrostl cities. The rounded stones of the relics
stood out from the remainder of this ancient corridor that ran
for a mile crosswise thru the great Temple. The floors and
walls were slabs of cut stone, none of them more than four
centuries, some of them even retaining a little of their original
polish. Few of the new stones had received the blessing or
curse of volunteer stone cutters so the décor of this hall was
blessedly austere.
Acolyte Khyomati tried to put her fear of what was
coming from her mind. She had worked long and hard to
document these suspected crimes and today would be the test.
To put her mind off it she stared at the ancient stones and the
inscriptions that none had been able to read for fifty centuries.
She wondered if they were inscribed with the tenets of the
faith, the exploits of the caravan masters that led our people
to freedom, or the menu at the kitchen window sometime in
the late 23rd century when these were carved. She knew the
faith was a very different thing in those days when death and
reincarnation were such an important part of it. She knew that
even earlier, centuries before these stones were carved,
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veneration of the Emperor had been an important part of the
faith.
Today this section of corridor served as waiting rooms for
the offices of the high officers in the Temple’s Ministry of
Financial Oversight, such as Wrona, who she was waiting to
see. His function seemed too far from the faith, but with the
passing of the emperor, the caravan masters, the early kings,
the republics and even the later kings, there was only the
Temple to guide the affairs of the people and now all
commercial adjudication was a function of the Temple
bishops.
She paced a floor worn so thin that the center parts
cracked and crystal patches held a few of them together. She
paced the edges where the floor was thicker. Floors were
more than ten feet apart here and a floor slab had worn thru
and fallen just five hallways from here, just this year. She
hoped the proctors were thinking of asking for volunteers to
come in.
The building was the evidence of a hundred centuries of
volunteer labor. It was a wonder the sacred inscriptions hadn’t
been defaced. Of course she knew it was impossible for even
the Temple’s top scientists to know for sure that these stones
hadn’t been redecorated from their original intent if it was
within a century of their installation. People had been
ephemeral then, a century was seven generations, three
lifetimes end to end, two hundred thirty galactic standard
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years. There was little continuity in those times, people hadn’t
thought more than a generation into the future.
Layers of prayers were stuck to the ancient frames of the
inscriptions she walked by, the corridor-squatters in this part
of the Temple favored a very mystical interpretation of the
meta-creature. They ascribed supernatural power to our
combined and focused minds and specifically, certain adepts
at sensing and channeling the group-mind of the population.
Their prayers asked for supernatural intervention in their
lives, pull a cousin free of a leaching relationship, help them
find out what happened to their grandchild, etc. The fancier
and more long lasting the paper, the more enduring the glue
they used to stick it to the stone, the more sincere they were,
according to the marketing departments of the sellers of this
prayer paper. The Temple was so vast that six companies vied
for market share in providing prayer paper to be inscribed and
glued along the remaining mile of this hallway and a half
dozen other super-ancient relic stones that were found in
various parts of the surviving Temple.
Compared to what was going on in the universe at large,
the suspicion she had to report was small stuff, and she felt
small coming to report it on a day like this. Every citizen of
every poor, pastoral and innocent planet in all of human
space, not just the world of all lands, was suffering in
common with the billion and something souls of the planet
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Alderan that had been released into the spirit world by the
overmarshall’s deathstar. His excuse for destroying the planet
was nothing more than a cover to display the power of a
deathstar to all of human space. True it had happened almost
two decades ago and the news was only now reaching the
planet of all lands. We are two decades out of sync with the
Empire since the stargate was closed.
Still, that was out there, what Khyomati had to report was
here and now. It had vast implications on the flow of heavy
metal that the Temple used to underpin the economy of the
cities and the basin. If even one judge of the Business
Adjudication Ministry could be bought, it called into question
the bastion of honesty, love and truth that the Temple declared
itself to be. We are you, the mechanism to implement the
meta-creature that we believers are.
There is a malignancy in the meta-creature. Thru her
duties in the Belambectai finance office, she had data that
seemed to prove that money had been exchanged between
one of their judges and a party in a dispute. Khyomati knew
his name, but hadn’t told anyone yet. She wanted to do that
here, to be sure she had the attention of someone important
enough to be noticed and someone above the influence of the
guilty party.
Her appointment ribbon still hung before the ornate and
heavy door. The door she waited on was on a new hall that
intersected this ancient one. The new hall had the work of
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many amateur stone cutters on display. Using modern airpowered, crystal and cast-diamond tools, they built grandiose
and ornate. There were hardly ever chambers with each
corner cut identically, some weren’t even in the same theme.
There was a dome that went up thru two stories of rotunda
above the intersection, but it was the only feature nearby like
that. That dome was still four or five stories short of the sky
but there were fibers from suntowers lighting it.
The new hall had quite a bit of foot traffic. It had been cut
thru less than thirty centuries ago, done in cast stone and
crystal, and patched with limewort ever since. There were
glow ceilings in the alcoves and the walls had videos from
various media clubs that had maintained favorable reputations
with the Temple. There was a mezzanine level with a tap
above the new hall, built from plank and hung with
illuminated signs. She walked up there every now and then to
ask someone for the time. As a devout Temple acolyte she
didn’t feel she was due the luxury of a timepiece ring until all
who wanted one had them.
She went a few paces into the Hall of Relics in the other
direction. She could see her ribbon from far down the hall this
way. She was beginning to wonder if she was going to get a
hearing today. She knew someone from the office would talk
to her by thirtieth hour at the latest, because that was when
they started re-scheduling appointments that could not be
honored today. There were hours yet to go.
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She was uncomfortable here in this building larger than
the city she lived in, all unfamiliar, with different ways of life,
going back centuries. Ancient Ydlon was spoken often,
ceremonies and exhibitions were everywhere. Haunt played
down many hallways, caravan at lunch counters and taps.
Raised voices, even for joy, were suspicious. There were
people in the halls at all hours of the week and people walked
in cliques. Those without assigned quarters, or who were
unable to find them, slept in the halls, especially ancient or
abandoned ones like this. It was not the same in
Belambecktai, not even in the Temple, but that building was
over ten centuries newer. She really didn’t want to have to
wait here another week, she was running low enough on
money that she might have to go on the gruel.
She noticed a prayer, ‘Please save me from dishonest
dealings by a bishop of business.’ She looked for more like it
and found three within the next hundred feet. They were all
from the last thirty decades, since the one she was suspicious
of was elevated to his current lofty position.
There are many types of people who come thru the Hall
of Relics. There are serious scholars. They have good
cameras and don’t just use the one on their timepiece ring.
There are lovers who use the mile of hallway for its dark
shadows between the deeply carved characters of these
ancient sigils. There are the throngs who work in the outer
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offices of the Temple, cutting thru to a cook they like better,
or a better deal on a cup in some nearby hallway. Right now
none of them were present and the hallway was empty as far
as she could see in either direction.
There was an atrium down the Hall of Relics where an
orange ray of Kortrax light found its way to these rooms six
or seven floors deep in the Temple. The angle of those rays
was getting low, thirtieth hour couldn’t be long. She started
strolling in that direction. She wouldn’t go so far she couldn’t
shout to any herald sent to speak of her appointment’s
rescheduling, but she wondered how a ray of sunlight made it
so deep into the Temple. She thought all the bays were
uniform, there shouldn’t be a deep atrium here. There could
have been a collapse above it, but the area she saw seemed
undamaged.
“You’ve been pacing here awhile,” a guy’s voice said
from the stairs to the mezzanine level. He was a tall guy with
smooth muscle and more of it than it looked like from a
distance. He was eating mints or nuts but stopped as he came
down the stairs. His face was a bit pinched and his hair short
and fuzzy like a keda’s fur. He had an Enurate nose but a big
chin and long legs. He was a light mahogany in color, his
hair only a bit darker. He wore short pants, thick-knit in red
and black, with a very nice but brief shoulder harness with a
large hooded pocket on the back and many small ones on his
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shoulders. Certainly not the garb of any Temple rank.
“My appointment hasn’t been officially postponed yet. I
know they’ll do it by thirtieth hour, but I don’t have a
timepiece.”
“I don’t either, but I think it’s about twenty fourth. Are
you pacing down to the atrium and back?”
“I probably should, this much inactivity will seize me
up.”
“You’ve gotten more exercise than a southerner since you
got here.”
“Have you been watching me long?” she asked.
“You’re quite pretty, one of the prettiest acolytes I’ve seen
in in the Temple today.”
She laughed once, “Nothing in Karasis says beauty is evil,
but I’m natural.”
“The eleventh tenet says beauty is a virtue,” he said,
proving that he was probably in Karasis himself. “Your skin
is creamy, your hair is shiny and your eyes are dark and
mysterious. Your figure is feminine perfection, your fragrance
is divine.”
“The fragrance is less than twenty penny a twelve ounce
bottle down in Belambectai.”
He fell into step beside her, she was still walking toward
the atrium. She might have turned around by now. If someone
came out of Wrona’s office and called, she might not hear it if
she was all the way to the atrium and involved in a
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conversation. She could still see her appointment ribbon from
here, but only because she was sure she knew which one was
hers. It was fifty yards from the atrium to his door.
Still, it would be good to talk to someone from outside the
Temple for a few minutes. She had not been outside since she
got off the needleboat from Belambectai three weeks ago. She
wasn’t sure she could find her way out unaided at this point.
To the real outside, not the atriums and yards. Today’s Temple
is a tiny fraction of its ancient extent, covering barely a
square mile and nowhere more than twenty stories tall except
in isolated towers. But there are ten to thirty acre yards within
it serving as recreational and meditative space for the
hundreds of thousands whose life is in the Temple and
thousands of smaller, shallower atriums allowing millions of
windows.
“So what brings you in here?” she asked.
“I heard they might be asking for volunteer labor for
repairs and restorations,” he told her, looking around intently.
“It’s only a rumor for me also,” she said, “but in my
opinion they should.”
“I was hoping to get a look at the place,” he said.
He was looking at the place, but also at her. It wasn’t
often an interesting guy spent much time looking at her,
especially while she was in the modest and unadorned robes
of a fifth level acolyte. They aren’t snug, but are supple
enough to cling and show glimpses of her figure. “I hope you
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don’t get lost,” she said.
“Oh I’ve been lost since before lunch, I’ve asked
directions about six times so far.”
She laughed, tried to keep it to a giggle but it broke free
into a hearty howl. “Some of the people you asked might not
be sure of the way themselves.”
“At least one of them was honest enough to admit it,” he
said. “I never knew there were people who have never been
outside the temple walls.”
“You’ll meet the second one honest enough to admit it
because I’ve only been here a few weeks. I know this hallway
goes from the outside to the canal but it crosses all four main
yards as well as a serious collapse on the way. It’s two or
three stories above ground, I’m not sure just how many right
here. I know this hallway is discussed in the published
guidebooks, but it isn’t marked on the official map. If you
find a hallway or chamber on a marked tourist route you can
just follow that and it’ll get you back out within a couple
miles at the most.”
“I’ll keep that in mind. Could you find one of those from
here?” he asked. He was looking around, she thought with
more intent than just studying the stonework.
“Follow that newer hallway, the one where you were on
the mezzanine. In less than two tenths of a mile you’ll see a
guide stand. They can at least get you to Second Great Hall
from there, and that’s marked on the maps.”
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“Thanks, I feel saved already.”
“Someone should have told you that when you asked.”
“I guess my question was too specific.”
“What did you ask?” she asked.
“How do I get out of here?” he replied. They both
laughed. “So what brought you here?” he asked, still looking
up and down the corridor.
She worried about discussing it, but knew she couldn’t lie
with confidence. She was aware that they were the only
people here. She wasn’t going to give a name if she had to
call on the Instinct to protect her. She would tell only Wrona,
the First Acolyte ultimately responsible, and no one else. She
would not even tell him the name until he agreed that the
numbers looked damning. She would tell this guy as little as
possible without lying. “I found something I need to report to
a higher office. I’m waiting for an appointment. Waiting for
hours now.”
“Oh,” he said, sounding genuinely interested, “sounds
important.”
“I think it is or I wouldn’t have asked for this
appointment,” she answered. “It took me a long day on
needleboats to get here and cost me most of an iron.”
“What is it?” he asked.
She wondered why he would care? Did she dare think he
might be angling for an invitation? He hardly seemed like the
kind of guy who would look to a fifth level acolyte in a
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remote office of the Temple’s auditing department for
company. Yeah, she looked human enough, but she didn’t feel
entitled to enhancements even if she could afford them. She
was Ishthoeneg, a common enough look. Sleek, long, dark
hair, modest figure, tan skin a little duskier than average were
the markers of that ancient family. She thought she had a nice
nose, not as deep as most, a little daintier, and a slightly
higher, more Nordic forehead. But she had been to the
Lightning Ball and was nothing but a member of the audience
in a club like that.
She wondered how much it was OK to tell him? The fact
that a few of the numbers in a man’s organization don’t add
up does not mean he’s going to be removed from his post and
shunned. It would be grossly inappropriate for her to mention
his name to an outsider. “I’ve found some numbers that don’t
add up, that bear looking into I think, but someone of much
higher authority needs to make that decision.”
“If I read between the lines, does that mean someone
could be in trouble?” He said it with the air of one who
follows celebrity scandals.
He doesn’t understand that in the Temple, these things are
a lot more serious than some harsh words on cheap paper. She
blushed a little. “I suppose you could say that.” If what she
suspected was true, the trouble could be the biggest in the
Temple in a century. It was an important position, not just any
bishop, that the numbers seemed to lead to.
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They had reached the atrium by now, she put her hand on
the rail and turned. He stood beside her. She made sure she
could see her ribbon from here. It was hard, but her eyes were
pretty sharp. He put his arm around her, drew her gently
toward him. He was getting nervous and that was silly, she
was just a simple young acolyte now, why should a masculine
guy feel nervous about reaching out for such a common girl
as her? “What if they found out about it?” he asked in a
whisper. “Don’t you think you could be in danger?”
“How?” she asked. “Maybe the high acolyte won’t
believe me, but my position is not high enough that it will be
affected.”
“Aren’t you afraid the one you accuse will take forceful
action?” he said, leaning close like he was afraid someone
could hear them. His aroma was a bit strange, maybe even
perfumed, but she could smell the tension on him.
“No one in the Temple would do that,” she said, trying to
make light of it. In truth she was a bit worried and wished he
wouldn’t make it worse. “Besides, I think most of the antidote
is rounded up by now. I understand they just found the
thousandth dose.”
“There’s a few still out there,” he said, pulling her even
closer.
To be honest she couldn’t feel very amorous if this was
what he wanted to talk about. He was a pretty good looking
guy and quite exotic, and she’d been without release since she
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left Belambectai, but it was almost creepy being alone in this
endless Temple without worrying that someone might have
the antidote. She couldn’t see down the hallway from there,
she pulled away. “I need to be able to see my ribbon,” she
said, using it as an excuse. “Come over here.”
He moved over, looked up and down the hallway, looked
up and down the atrium. It went up another six stories, not
getting any wider as it did. The top three floors were
abandoned, at least by people she thought, awaiting a
decision on what to do about the roof in this area. Sitting here
she could see that a skylight had come down. There was
plenty of other growth up there where there was light and
water. There was no one at the rail on any level above them,
but she could hear voices somewhere above. The atrium went
four floors farther down here. There were people passing by,
two floors down, but no one was at the rail looking at them.
The bottom was probably nothing but storage because they
were supposed to be only two floors above ground here, she
thought but the floor was clear directly below where rain
could reach it.
Suddenly his hand was over her mouth, his other around
her body. She couldn’t understand what was happening and
started to struggle. He held her with such force that he had to
be under the antidote. He was dragging her out of sight
around the rim of this atrium. She tried to struggle from his
grip, almost made it. She started to scream but he cut off her
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air with a blow to her throat. She couldn’t believe the pain,
she gasped, stunned. She struggled and was forced backward.
It was no more than twenty decades ago that the antidote
incident had happened. She’d seen the whole thing on the
news. She should have been prepared for something like this.
In spite of the pain, going dizzy from the restrictions to
breathing, she fought him and got paralyzed from the Instinct.
She was forced ever higher on the rail. She got a foot caught
in the rail. He pushed her over and she hung by it. Her weight
dislocated her ankle. She screamed from the pain, only a
choking wheeze came out and she couldn’t get breath back in
so it felt like her lungs were tearing. Her arms were still limp
with the Instinct. Her other leg went limp when she tried to
kick him to keep him away from the foot she hung by. She
tried to scream again when he dislodged it and she started the
four story fall. Only a little wheeze came out, no one on the
second floor seemed to notice her go by.
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2. Goodby Son
It was hard for Kessil to keep her eyes dry as she watched
the canal glider pull away. Enlin was still at the rail, just a dot
from this distance. He had started chatting with a stylish
fellow passenger before he was two ship lengths from the
docks. The canal glider would be around the first bend in the
canal momentarily, watching would be impossible. She
wouldn’t give up the sight of him til then. She would watch as
long as she knew which dot was him, but those two dots were
hard to tell apart now. She had an appointment with Mbeshna
this afterlunch, but no exact hour had been given. Her son
was worth this. Dyoniss kept holding her the whole time. She
shouldn’t cry, Enlin would have data service, they would stay
in touch. He was a man in his own right now, he would be
four decades soon.
At least her mother got to see him, once, while he was
growing up. It was her mother’s first trip off the plains and it
had been quite an experience for her. But in just three years,
she had gone back, and taken Dyoniss’ mother Yashmi with
her for a visit. Yashmi was back in less than a decade, by then
Enlin had started a house of his own at the end of the garden
near the path to the pond. The neighborhood would probably
use it for quickies now that he was gone.
“I’m going to go answer that call from the Temple,”
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Dyoniss said. “I don’t know if I’ll have to stay over, but I’ll
know before thirtieth hour. I’m sure I’ll be back by dark.”
“What do they have, that they called you?”
“They think they have a case of the antidote.”
“Still?” she said. “I don’t think it’s even started to slow
down yet.”
“I’m just glad we’ve been capturing ten times as many
doses as are used.”
“That we know of. I’ve heard of using them for sport.
Two men take them and fight with fists.”
“That sport is common in all the cities of the Navorken,”
Dyoniss told her.
“Gross,” she said. She knew the Navorken River was on
Centorin so it didn’t bother her as much, but still she hated
the whole idea.
“Yeah,” he said, “but what do you say we ride together as
far as Kyoith?”
“Of course,” she said.
As the canal glider that was taking their son to
Belambectai disappeared around the first bend in the canal,
they started the hike to the nearest tube station. They started
hand in hand, but the way was wide and not as crowded as in
the mid-forelunch so she snaked her arm around his waist.
They had been together twenty decades now, the last quarter
of that time with the company of their son Enlin. She had
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taken a decade away from her career to be a full time mom
when Enlin was small.
The flow of cash intrigued Enlin as a young man, and the
vaults of Belambectai were the largest and fullest outside the
Temple itself. He won a contract from a hoary old bank in a
vast stone building a few blocks from the canal. She and
Dyoniss had helped him buy an urban apartment eight floors
up in an archwood in the residential levels of that bank’s
complex. It was cute but not as practical as she would have
liked, but he loved it. It was forty coppers altogether. He
could have mortgaged it from his salary but she still had that
aluminum and forty that she was going to use on a house
before she met Dyoniss, so now she had just one single
aluminum as her savings. It was stored in the Temple for a
penny a year. She felt she owed Karasis more than that for the
difference he made in her life.
They bantered about Enlin’s cute little apartment for
awhile. Dyoniss observed that, “He’s going to have his first
serious love there.”
“It’s built into the architecture, as is his first serious
heartbreak.”
“Yeah, a couple can’t live there long term.”
“Especially if they have offspring,” she said. They were
already at the tube kiosk, he was scrolling to Kyoith, she
poked the map where Mbeshna’s house was. He looked at her
a little funny. It was a neighborhood filled with the solid, no18

nonsense middle class with modest gardens and modest but
substantial homes, usually low-lying with conversation courts
and ornamental gardens in front with enough garden space for
all their perishables in back.
He selected the nearest station to Mbeshna’s house,
inserted his key for the billing. Their car was next up, there
were plenty of open timeslots. The only other couple waiting
were packed like they were going out on a long line. Routing
on them takes longer on this planet, even in the 123rd century,
even at this station where several long lines enter the Cities.
They are special cars with air recyclers that one can ride for
hours. The rides in the Cities are all less than an hour and the
air supplies in local cars are much simpler.
“I waited two centuries to have offspring that stayed,” he
said once they were settled in and starting to silently
accelerate along the canal.
The canal line was actually newer than the avenue lines.
“I was three decades and thirty one when I gave birth to my
daughter,” Kessil told him. “I rode out when she left my tent
for that of her first true love. I gave her my tent as her
wedding gift.”
“Yeah, but in this life you waited til you were two
centuries.”
By this time they were already passing the canal glider
that Enlin and his crates were on, she waved as they flashed
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by, still accelerating to the hundred mile per hour trunk speed
in the city’s tubes. Stationary beside the tubes in the Empire
but closer to Empire tubes in speed than any other form of
transportation on this planet. “Actually, closer to three. I had
several decades in the cities in the 120th.”
“I don’t remember you telling me that.”
“I had to check notes,” she said. “Once I thought I was
born in the 115th. I know my memory ain’t that bad, but I’ve
never had it enhanced, if there’s any enhancement it’s from
that Elf my great grandmother had, there certainly isn’t any in
the VersM’lOry. As you saw, my dad’s memory is a lot worse
than your mom’s.”
Dyoniss had been on visits to the plains with her twice
already. He actually had a pretty good time. Being half
Centorin he was big enough that they didn’t scare him.
Actually finding out that he and Kessil were the ones who
broke the back of the antidote plot had made him a near hero.
If he could have either roped a three-horned mrang while
riding bareback or won a round of wild kahble, he would
have earned a plains knife. She was pretty sure he was going
to get one on their next visit. She had been coaching him at
kahble, especially the long ball which is so much more
important in the wilds. She was pretty sure he would be a
potent wicket runner the next time they were out there.
“What did you do in the 120th?” he asked.
“Was a kid on the plains, learned I didn’t want to do that
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for the rest of my life, raised a kid to leave in my place and
set out to make my fortune in the big city.”
“I hope your tale had a happy ending.”
“Too happy to end it is how I feel. You know this is a time
when we have to re-evaluate. We don’t have a child to stay
together for any more...” she started to say.
He cut her off with, “So I think we can celebrate being
able to enjoy each other without reservation once again.”
She smiled, reached across the car and squeezed his hand.
“Then come over here so we can sit like lovers again, and not
parents.” He had given her the seat facing forward. She got
up. One couldn’t stand in a tube car, but she could hold
herself out of the way with a hand on an arm of the seat. He
swung across and she flipped over and dropped into his lap.
“Not that Enlin wasn’t fun,” she said. This may be a time to
re-evaluate, being that they had lived together longer than an
ephemeral couple could, but she felt that the ephemeral
couples never had the time to fully appreciate each other.
“Ask me in twenty centuries, not twenty decades.”
“What if he comes back in three years saying he wants to
be a partner in Yashmi’s farm?”
“I don’t think that land can turn a profit with four people
on it, not without feedloting,” she said. “I wouldn’t want to
buy him a farm. He can earn it. He’s declared himself
independent of us.”
“He’s still in Karasis.”
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“We didn’t fail as parents,” she said.
The tube did not follow the square path the canal took
around the site of KarasisHdengragger. The ruins of that
Temple had all been reclaimed by the time the tube was built,
it wasn’t even twenty centuries since the last of its ruins had
been scavenged. The tube flashed over the neighborhoods that
had grown up over the old Temple site in a wide arc, and
flashed over the canal, more or less, after that, and wove thru
the buildings while both sides of the tube were lined with
lanes peeling off into stations.
“I didn’t think we did. I think if we got anything right, he
was it.”
“Yeah,” she said. They didn’t say anything for awhile.
She reveled in just being held, letting her body absorb the
sensations of being caressed and petted and pleased. She once
again felt sorry for males, but they insist they enjoy doing it
so she just lay back and enjoyed it. He hadn’t been deprived
of this while raising Enlin. For the last decade Enlin had
wanted privacy for his own sexual exploration and they had
found many moments to keep their sensual lives alive.
The clump of towers in Hdengragger center flashed by,
the car rocked with the turns. “If he and Yashmi shared the
farm, would you be willing to get a place of our own?”
Dyoniss asked.
“If we were sure, but we could stay in the house and buy
back any abutting property that comes up.”
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“Yeah, but I’d settle for a place a lot farther up Saseraik
Walk. There’s deep strip gardens behind the townhouses
along there. But I’d want to be sure their relationship wasn’t a
one decade wonder before moving out.”
“It would break her heart,” Kessil said about Yashmi. She
would be lost without Dyoniss. Whoever moved in with her
would have to be someone who could walk her home from a
bender and cheer her up when withdrawal tormented her.
West Hdengragger is wide and open, a sample of the Aitol
in our own principate. The canal and the tube cut across the
face of a wide slope. Rows of towers line the canal on each
side. Right on the canal it’s heavy industry, a large
manufacturer of freight barge impellers passed on one side.
“There is that. The farm might not make a profit, but it
would feed us,” he said.
“Personally I like living with Yashmi,” Kessil said, “she’s
one of my best girlfriends. Four in that house is not
crowded.”
“No, I was just thinking they would want to show a profit
from the farm.”
“We could buy our food,” she said, “and let them turn
most of the acre into cash crop.”
“What if Byiroi wanted to sell SleepingFourth and his
field?”
“That doesn’t add to the farm,” she said.
“We could clear down to the pond, add that to
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SleepingFourth’s field and move the garden fence out another
row or two.”
“And leave Kahble wickets up permanently,” she said.
“I’d rather set up a five wicket game than a seven in there.”
Tradition on the plains was twenty one, but when you have a
thousand acres of pristine lawn anyplace you want, you have
a lot more freedom in laying out the course.
The tube goes thru four tunnels and over four high bridges
in the ridges, the two longest tunnels and the first and fourth
highest bridges still in Hdengragger. She thinks the ridges
should be its own principate. It’s got some industry, like
Mysrath gaskets, and pretty hillside townhomes. The tube
flashes thru each ridge in a minute instead of winding around
them like the canal with each ridge taking hours on a canal
glider, a quarter hour on a needleboat.
“So how likely is he to want to sell it?”
“I think I could get him to give it up for an aluminum,”
Dyoniss said.
“I’ve got one,” she said, “I’ll kick it in.”
“Then you would be partner in the property.”
“I’d keep it separate if Yashmi wants. Add Enlin’s nest to
my side to make it a residence and give me someplace to go if
you send me away.”
“The hangleaf we’re living in won’t live long enough for
that to happen,” he said.
They live about twenty centuries, but it is over ten
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already. “That’s good to hear, because I still feel the same
way.”
Ten minutes later they hurtled thru the Tlasaick Tunnel
into the center of Kyoith. That tunnel isn’t like the pinholes in
the ridges that only the tube car goes thru. The tube lines are
little pipes on the ceiling of a tunnel that takes two lanes of
ships under tow. She began picking up her things, just a
pouch, her notebook and pocket eye. There are neighborhood
lines in Kyoith, they were switched in at a quarter of trunk
speed. She flipped into the other seat. They would be
decelerating into a station shortly.
“I hope your meeting with Mbeshna goes well,” Dyoniss
told her. “Personally I think he’s going to offer you a big
promotion.”
“After spending a lifetime with you and Yashmi, nothing
that takes me from our home is a promotion.”
“Don’t make any hasty decisions,” he said.
The tube car was stopping. Only she would get out. He
was already scrolling to his destination, the great pool of
Karasis Yuhal on the Old Canal, the front door of the part of
the Temple that is still in use. He had directions into the
Temple from there that seemed pretty complicated. She
wished him luck and kissed him good bye.
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3. Karasis Yuhal
The tube system scheduler probably hated the fact that
Dyoniss delayed the departure of the car by holding Kessil in
a long hot kiss before she got out of the tube car. The way he
could now use the tube to flit all over the cities within any
day of the week, it might only be hours before his hands
caressed her body again, but he was going to get what he
could of it now because the distances involved made it seem
like it could be days. Kessil had kept herself the same size she
was when nursing and could no longer complain of being too
small, and she took even more pleasure from them these days.
All too soon he was on his way to Yuhal, the westernmost
of the ancient principates, the largest, and the seat of the faith.
The faith is more in the heart of each member than in the
Temple, but the tangible works of the faith were centered
there. It was nearly forty minutes more from Kyoith, he
should have brought something to read. He could play with
his pocket eyes, he had two of them now, one on the Centorin
network, based in the motionless stars.
He was a little ashamed of himself that he wasn’t as torn
by Enlin’s departure as Kessil was. Maybe it was because the
trip to Belambectai wasn’t the barrier it had been. Ever since
inheriting Kyonmere Investigations, now named Gaiiss
Investigations in honor of his partnership with Gaicher,
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Dyoniss had been on the tube more than Kessil was.
When Enlin was one, Kessil went back to work but her
old position was filled, so she was now the roving trouble
shooter. Most of it she could do from her pocket eye without
leaving the reading alcove, but when she did have to leave,
the walk to the tube station was all of the time and none of the
distance. She was in Kyoith as much as Hdengragger, and
they now let her take the tube to Hdengragger regional
meeting when she goes there instead of the headquarters
engineering meeting. She should know how close Enlin
would be, she was just afraid to spend her own money on the
tube. Per mile it is the cheapest way to travel, except for a
canal glider like Enlin was on.
The deck on a canal glider was free, and he would camp
near the three crates of goods he brought with him most of the
voyage. He had Noonsleep and Dusksleep to pass on that
deck. He could leave his goods chained and get a cabin for
twenty pennies for Dawnsleep. He could buy meals aboard,
or try and grab them when they docked. Most camped on the
deck, few really slept, because most used them for a journey
of a couple days at the most, like Kyoith to Mefmun or
Kyoith to Hdengragger.
It would take Enlin almost four days to reach Belambectai
on that canal glider, Dyoniss would pass thru Belambectai in
fourteen minutes. If he had followed the canal he would be in
Hest now, but he was being sent on the East Heesnerop line.
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That crossed the Heesnerop river into Mefmun for awhile
before crossing back into Hest.
He should be more torn by Enlin’s departure, after all, he
had never left his mother, he and Kessil still lived in Yashmi’s
house. He didn’t like to think he was small minded, but he
and Enlin hadn’t seen eye to eye on the value of money.
Dyoniss had never been short of money. He’d never had very
much, but he’d never really needed much. Enlin had more
expensive tastes, so he had always felt short, even when he
was spending more than Dyoniss. Of course Dyoniss was
thinking those thoughts while he was in a tube car with two
pocket eyes on him. He considered them as belonging to the
company and not his own personally, but the company was
half his so he should count them. He and Kessil would each
earn five coppers this year, putting them well into the top
tenth of the Cities’ residents in affluence, affluent enough that
they could live in the same neighborhood as Mbeshna, who
probably saw that many aluminums in a year.
Still he wouldn’t say his relationship with his son was
bad. They’d had a few arguments, but it had never affected
their love. Maybe another problem was the house. Enlin had
tired of the guest cubby, even though they had expanded it
and put in a normal stairway down to the gathering room. All
it needed was its own sink and toilet to be a suite like theirs.
Then there was the fact that their farm had little left over with
four adults eating there. Was he rationalizing, trying to
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convince himself that he should be able to weather Enlin’s
departure gracefully?
In his two centuries he’d had a child previously and she
was still alive, they wrote occasionally. She hadn’t lived with
him til she was mature, her mother had taken her and left
before she was one. Her problems with Yashmi had been the
undoing of the family. Kessil and Yashmi were best of
friends, Enlin was raised as much by his grandmother as his
mother and loved her almost as much. No, no animosity had
driven them apart this time, just Enlin’s desire to pursue his
career to the best of his abilities.
For awhile the tube rode smooth enough that he could
look up what was known about the case so far. The dead
woman was known, she was a fifth level acolyte in the
Karasis Belembectai, a small Temple but with its own
building down among the hoary edifices of the big money
lenders where Enlin would be working. Khyomati was one of
the acolytes who poked calculators in the counting houses
where the Temple interfaced with the commercial banks.
Khyomati had gone to Karasis Yuhal to seek audience
with First Acolyte Wrona in the Temple Financial Oversight
office regarding something she called a ‘delicate matter’ but
no further details were known. She had checked in and left
her appointment ribbon in the hallway. These notes said it
hadn’t been touched, pending his arrival.
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When her body was noticed, a physician had been called.
The trauma medicine classrooms are right across the yard
from where the tragedy occurred. An instructor in forensic
medicine had been in his office and had come at a run. His
personal text in the message that arrived at the agency was...
I called you as soon as I noticed the victim’s larynx had
been crushed with what appears to be a martial arts
blow that would have required the antidote to administer.
Since I know you are in Karasis and have an interest in
these cases, I thought you should be contacted.

Others had added to the message with the going Temple
rates for investigations and what reimbursement he could get
for what. It was a good enough deal that he was on his way.
He might not give others such discounts, but as a member of
Karasis, he was willing to give the Temple a discount. He
knew they got tube service as a donation, so he would let
them pick up that as an expense. He was able to key that all
in.
He had time to look at the Centorin pocket eye for a few
minutes before they went thru OrazigHest. Most of it was all
about the horror over the destruction of Alderan which this
planet had just learned of. Alderan had been the seventh most
populous planet in the Empire, a planet more fertile than
Naiho that wasn’t settled til 4975 in Empire years, the middle
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of the 115th here. It had half the population of this basin, a
forty-fifth the population of this whole planet. Kassidor,
Earth, Kinunde, Naiho and Centorin are still the most
populous planets, but Centorin could fall out of the top ten
before the 125th. As the overmarshall was quoted to say, ‘The
last remnants of the old republic have been swept away,’ and
there was no longer anything special about Centorin but the
old Republican capital. After destroying Alderan, his
deathstar then departed the system and its whereabouts are
currently unknown to the galactic public.
Dyoniss was distracted by the mile of crystal towers of
OrazigHest and a little later the lone tower of the Lighting
Ball and the busy avenues along the ridge line in between.
The tube car twists and turns following the ridge, making him
seasick if he peered into the pocket eye for any time. Every
attempt is made to make the track as straight and smooth as
possible but at these speeds the contours of the land make it
more like a waterslide than any conventional transportation.
Once thru that, he could devote his attention to
Khyomati’s file again. She was a very average pretty girl.
Dark brown hair, smooth face, brown eyes, five foot six, one
twenty three pounds in this gravity. There was a picture from
her acolyte qualification which was only three decades ago.
She was only eleven decades old. She had an excellent
academic record, faultless work record. She was cute, one he
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would not complain about if he had to grant sexual favors to
get the information he needed.
She was dead, fell four floors to a granite-block
warehouse floor in the Temple vault maintenance receiving
dock. But that was after her windpipe was stove in, by what
this physician thought was a martial-arts blow.
If Dyoniss hadn’t studied Centorin and Earth culture, he
wouldn’t be able to get meaning from the phrase ‘martial
arts.’ He knew that Doctor Shenkhall had studied Empire
culture because he could use that phrase. Dyoniss wondered if
there was a chance the girl could have simply fallen and hit
her throat on a balcony rail. He made notes to look for things
like that.
He had never been in Karasis Yuhal before. The only
other time he had seen part of the great Temple before, it was
a part that was in ruins. Those ruins were a little more than a
mile from where he would get off. He was going to the
Temple pool on the ancient canal. The murder scene was less
than half a mile from there, and he had directions.
The Aitol is boring. The ridge line goes over millions of
smallholds, they really should be called ‘tinyholds’ out here
because the garden space was not a whole quarter acre. They
had stuff on trees and trellises, but there were big kahble and
batball yards among them. He saw enough kedas presiding
over them to figure that most of those yards must have one.
He was able to access parts of the files Khyomati had
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been working on. She had a book bag with her and the
physician had scanned the pages where she made notes. They
were all about the transfer of metals between the Temple
vaults and what accounts they were in reference to. There
were pages of values and what they were for, little of it made
much sense to Dyoniss. On one of the pages there was a
circled value that was labeled ‘absolute value of money
changing hands’ in neat precise handwriting that he could
easily believe belonged to the victim. It was four aluminums
and ten.
There was another circled number, ‘aggregate adjudicated
value’ on all of those pages. There was another page with a
circled number and some calculations using it. They resulted
in a number that was circled and underlined, forty one
aluminums, but not one he could find any other reference to.
Most of the values in the calculations weren’t labeled, except
for one of the negatives on a page from a different ledger,
‘estimated household budget’ and a value of almost an
aluminum, way above any household budget he had ever
participated in. Along with it was another debit value of two
aluminums and three that was circled but not labeled.
After the Aitol, the tube goes over the Ekervaik bridge.
The bridge had been reinforced with crystal, but its look was
as ancient as the canal itself. It was more than three centuries
newer than the RoingBoomig bridge, but looked a hundred
centuries older, being so eroded it looked like a natural
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bridge.
There was a little of the acolyte’s personal life he could
look up. She lived in the Belembectai Temple, in a cubicle
over the left colonnade. He had the number, it didn’t tell him
anything. He could look up a diagram of the typical cubicle
over the colonnades in that temple. A nice enough bed,
enough closet space for a normal person, a study alcove,
enough floor space to change clothes. A sink and toilet of her
own. He could find records of who she signed into her
quarters and found that she had company once or twice a
week, more than half of them the same guy. This would
indicate she had the usual amount of love affairs for a normal,
healthy person of her appearance and income.
The Yuhal tunnel came up on him suddenly. It isn’t as tall
as the Tlasaiek Tunnel, and the tubes are stacked between the
mastheads. The tunnel is little over two thousand feet long, so
in a few seconds he was out of it and into Yuhal, barreling up
the canal toward Yuhaldru. Yuhaldru is the picture you
usually see as the poster for ‘Ydlontrostl Cities’ because it has
the essence of the Aitol, the isolated towers of the avenues
and the wide waters of the ancient canal. It looks vast on the
postcards and most people who have never been here think it
is the core of the Ydlontrostl cities, but it is probably the fifth
largest urban center in the cities, a suburb compared to
OrazigHest or Mefmun.
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It was only a few minutes from there until he was within a
corner of the Karasis Yuhal itself. He hurtled thru row after
row of structures with only narrow lightwells between them.
Most of them were thirteen or fourteen stories high, made of
cast stone, heavily eroded. This had been built when the
temple was last reclaimed, sometime in the 40’s. He passed
thru to the outside and followed this wall of the Temple two
thirds of a mile along the ancient canal, but it seemed longer
as he slowed for his station.
He left the tube car on a pavement hundreds of feet wide
between the pond and the wall of the Temple. The pond at
Karasis Yuhal was as large as the terminus pond at
Hdengragger, but the Temple surrounded it on three sides. To
the north the cast stone of the Temple spanned the canal, high
enough that sailing sloops could pass under it. The mass of
the Temple that spanned it was almost as wide as the canal at
that point, more than a hundred yards, so it was almost as if a
third tunnel on the canal lead out of here. Even though it was
part of the modern rebuilding of this corner of the Temple, it
still looked ancient, eroded and overgrown and stained with
runoff. It was abandoned and only the crystal reinforcement
kept it up.
The wall of the Temple that fronted the pond plaza on the
east ran reasonably straight north and south. It was twelve
stories to the horizontal line that served as the base of the
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roof. The tube lines looked like a bit of molding a quarter of
the way up that wall that didn’t bend sharp enough to stay on
the building at the corner. The main tube line went on the
other side of the pond in the commercial sector. He could see
that split with a one line taking the avenue toward Yuhalren
and the other following the canal to Geezarz.
With cupolas, three more floors hid in the Temple roof, he
could see that from here. Everything had been built at
different times by different people and repaired by different
people at different times in different ways. The overall
architectural theme of rectangular windows in a cast stone
facade had been maintained, but different sections bore
different styles from different eras and a hundred foot section
had collapsed and had construction fence around it. On the
tube that had flashed by too fast to see what it was.
The lines of the station were along the waterfront above
the temple steps. There were at least twenty public tube
portals, one on each post, for a quarter of the way around the
pool. The enormous courtyard on the bank of the Temple Pool
was crowded. There were several large baptisms going on.
The practice was hardly used by the general public, but
among those who lived in the Temple it was still common.
There was a pretty big camp of pretty scruffy campers on one
end of the steps, and a big ribbon-dance competition being
held on the plaza. The captains of each team were in the
flowing ceremonial robes representing the ancient families of
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the caravan masters but most performed nude today and there
was a really cute girl doing her routine that delayed him a
minute.
He knew which entry he had to take, the fifth one from
the north, fifth of seven. The portals were more different than
the walls, being subject to the whims of the master recruited
under Sixth Tenent to build them. The portal he entered was
three stories tall, all done in white marble with prominent
gold veining. It had been refaced less than three centuries
ago, the texture of erosion had softened it only a little. The
portal was twenty feet wide as well as tall. Wide and gentle
stairs lead all the way to the third floor before they came upon
an intersection.
Physician Shenkhall had given him pretty specific
directions to the site of the incident. He thought it might have
been too detailed til he was here. He knew the figures on the
Temple, a square mile, a two thirds of it covered to at least
twelve floors, a maximum of forty one. He knew it was built
and maintained by volunteer labor under the direction of the
Sixth Tenet. That intellectual knowledge didn’t prepare him
for the reality.
There is a mile in Hdengragger with a dense mass of
towers each well over twelve floors, they are elevator
buildings and most are over thirty. It is nothing like a
continuous wall of rectangular windows almost a mile long
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and twelve stories high. Especially when they are on the
inside, in one of four courtyards like the one he was in now,
completely surrounded by the Temple. He followed that wall
to the seventh door that was recessed below the level of the
courtyard. He proceeded across a laboratory floor. It was hot
and acolytes dressed only in aprons were taking films off the
tops of bubbling cauldrons with sticks and hanging them to
dry. No doubt they were researching new plastic
formulations. From the amount of mrang shell in the room,
they were probably trying to use that as a base.
He took the hall on the far side of that room to the right
for four hundred paces, then took the next left. This is in a
basement, the pillars are tree-trunks with paired wedges
above them and they are every three feet except where there
are twelve foot thick masonry piles. As he continued to
follow that hallway, the pillars turn to stone and the floor
becomes more finished. There are twelve feet between the
pillars and neat piles of file chests and drawing cabinets stand
between them.
There is an atrium, so he could put out his light. The girl’s
body had been taken away but the area was otherwise
untouched and roped off. There was one person here, a nice
looking woman, the same nice and wholesome and average
and ordinary woman that the victim probably was. She didn’t
look much different from Khyomati, maybe a tad more plush,
or maybe just a tad more jovial in the curve of her smile. She
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was in a simple acolyte’s sheath, plain but for a bit of
embroidery around the neck and hem that marked her as a
third level. It was snug but not tight and she moved easily in
it.
“You must be Dyoniss,” she said as she got up. “I’m
Muurai.”
“Are you with Shenkhall?” he asked.
“I’m with the Temple, I’ve been assigned to insure the site
was left as it was for you, for this shift at least. Her clothing
was left as it was when she was found. The doctor took plenty
of photographs, I’m sure you’ll see them when you get up to
his office.”
“Has anyone done any forensics here?” Dyoniss asked.
“I understand we’ve hired you to do that.”
“It’s been almost two days since it happened. A snifter
won’t tell us much now, any hairs that were left behind have
probably blown away.”
“Shenkhall has four hairs from the body.”
“So he went over her clothing?”
“No, that was from the body, he touched the clothing as
little as possible.”
Since it was the only physical evidence remaining, he did
go thru it. He had a lens to check for bodily fluids, he applied
it first to the floor. Four stories doesn’t blow a lot of fluid out
of the body. She had probably died when her head hit the
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granite. The floor was reasonably clean. Closer to the rail
there were quite a few traces of spit, probably unrelated to
this event. She had swung almost five feet from the rail by the
time she reached the floor. He still wanted to be sure she
hadn’t hit the railing a floor or two above.
There was no sense looking for footprints, this was a
moderately busy hallway in a records room basement and
several men had worked around her to lift her and undress her
and arrange the clothing as it was. There was very little blood
on the floor, he’d lost more skinning a cuticle.
He used the lens on her clothing next. She had been
aroused at least once since she put the clothing on, but there
was no semen and very little spit. Sweat was minor, she
hadn’t been soaked with it, might have only felt fear on her
way over the railing. He collected a few hairs from her
clothing, including one that was quite short. He had a
magnifying glass that told him the hair was not grown to its
natural length but sheared with a mechanical device, almost a
dead give away to the presence of a Centorin.
A snifter found there was still a good spike of fear on her,
and an amount of sexual pheromone reasonable for someone
who had done a little casual flirting since she’d put these
clothes on.
“She had a bookbag with her that had been left four floors
above, the level where she had an appointment and where we
think she was thrown from,” Muurai told him.
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“I should probably look around up there too,” he said.
“I can take you,” she said and took a step toward the
stairway.
“As soon as I finish here.” He was going over the clothing
and especially the shoulderpocket. It wasn’t a big one, just a
little pouch that rode between her shoulder blades and under
her hair. It had several small pockets, she would have to keep
any notebook in her book bag. There was an iron and forty
four pennies in one pocket. There was a nice pen and a few
scraps of paper. Three of them were old and well-worn scraps
with addresses written on them. He would be certain to visit
each of them. The fourth was on much newer paper and
folded carefully. Its message was pretty cryptic, ‘Seven down,
four left, two up, one right, step over.’
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4. The Assignment
There was one more lingering kiss as she got out of the
tube car, then Kessil shut it and let Dyoniss glide off on his
mission. There had been tubes since the 104th, but she hadn’t
ridden them often til about the time she met Dyoniss. Many
more people were riding them now, the price had come down
by almost a factor of six since Centorin metals began to reach
this planet.
The station was in a little plaza paved in flat stone and
edged in round stone, with enough karga or lenta around to
graze it neatly. The clatter of coaches and sulkies was
common. The townhomes on the plaza were all at least six
floors, and those on the block back of it were four. Beyond
that it was only a couple more blocks til she was in a nice
neighborhood of long rambling homes with pretty gardens at
the front, landscaped courts at an elegantly stylish front entry,
bigleaf roofs and coachwood frames. There were glass
windows and plumbed lanterns. A home like these in
Hdengragger would probably be within their means, but here
in Kyoith they would fetch more than three aluminums if any
were for sale, but still something they could attain if it was
important to them. Still, for the owner of the fifth largest
compressed air supplier in the cities, it was a very
unassuming address.
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The house itself differed from the others in being a bit
more austere, with hints of the Etendur in the beadwork lawn
furniture and the raigo blooms that grew up the front wall. A
small water garden occupied the center of the front court. A
single silversword swam in the pool, guarding a sculpture of a
nubile maiden at repose on a rock in the center. Big crystal
windchimes tinkled as she passed.
She was met at the door by a statuesque woman with a
magnificent body, gleaming bronze and copper hair. She was
at least six inches taller than Kessil’s five four, dressed only
in a bronze and blue patterned wrapskirt. Kessil was glad she
had her outer wrap on because of the temperature which was
chilly for this time of week in the spring, but this woman
didn’t seem to notice it.
“Kessil,” she said as she opened the door, “delighted to
meet you. Mbeshna awaits.”
“I got here as fast as I could.” The front hall inside the
house was a replica of the outside in smaller scale, with
benches instead of lawn furniture and a beautifully plush
Etendurian carpet instead of the pool and sculpture. The
gathering room on the left was a bit formal and spare. The art
on the walls was impressive, most were impressionistic
renderings of badlands deep in the Etendur. She was pretty
sure they were original Teegwuhs.
“You had to see your son off did you not?” the woman
asked as she lead the way thru the house. The kitchen and
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dining was to the right. There was another woman in there,
probably their caretaker, she didn’t look up as they went by.
The glance at the kitchen told her it was suitable for a
professional but not ostentatious.
“Yes,” Kessil said, “he’s on a canal glider that won’t get
this far til tomorrow.”
“Too bad.”
“He’s got too much baggage for a tube car. Three big
crates. The house felt empty as soon as he packed it all up.”
They came out in the back of the house. There was
another stone courtyard, only eight feet square, slightly
sunken with airy cast stone benches built in on three sides,
with fluffy pillows padding them that were certainly brought
in if there was weather. Skinny stone columns on the end of
each bench held reflector torches, no doubt plumbed and
autolit. The pool in the center was smaller, the fish was
smaller, a colorful long-spine chileeth, there was no sculpture
in the center.
It was shaded by a pair of fifteen foot gloribard plants,
each with a double row of ripening fruits below each frond. A
pair of green and violet dactylettes kept the other birds away
from those fruits. They were on a high perch between those
fronds preening each other, completely accustomed to the
tether that restricted their hunting range to this pair of huge
gloribards. No doubt he had a frondfruit picker with a very
long handle to harvest them.
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Mbeshna sat on one of the benches with a couple piles of
documents beside him. That was a little intimidating already.
She had never had a personal meeting with the owner of the
company before. She had never been to his office at
headquarters, much less his house. She was ashamed of the
nervous sweat that brought out in her and wished she had her
endocrine system under conscious control. She had been
thinking of getting that mod, it was less than a copper now.
He stood up and came to her as she stepped down into this
quiet and shady grotto. The woman introduced her, kissed
Mbeshna and dropped her wrapskirt on the end of the bench
as she went off beyond the fronds and into the garden. Kessil
noticed that he had bought the house on the next block,
combined the gardens, and used that house as a barn and
groundskeeper’s cottage. With all that, it was less than one
eighth the market value of Yellgnoskn’s mansion and grounds
in Boomig.
“Kessil,” he said, “it’s so good to have time to meet with
you.” He has a large round head with a brush of dark bronze
curls. He’s tall and thin as a Highland Elf but dark and
leathery as a man of the plains. He has a long mustache that
hangs down below his chin like a pair of dreads. His
eyebrows are deep and hang down the sides of his face. His
eyes are the color of fresh bronze. They are tranquil and lined
with quiet laughter.
“Thank you,” she said. “I came as soon as I dropped off
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Enlin at the canal glider.”
“Thank you,” he said. “Let’s sit, I have a dawnwash here,
just enough to taste, nothing to worry about. I’m not
Eleeson,” he said with a slow and soft, deep chuckle,
mentioning a heavy-drinking man in his financial department.
He poured from an iced pitcher into open-handle cups of very
gentle curves, subtly suggestive of a woman’s shape from the
waist down. “So your son is off to Belambectai,” he said as
he passed her the glass.
“Yes?”
“You wonder how I know that,” he said as he finished
pouring his and settled back on his bench with it. He wore
only a long white wrapskirt, a little thicker than gauze and
wrapped two layers in front. His chest and abs were fit but
not built. “I speak with Hamthish every week, I keep up with
everyone under contract, I feel it is part of my responsibility
under Karasis.”
“That’s nice, but there are a lot of us.”
“And you’re all important people, to me anyway. I’ve
asked you here because you have become very important to
me recently because of a possible deal I’m trying to put
together.”
“What is that?”
“A movie deal.”
She had a sinking feeling, “Not about the witch?” she
said, unsuccessful at keeping the distaste from her voice.
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He held up his hand, “I know exactly how you feel,” he
said, “and I feel the same way myself, personally. But we
need to look at this in reality, not our ideals. A movie is going
to be made of it, even if it’s news footage edited together. I
feel we have a better chance of telling the story in a more
favorable light if we make the movie first and make it our
way.”
Her sinking feeling was getting heavier. “We have to
shade it our way?”
His mouth became a tense slit. “It seems that she killed
two of her lovers and may have eaten one of them.”
Kessil tried not to throw up. “She ATE one of them!?”
Mbeshna was just too calm, beyond calm to near stasis.
But then he seemed to have the mental discipline to pull this
off. “Maybe she fed the meat of his body to dactyls, we can
invent no other explanation. We can never let the public know
what she did.”
“How could she overcome the Instinct?” Kessil asked.
“My personal theory is that her confinement up there had
changed her so much that she was no longer human.”
“What about the antidote?”
“If any got up there, one of the guys she hauled up on her
love line had it, we searched everything else that went up
thoroughly enough that we would have found any.” The witch
had a registry in the data sphere to sign up for sex with her
that she serviced regularly, usually five times a week, three
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sleeps and two quickies. “If it was antidote, she might have
taken three from the state of his body.”
“Could I use your bathroom?” Kessil asked, readying her
hand to bring to her mouth in case she didn’t make it that far.
“I’ll spare you any more details.”
“How did we get in?” she asked.
“By rope from a floater.”
“Was it filmed?” Kessil asked.
“Yes it was,” he said. “It had already crossed my mind
that we have a unique and intriguing story here, so I hired two
floaters, one with the grappling hook and one with the
camera. I’ve already got two producers interested in the
movie.” She was rather incredulous that he was into this, she
would have expected him to want the smallest media
exposure of this as possible. “If the movie is a success, it
could give us the money to refurbish a few of our wheels, and
I know that is something dear to your heart.”
“I started when you did two of them yourself.”
“I’ve given myself too many bureaucratic responsibilities
today to do that. But if I really wanted to I could delegate
those and climb those towers again. But I don’t know about
Old Eleven.”
“Open it as a tourist trap,” she said.
“Far too gruesome, and we’d never make it safe. And it
would be bad for us to have people think we could let
someone live in those conditions...”
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“Well?” Kessil wondered, “how did that happen?”
“They weren’t supposed to live there, it was a, ‘Can we
just stay in the wheelhouse until we get a place?’ and no
definite end date. Three centuries without following up on
that, that’s what we’ll find. You’ll see, you wouldn’t want
tourists going thru it.”
“I don’t need to see it,” she said.
He nodded but said, “Let me show you something.” He
got out a picture of her, when she saw it, it took a minute but
she remembered the event. It was a morning-after at the river
on vacation. There was a group from the company that went,
it was quite a trip. This was taken from a room a few floors
up and across the court from their inn. She was leaning on the
rail shouting to someone below, totally naked and disheveled,
on an Afternoonday wake-up, probably the day they were
getting the coach to come back. He had never expected his
people to show any particular decorum when they were not
on duty, so she wondered why he was bringing this up. The
next picture was one taken from a long lens on the floater
owned by the Blue Kite’s news room. It had been printed
decades ago when the witch first hijacked that tower. The
witch was leaning over the same way but looked even more
disheveled. “Do you see my point?”
She did and she didn’t like it at all. That witch fucked and
then ate somebody and he wanted Kessil to impersonate her.
She would be afraid to be seen in the nude from now on,
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especially with her hair in a tangle and her eyes half-lidded.
She was darker than the witch, but the witch was bustier, even
now. The witch’s face was sharper, but she knew cinema paint
could change that.
“I can’t act,” she said. More as an excuse than any
certainty. She had never tried it, but didn’t think she would do
well because she had no skill at deception.
He chuckled a little. “I wasn’t going to ask that of you.
You’re much too valuable to us to give you up for a year or
two while the movie is filmed. Given time we can find
actresses who look even more like her. I just need a couple
sequences to seal the deal with a producer.”
She never knew he even knew what she really did, much
less how much value she had. Of course he could be playing
her. He tried to come across as a simple and humble man, but
he couldn’t have a cities-wide business if he wasn’t able to
manipulate people, at least to some extent. “I’m flattered you
think I’m of value, but I thought you were telling me that
looking a little like her is important.”
“They need a couple more aerial shots, that sequence
where she comes to the rail and yells at us when we tried to
get the midget up there. None of the remainder of the movie
calls for the use of aircraft. It’s a distance shot, we can do it
while we still have the floater, they can pick the actual actress
for all the close ups and dialog any time. There must be
dozens of actresses that can achieve your look.”
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“I don’t have her figure,” Kessil said, “or her bush.”
“We can get you pills for that,” he said.
“I don’t want that bush,” she said, small animals might
live in that. Her own was fine and downy, “and I don’t want
to climb up that tower.”
“We’d lower you from the floater. The wheel is still
seized.”
Her stomach dropped at the thought of it. Those towers
were tall, the sails on the wheel were twice the size of a
floater. She had never been up in a floater before, hardly ever
saw them out in Hdengragger. The windwheels of the ridge
were such small dots that she hadn’t noticed the smaller dots
of the floaters at all. From Yashmi’s you couldn’t see Old
Eleven anyway. “That’s almost as bad as climbing it with a
rope,” she said.
“It won’t be bad at all, the pilot’s getting used to it.”
“I’ve never flown before,” she said.
“It’s no different than a boat, just floating on a different
medium.”
She didn’t say anything. He clearly wanted her to do this,
and she could understand why. She could argue about why
this movie wasn’t such a good idea, she might even be right,
but his heart was clearly into the project. If the movie came
out before the story got cold, and it was well done, it might
do very well. She couldn’t think of a name actress who could
take the part, not without pills anyway, but she didn’t know
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very many of the hundred thousand or so in the Cities. If they
could discover new talent, that might help the movie’s
residuals if the discovery went on to a good career.
Mbeshna broke the silence, “I know something about you,
you know. I know you are of the VerseM’lOry of the Mid
Basin Plains. I know you’ve had to face more frightening
things than climbing down a short rope ladder to a small
porch.”
She let out a single peal of laughter. She could recall the
three scrub hakkens circling her, miles out from camp on the
sear plains with only Cynd for light. She was already in tears
because LooseFour, the keda she had grown up with, had
been killed in a fall into a deep wash a few miles behind her.
She was even more emotionally overcome because his last act
as he slipped over the side was to throw her back toward the
bank. He couldn’t save himself, but he saved her. The
emotion from that was why she hadn’t been alert enough to
spot the pack in time. “You’re right,” she told Mbeshna, “I’ve
been in scarier situations, but that’s one of the reasons I’m not
still out there.”
“But you still go for years at a time.”
“There’s no tubes weeks into the prairies,” Kessil said,
“and my mother and granddaughters are still out there.”
“If there is any reward that will sway you,” he asked.
“You already said it, you have fifteen hundred miles of
fifty one inch line reaching over a third of the industrial belts
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in the Cities and only two wheels to feed it. Get the dead
one’s turning again. You can find guys who can do it, it
doesn’t have to be you.”
His head snapped. “No,” he said, “You’re right of
course.”
“I’m really sorry, I’ve always had that runaway mouth.”
“Perhaps you are very perceptive. Perhaps I have been
reluctant because I used to do it myself and not purely for
financial reasons.”
“I should think the payback would be less than a decade.”
“I have skilled financial people who do detailed analysis
of that.”
“What are they using for parts costs? I bet we can get two
going from parts of others. We have five Hsengringk
gearboxes on five towers and we can’t get two of them
going?”
He sighed, “Which would you rather do, take on the
project of going up those towers and getting two going, or
going up one tower one time and letting a cameraman on a
floater film you yelling at us?”
“I’ll take on the ground work on that project. Get
someone else to go up and get it apart and get the parts down
to me.”
“You’d have to at least be there to get it back together, I
don’t know who else I’d trust to supervise a project like that.”
“Then I’d rebuild One Twenty Four and One Thirty
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Eight,” she said, “because I’ll go up the internal stairway.”
They were newer towers, the windage bearings were a better
design that could be serviced from the inside and the towers
were centuries newer with hardly any erosion showing on the
crystal.
Old Eleven looked more like a tall skinny butte with a star
of floaters crashed over it. Even if they didn’t open the
wheelhouse, she would take everything off it and leave it as a
skinny, eroded crystal butte with maybe a plaque at the base
cursing the witch who destroyed it after it had been in service
twenty four centuries.
“So if I give you that project, will you do the video?”
“You certainly are determined.”
“I don’t want some sensationalist nut climbing that tower
and focusing in on the lurid details.”
“Clean it up?” she said.
“We’d have to tear it down and rebuild it, you’ll see.
We’ve had a man up there cleaning all week. I would never
ask you to go up there before we got all the body parts out.”
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5. Forensics
Muurai stayed with him while he examined every balcony
rail and the floor around it to determine if she had hit it. All
he found was that there had been one particularly fluid couple
hard at it on the railing of the basement mezzanine in the
recent past. One of them at least had long, silky black hair
and the one who took the bottom was in rough spun fallos.
On the balcony she fell from he picked up a level of
aggression pheromone he had not seen before without the
antidote, and this was two days after the fact. It was possible
some other event had happened much more recently, but
without the antidote this much aggression would result in
paralysis, probably debilitating. That made him pretty certain
she had been pushed or thrown over from here.
He put his lens to these railings. Intracellular fluid marked
the edges of one of the railing posts. The railing posts were
cast stone, relatively new for the Temple but still eroded
enough from the air to be abrasive. They had probably seen a
few long periods when the dome above this atrium was out of
repair as it was now. That roughness had caught a few fibers,
and he carefully tweezed them away from the stone and into a
clean bag.
“You think that’s from the killer?” she asked.
So she was already sure it was murder, he hadn’t
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mentioned it. She probably understood what the super high
level of aggression marker meant. “You understand
something about this?” he asked.
“Not formally, but I read about detective work. I know in
most stories they say an aggression marker level of eight
hundred petamoles is enough to bring on the Instinct.”
“That’s about right,” Dyoniss said, “Five thousand is not
possible without the antidote, and this is two days later.” It
was probably as high as twenty thousand then, it evaporates
slowly, especially when shaded, but two days is a long time
for a pheromone signal.
“It’s interesting to be involved with this in real life,” she
said. “It lets me know which stories are realistic and which
are fantasy.”
“You read a lot?” he asked while he went over the whole
area for fluids. There was too much traffic up here and no
way to tell what was from Khyomati and her assailant.
“I’ll get thru a couple books a year and maybe see one
movie. I get time for it every couple weeks or so.”
Dyoniss stood up, “Do you have to get back to the post
downstairs?”
“I should pick up her clothes, unless you want to take
them. I’ve got to put the crowd ropes away sometime, but I
can take you over to Shenkhall’s lab first.”
“Lets bring her clothes,” Dyoniss said.
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Muurai walked close on the way. She was fit, a little bit
plush, quite cuddly and liked his hands on her. They had to
cross that big yard again. She didn’t actually get erotic with
him, but her hip pressing his and her breast pressing his
elbow was enough to feel erotic.
He would have never found the place without a guide.
There was a big reconstruction going on along the hallway
they needed to take sending them three blocks and three
stories out of the way.
“It’s hard not holding up traffic in places like this,”
Muurai said as they squeezed thru a narrow, crowded passage.
They encountered an area the size of a couple city blocks
that had been put in at a sixty degree angle to the normal grid
in the Temple. He was pretty sure even Muurai got lost in that
area, mainly because they were coming up a stairway when
they encountered it. He thought they had come up an odd
number of half-flights and should have gone the other way.
There was a prayer-flag hall, full of booths with people
selling prayer flags from all the caravan master families in all
shapes, colors and sizes. The hall was once wide, before these
booths were set up. It was most crowded where it intersected
another hallway in this area. Once again they had to press
their way thru, Muurai held his hand and pushed thru the
throngs.
The economy of people who live in the Temple is
completely different than outside. Many are content with the
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gruel and boiled veggies the Temple provides any who ask,
any money they come across is spent on religious artifacts or
party supplies. The people who live in the Temple often have
businesses providing that. They make their wares in
abandoned basements and lofts, all thru the endless structure,
and sell in the hallways where the Temple staff tolerates it.
Most of the Temple staff also lives in the Temple, often mixed
into the residences with the non-staff residents. The poor are
given unoccupied fifth level acolyte’s quarters on a firstcome, first-served basis. At one time these Temple residents
living off the gruel numbered fifteen million and brought
about the ruin of the much larger edifice and Karasis himself
in ancient times.
It felt like they walked about a mile before Muurai found
a place she was familiar with and began to walk with a
purpose again.
“How long have you been in the Temple?” he asked.
“This time? Not even a decade, just over forty years.
Altogether, maybe twenty decades spread over almost four
centuries.”
“So you keep coming back?”
“Yeah, sometimes I get to a point in my life when I need a
reset, when I need to be reminded of what’s really important.
I need to re-enlighten my soul and I need to do more for the
meta creature we are than just go to a meeting now and then.
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You know we wouldn’t do well if we were each alone like a
nyobba.”
“That’s why I’m here at half my normal rates.”
“You must be pretty successful, I was told there are
hundreds of investigators clamoring for Temple work.”
“They’re probably clamoring for gruel also,” he said.
He shouldn’t complain so. Half of the people who lived
off the gruel were recovering from burn outs or other
disabilities and would recover enough to leave. Many more
were unable to organize their own lives and were here for the
discipline. The able were often conscripted into work gangs
under the Sixth Tenet. They could be refused gruel if they
didn’t comply, and they kept the Temple the world’s largest,
but not safest, single structure. The laziest went to elaborate
lengths to avoid Temple proctors, and many succeeded, but
they worked harder at it than they would if they did their part.
In truth few of the Temple residents really tried to dodge the
simple duties because they understood that it kept their space
habitable and were glad for the organization to get them done.
They climbed a stairway three floors and emerged in a
hallway that traveled north-south like most of the main ones
in the Temple. This was lined with doors to various
laboratories, each one different, some severe, some ornate. It
was about two hundred yards to the door marked ‘Forensic
Medicine.’ There was a slender and serious looking girl at the
first desk.
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“Muurai raised her hand and said, “Dyoniss to see
Shenkhall,” and kept walking. The other girl raised her hand
and looked at Dyoniss, gave a brief smile and went back to
the file folders she was puzzling over.
Each professor had a floor in the lab, Shenkhall’s was
three floors up. It was all one room, all the equipment and
desks were on the far side. This side held a podium and a few
nightcoat trees. The center of the room was dominated by a
big heavy table with a body on it and a sheet over the body. It
was under a big plastic bubble and the vaporous hoses
running to it told him it was refrigerated. They met at the
head of that table.
“It’s great to see you are here,” Shenkhall said.
“I’m sorry I didn’t get here a day sooner, but I had a
promise to my son. He set out for a career in Belambectai this
lunch time.”
“I trust that went well?”
“He’s on a canal glider so he’ll get to Kyoith tomorrow if
all goes well. He’ll be sleeping aboard it thru the noon in the
Boomig.”
“I’m going to go back and take care of the crowd ropes
back at the site,” Muurai said to Shenkhall. To Dyoniss she
said, “I’ll be back in time for Noonmeal,” as she left.
By that he guessed this meeting would last until then. He
could imagine that, but he was afraid it would involve details
of the autopsy. Dyoniss may have specialized in investigating
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cases where the antidote may have been used, but that doesn’t
mean he’s accustomed to seeing butchery.
After a short pause, Shenkhall said, “Well I do specialize
in forensics so I have some data you might be interested in.”
Instead of going to the body he went to one of the
workbenches. Dyoniss put Khyomati’s clothes on the small
table next to the one where she lay. “I have a few photos of
the initial scene. Sorry I only had my ring but it’s a decent
one.”
He gave Dyoniss a frame he had them loaded on, it was
an ambient powered one so he had to hold it up towards the
room’s only window to see. That was more of a problem than
the camera. It looked like she had landed head first and died
instantly. Dyoniss scrutinized all of them, but didn’t really
learn much except that she was a pretty girl who shouldn’t
have died. If there was any clue on them he would have asked
for a paper copy, but these didn’t seem worth it. “Such a
shame,” he said as he handed the frame back.
“These were the initial snifter results,” Shenkhall said,
handing over a scroll of printout. There was enough left in the
air that I was able to get a time profile of the pheromones
around her.”
He handed Dyoniss some crude pheromone concentration
traces. The fear didn’t spike until the last seconds, just after
the aggression. Before that the female thought she was having
a sexual encounter and the male aggression was only
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moderately high, not as high as his nervousness. The male
was never having a sexual encounter. “Those were taken on
the balcony railing that she was probably pushed from,”
Shenkhall said.
“More conclusive evidence of murder than the windpipe I
would think.”
“Me too,” Shenkhall said, “but did you know the
Centorins don’t know we have this technology?”
“Some of them seem to think our highest technology is
the keda cart.” In truth they were used only by country
farmers today.
“That’s why I didn’t want to send that in the message. I’m
glad you came anyway.”
“I don’t think the Temple can call without me
responding.”
Shenkhall just nodded.
“Muurai said you’d found four hairs,” Dyoniss said.
“Yep, the DNA is being sequenced now, we should have
that back tomorrow.”
The lab in the Blue Kite would have had them back the
day after they were turned in. Of course the problem might be
that the samples weren’t turned in til today. He decided not to
bring any of that up and just assume things moved slower
here in the Temple than they did in the Tower of the Blue
Kite.
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“So what have you learned so far?” Dyoniss asked him.
“Between the pheromone profiles and the damage to the
larynx, I’m quite confident that she was murdered to keep her
from discussing whatever she meant to discuss with First
Acolyte Wrona.”
“Apparently someone has already spoken with Wrona?”
“Muurai has spoken with his receptionist,” Shenkhall
said. “She did quite a bit of leg work the last two days, as
well as watching over the impact site. Anyway, he had no idea
what the appointment was about. He had never met her before
but has an open door.”
“I’d still like to talk to him. Knowing who he is and what
he does will help some. If he doesn’t know her we have to
assume she wanted to see him on Temple business. Someone
was nice enough to send me her records, there is no reason to
suspect her of anything devious.”
“I guess,” Shenkhall said, “I don’t know what she was
working on, but Muurai scanned the pages where she made
notes. I didn’t go over her records, just her medical records.
She was healthy and so young, only eleven decades, she
hadn’t even lived an ephemeral life yet.”
It had been a number in the pocket eye but now that he
had seen her body and the photos, Dyoniss felt a cold hole in
his gut opened up. He remembered when he used to
remember when growing up was the shortest flashbulb of
time compared to his life so far. But for much longer than
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that he had not been able to remember anything about
growing up, or ever being a child. “That’s tragic,” was all he
could say about it. A just-bloomed spring flower of a girl.
“What killed her?”
“Blow to the head. Her left ankle was dislocated, she may
have hooked it in the railing to try and save herself. It would
have taken a year to heal but it wouldn’t have claimed her
life.”
“I can second that, there were fluids on the stone.”
“I didn’t think of that.”
“I have a fluids eye,” he said and let him look at it. “It
does a spectral analysis on the light as it passes thru the glass
and if it matches the spectrum of a bodily fluid it color-codes
the transmitted light to the bodily fluid detected.”
“Amazing technology, what planet is this from?”
“Thlaxsiu labs down in Mefmun.”
“No kidding?” Shenkhall said.
“They say they’ve figured out how the ancient crystals
work. They think they will be able to cast the equivalent of
Feanor’s crystals by the end of the century.”
“Scary.” Shenkhall took the lens, asked, “Do you mind if I
look at the body with this?”
“Uh, no.”
“You might not want to, I’ve already done the autopsy.
I’ve closed her back up but I’m no plastic surgeon.”
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Dyoniss did sit at the desk, which faced the other way,
while he performed the examination. Shenkhall narrated,
“This agrees she hadn’t had sex but had been ready to.” He
continued but with enough medical terms that Dyoniss really
didn’t follow it. Instead he looked around this area to get an
idea of what Shenkhall was. The desk was moderately neat
and had two big walls of file pockets facing it. There was a
big table behind it with another wall of file pockets over it.
Most of them were full of files, a few had magazines, a few
had odds and ends like pens and clips and rack folders. There
were a few pictures pinned to the front of the folder racks, so
some of them were long term. Probably the ones in the stack
of hanging file racks in the other corner were things he was
sure he would never need to look at again.
He was active in a Forensic Medicine newsletter, and half
of the back table was devoted to it, plus many of the file
pockets. There was a bottle of SkyQuake UltraHigh on the
floor in the corner behind the desk next to a bottle of one of
the best vedn whiskey’s made in the Ydlontrostl Cities. The
level in the whiskey was quite a bit lower than the bottle of
SkyQuake.
Shenkhall returned, saying it seemed to agree with what
he was able to determine with his own instruments but the
lenses took much less effort. “So we know she was murdered
and that she was more interested in sex than he was,” he said.
“I think we can go with the theory that he is Centorin at
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this point. We have antidote and so far nine hundred eighty
two of the thousand and thirteen tablets we have accounted
for have been in Centorin hands. We have a level of
aggression marker that is unlikely to be generated by anyone
native to his planet since the Peace Plague. We also have
this,” he held up the short piece of hair in its evidence tape, “a
hair that has been mechanically sheared.”
“Not impossible that he’s a native,” Shenkhall said, “but
very unlikely.”
“Very. And therefore it’s very likely he’s male, and it’s
very likely he was wearing something red and black,”
Dyoniss said, holding up the textile fibers on another piece of
evidence tape, “I found these caught on the stone of the
railing where she was thrown from, and she did not have
anything red or black on.”
There really wasn’t much more data here pertinent to the
case itself, but he learned quite a bit about forensic medicine
and the true weight of what they knew. Shenkhall almost
couldn’t stop once Dyoniss asked him a question and they
spent over an hour on it, Dyoniss feeling like he’d had a
year’s class summarized in an hour. If he could only get his
stomach to let him do a dissection, he would be able to learn
many interesting facts. Dyoniss was getting cramps from
taking notes by the time Muurai finally returned.
“This guy knows his stuff,” Shenkhall told her.
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“So does he,” Dyoniss told her.
“What did you figure out?” she asked.
“That the killer is likely to be a Centorin man who was
wearing red and black.”
“Centorin? Why would a Centorin care about Khyomati?”
she asked.
“That’s something we’ll have to figure out,” Dyoniss said.
“You’ve looked over her records?” Muurai asked.
“The best clues I’ve got are some circled numbers and
some calculations, that and the note in her shoulderpocket. I
haven’t seen her book bag yet.”
“You’ve still got that here?” she asked Shenkhall.
“It’s in the roll-around next to the table. The one you put
the clothes on top of.”
“We should probably put any evidence in a safe place,”
Dyoniss said. “Whoever did this has access to the Temple.”
“I’ve kept my lab locked the last two days. Anyone
determined could have broken in anyway, but I would know
about it.”
“No offense,” Dyoniss said, “but anyone determined and
skillful could have broken in without you knowing about it, at
least as long as those blocks have been loose.” He pointed to
some of the blocks making up the wall of the room. They
were a standard size used all thru the cities since the late 40’s.
They were called one-man blocks because it was assumed
that at two hundred twenty five pounds, one man with a lever
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and handcart could build with them. Most men who actually
built with them could carry them against their belly and lift
them chest high. Dyoniss could pry one out with a bit of
sweat. Most of them making up the lab walls were limed in,
but two near the top of the wall were loose.
“That’s not new, it was done before I inherited this lab.”
“No doubt there are people who can procure keys in the
Temple also.” Dyoniss went over to the door, looked at the
lock. It was a coded pneumatic with a plunger, state of the art
in the 100th. He had an autokey for that, but he didn’t get it
out yet. “Some locks aren’t as secure as they could be either.”
He turned on the lock and locked himself out. He rattled the
door to be sure they heard that the bolt was in place. Then he
took the autokey from his shoulderpocket and put it in the
lock, and began working the plunger. If done firmly and
steadily, this autokey can try a hundred combinations with
each stroke, emitting a small buzz as it does. The key is
purely pneumatic and mechanical, there are no photovoltaics
in it at all.
He was only a dozen or so strokes in when he heard
Muurai thru the door. “Dyoniss, are you out there? Do you
want me to let you in?”
The key had found the combination while she spoke, a
lock like this only has about ten thousand possible codes. He
turned the lock, then the latch, and let himself in, “I don’t
think that will be necessary.”
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She spotted the autokey in his hand before he could slip it
back in the shoulderpocket. “Ah, that’s a slick one.”
He let her look it over. While she did he said, “There’s an
Elvish tinkerer named Ensone down in one of the dells of
Hdengragger who makes these. He’s got a whole nanotech lab
in a big old archwood overlooking a millpond.”
She examined it closely, “nanotech you say, akin to the
fluidics in an audio amplifier no doubt?”
“Probably.” Dyoniss was sure there was a lot more to this
lady than a novice acolyte if she knew a bit about fluidics.
She did mention that she had been with the Temple
previously, but she hadn’t really been specific about her
duties.
“My apologies, but I have an appointment for noonmeal,”
Shenkhall said, “so I really can’t make arrangements for these
things now.”
“I can take care of that,” Dyoniss said.
“Her things are actually Temple property,” Shenkhall said.
Dyoniss was looking thru the book bag. Besides the three
ledgers there was an iron’s worth of blank paper, maybe, in a
binder, and a random collection of personal items. There was
a cute and delicate little lunch box, a reproduction of 30th
century lacquer ware. She had already cleaned it. There was a
ragpaper novel, The Spurned Scion, again with a 30th century
setting, judging by the clothing styles on the cover. There
were two finger jars, one a standard first aid salve, the other a
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lip protector that can also be used sexually. There were a few
hand-tied spice packets which smelled nice but earthy, a few
zhai seeds, three fine-point bulb pens, one of which had
leaked.
“I could take them to the vault?” Muurai asked.
“I suppose that would work. I haven’t even done an
effects catalog,” he said, “and I don’t have the time this
evening.”
“Will I be able to look thru her paperwork?” Dyoniss
asked? “I believe that is part of my contract.”
“Of course,” the doctor said. “It’s just that I’m not
authorized to grant permission to take it from the Temple
grounds.”
“Understood, who should I see about that?”
“You should probably ask the First Acolyte your contract
is with.”
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6. The Glitter of Kyoith
To be filmed in a movie pilot, and no doubt in a trailer
too, she was sure, would be more exposure to the public than
Kessil really wanted. The fact that it was a nude shot wasn’t
an issue at all, she regularly vacationed at one of the popular
beaches on the river. It was impersonating the witch that
bothered her.
Heaven forbid her image would get into the final edit and
she’d actually get royalties from the movie itself and the line
in the credits to go with it. That was the down side, the up
side, being tasked with getting two wheels with Hsengringk
gearboxes going within the next decade, because that was the
time frame she would demand. Ten years, one Empire year,
was unthinkable.
“We refurbish One Twenty Four and One Thirty Eight, I
run that project, and I’ll get on that tower and let you film me.
And,” she said, “ten coppers, from now on, plus the
percentage of what I save you over the ten coppers.” That had
been between a third and a half of her income in recent
decades, two fifths of it this year. She had saved them
fourteen aluminums one year, her share on that had been
fourteen coppers, so she still would have added four more
even if he was paying her ten.
He did one slow chuckle. He picked up her hand in his.
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“Thirteen. You do this, and oversee refurbishing two wheels,
and call on me for any help you need, I mean that. You get
that done and you will go on to resurrect the others, as you
can, as we can afford it, as my Deputy of Infrastructure. For
that I offer you thirteen coppers a year, for as long as it takes,
with a budget of what I think we can afford, or one percent of
the gross on the sale of the air from the wheels you have
restored so far, whichever is greater. We will get that all in
writing on a certificate and properly witnessed and signed and
thumbprinted, but that is the position I offer you.”
She didn’t really respond at first, except to say, “I’m
really honored, I don’t know what to say. Poetry isn’t my
strength.”
“I didn’t offer you the position of company poet, I asked
you to assist our efforts to raise funds for the company via the
blockbuster, award winning, ‘Witch of the Ancient
Windwheel’ cinematic masterpiece we are about to produce,”
she wondered just how deep his tongue was in his cheek for
that, he delivered it pretty dry, “and then head up the project
to use the proceeds from that film in the restoration of several
other historic windwheels.”
“That I can do, properly thanking you, I can’t do.”
“Your diligent service in ensuing the prosperity of our
enterprise is more than anything I can do for you.”
She really couldn’t answer that. “That’s more modest than
living in this neighborhood.”
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“I have listened to more than the philosophers of
Karasis,” he said, “though they are the closest to my heart,
Christ the Fisherman teaches that it is wrong to want a larger
share than your neighbor.”
“It is requested in Karasis, but not mandated,” Kessil said.
“That’s true, but I follow most of the requests as well as
all the demands of Karasis,” he said. “I hardly feel entitled to
the luxury I have around me, but in the swirling chaos of
business, I find I need to have peace in my retreat. You are in
Karasis, I can see it on you even if I didn’t know it already.
You want to be on the team of everyone you meet, you want
to make it better.”
Maybe a little too much at times, enough to put some
people off, luckily not Dyoniss. “Yes,” she said, “I am
thankful the world is as good as it is, but I am aware it can
always be improved.”
“You are an angel of Karasis,” he said. “I am very
honored to have you as one of us,” he said. He paused and
reset his hands as he changed subject. “We would like to
record those video sequences tomorrow. We have the floaters
here in Kyoith, and the weather is predicted to be perfect for
it.”
“That’s up on the butte,” she said. Old Eleven was on the
peak of Hdengragger bluff, the tallest and easternmost bluff in
sight of the ancient canal.
“The floaters will be leaving here early Afternoonday, I
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can arrange adequate quarters here in Kyoith, here at my
home if you like.”
She couldn’t invite him to her bed in his house, she
couldn’t invite him back to Yashmi’s in East Hdengragger,
forty minutes from the nearest tube station. In these
circumstances it is actually proper for the male to ask the
female to his bed. He might not know that, he might not want
to invite her. If they were in public it would be impolite of her
not to invite him. In his home it would be impolite of her to
invite him. She was a pretty plain little girl next to the one
who let her in and showed her to this hideaway in an upper
middle class neighborhood. She thanked him but declined to
stay in his guest quarters. She took her leave, her head pretty
full of what had been said. The important thing was that she
would be in charge of getting two of their best wheels going
again. She wanted it, but she worried about carrying it out.
She had to spend Noonsleep in Kyoith, she would at least
stop by Lizhine’s. Lizhine was the only person she knew well
in Kyoith. She worked in Headquarters as a receptionist for
Eleeson, both live and eye messages. She was usually in on
Morningdays and probably had another hour left of her day
by the time a streetcar deposited Kessil near the building. The
headquarters building is on the canal, but the canal is three
stories below the street entrance to the building. She was now
authorized for elevator anywhere in the cities so she used her
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pin.
When Lizhine heard about the projects, she determined
that here had to be a celebration, and wouldn’t be slowed by
Kessil’s protests that she had to be sharp the next day. Lizhine
told her to just stay away from the green, easier said than
done once she starts working that elbow. All the training
Yashmi had given her in the drinking arts over the last twenty
decades seemed to be working against her lately.
In Kyoith-Reh there is a fourth floor street that has many
of the best clubs in town, along with the best sit-down
eateries. The street is behind a row of crystal towers that line
the ancient canal in Kyoith-reh. They could walk thru one of
the towers to a table five floors above the waterfront. It was
only the second week of spring, so it wasn’t too hot in the sun
even for noonmeal. Kessil had a garden star and Lizhine a
rinko salad with spiced mrang bits over it. The garden star is
really a salad, the garden star itself is fried calamari style, but
it isn’t very big.
“So what are we hunting this evening?” Lizhine asked.
“Well I can play this time, Dyoniss isn’t waiting at the
tube station for me to get back.”
“Oh?”
“He’s out in Yuhal, he’s got a case at the Temple. I doubt
he can solve it in the short half of a day.”
“They had antidote out there?”
“They’re pretty sure it’s a murder.”
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“That’s gross,” Lizhine said. “When will it ever end?”
“Who knows? We know the Kassikan knows the formula,
how sure are we that not one person can be bribed?”
Lizhine gave her a dirty look. “I heard they recovered the
thousandth dose?” she asked.
“A few weeks ago,” Kessil said. “He figures there are at
least a hundred and thirty two still out there.”
“Some people claim there was a zombie attack out in
South Dells,” out on the Hest - Aitol border, “maybe they had
antidote also?”
“Never heard of that?”
“I guess nothing came of it. There’s a zombie movie out,
that’s probably what caused it,” Lizhine said.
They had a laugh. The South Dells was pretty and well
kept, but it wasn’t known as an intellectual center. Then it
was also possible the movie company started the rumor to
build interest in the movie. Such a rumor would be easier to
start in that neighborhood than Boomig or Kyoith. Yashmi
however, would participate happily in that rumor.
“So, you can play, that means we have to go for nice.”
“What’s wrong with that?” Kessil asked.
“I can give as good as I get,” she said, “and it’s a rare guy
that can scare me.”
Kessil knew she was talking about size and not
personality when she said that. Truthfully Kessil wondered
where she put it, Lizhine wasn’t a big girl. She wasn’t
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interested in talking about that however, “We just put our son
on a boat at lunch time and we mean to stay together, so I’m
just out to be a polite member of the species.”
“Oh? Enlin’s full grown now isn’t he?”
“Yeah,” Kessil said. They didn’t see each other that often,
it had been almost ten years, and Lizhine hadn’t seen Enlin
since he was two. She embarrassed him with a promise to
come see him again in a few years to teach him everything
she knew about sex, but that never happened. By the next
time she was in Hdengragger he was three and there was
often a girl sharing his bed. “He’ll be here by dusk. I may get
a chance to surprise him if I get back from the tower in time.”
“How are you going to be with that?” she asked.
“I’ll make sure my bladder is empty before I go up in the
floater.”
They laughed again, finished eating. Lizhine was
someone she saw rarely enough that they always had plenty
to catch up on. Lizhine talked about Eleeson, some of the
clubs around and how she was ready to take over Eleeson’s
duties. Kessil talked about Enlin, Dyoniss’s cases, especially
tracking down antidote use, and the Tmardrike trunk failure
that Kessil had been involved in. It had been a pain because
the street engineer was such a prick she couldn’t understand
how the Temple could employ him. She probably went on
about it more than she should have.
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“Are you going to be like this with everyone this
evening?” Lizhine asked.
“Sorry, you can take me out of the lab...”
“But we can’t take the lab out of you. I worry about you
sometimes, do you get out enough?”
“What? Enough variety?”
“How many a year?”
Two or three was considered adequate, “Four, five, ten, I
really don’t count. I fully expect to participate in the human
species this sleep.”
“That’s good,” Lizhine said. “Let’s go do that.”
Very soon they were strolling that wide and well-lit street.
It’s called Evening Walk and it’s pretty much the glitter
section of Kyoith and in some ways Kyoith is the glitter
section of the Ydlontrostl Cities. Many media companies
have headquarters here, many celebrities are seen on this
street and they saw bright lights in the distance a couple times
as they walked here.
“I don’t need a place with strobes,” she told Lizhine as
they walked the glitzy street, “I know that may be a tall order
along here.”
“We can go to The Tent, I really don’t mind. You hardly
ever come out with me so if we went there every time you
came down, that wouldn’t be too much for me.”
“Crystal City is just too bright.” It was a Bordzvek type
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club, bright lights and strobes and the very lightest
lectroshock or caravan with some real Bordzvekian sugarpop
recordings between them.
“I don’t need to go there every evening,” Lizhine said.
Kessil was glad she didn’t suggest Deep Borlunth either, no
guys small enough for her frequented the place. “And did I
mention you’re looking good? I might send you to do the
scouting this evening.”
“All I did was keep the size I got from nursing.”
“Looks good on you, you look more balanced now,”
Lizhine said.
“I still shouldn’t be scout, I don’t have the gift of gab.”
“Unless you’re at a pneumatic engineers convention,”
Lizhine said.
“Fine,” Kessil said, “If we run into one, I’ll scout.”
The Tent is not in a tent, but its main hall is decorated as a
caravan tent. It is the only business under some multistory
hangleaf apartment towers on the side of Evening Walk
across from the canal. It sits atop a large factory that is below
the level of this street. She couldn’t see what they made there,
their front door was down on the industrial level, but it was
quiet enough that the music didn’t have to be loud. One
whole end of the club is open to the street and they strolled
thru that and looked around.
It is the only true caravan and haunt club on Evening
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Walk, and walking in was refreshing. Instead thumping
energy, this music was more like a cooling liquid, something
refreshing in the warmth of noon. There were none of those
shiny blouses shimmering on the long-titted ones. There was
more leather than anywhere else on Evening Walk, and more
bottomless than the previous times she had been here, but that
was all over the city it seemed. Kyoith was big on fads and
celebrities, so this was probably a fad. She would only play if
she got nude. There were a few nudes in here this evening,
and a few more on the floor. If she was bottomless, she never
wanted more than a shoulder pocket above the waist.
Kessil couldn’t help admiring the building for a minute. It
had the atmosphere of a tent, the ceiling was hung with fabric
up between the beams at a pretty shallow angle. The torches,
leatherwork, railings and furnishings were very well done.
They evoked the Etendur Lakes more than the plains of the
VersM’lOry, but they were pretty lavish and well wrought. It
wasn’t a coat of paint and some plastic-foam molded parts.
The grills were real stone, the rails were prairie gnarl
wrapped with mrang hide.
“Lets go fill cups over there,” Lizhine said and pointed
with her eyes. Lizhine had not been checking the architecture
or what the other women were and weren’t wearing. The guys
she saw were both big, Lizhine liked a guy who’s tip just
reached her chin when they were standing facing each other.
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Neither was quite that, but they were both taller than Dyoniss
and wider in the shoulder. One was obviously native, the
other obviously Centorin. His crotch was halfway to the top
of his head and his chest was wide and deep. His face was
narrow and his hair short and frizzy. His color was a light
mahogany, his hair only a bit darker. Not as dark as hers. He
had a compact body, but not small, with big, smooth muscles
that he was obviously proud of because his mountain shirt
was open so wide he had on little more than the sleeves.
The one who was native watched Lizhine approach. She
was more obvious about swinging than Kessil was
comfortable with, or had the weight to pull off, even with her
new size. The other was more circumspect about viewing,
more like a Centorin, but watched her almost as much as
Lizhine. No doubt he had noticed that Lizhine was focused on
the native. No doubt Lizhine expected her to take the
Centorin since Dyoniss was half Centorin and had taught her
a little Centish over the last twenty decades. She hardly ever
used it and probably couldn’t make herself understood with it
if she had to, but this guy wouldn’t be here with a native if he
didn’t know Common Tongue.
“How’s it pouring?” Lizhine asked. They were standing
just to the left side of the tap. There were four taps on the
main floor, one in each corner, this was to the right of the
front wall near the street side. The stage was actually facing
into the room, they were almost behind it still, but the volume
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was a little less than it would be on the floor. The floor was
only a quarter full, but this was unfashionably early in Kyoith
where the action in the clubs wouldn’t heat up til it was
officially Noonsleep.
“Just fine,” he said, “nice to see you girls out and about
tonight.”
“Yeah? Glad to be welcome,” she said, and posed to let
him look. She has a thin-knit one-button half top and a scoopfront tee. Kessil knew Lizhine would get that half-top
removed any minute.
Kessil grabbed Lizhine’s cup and handed it to the
kegman, who had probably been chatting with these guys
between customers. She hadn’t brought her good cup this
time because it took up too much room in her bag.
Lizhine talked to the guy from this planet, found out his
name was Yoring and his Centorin friend was Boesun. Yoring
was quite a hunk and might not take an offer from a sexy but
normal girl like Lizhine, but he was giving her his attention
and letting her cuddle up to him, even ran the back of his
fingers over her nipple. If Kessil and the Centorin stayed on
opposite ends along this rail, it was very unlikely he would
accept any invite Lizhine made.
They didn’t have to discuss how Lizhine liked to play this
game. She liked a quickie or two to take the edge off. After
she’d had a decent orgasm, she could get down to finding the
guy she wanted to spend the sleep with. With him she was a
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little more careful. With the first one it was just about finding
the first cute guy who would accept an invite. She might ask
three in the first five minutes if she had to.
“I’m thinking you’re from Centorin?” she said to Boesun.
It was strange making three syllables out of a small name like
that.
He was distracted watching Lizhine take off that half top.
“Uh, actually I grew up on Naiho, Baptistia.”
“What brings you here?” she asked.
They had been straining to hear and Lizhine and Yoring
were already using a lot of hands on each other. The Tent
played haunt and caravan, some of the deeper stuff with risers
full of yggdrasil bowers. There were four in the band this
evening and the hall floated on their drones, which were
almost as loud here as they were in the hall. They also had a
mini with chorus pedal. It wasn’t blasting, but the room was
full of sound so he came over next to her so they could talk.
She leaned close. She didn’t really want a quickie, but she
would love some petting. She didn’t want Yoring turning
Lizhine down because Boesun was going without. He was
attractive enough that she would go to a room with him rather
than make Lizhine crabby, provided he wasn’t an ass.
“The war,” he answered.
“I’m glad we missed most of that.”
“It’s not over,” he said.
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The destruction of Alderan said he was right. “Were you
ever on Alderan?” she asked.
“I’ve never been anywhere. When we lost our farm I
grabbed enough cash to get out before the mechanoid soldiers
torched it. I’ve been here ever since.” He must have been in
the borderlands between New Heartland and Novo Grosso,
any trouble anywhere seems to make trouble there.
“How long is that?”
“I’ve been here just about eighty standard years now.”
“About twenty decades I think.”
He thought awhile and said, “Yep,” about that.
“How do you like it here?” she asked.
“I like the women,” he said and pulled her closer with his
arm around her shoulders but didn’t touch her breast. Instead
she pressed the right one to his side, but he had a denim
mountain shirt on and even though it was open, she had to
press thru it. Even now her figure is not enough to do much
thru that, and its texture was not as pleasant as a thin-knit on
her. “I like the food,” he said, “and the music’s good. The
games are lame and the pay really sucks.”
She thought the prices on Centorin more than made up for
the higher pay. One had to buy youth there, every few
decades. She could counter with that, but she didn’t really
want to argue about it.
“Why did you chose here?”
“Seemed like the safest,” he said.
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“Where else could you have gone?”
“Any new terraform, that would be pretty safe. I’m no
farmer however, that’s all that makes it out there.”
“So are you making it here?”
“Pppp, life is free here. Anybody can make it here, the
problem is can you make it big?”
“Not many people care,” she said. “For most people,
making it small is big enough. There’s really nothing to life
but today.” She would say Karasis encourages simplicity but
if he was still Centorin after twenty decades he probably
wasn’t interested. The realization that Karasis probably meant
nothing to him would make it hard to warm up.
“Here,” he said, “maybe on this whole planet. I’ve really
only seen the cities along this canal,” he said, “and
Hardensburg, but the only thing Hardensburg has in common
with the rest of this planet is the length of the day and year.”
She could hear the disdain in his voice for the cities along
this canal. In a way she could understand, everything was
either ancient or older, a lot was shabby and spindly among
the smallholds and a lot of the reclaimed ruins were barely
more than camps. Still there were beautiful areas like where
they lived and where Mbeshna lived. Kyoith glittered brighter
than Hardensburg, she saw that for herself, and most of the
basin’s people were as comfortable and healthier than most
Centorins. “Why didn’t you stay in Hardensburg?” she asked.
“I came here with a buddy. He had a business opportunity
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here.”
“How’s that going?”
“We were doing well til he got himself killed.”
“What?” Kessil said, shocked.
“Yeah, he was a crazy dude. He came from some town up
the Navorken on Centorin, someplace where tough is
idolized. When he heard about that witch, he just had to do
her.”
“What witch?” Kessil asked with some trepidation.
Lizhine interrupted, “Hey; we’re going to go upstairs for a
few. See you here?”
“Sure,” Kessil said.
The Centorin and his friend said a few words amounting
to the same thing while Kessil and Lizhine had that exchange.
“The one on the windwheel,” the Centorin continued
about the previous conversation.
“Uh,” Kessil said. She couldn’t help it. Good thing
Lizhine was in enough of a hurry that they were already too
far to hear it.
“What’s the matter?” he asked.
“That’s my company. I have to go out to that wheel
tomorrow as it happens.”
“Yeah, well, I know that witch killed him.”
“If it’s any consolation, she’s dead too.”
“Good,” he said. “It’s not much consolation, but it’s
some.” She didn’t comment on that so he went on, “We didn’t
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get his remains back.”
She was NOT going to talk about that. “I understand they
didn’t get much of the witch either, but I really don’t know
anything more than they promised to have the body parts
cleaned out before I had to go up on that tower.”
“What do you do?” he asked.
“I’m an engineering troubleshooter. I’m supposed to fix
what nobody else can fix.”
“I would have taken you for a gymnast or a kickball
referee.”
“Oh how sweet of you. I do some farm work at home. My
mother-in-law runs the farm but we help out with the heavy
stuff.”
“You’re as firm as a prairie girl.”
“You’ve met some?”
“Out in Hardensburg.”
They were more than likely sex-pros from Ragess, but she
wasn’t going to try and make trouble. “Want to find a place to
sit?”
“You’re not going to do like your friend?”
“Ah, you mean invite you upstairs?”
“I figured since you were together...”
“She needs to take the edge off, I’m a little slower. Once
she comes back down she’ll be looking for someone for the
sleep, I’ll join her in that. But I didn’t think you were
interested, you haven’t touched an erogenous square inch of
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me yet.”
“I’m not into teasing and there’s far too much of that here,
even more than Hardensburg. I’ll pet you if I get a blow job
first, to take the edge off, as you say.”
“Hmm, well I’m part Elf and I don’t suck dick, sorry.”
“Then don’t tease me,” he said and backed away. “If you
don’t suck, as far as I’m concerned you might as well be
male.”
“Huh?” she said, “you mean you are oral only?” and if he
was, what would it matter if she was male or female?
“If I decide to have a child with a woman I’ll do that, until
then she’ll have to content herself orally.”
She pulled back a little more from him, “You must think
you have quite a treasure in there.”
“It sounds like you’ll never know. I don’t take it out til a
woman is ready to wrap her lips around it.”
“And you’ve been here twenty decades?” A lot of women
were Elvish in that respect, among the Elves it is considered a
sign of female submission and male dominance. For her, it
just wasn’t enjoyable and there were enough guys who didn’t
want it that she never had to worry about it.
“You’d be surprised, you know there are no real men
among you natives, but you probably know that already. You
probably never met a man who could stand up to you before.”
She wondered where this had come from, “Far from true,
I’ve met many a man I’ve had to defer to, I’ve never thought
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it was a problem.”
“Have you met such a man sexually?”
“And you say you’ve been on this planet twenty decades?
How long since you’ve left Hardensburg?”
“More than a year,” he said. “Enough to know what’s
different here.”
“Not hardly. You talked only what you wanted to talk
about with the whores you saw, am I right? You never spoke
of the freedom of the plains, you never spoke about Karasis
and you certainly never spoke about how long time is here.
When were you born?” she asked.
“5841,” he replied.
“So you’re not yet a century.”
“I’m a hundred and eighteen standard years. What does
that have to do with it?”
“Whether I’ve met a man I’ve had to defer to sexually. In
three and a third centuries, of course I have, dozens of times.”
“And wasn’t your satisfaction more complete?”
“Two of those times that I can remember were
exceptional. The last one was boring, he didn’t even get me to
the point where I had to finish it myself after. I’ve been more
turned on while spraying myself after a piss.”
He couldn’t help smiling about that. “You are a spitfire,”
he said. “You even look a little like that witch that killed my
buddy.”
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7. Muurai
Once Dyoniss knew he was going to have to spend
Noonsleep in the Temple, he agreed that the best thing to do
was put the evidence in the vault, but he wanted a chance to
at least leaf thru her books this evening. He learned that the
alternatives for dinner were a walk of at least a mile, one of
the Temple gruel kitchens, or one of the cooks who worked in
the Temple. Right now they had just decided they would
leave Khyomati’s things in the vacant room next to Muurai’s
while they went to noonmeal.
“Unless he follows us now,” Dyoniss said, “he won’t find
this stuff that quick. Have you been followed lately?”
“No,” she said, like she was sure of it. The round-about
routes she took to go places probably made sure of that. “I’m
confident it will be safe in that room, especially if no one sees
us go in it.”
He picked up Khyomati’s clothes and book bag. Muurai
gathered the evidence bags he and Shenkhall had gathered
and stuffed them carefully into her shoulder bag, making it
bulge like it was three and a half years pregnant.
“There are always people in the halls,” Dyoniss said.
Shenkhall was at the door to bid them good evening and
lock up. It would prevent honest people from coming in and
finding a dead girl under refrigeration in his lab.
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In the hall, she lead the way, something about the way she
set out told him it was going to be a lengthy hike. She lead
him to the central hall of this wing. Twelve stories in height,
it is ringed with railings from all the halls above with arched
glass skylights two stories above that. It was supposed to be
straight, but it had been here so long the ground had probably
shifted and been rebuilt so many times that variations had
crept in and it was only more-or-less straight at this time.
It was packed, both with pedestrians and sales booths and
salesmen using wide coats as their booths. It was fair to push
them out of the way if one had to. The Temple discouraged
them, but could not really use force to get them out. Most of
them were on the gruel and trying to make a little extra to
party with. Many of them were handing out pamphlets for
free.
Dyoniss thought this was the weakest link in the Temple.
The desire to help everyone and let everyone live their own
life had made it too easy for the selfish to take advantage. In
ancient times it had lead to the destruction and abandonment
of the much greater Temple that this was only a small part of.
At one time at least fifteen million people had lived in the
Temple on the gruel, with the two million member Temple
staff and the other twenty million farmers in the Principates
supporting them. The Temple had been a republic at the time
and once the majority of the voters were on the gruel, the
collapse had been swift. Within two generations most of the
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farmers had gone out onto the plains and the gruel had
stopped. The resulting riots had left the Temple in ruins and
Karasis in jeopardy. Karasis didn’t fully recover from that til
eternal youth and the reforms of the Tenth Tenet.
They followed that grand hallway at least a third of a
mile, then went on a complicated wandering that included
cutting thru offices, a catwalk over the roof of a main hallway
and a spell where he was sure even Muurai was lost again.
Eventually she found a small residential hallway that she
followed for five or six blocks, then turned for a block on
another, then descended two more floors and walked another
three blocks on another small hallway. She stopped at a door
on this hallway. It was decorated with pictures of edgeflower
ribbonleaves with last year’s berries and this year’s blooms.
She took out a key, keyed a few digits into that, and opened
the door.
“This is my place,” she said.
It was a one room plus, with two large windows in the
wall that looked into a small atrium, of which there were
thousands in the Temple. This atrium was about fifty feet
square and had a floor only three floors below. Her windows
were so large and the sill so low that opening them almost
turned the whole room into a balcony. The room was about
ten by twenty feet, with closets, bathroom and vestibule
adding another ten, so she had about twenty by twenty feet of
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space. There was no kitchen, but the vanity was big enough
for a little alcohol burner and she used a couple camping
chests as a room divider. Her bed was curtained off at the end
of the room and like most beds in the Temple since the 42nd, it
was big enough for company.
The décor was austere, but tasteful. There were a few
framed presses of tall prairie flowers on the walls, a vase of
them was on the cupstand next to the far end of the long
standcushion in the sitting end of the room. Two luxurious
reading chairs sat near each other and at the inside corners of
each of the big windows. A low bookcase-paperrack ran
behind them and under all the windows. The top was padded
at the windows with fluffy pillows tied on. The windows were
already swung out and a single bar twenty one inches above
the sill was all that separated them from the open atrium.
“We want to put the evidence in the empty apartment next
door,” she said, “and we should probably do it before anyone
notices I’m home.” She climbed to the vanity top, and then
onto to top of the linen tallboy next to it. She put her hands to
the marble slab of the ceiling and lifted it, and slid it above
the next. It seemed that the ceiling slabs were only a quarter
inch thick and she wasn’t even straining to move it. Dyoniss
heard her move the next one. “I’d like it if you’d spot me up
here. There’s really nowhere to stand but the top of the wall
and the wall between rooms is only eight inches here. Just
stand on the counter top.”
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He wound up lifting her up by the butt, which neither one
of them seemed to mind, and then steadied her while she
turned around and let her legs down into the next suite.
“OK, hand me the bags and I’ll put them right in the
cabinets under the sink.”
“Why not leave them in the ceiling?”
“Then we have to climb up here again, and they might
look there if they come in here while we’re gone.” He was
already handing them over. He could reach them without
getting down from the counter.
She jumped down, put them away, and jumped back up.
He could see a sink and vanity top that was the same as the
one on this side, he couldn’t see the remainder of the room
from here, but imagined it was the mirror image of hers.
“Do you think you can help me up?” she asked. She was
already jumping, she could get herself most of the way up
here. All he could do was get under her shoulders and try to
lift. She was strong enough that she didn’t need much help,
but she got a little erotic contact with him while doing it. She
was able to get her waist up to the top of the wall and squirm
over with him catching her. She was a little plush around the
middle and her face was plain and average and vaguely
Nordic but with a cute smile. She was firm and lively. As he
held her he could tell his body was appreciating hers. Her
body pressed against him before they jumped down from the
vanity. She was just soft enough to be feminine, and a
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surprising amount of life passed between them as her chest
slid across his. Her eyes met his, they were smoldering.
They stepped back to the floor, still holding hands. She
went to the couch, watching him with interest, not really
trying to hide her reaction and looking for reaction from him.
“That was nice,” she said. “Most fictional detectives aren’t as
sensual as you.”
Dyoniss laughed heartily. “I guess you don’t read the
trashy stuff.”
“I pursue realism, the ones that take place during winter
Nightday and Dawnsleep with ice on the streets and drizzle in
the air.”
“I’ve been in those,” he said. “I’ll take pretty girls in
Noonsleep over that any day.”
“If that’s a hint,” she said, “I’ll take it, you’re welcome to
take Noonsleep here. Nobody but us will ever know that
package is in that suite.”
He sat beside her. He felt a little funny taking variety on
the sleep after they saw their son off, but there was no way he
was spending the sleep with Kessil anyway. He wasn’t
helplessly aroused by Muurai, but he was comfortably
attracted to her, and she was interesting. She was more than
she seemed. She wasn’t bait, but then she might be. The
Temple might be smart enough not to use bait girls who were
obviously bait. He really didn’t care about that, he had
nothing to hide from his employer. It would be more pleasant
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sleeping with her than alone. He put his arm around her
shoulder, she was certainly OK with that.
“You don’t know that much about me yet, and I don’t
know that much about you, but I have a feeling I won’t regret
accepting that invitation.” He kissed her to seal his
acceptance, and gave her breasts a firm squeeze as he did.
She wanted to tongue wrestle and hold his hands firmly to
her. She wasn’t any bigger than Kessil and wasn’t any firmer,
a little rounder, and just as enthusiastic. He really liked that in
a woman and didn’t let go of her when their lips parted. She
didn’t take her hand off his, he tried to catch her nipple
between his fingers.
She pressed his hand hard to her, like she was grinding the
back of her nipple against her ribs. “Thanks, I’ll do my best to
make sure you don’t regret it.”
“Don’t try too hard, just have fun, I’m just an average guy
and pretty easy to please. It’s fun just holding you like this,
you feel great.”
“I’m about as average as a girl can get,” she said.
“Well you know, people have been able to make
themselves look however they want since the 40th or so. Now
most people are going to try and look perfect don’t you think?
So they going to wind up hitting all around it, if you follow
what I’m saying.” He waited for her to nod. She did, but he
could see that she knew he was trapping her. “So the average
of how everybody else looks really has to be dead nuts
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perfect doesn’t it?”
She gave a rueful laugh. “OK, make the best of it, I
appreciate that. I won’t hold you to it though, if you meet
someone special this evening while we’re out and about you
can go with her or bring her to the room next to mine. I really
shouldn’t put a claim on you.”
“Muurai, you gave me an invite and I accepted it. Any
bodies we see while out and about may be works of art, but I
expect us both to honor the agreement we just made. Now if
you want to talk about someone special, I’m going to be
honest with you. Someone special and I put our son on a
canal glider this lunch time as he went sailing off to his first
career. You seem to have her intelligence and depth,
something much more pleasurable to me for an evening and
sleep than breast size or shape of face.”
She blinked a lot, smiled widely and said, “I’m really
flattered to hear that and I feel like you really mean it. I’m
pretty touched for someone I just met.”
He hoped she wasn’t crying because he told her he was
taken. “You’re fine. I appreciate all the help you gave me this
afterlunch. So where can we get a nice noonmeal?”
She had to wipe her eyes a little. “Sorry,” she said, “I
don’t know why I’m so stupidly emotional.”
“Probably because you read so many romantic mysteries.”
She laughed as she snorted, “Or maybe it’s the other way
around.”
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There was a cook in one of the big thirty-acre atria who
really was pretty good. He would have been on the gruel, but
his own cooking was too much better. He still lived in the
Temple, where it was free, but he never ate gruel. He wasn’t
too fat, and he didn’t have that lumpy texture that gruel gave
a person. Dyoniss and Muurai took theirs to a little table next
to a wall just high enough to sit on. This wall surrounded
about an acre, one sixty by two forty feet, paved with
reclaimed stone, with a sixty by one hundred foot pool
dividing the acre a third of the way from the south end.
It was a great place to body watch and there was some
haunt/lectroshock lshi-based slow-dance music on that had a
lot of people strutting on the lip of the pool. He liked to watch
the couples, threesomes and foursomes flirting a little farther
from the pool, at and around the little tables and stools that
were out there on that court. Every piece of furniture was
three-legged or everything would wobble. But the floor was
not so uneven that many of them fell over. Closer to this wall
there were a lot of tribreaks and frondfruits, obviously meant
to be part of the park.
On the small scale this could be at any old tap and cook
anywhere in the cities, anywhere in the basin but
Hardensburg in fact. The distant décor was the walls of the
Temple, and there were a few acolyte’s robes in the discarded
clothing, but that was the only evidence that this was in the
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Temple. There was ample evidence that this was in Karasis,
none of the banter was hurtful, respect and generosity were
evident, but that would be true in most of the Blue Kite or the
plaza around it, as well as the streets of Boomig, Kyoith, the
Aitol, or even Mefmun.
They sat under a whitenut bush. It was pretty well picked
over but they were able to find enough to put on the goulash.
The sauce in the goulash was as his mother made it, a lot like
didd sauce. Now mind you, this was far from free, it was
probably ten penny more than it would have been outside the
Temple for the same meal, but it was forty four penny, with
the yaag and ale, four cups of each when both of them were
added.
“You know I shouldn’t eat like this,” she said, leaning
back and patting her belly.
“We’ll work some of it off later,” he said.
“Promise?” she gave a little laugh. “You’re making me all
anticipation,” she said.
“I see,” he said, and poked her nib, “but don’t anticipate
too much, I’ve never taken anything for it and we’ve been
drinking like a whirlpool, I know I’m pretty wobbly.”
“I think that’s part of my anticipation, that and watching.”
She was watching, especially the guys in the pool. There were
more of them now that noonmeal was over. The music was
tending more toward haunt. He wondered where the tapeman
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was, he didn’t see anyone here and the music here was not
common to the whole thirty acres of this atrium, just this one
acre pool court.
“So what is your actual assignment in the Temple?” he
asked.
“The last couple days I’ve been a shift a day just watching
over that scene and another shift asking some of the easy
questions. They said I should take care of you when you came
in, be your guide as long as you needed me. Before that I
used to work in that records room we came thru, before that I
was tracking down a whole list of lost building supplies.”
“That sounds a lot like detective work.”
“A little around the edges, but it’s more like scavenging
old construction sites and poking in dusty basements.”
“That’s what most detective work is like, the dusty
basements anyway. Who’s your actual supervisor?” he asked.
“Since it’s not Shenkhall.”
That question bothered her, but she went ahead and
answered. “It’s not so simple, I’m part of a pool, sort of an
odd jobs pool. There’s a staff that keeps assignment lists, I see
them, some of them are second level, but I rarely balk at what
any of them give me. When I’m done with something I just
take the next sheet off the list without complaint, it all has to
get done. There’s a first level in charge of the whole pool but
I’ve actually never met him, they say it’s not a good idea. He
only sees those who give them trouble I guess. While I’m on
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this assignment I think the acolyte who actually hired you is
technically the one I report to, but I’d like to function as if
you’re the boss and I’m the guide.”
“You seem like you’re more than that.”
“Well thanks, I try, and I do find this assignment
interesting so I’m doing my best to do it well.”
He was going to have to accept that. She seemed very
open and guileless, at least on the surface, so he wouldn’t
press her for more details. I could very well be that if he went
to find the administrators of that pool it could reflect badly on
her. He wondered how he could give her a commendation. “If
I wanted to thank someone for the great job you’re doing,
who would it be?”
“You don’t have to do that,” she said, “I’m glad to help.”
“Can you tell me who it would be?”
She cast her eyes down and said, “The one who hired you,
but don’t let him think it’s just because we’ve become close.”
“I certainly don’t want to cause you any trouble.”
“Then just let me assist you as I can and don’t raise my
profile. Please.”
He wondered what that was about but let it go. “Your
place looks like a third level, or even a second.”
“Third,” she said, relaxing a little. “I have experience and
I’m trustworthy, even if I don’t have any great skills. I came
in at third level this time and I’m pretty grateful for it. No one
who comes and goes could ever be second level. Second level
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gets two rooms and a kitchenette.”
“Still, it’s a nice place you’ve got.” He wanted to know if
she was assigned to sleep with him. He really didn’t think so.
She seemed unable to keep anything hidden, and he was
pretty hammered so he just asked her. “Is spending the sleep
with me part of taking care of me? Is it part of your
assignment?”
She didn’t hesitate a split second, about that, “No, I asked
if it was OK to invite you and they said I wasn’t to hound you
for it or make you think you needed to provide favors to get
my cooperation, and you don’t. I’ll assist you as much as I
can either way. At the same time they didn’t forbid it and they
know I like to read about detectives, so they figured I’d
probably make a offer if you were male. I might have waited
til now if we hadn’t stirred our juices back there, but as soon
as I saw you... Actually, when I saw how attractive you are I
figured I might as well not bother.”
“Silly girl,” he said, and pulled her to him and kissed her,
it was pretty uncoordinated, but she giggled and went with it.
“But what if I fail you? I know that ale’s got my legs and that
green’s got my eyes, I don’t know if my dick’s working
properly.”
“You should be fine, we’ve got to walk off part of the
buzz getting home.” She was out of her seat, standing pretty
well. He tried to do the same, she took his arm firmly, she
really seemed to like a lot of pressure, “And if the worst
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happens and it doesn’t work this evening, I’ll be all over you
when we wake up.”
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8. Playing the Witch
The encounter with that Centorin only got worse, Kessil
wound up leaving him and heading for the floor. She liked the
band, though she had never heard of them before, and stayed
there til Lizhine found her. By the time she did, Kessil had
already met the guy she wound up spending the sleep with,
and after the sleep he was considerate enough to let her get
out in time for the flight without complaint. He didn’t get up
and make breakfast, she didn’t want it anyway. He didn’t
delay her either.
It had actually been good, a little vigorous, but not too.
She still felt good inside and that was nice. A good time
usually stayed with her for most of the day, not still
thumping, but a spicy little tingle that kept reminding her of
the thrill. She loved Dyoniss completely, but still found some
of the encounters of variety fun and rewarding.
She was actually too nervous for breakfast. She wasn’t as
bad with heights as Dyoniss, but she wasn’t immune to them
either. She had to get to a field not far from Mbeshna’s house
and there were few streetcars out this early and the guy she
sat next to seemed to think she was an urchin. It was still first
hour of Afternoonday when she arrived but the pilots and
cameraman were already there. They knew who she was and
greeted her. She had really hoped to pee one more time before
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going aloft. There was no such facility here.
“Kessil right?” he asked. He was tall and slender with a
long shiny beard in three rings but only a shock of curls on
his head. “Ilyar, I’ll be your pilot, Vochess and Lailor will be
in the other balloon.” He pointed so she knew Lailor was the
cameraman. “We’ve got lockers for our gear over here where
you can leave your bag.” It was a little service box on this
windswept field. “You can leave your sheath on til we’re
ready to film but that bag can stay behind. I’ve got water on
the balloon already.”
She imagined weight would be at a premium, the floaters
didn’t look very big. They sat in a very open and light wicker
box with strapwork seats that were smaller than a tube car’s.
It was a good thing this guy was reasonably attractive, staying
within the eleventh tenet anyway. She had to duck to get
under the balloon, there was no standing in that basket. The
seat was floating off the ground, straining at tie-downs
embedded in the ground.
“Are you sure this thing can lift us both?” The balloon
really wasn’t very big, she remembered her father landing
fish that looked this big to her in toddlerhood.
He got in first and undid all but one rope. “I’ll give her a
little more Up,” he said and squeezed a bulb strapped to the
side frame of the wicker basket. The basket was strapped to
some loops that grew from the bottom of the balloon itself.
The craft tipped alarmingly as she got in next to him. They
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both had to shift over to balance it. There was a coil of rope in
the basket with them. He had a couple water skins, and a few
rough maps of the area annotated on pictures he had probably
taken with the camera on his ring.
“But I’m sure she’ll lift us,” he said, putting his arm
around her. She could smell a little sweat. It wasn’t to the
point where it was rank and objectionable, but it was
noticeable. It wasn’t that hot yet, and Lmonteira is still spring
in this basin. “She’s carried three before. You’re a good
healthy woman, but not what I would call ‘big’ and I’m less
than an average man in weight.”
No more than 1.4, she thought, but not very dense. To him
she said, “It’s like being in a kayak.”
“Except that we’re side by side,” he said, and reached up
with the arm that was around her and gave her a squeeze.
The security of being held was good when the only thing
between her fragile flesh and the distant ground was an open
wickerwork basket hanging from a fifty by twenty five by
twelve foot teardrop of green living mylar with a twenty foot
tail. The problem was that she was a little repelled by the
man. It wasn’t just his tang, it wasn’t just the slightly beaklike face, it was more the hair and the fact that he had just
reached for her like it was his right as the pilot. She hadn’t
been inviting.
“I’m sorry but I’m a little too nervous up here to enjoy
this right now,” she said and slid away as far as the tiny
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basket would let her. If there were ever three people in here,
one was on top of another. “It’s not you,” she said, but it
really was, “it’s just that I’ve never been up in a floater before
and I’m not relaxed enough.”
That was true. He took his hand off her, but kept his arm
around her. She could accept that, she didn’t want to make a
scene about it, her life was in his hands. She worried how
many doses of the antidote remained, but he wouldn’t even
need to have it to kill her. She was sure there would be at
least one slip-up she would make that require him to take
heroic action to save her. She forced herself to say, “I may be
free this evening and if I am I’ll be glad to indulge once I’m
safely back on the ground with a cup in me,” and you’ve
taken a shower.
“That’s a date,” he said. His arm around her waist gave
her one more pull, but then he let go of her altogether.
She doubted she would be able to keep that promise. If
Enlin didn’t arrive in Kyoith, she would be forced to make
some other excuse. Honestly, she enjoyed Noonsleep and had
no need of any more for awhile. While variety was still
exciting, it wasn’t the hunger it had been before Enlin.
They were already quite a distance from the ground by the
time they got to Hdengragger. Terminus Pond is normally the
largest body of water she saw in her life, but she had never
seen it from four miles away and a thousand feet above
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before. It was noticeably below them now. She was surprised
at how small the canals leading out of it are compared to the
diameter of the pond itself. The modern canal was only sixty
feet wide, the pond was seventeen hundred, she never thought
about what that looked like before. Until now she’d seen it
the way it looked on a map, with the pond eight or ten times
wider than the modern canal, four or five times wider than the
ancient canal. From here the ancient canal was a silted up
soda straw in a five gallon jug with sandbars swirling around
it blown by the tide.
“I’ve got to come in ahead of the crest and use the wind to
blow us up it,” he said. “We’ll be able to stay on station at the
top I’m pretty sure, but it is a little breezier than I’d hoped.”
She could only nod. It had taken an hour and a half to fly
here from Kyoith, twice as fast as a needleboat, still slow as a
dredge compared to the tube. Her arm and hand were aching
from gripping the main bar of the wickerwork basket. Every
time she noticed she was doing it she let go, but as soon as
she stopped thinking about it, that arm went around that pole
and that hand got a deathgrip on it again.
“You should save your strength for when you go down on
the rope and the filming.”
“Yeah,” she said, “I know.”
“Aren’t you having any fun up here?”
“Actually yes, the view is so awesome, I was just thinking
about how the pool is so much bigger than it’s shown on
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maps, compared to the canals. Actually the canals are shown
so much wider, they are tiny lines you can hardly see from up
here.”
It was miles to Hdengragger crest, and it was a thousand
feet above them. They were only half as high as the crest, the
windwheels were still silhouettes against the sky. Old Eleven
was conspicuous up there by the fact that it was stopped. The
breeze was generous over the highest peak of the Ydlontrostl
bluffs today, and everyone else with a wheel up there was
busily compressing millions of psi-cubic-feet of air while the
oldest of them stood frozen, its sails set slack and flapping
like flags of surrender.
They approached it fairly rapidly. As they drew close Ilyar
picked up the rope and a big treble hook and started swinging
it. She was afraid he would stick it thru the balloon, but he
seemed to be practiced at this and swung it at enough of an
angle that it missed the balloon. They were coming
dangerously close to the top of the sails. Old Eleven is a five
arm and the top two were up like a ‘V’. She could hear the
sails flapping in the breeze as they approached. She noticed
the wind was taking them much faster than this beast could
fly and as they got closer she was sure they were not going to
be high enough. She wondered when she should scream.
He flung the hook and the floater drifted between the top
two arms of the wheel. The hook caught the top tie rope on
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one of the arms and the balloon began to swing around
rapidly. He quickly pulled as much of it in as he could
whenever the swinging left them any slack. He didn’t have to
tell her to get on the tug-of-rope team. The balloon came
around and he made it try to swim forward. That helped a lot.
Little by little they inched the balloon back to the spar.
“Now we just have to lower you down there.”
“We’re at least twenty feet out from the wheelhouse.”
“You’ll have to swing...”
That was as far as anyone was going with that, “No M.F.
way in hell is that happening,” she said in a voice as hard as
crystal. “You swing a rope and hook that wheelhouse, and
we’ll pull that rope in til I can step out of this basket and onto
that porch.”
“Anything I can hook on that wheelhouse is likely to
come off, but I can probably catch the lanyard bobbin. You
can help out by tying that other hook on.”
She was glad to do that, but she guessed he was aiming
for a pulley that was still twenty feet above the wheelhouse
deck. He was, and it took him three tries to hook it. They
payed out one rope as they pulled the other, a little at a time,
and worked their way down the arm of the windwheel staying
just out of reach of the flapping sail til they were about
twenty feet above the deck. They still weren’t quite over it,
but with a rope to aide it, the creature could swim out enough
to get her over the balcony. That balcony looked like it was
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three by eight inches in size from up here. He tied the rope
around her to make a harness, it was pretty clever actually
and because it was so cramped in here he got more than
enough of her tits in the process to make up for earlier.
She didn’t bother to complain. An hour and a half of
flying had used up most of her adrenaline already.
“Try to hold as much of your weight on your hands as you
can and you’ll be more comfortable.”
“OK,” she said. She could have all her weight on her
hands if she needed to as long as the rope wasn’t slippery. It
wasn’t.
Actually going over the side was the hardest part. Getting
her weight onto the ropes. She climbed down the side of the
wicker, not looking down, til she felt the rope hold her. She
re-started her heart. She could still see the pulley the rope was
on, she wouldn’t after this.
“You ready?” he asked.
“As ready as I’ll never be,” she said and gave him a
thumbs up.
She began to descend, and to swing. Not a lot, but enough
to make her rotate. It wasn’t so bad when there was three feet
of rope payed out, but when it got to six, she spun all the way
around. She said something about it, something like,
‘aaaAAAaaaAAAaaa...’ and so on, and continued to offer
similar commentary until her hand found the porch rail. It
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wasn’t til that rail came off in her hand that she actually
started shrieking.
There was a site security guy already on the tower, once
he was safely on the tiny balcony of the windwheel house, he
took her hand on her next orbit. “Zhingu,” was all he said. No
doubt he was the one tasked with getting the body parts out of
here before she arrived.
She grabbed the hand anyway, he was holding the
doorframe, which she hoped was sturdier than the railing.
“Kessil,” was all she said in response, not wanting to sound
like a chatterbox especially when she was so glad she hadn’t
had breakfast.
She noticed the other floater was hooked to another spar
of the wheel and hadn’t reeled in their rope so they had
recorded her whole ordeal. She wasn’t going to re-take that in
the nude, they could get a stunt double for that. She wasn’t
going to re-take that under any condition. She was going
down the supplies hoist. She wondered how they were going
to film the scene with no rail. She had dropped it when it
came off. She hoped it didn’t hit anyone when it finally found
the ground however many miles below it was.
He pulled her into the wheelhouse. She had seen the
prints, she knew there would be little room inside. She hadn’t
gotten a good feel for it until she went thru the door and
Zhingu closed it behind her. The tiny little balcony out there
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had room to breathe. There was scarcely room to stretch your
arms or legs in here, much less both at once. She knew the
story, knew it had to be true. The witch had lived here for
three centuries, had never left this tower. The front room was
just big enough for two seats, the floor space was no more
than two feet square. The remainder of the space was storage
cabinets padded on the outside. The kitchen was the only
place one could really stand. The smell was of compost,
mold, rotten wood and wevn, though nothing like that showed
because of all the stuff piled on everything.
“They said the witch was found dead up here?” Kessil
asked.
“Yeah, we found her in here,” Zhingu said.
“That’s the main gearbox, there’s no way she could fit in
there.”
“Exactly. She tried to get sand in the gearbox while it was
turning. She got the cover off, slipped on the grease, and fell
in. It was the pieces of her skeleton that...”
Kessil turned from the room to the door as she brought
her hands to her mouth, swung it open and saw the small
platform where she landed and the rocks of the hillside a
hundred fifty seven feet below. She didn’t need to puke that
bad that she would do it over that.
The entire living quarters on this tower wasn’t as big as
Yashmi’s gathering room. This control room, a dinette you
had to slide into, a minimal kitchen, a decent but smelly bunk
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and beyond that an ancient all-in-one that she hesitated in
before deciding she could keep her stomach down after all.
There was a crawl-space with an ancient digester under the
bunk, all caked in sludge and mold. The crystal service
hatches were frayed and hairy.
Rehabbing this tower was going to consist of dismantling
everything but the crystal pylon itself and pitching it over the
side, then lifting all new parts to the top of the tower. She
wouldn’t take the job of refurbishing this wheel unless they
agreed that had to be done. Actually the sails and arms were
fine and main bearings and gearbox could be saved. Most of
the witch’s sand lay in the bucket beside the gearbox. Mere
bone probably hadn’t damaged the crystal gears. A new lube
system, a new compressor and a new crew’s quarters and it
would be ready to go for another few centuries. She just
didn’t know if it could be used after two murders and another
violent death. She thanked Karasis for taking the witch out.
Zhingu was going to put the rail back together. There
were people on the ground who put it in the supply bucket.
She couldn’t look at him standing out there working that hoist
with no railing and not holding on to anything. It wasn’t like
she could go far in here. She looked at some of the details.
There was almost no reading matter up here, but there was a
tiny flat-screen and many cubes of programming, almost
enough to last a decade. In three centuries she should have it
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all committed to memory. Let’s hope so, Kessil found that the
chips were long dead in all of it.
She eventually had to go in the bathroom, and while she
was there she looked in the only cabinet and found a
gruesome collection of medications, many of them psychoactive. This must explain what she did for entertainment all
those centuries and how she was able to get so deranged.
Then she spotted a vial with Centish lettering on it. She
couldn’t read a book in Centish, but she could puzzle out this
label. The first thing she noticed was ‘Boesun,’ which was
how she thought the guy she met last evening would spell his
name in Centish. She didn’t know all the words around it, but
one of them was ‘name,’ one of the few words of Centish she
could remember. Next to ‘Boesun’ was ‘Bellatin’ in the same
hand as ‘Boesun’ so she figured that was the Centish custom
of having a family name as well as a personal name. It was
like if she was to sign her name as ‘VerseM’lOryek Kessil,’
because the VerseM’lOry was the closest she had to the
Centish notion of family or ‘House’ if you were wealthy
enough. Most of their poor passed on the same family name
as the mother unless she knew who the father was, then she
had the right to use his. Kessil would rather just not bother
and do like most of this planet and have only a personal
name.
There was a big, bright label that said, ‘Not for ?????????
use.’ The long word she didn’t know. The syllables ‘re’ ‘tion’
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and ‘al’ sometimes kept their meanings, but often as not they
didn’t, and there was no clear indication of syllable
boundaries in the way the long words were written in Centish.
There were three pills left in it. There was no common
tongue on it but the microprint of the print shop that did the
blank labels. Without a magnifying glass she couldn’t see
what it said. She worried that these pills looked like the
antidote. She wasn’t going to leave it here for Zhingu to play
with, that was for sure. She slipped it in her shoulderpocket.
There was one more cabinet on the floor beside the toilet.
It might have been a magazine rack at one time but it had
recently been crudely lidded over and nailed shut. Whatever
had been sealed in there, she didn’t want to know about. She
really hoped she didn’t have to use this room again.
“All fixed,” he said and wiggled the rail. He had attached
the rail with bolts this time. It had been on there by a couple
skinny nails. This piece of wood looked like it was as old as
she was.
“Will it hold your weight?” she asked.
He lifted himself off the ground and swung when he did
it. She screamed but he calmly swung back and dropped back
to the deck. “What’s wrong?” he asked.
“That wood looks rotten.”
“It’s been petrified, it’s stronger than when it was green.”
“I don’t understand why she never fell from there.”
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“She never pulled in the direction you did,” Zhingu said,
“that and pure shit luck. Anyway, they should be ready to
film.”
“The cameraman will give me a call when he’s ready.”
“It’ll be any second now, you might as well get out of that
sheath.”
“Have you been waiting for that?” she asked with a
chuckle.
“All day,” he said, “I don’t get many women up here.”
“I guess that explains it.”
“You’re going to have to muss your hair up big to look
like her. I can help with that if you want.”
“Don’t assume anything from it.” She did slip her sheath
and shoulderpockets off and started working on her hair. She
really didn’t want to get it filthy, just tangled was bad enough.
She didn’t want to have to wash any kind of stickem off it.
The message came from the photographer as soon as they
started.
You’re very drunk. You yell the following, “This is my
wheel and I told you I would seize it if you fucked with
me, and I’m going to seize it now.” Just repeat that three
or four times as we drift by. When you are ready to start,
just come out to the balcony and start, we’ll let you run
thru it twice from here, then we’ll start drifting. Keep it up
til we’re about a mile away.
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He thought she could learn some lines in a few seconds,
and go out on the balcony and act drunk? She couldn’t act
anything but terrified out there. They worked on her hair a
little more. She repeated the line over and over. Zhingu got to
handle a bit of her body while he helped her with her hair. He
might not have showered while he was up here, and smelled
like he masturbated frequently. She tried not to let it bother
her.
“Your bush is never going to look like hers.”
“The casual observer of this film might notice that the
wheel is already seized also.”
“The main film company is going to have to worry about
that, but I think they have plenty of video that shows the
wheel turning. They just need to use that with some video
editing.”
She went out onto the deck, tentatively approached the
rail. She tested it. It seemed solid. She gave it a good yank
and it held. She tried to lean drunkenly, but she leaned back,
holding the rail, so if she slipped she would fall on the
balcony and against the wall. This balcony was actually
almost three feet wide. She tried to bellow out the sentence,
waving her arm at the crowd below and no doubt looking
more like a mother lecturing a child but she never said she
was an actress. She went thru it again and as soon as she
started the third time, the cameraman’s pilot released his hook
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and they started drifting, rather quickly. She sped up her
repetitions so it wouldn’t look like they were whipping by
when they slowed the film down. By the time she got thru it
five times, they were already too far away to get anything
useful.
She noticed the other floater was still here, it swam
around the spar and the pilot lowered the rope to her. “Get
your stuff together and we’re out of here. There’s a front over
Ninavek already and it will be here in a few hours.”
“You go,” she shouted back, “I want to get lowered in the
bucket from here.”
“You’d dangle on a hundred and fifty feet of rope rather
than fifteen?”
He did have a point there, and his rope was a lot newer
and cleaner and with a lot less frays. His winch and pulley
was also much newer than the one on this tower. After
hanging over this railing, the balloon didn’t seem so scary.
“I’ll be right out,” she said.
It was a lot less scary going up than down. She didn’t spin
as much and got back into the basket without incident, except
for the rolling of the craft which she now knew was
inevitable.
“There,” he said. “You’re an old hand at this now.” He
was clearly disappointed that she had put her sheath back on,
but it was easier than carrying it, and she didn’t want to lead
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him on.
“I’m not quite as terrified as I was earlier.”
“Are you calm enough to enjoy the ride?”
No doubt he wanted more of her flesh, she didn’t take up
that subject but pointed to where they were going, “Shouldn’t
you be concerned about where this wind is taking us, we’re
headed more toward Terassadran than Kyoith.” From up here
it was like looking at a map, she could see exactly where
everything was, at least as far as the far side of Hest.
“As soon as we get off the crest it will slow and as soon
as we drop down behind it, it will slow a lot more. It won’t do
us much good to fly north until we do. We’ll stay low over
Upper Boomig and follow the west valley into Kyoith.” He
pointed to those areas, they were all visible from here. “You
even promised me the evening at one point.”
“I said I might if I’m available. My son may be coming
into Kyoith this evening. Let me check.” She pulled her
pocket eye. She was glad those from this planet had eyepieces
and he couldn’t actually see what she was doing. As it
happened, she didn’t have to fabricate an excuse, something
she was terrible at. There was a message from Dyoniss.
Let me know where you’re staying, I’ll be to Kyoith
before duskmeal on the way back from Yuhal. Find us
something to do if you want, and/or a nice dinner. We’ll
stay for the evening and both meet him as he comes by.
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9. Bureaucracy
Dyoniss was up before Muurai and went to the window.
There were a few little clouds now that it was Afternoonday,
and the sun was no longer coming in the windows. It was
probably early, he heard nothing in the halls or yard. His
pocket eye told him it was still fifty fourth hour in Noonsleep,
so it probably wouldn’t make any sense to go looking for
breakfast yet.
He looked around her room a little. The desk was the
most interesting. He wouldn’t be so crass as to go thru the
drawers and folders, but he looked around at what was on top,
hoping to find something more about the woman assigned to
be his guide. He could confirm she was a third level and her
name was Muurai. He saw one envelope marked
‘confidential’ which was from the Ministry of the Third
Stricture. That ministry was quite secretive and many of the
acolytes feared them. Very few outside the Temple knew of
them, but he knew a couple acolytes who had left the Temple,
one of whom told him quite a bit. They were the main
enforcement operatives of the Temple, investigating
corruption or other misdeeds.
He hoped she wasn’t really in trouble with them. He liked
her. He was a little hung over, but he actually remembered
last evening and it had been fun. The sex had been fun, more
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fun than desperate. She hadn’t been very erotic in public, but
she was in a lighthearted way at home. She didn’t seem like
the type who would use her position for personal gain.
He went back to a reading chair by the window, looked at
the magazines she had. She had the three major yearly news
magazines, the Temple Reporter, which was a self appointed
watchdog agency that reported anything they could dig up
about Temple scandal. Most of the articles were about poor
workmanship in various Temple projects, most of them within
the Karasis Yuhal. There was a poster with a schedule of
lectures on Ethics Theory with six of them checked off. Not
the type of interest one would expect of someone getting
notices from a stricture ministry.
She had a book on the subject, and a bookmark in it. It
was in a chapter on what the author called the ‘participation
rate’ which was something he wanted to maximize. He
showed what was called the ‘ideal’ curve, which looked like a
hill with poor on the left, rich on the right and the height was
the number of people in each. He had an equation which
added up total goods and services of the whole population.
Then he showed another graph which he called the ‘Centorin’
distribution of income. This had a big blob on the left
showing that most people were dirt poor, and a long spike to
the right showing that a very few were insanely rich. There
was math showing a proof that his was less than ideal. He
didn’t bother reading thru that.
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The text was about calculating the participation rate for
each income distribution. It was said to be related to the
aggregate minus the inverse of the income distribution. There
was some math he couldn’t follow which the author related to
the moment of inertia of the curve. His conclusion was that
when income was plotted on a logarithmic curve, it should
have a belly in the middle to get the most people to
participate in the society. He could absorb that conclusion
even if he couldn’t follow all the math.
By the time he read that far Muurai was up. “Not exactly
what I pictured you reading,” he said as she went into the
toilet. “I thought you read detective stories.”
“Yes, but that’s not all. I’m taking a course,” she said and
shut the door. He got to read a couple more pages when she
was in there. “Hot today,” she said when she came out. “What
do you want for breakfast and who do you want to see first?”
“Probably the guy she was going to see.”
“We’ll see what we can do, but breakfast?”
“Yes, miss chow hound,” he said and pinched her belly.
“Hey,” she said and jumped back and pouted. She wasn’t
even what one would call plump, but her waist was a little
more thickly padded than ideal.
He asked her to take him where she usually went, she
reluctantly agreed and took him to a Temple kitchen where
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they had gruel. She had some nuts and berries that she cut
into it with a small but sharp kitchen knife that she kept in her
shoulderpocket. The dining room was on the third floor and
had great windows open to a large, not great, atrium, just half
an acre or so. There were two poleball hoops set up in it and
some youngsters playing three on three already. The table was
old but thick and sturdy. There was quite a din in the room.
She had explained that Wrona was not an easy man to get
an appointment with because there were always people of
greater importance coming in so he could rarely work thru his
appointment list. But it was worth trying, and she would take
him there and see what she could do. He also had to see the
one who was administering his contract and get permission to
take evidence and to look at Khyomati’s things back in
Belambectai.
“I don’t know what I’d do without you. I probably
wouldn’t have found Shenkhall yet.”
“If you think of Karasis Yuhal as a city instead of a
building you can get enough space in your mind for it. It is
one of the biggest of the Cities you know.”
“It seems so,” he said. “Anyway, I saw that notice from
the stricture ministry, I hope it’s nothing serious.”
She gave a small chuckle, “A witness form. I was at a
time and place, I had to fill out a form for what I saw. Thanks
for reminding me, I should really get that turned in. But if you
had mentioned it before we left I could have brought it with
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me. I did fill it out.”
They didn’t use quite as round-about a path to get to
Wrona’s office today, but enough so that anyone loitering
there would see them approach from the wrong direction. The
girl at his outer desk was very sleek with shiny black hair,
smooth skin and big eyes, so dark her pupils were invisible.
“I need to speak briefly with First Acolyte Wrona,”
Dyoniss said, “My name is Dyoniss of Gaiiss investigations
and I’ve been contracted by the Temple to look into the death
of Acolyte Khyomati.”
She looked down, said, “That is very serious and should
take precedence,” she said, “but his schedule is so full.”
“We won’t take much of his time at all,” Dyoniss pleaded.
He didn’t want to have to wait all day in this line. “Five
minutes or less.”
“If we need more, we’ll come back,” Muurai added.
“If you wait here I’ll send you in next. I’m Shuhurn by
the way, and I think Khyomati’s death was really tragic. I’m
glad you’re looking into it. I overheard people in the hall
saying it might be murder.”
“It’s possible, that’s why I was called. We’re not sure
yet.” Actually he was, but he wouldn’t be the one to make the
official announcement.
Muurai asked for Dyoniss’ benefit, “You said you met
Khyomati?”
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“Very briefly, she was only here the day before to make
an appointment and here that day to announce her
appointment ribbon.” She looked at Muurai, “You know, you
look a lot like her, were you related?”
“It occurred to me that we might be, I’ll have an analysis
later today. I’m Third Acolyte Muurai, I’ve been assigned to
guide and assist him while he’s in the Temple.”
“So you have a personal interest in this?”
“I didn’t til I saw her. I did have a daughter about a
century and a half ago. We’d lost touch I’m sorry to say, and
probably my fault because I move around.”
“She was only eleven decades,” Dyoniss said. “They sent
her records with the initial case data.”
“If she was a granddaughter it is surprising we looked so
much alike,” Muurai said, “with that info I’m thinking it has
to be random odds. We could very well both be Ishthoeneg,”
she said, naming one of the ancient caravan families within
which her look was common.
The door to the inner office opened and someone came
out. He didn’t look happy and he didn’t look at any of them,
not even Shuhurn.
“You better go in now, he’ll probably be in a good mood.”
Shuhurn got up and ushered them in. Wrona was a short,
wide man with a sash over his shoulders with strings of the
ancient symbols woven into it. His hair and beard were black
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and slick and drawn into tight ques wrapped with bright
ribbons. Under the sash he had white robes, slim and nearly
floor length. An elaborate collar and decorative shoulder
harness in finely tooled hatching leather with big decorative
circles, the symbol of Karasis, completed his wardrobe.
Shuhurn introduced them and explained it was about
Khyomati. “Terrible tragedy,” he said as he slapped palms
with both of them. “Have a seat, how can I help?”
“Did you know what she was coming to see you about?”
“No, no I didn’t. She used the words, ‘very delicate’ and
‘advice on reporting’ in her application for appointment, but I
only know that because Shuhurn told me. She probably still
has the application ticket out there.”
“Is there anything unusual about this request?” Dyoniss
asked.
“You’re interrupting a hall full of them right now. I seem
to be the only one in the Financial Oversight Ministry who
will listen to them at all.”
“So there are many who have delicate matters to
discuss?”
“I get at least ten a day who believe they uncovered an
error when in truth they’ve made the error themselves. How
the money moves between accounts is complex. We don’t like
to move it if we don’t have to you know, so we try to trade
other value, especially if long overland journey’s are
involved. The most common error I find is the failure to
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include the ‘other value’ column. People can get too focused
on the money itself.”
“So your function is oversight of that movement?”
Dyoniss asked.
“In some sense. I liaison with the Ministry of Sanctity and
the Ministry of the Third Stricture when any ethical questions
come up. I have no sanctioning powers myself of course, but
I can report to the Bishop of Financial Adjudication in
Belambectai, the Bishop of the Treasury as well as the Bishop
of Sanctity and the Ministry of the Third Stricture.”
“Had you ever heard of Acolyte Khyomati before?”
Muurai asked. Dyoniss might have pursued more details on
Wrona’s position but he had to remember this had to be kept
brief. He noted that down while Wrona answered Muurai.
“In truth, I never heard her name til she was already dead,
I didn’t know she had been on my appointment list til the next
day. Shuhurn might know a little more.”
“We’ll talk with her,” Dyoniss said, and they left with the
appropriate, ‘Thank you for your time,’ and, ‘You’ve been a
great help,’ salutations.
Shuhurn had spoken with Khyomati twice, “But she never
said what she wanted to see him about. She was pretty
nervous, that much was obvious. I know it was a possible
scandal, a lot of them come thru here. Wrona’s become
something of a whistle-blower magnet the last few decades.”
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“What are most people complaining about?” Dyoniss
asked.
“Most of them want to report dishonest claims by this or
that trinket seller, whether it be prayer flags or paper, relics,
what ever. They don’t understand that everyone who sets up a
temporary booth in the hallway is not part of the Temple. We
try to shoo away the worst of them but there’s really nothing
we can do. With that said there’s a whole office for that, but
they have long lines and people try to shortcut it by coming
here.”
“Do you get any real problems reported?”
“Oh yeah,” Shuhurn said, “there was a gang of
overzealous proctors in Third Hall that was quite an incident
but if anyone brought in something that damned someone
higher up, Wrona would probably take care of it himself
without telling me about it.”
“How often do you think that happens?” he asked.
“It would be hard to tell if he kept it from me. I think I
can tell when he’s lying and there have been a couple cases
where he told me the appointment was just another crackpot
when his face told me it wasn’t. Both times he had a lot of
meetings with ranking bishops, and was out to meetings much
more often than normal after.”
“So it doesn’t happen a lot?”
“Not on that scale, but there could be some minor major
incidents, if you understand. Something that wouldn’t really
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upset things but would get a vendor on a shunning list or
something like that. I’d never know.”
“How serious did you think Khyomati was?” Muurai
asked.
“I could tell she was completely serious,” Shuhurn said,
“and I could tell she had enough paperwork to prove it wasn’t
her own error. Now maybe she was carrying a big book bag
for some other reason, but I think she was carrying things she
wanted to show to Wrona. She wasn’t letting that bag out of
her sight either, she took it in the stall with her when she went
in, people noticed that.”
Dyoniss would have to look thru it carefully, what he had
seen so far was the paper copy of what he’d seen on the eye.
There was more in the book bag that he hadn’t seen. The
pages Muurai had scanned were selected from the ledgers she
was carrying. Muurai had simply sent the pages with
Khyomati’s handwriting on them. Muurai and Shuhurn
chatted a bit, Dyoniss wished he had that book bag here while
they did. But he had already looked thru it, he obviously
hadn’t looked carefully enough.
The Second Acolyte who signed his contract was not at
his office, but welcomed them into his quarters. He was
dressed in a simple robe, but did not have the bound ques that
Wrona sported. Instead his hair was long and a bit bushy, like
he was Kessil’s brother. He was as tall and slim as Wrona was
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short and burly. “Yaigo, so good of you to see us,” Muurai
said. There was no mistaking that they knew each other.
“Yes,” Dyoniss added.
“Please, sit,” he indicated paired couches facing each
other across a small glass table. A single copy of a noted
criminal psychology magazine graced its surface. “How may
I help you?”
“I need a pass, I guess it’s some kind of a document, to
get her book bag and other evidence back to our labs, and
another to examine her quarters and collect whatever
evidence I can find there.”
“I can easily give you a pass to examine Khyomati’s
effects in any Temple in the land, but a pass to remove
Temple documents from Temple grounds is something only a
bishop can grant.”
“So where do I find this bishop,” Dyoniss sighed.
“You don’t understand,” Muurai said, “An appointment
with a bishop is not like one with a First Acolyte. By the time
one of us could get in front of a bishop this case will be cold.”
“That wasn’t mentioned in my contract.”
“I’m sorry that we are not experts on what should be
explicit in a contract for detective services,” Acolyte Yaigo
said. “We’ve not had a murder on Temple grounds in almost
forty centuries.”
“Since the Instinct, same as everywhere else,” Dyoniss
said about the number of centuries, “until the antidote got
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loose.”
“Yes, but I didn’t know myself that you would be wanting
to bring materials from Temple grounds, or that it would be a
problem. I was only informed of that regulation earlier today
by a courier from the Office of Sanctity. Pursuant to outside
services.”
Muurai’s head snapped back when she heard that, but she
didn’t say anything.
Why would someone go to the lengths to remind Yaigo of
that regulation? That meant someone with the authority to
send that notice wanted to make sure no outside labs got a
look at this material. He wondered if Shenkhall had received
the same notice. Would the opposition be overt or covert?
Was Khyomati’s murder ordered by someone in the Temple
hierarchy? A First Acolyte, even a bishop? “I see,” Dyoniss
said. “Well,” he turned to Muurai, “I guess I have the
remainder of the day with them.”
“Certainly,” Yaigo said, “is there any facilities I can
arrange?”
“I’ve taken care of that,” Muurai said and pressed against
his side.
“Thanks anyway, you’re most kind,” Dyoniss said and
nodded.
Muurai lead him from the room. “You might get
something off those ledgers with the lenses you’ve got with
you. I’d like to see that.”
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“Back to your place?”
They spent the remainder of the day going over her books
with the lenses and snifters. There was nothing of interest but
the fun they had with each other. The books themselves were
of some value. They were ledgers, he knew that much, but he
wasn’t sure what they showed. He found the pages with the
circled values and the hand calculations that he had seen
scans of. They meant no more to him now.
All of the ledgers had their identification pages removed,
two of the ledgers were from the business adjudication staff,
that might be significant. Possibly they were from the parties
in a dispute. He found there were other marginal notes in
different handwriting, with other calculations. One was dated
from ‘4102 so this ledger had to be at least that old. None of
these notes meant any more to him than Khyomati’s, except
for the date.
“What kind of staff would it be that keep these ledgers?”
he asked Muurai.
“Business adjudication is the main thing they do at the
Belambectai Temple. Most of the big banks are there and so
are the trading companies they work with. Most of the
disputes between businesses that involve big money are filed
in Belambectai. These ledgers are kept by the staffs of the
judging bishops, few are actually kept by the bishops
themselves, though most of them read thru them at least
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once.”
“Their decisions are important.”
“And their impartiality must be beyond reproach.”
“True,” Dyoniss said. “This is the most critical point in all
of Karasis isn’t it? This is where all the preaching about being
fair and meek come together. These are the bishops who
would be under the most stress. Right here is the most likely
point for someone to try and turn money into power.”
“That’s what we all generally believe.”
“Who’s in charge of it?” Dyoniss asked.
“The Acrhbishop of Adjudication is Halraizen,” she said.
“He’s very devout, very austere. I’ve seen him, he gives
lectures on ethics from time to time. I saw him speak less
than ten decades ago.”
He didn’t doubt that one in so visible a position would be
beyond reproach. “Does he report directly to the Seven?”
Dyoniss asked. The Seven were the supreme council of
Karasis, the heads of the whole Temple. They represented the
seven original caravans that founded the basin and each was a
member of one of the founding families. They were not
usually the prime heir of the family however.
“Yes,” Muurai said, “and very publicly.”
“What about the people who report to him?”
“He’s very vigilant and the Ministry of the Third Stricture
keeps a close eye on them,” Muurai told him.
“Is there any way to tell who these books belong to?”
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“These are ledgers of an adjudicating bishop,” she said,
“written by his staff when the case was audited. They each
follow the accounts of a party in the dispute, but with the title
pages torn out we won’t be able to find out what they are til
we get to look over the records she worked on in
Belambectai. All we know is they’re from 41,01 of this
century.” That was on the tops of the pages, he hadn’t known
what those numbers meant. “It will be a lot of work but we’ll
be able to find where they’re missing from and match up the
penmanship with the ledgers around them.” She held up the
other book. This seems to be the ledger of a Temple research
project,” she said, “but again we can’t tell which one without
the title pages. This other one must be the private accounts of
a judge’s household. I don’t know if we’ll even be able to
match that up back in Belambectai.”
“You are coming too?”
“I’ll be meeting you in Belambectai, we have your
meeting with her third level late in the Nightday fore-lunch.
I’m to be your guide in Belambectai also.”
He knew he smiled, he liked working with her and having
someone familiar with the Temple was a big help, just in
avoiding getting lost. “Thank you, I’m a little surprised. You
must know something of that Temple too?”
“Yeah, I was there the last time I was in. They seldom put
a third level on the tube unless they have to.”
“I’m feeling very well treated.”
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“Thanks, tell your contract administrator,” she said.
“Anyway, will you stay over again?”
“I’ve already made arrangements to meet my son and his
mother in Kyoith. I’ll be back to Belambectai in time to meet
with her third level.”
“Oh, OK.”
He could see the disappointment radiate off her. He took
her hand, “I never kept this from you.”
“Yeah I know, and I’m sorry, I don’t mean to pressure
you, and I won’t. I’m really sorry I let my disappointment
show.”
“Muurai, don’t be sorry, I’m honored, I really am. If our
paths were going to cross a lot I’d put you high on the variety
list, if you want it?”
“Yeah, hell yeah. I’m not SO emotional that I won’t take
what I can get.”
“I don’t get down to Yuhal much. If it wasn’t that the
Temple gets the tube miles donated, I couldn’t be here.”
“I don’t get to Belambectai much either, but I’ll take one
more if you get the time,” she said.
“That will probably be Dawnsleep, since we’re meeting
her third this Nightday. Enlin won’t get to Belambectai til
later in Morningday, and since I’m there, I might as well meet
him again.”
“So you’re dropping in on him twice on his trip up the
canal?”
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“Looks that way.”
“And his mother once?”
“Unless she has some reason to be in Belambectai
Morningday.”
“You are still with her?”
“Very much. I’m sorry Muurai.”
She sighed and stood up and came over to him. “Don’t
be,” she put her arms around his shoulder, her head on his
shoulder. “You didn’t lead me on and on, you told me
honorably and honestly all along. Truthfully, I think it’s just
the thrill of being involved in an investigation and getting a
little romance along the way is great. I can keep my head
clear if I have to and not let the attraction make me too stupid.
Not enough to come between me and Karasis.”
“Khyomati died because she was involved in this
investigation. I’m chasing what she chased, because someone
paid a Centorin with antidote to kill her. That Centorin is not
the one Khyomati was investigating, the man who paid him
was.”
“Scary shit, but I believe you and I want to be sure he
pays for what he’s done.”
They were nearly thru it all, but they gave it its due
diligence and went thru the remainder of the ledgers, finding
nothing more that added to their understanding. They packed
it all back in the book bag, he kept the few notes he had
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made. “So you have this evidence. I assume you’ll keep it
secure as you have in the past.”
“If you’ll help me over the wall again,” she must have
seen his eyes say something about how that had ended up the
last time, “and let me get all I can out of that because I know
there won’t be any more.”
“You might make me have to stick you on wall on the
way down.”
“That’s not your style,” she said.
They repeated the procedure of hiding Khyomati’s things
in the vacant room next to hers.
“That was still fun,” Muurai said, “but I see you have
your bag packed.”
“I have to catch a tube to Kyoith, Kessil is expecting me.”
“Kessil, the one from the original antidote attack?” she
asked.
“You know about that?” Dyoniss asked.
“It was all over the news. When she pricked that general’s
artery, it was the most shocking footage on the net since the
starship attacks.”
They only had the cameras on their pocket eyes to record
that. He was holding them both at the time, sending to the
Temple’s tip line. “It was pretty scary being there,” he said,
“but we aren’t equipped to understand how scary it really is,
we’re too used to the Instinct on every level.”
“And you’re still with Kessil, the one who looks a little
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like the witch on that windwheel right?”
“The similar hair and the same number and placement of
limbs. Kessil also works for that company, the one with the
witch on their windwheel.” Dyoniss didn’t know if it was
common knowledge that the witch was dead. Dyoniss really
thought Mbeshna was making up for every psi-cubic-foot lost
to that witch with the advertising she was providing. He
might not want to kill his cash cow so quickly.
“I don’t feel bad, losing out to Kessil. You two should
have your own detective series.”
“That was the only time we were ever involved in the
same case. She investigates failures for Mbeshna power and I
track down any rumor of the antidote anyone is willing to pay
for.” They were lingering in her doorway. He gave her a long
kiss, then with a wry smile she shut the door behind him.
He wasted no time, but pulled an autokey and went to the
next apartment. It took almost a minute for the autokey to
find the combination. He silently thanked Ensone’s genius
once again. As silently as possible he entered, grabbed
Khyomati’s book bag and slipped back out. He nearly ran on
tiptoes til he was out of the sight of her door, then squeezed
the book bag into his shoulderpocket. That wasn’t easy and
made it bulge like a duffel bag, but its telltale embroidery was
out of sight. As nonchalantly as possible he began the long
task of finding his way out of the Temple.
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10. Halfway to Belambectai
Kessil was waiting with Dyoniss as the canal glider pulled
up to a dock well down the north end of the Kyoith-reh
waterfront toward the ancient restoration. The canal glider
would dock here for an hour and a half for duskmeal,
Nightday breakfast would be on the boat beyond Tmardrike,
darkmeal they would stop in Mefmun with Morningday
brunch in Orazig Hest. Enlin was still with the girl he started
talking to as the boat had pulled away from Terminus Pond in
East Hdengragger. They were completely oblivious to them,
indeed, a slitherump could have taken them as they crossed
the plank, they were so unaware of the remaining universe.
She and Dyoniss moved til they were right in their path.
Enlin finally saw them and jumped. “I guess you know
them?” the girl asked.
“Uh, yeah, these are my parents. This is Talis,” he
introduced her. “She’s on her way home to Belambectai.”
“I would have remembered you if I had seen you around
Hdengragger,” Dyoniss said. She was quite pretty, not enough
to attract media attention, but enough to be the one guys paid
attention to around the average tap. She was pretty well
dressed, and he wondered if that was what had attracted
Enlin’s attention.
She was sensually friendly in her greeting and said, “I
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was just there a few weeks and spent a lot of time in the back
rooms at Hessek Produce.”
“She’s an accounting inspector,” Enlin answered. She
must still spend a higher than average percentage of her
income on clothes if that was what she did for a living.
Dyoniss wondered how she could have time to take a canal
glider. Enlin had a year to appear in Belambectai, it would
take him over a week. “But what are you doing here?” Enlin
asked them. She wondered if he was hoping to be alone with
Talis for duskmeal.
“I had business here,” Kessil said.
“And I had business in Yuhal and stopped here for air on
the way back.”
“And you said they were commoners,” Talis teased,
noting the tube riding they were doing.
“We live on an acre and a half with my mother,” Dyoniss
told her. “We have to pedal water up into a tree if the winds
fail,” which they did often in that dell.
“We should probably find some duskmeal,” Enlin said. “I
know you’ve been in Kyoith before,” he said to Kessil, “and
we don’t have much time.”
“Just a few blocks south and three floors up we’ll find a
few places that will be quick but give us a chance to chat.”
They went for crisped bacon on greens, mostly rinko with
enough frondleaf to keep it interesting. They had to rent
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plates but the four extra pennies wasn’t a problem and there
was nothing they needed cutlery for. The place is a little hole
in the wall, upstairs from the main walk. It had once been a
porch, before the next building was put up. Now it had
windows on each end and glow panels in between. The décor
was plastic cowboy but the food was actually good.
Dyoniss had captured Enlin’s interest by telling him of the
ledgers that were involved in his case. He had told them all
the basics, acolyte murdered because she knew who had
cheated on something. No one knew who or what but she had
a pile of ledgers with her to prove something.
“You should let me look at them,” he said. “We can go
over them once we’re back on the boat.”
“Are you signing me up as volunteer labor?” Talis asked
him.
“It’s for the Temple,” Enlin said, “that’s all of us.”
“Yeah, OK,” she clearly wasn’t enthusiastic. It made
Kessil feel good that what she clearly had in mind was
flattering to Enlin.
“I’m not even supposed to have these outside the Temple
grounds. They wouldn’t allow it.”
“Then why do you have it here?” Kessil asked.
“Their decrees are a lot more strict than their
enforcement,” he said. “I have them without permission.”
Kessil looked at him, didn’t know what to say. The
Temple was society to her and everyone she was close to. To
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go against the Temple was to go against society. She knew
Enlin would feel the same way and could tell that Talis was
concerned. “Why?” Kessil asked.
“Because Khyomati was killed to cover up something in
the Temple so something in the Temple stinks. There is no
way I can be sure that the people refusing permission aren’t
doing so to cover up their own involvement.” He talked of
someone sending out a reminder that it is against the rules to
release Temple records without a bishop’s permission.
“You can’t believe the guy who hired you is part of the
cover up?”
“It’s been done before, the time when the bearing powder
was disappearing.”
“Ah, but he was stupid,” she remembered that case, it was
about a decade ago. The shop manager hired a detective he
thought he could fool, just so his company would think he
was doing something about the thefts. It took two days to
catch him with a sack of powder on his shoulder.
“At least he thought I was stupid.”
“So are you going to let us have those ledgers?” Enlin
asked.
“I don’t know.” Dyoniss turned to her, “Want to spend
Dusksleep on a canal glider?” he asked Kessil.
“I really didn’t plan on being away one sleep,” Kessil
said, “much less two.”
“There is that.”
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“Since they’re not supposed to be out anyway, what more
harm can it do?” Enlin asked.
“A lot of harm. One person has been killed over this
already. If someone up to no good thinks there is something
incriminating in there, you could be putting yourselves in
danger, even if you don’t discover what it is, even if there is
nothing in there.”
“What are the odds that someone is following you?”
“Our little agency has the means to track anyone,
anywhere thru the tubes, any planet, even private stations.
Anyone else with that skill knows I’m here, and we have to
assume most of the well-healed, even in Hardensburg, will be
able to purchase it, because they could purchase my
services.”
“So they know who you are?”
“I have to assume they do,” Dyoniss said. “I am in the
Temple records as having accepted the case. I’ve charged a
hundred seventy five tube miles to them so far.”
“So you think someone inside the Temple is involved in
the murder?”
“Yes, the one she went to report is the most likely suspect
I think, but we don’t know who she meant to report. The title
pages of the ledgers have been removed, we don’t know
who’s ledgers these are. We hope we’ll find out tomorrow.”
“You’re going back?” Kessil asked. She was hoping he
would be home more than one sleep.
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“I have to be to Belambectai two hours before lunch, I’m
meeting someone who’s hoping to get me to see the victim’s
third acolyte and get a look at any notes in her cubicle.”
“Yeah, well, we have to get going,” Enlin said. “If I take
them, you can pick them up in Tmardrike on your way back
out tomorrow. I’ll put them in a locker, I’ll message your
pocket eye with the locker and combination.”
Dyoniss thought about it for awhile. “Don’t get yourself
in a situation that relies on the Instinct. They’ve already
demonstrated that they have the antidote. Those vials went
out with fifteen pills in them, and the Centorin troops used
four in training. On the day of the muster they had as many as
eleven left in each vial. There were nine hundred seventeen
vials. We know many of them were dumped when we
threatened the general, but there were many vials that got
away and many of the troops had probably already secreted a
pill or two.”
“If there’s anyone in the galaxy who should have
memorized that by now, I think I’m it,” Enlin said.
“Be careful.” He took the book bag out of his shoulder
pocket, which was just about a duffel bag by now. “Turn
around.”
Enlin presented his shoulder pocket to Dyoniss who put
the book bag in the center one, under all the others. It was
opaque canvas and unfolded to plenty of volume. “At least
you haven’t cut your hair yet.”
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“I don’t know if I’m going to,” he said, “but really, we’re
going to have to run and jump from the dock.”
Kessil got up, the hugs were quick. She told Talis she
would see her again soon, and their son was off.
“We’re going home, right?” Dyoniss said.
“Yeah, in spite of the walk, I want to sleep in our bed,
together, and not be out and about for a change.”
“It’s been one sleep.”
“I’m such a homebody ain’t I?” she teased him. They
were soon on Evening Walk, there’s a tube station every few
blocks along here, they would soon come to one. There was
so much glitter and flash here, so much different than the
Plaza of the Blue Kite, which was ‘downtown’ for her
neighborhood. She looked at them, their clothes were
hopelessly out of fashion for here, like a farm couple lost in
the big city.
Bright light Lectroshock was the most common music
along here. There was some caravan at some of the food
courts, but there was just as likely to be imports of Yclel-vi’s
crystal, Norbin’s pop and Edniktar’s swampy stomp. They
spotted the steps to the next tube station and turned as one.
“I think there’s a late shift at the lab. I have some other
samples I want to drop off.”
“And what time do you have to go out on Nightday?”
“I have to be to Belambectai Temple fourteenth hour of
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Nightday, so if we get out of bed by tenth hour that’s fine.”
“Yashmi will be up before then.”
“She’ll have breakfast ready by then,” Dyoniss said.
“I’ll settle, I’ll have a house cup in the balcony while you
go upstairs,” Kessil told him. “Do you know who’s playing?”
“The Spiny Tree Worms I think.”
More electropop than lectroshock, but she could tolerate
it. Their lights would probably be flashy, she’d stay by the
taps at the back of the balcony.
She had him get in the tube car first so she could sit in
front of him. She had the top of her sheath down by the time
the tube car started moving.
“I think most of the extra we earn goes to the tube
companies,” she said as they got settled in for the half hour
ride to the east end of the line.
“This ride is donated to the Temple. You still have a trip
from Kyoith to East Hdengragger in your account with
Mbeshna.”
“We should have charged it to him now and spared the
Temple.”
“The Temple gets free miles from the tube companies.”
“I’ll think of it as a quantity discount.”
“Almost ten percent of the professional class uses the
tubes regularly to get to and from their office.”
“Not in the Blue Kite,” Kessil said.
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“There it’s the elevator. That actually uses more energy
than the average tube trip.”
“Anyway, it sure makes the Ydlontrostl cities a lot
smaller. You got to work in Yuhal, dinner in Kyoith and then
home to bed in Hdengragger. That’s the whole light of a week
on a fast coach.”
“And to think there have been tubes for fifteen centuries,”
Dyoniss said.
“But we have only been able to afford them for about
fifteen decades.” She was so lost in the pleasure of his
caresses that, “I almost forgot. I found a vial of antidote on
the tower today. It’s in my shoulderpocket.”
He started fishing in there, found it, read it. It was as she
thought. The message she couldn’t read said, “Not for
recreational use. For use only as directed by commanding
officers on military active duty.” She knew it was important.
“There are as many as eight doses missing from this,” he said.
“I think the witch took at least three at one time and at
least one another. One of the guys with her probably took
another. It was so gross I can’t believe it even after I saw it.
No way that thing was human after living up there a week,
much less three centuries.”
“So there may be only three missing?”
“I might have met that guy,” she told him. She wasn’t
going to keep it back. “At The Tent on Evening Walk.” He’s
an ass, he said he’d think about vaginal if I was going to give
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him a child, until then I’d have to content myself with
sucking his cock.”
“Whew, no way to score a sleep with you,” Dyoniss said,
knowing how she would have frosted at that.
“Not even a way to score a blow job.”
He just laughed.
By the time she was sitting in the Blue Kite taking in a
few numbers by the ‘Spiny Tree Worms of Kulzz’ she had
forgotten all about the men who had turned her off lately, and
was only thinking about the ones who turned her on.
The guy she spent Noonsleep with could very well be just
as good a person as Dyoniss, and was just as good at sex. But
that didn’t change the fact that Dyoniss was in her life. There
might be a half dozen guys like that giving her the eye right
now, but she wasn’t going to give it back. This last cup of the
day and the show were all she needed for entertainment for
the next few minutes, she wasn’t staying long enough to start
a conversation.
To her the band seemed like they could almost be called
collapse, but could also be called space. They were too
bubbly and bouncy to be called haunt, but way too acoustic to
be called lectroshock. The only complaint she had, and that
was after the third song had started, all the songs sounded like
jams, like the whole show was all one jam but they stopped
every five minutes or so to wipe the sweat, take a few pulls
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off their cups and be sure they all remembered who was
patched to what, then figured out what to start the next one
with.
“Can’t believe I’m seeing you here,” a voice behind her
said, “the haughty bitch.” He waited til she turned around and
recognized him. “I looked you up you know,” Boesun said,
the guy who would only take oral. How would he have
looked her up? She didn’t have a high profile on the network.
She didn’t say anything, but let him continue. “You pricked
the general, got us stranded here. I’m sure that’s big news
back on Centorin.”
She should have known a Centorin would dredge that up.
“It wasn’t, you know that. The old suntower channel still
works and has been kept open. It’s almost two decades to the
Empire on that.” Kinunde was their closest connection, a year
closer than Earth. “The highliner will be here in a couple
decades anyway, they will connect to the motionless stars and
then you can look up what Centorin thought of the tube
closing in their news archives.” Kessil knew this planet was
one of the most remote and little-known areas in human
space. The existence of this planet was barely known by the
Empire in this day and age. The Empire had been trying to get
all ground based tubes closed since Hargereemon went down.
“They will send the fleet. That highliner will stream
warships into the system until the Kassikan surrenders.”
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“The Temple will still be here, within you. Are you trying
to resurrect that republic once again?”
“This is not natural...”
“If there are hundreds of times more dominance genes in
your population than we have here.”
“You will see, I should make you see now, but I don’t
want to get on the news like Columba, but it won’t take long
to find you on one of these lonely paths around here.”
“So you’re warning me that you’re coming hunting me
with the antidote?”
“It’s still out there,” he looked at her meaningfully.
“Got that right,” she stared in his eyes, glad that hers
could get dark enough to be unreadable when she was mad.
She scratched the back of her neck with her thumb down her
back where the knife would be, if she were wearing it. It
might mean nothing to a Centorin, but to any who read
ancient literature from the vast prairie basin, it was as plain as
speech. Let him wonder how many of those pills she and
Dyoniss held back from that day. Let him think it was twenty
something, a small fraction of the number that had gone thru
their hands.
He did not know that she had his vial of antidote in her
shoulderpocket as they spoke. She wondered how he was
carrying the doses he still had with him. “So what was the
scene like,” she asked, “when he asked to take your vial up
that tower to the witch that killed him?”
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She had never seen someone standing casually in the
audience who suddenly gets hit in the back of the head with
the ball, especially if it’s kahble, where the traditional ball
used by the plainsmen is stone, as round and polished as they
can get it, with hand-chiseled finger holes. Anyway, he had
that look. “How the...” he started.
“Karasis is powerful,” she said. She got up, Dyoniss was
coming. “This is where you run,” she told him, as she pointed
to him for Dyoniss.
Boesun did run, but they didn’t chase him.
“What did he want?” Dyoniss said as he came up next to
her.
“To threaten my life with the antidote,” she answered.
They were already heading toward the outer aisle of the club
that would get them to the outside.
The exact translation of the curses Dyoniss uttered would
not serve any purpose. Knowing that genitals and parasitic
worms were involved is as much detail as we really need to
convey. Kessil agreed without repeating them. “And little
does he know,” Dyoniss said.
“Exactly,” she said, but didn’t want Boesun to be able to
crowd source the information later if they talked about it now.
“He said I was news on the Centorin system.”
“I just happen to have one right here,” he brought it up. It
had battery storage and the motionless stars never went down.
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“Yeah,” he said after poking it awhile, “there’s a an article
from twenty decades ago, ‘The Day the General Went
Down.’” He read for awhile. “Most of it’s a digest of the
news articles of that day, there’s a page about the tube shut
down and how close the planet came to falling in a hole that
day. They also say your job with Mbeshna Power is a cover
for an operative of Karasis.”
“At least they got that right,” she said.
“They call me an anti-Centorin crusader determined to
stamp out all traces of Centorin culture in the Ydlontrostl.”
“Who’s they?”
“The Center for a Moral Society,” Dyoniss said. “This is
their posting. They wanted the Republic to succeed. They
want to live under a government and treat us natives like the
Americans treated their natives, put us on reservations. No
doubt these people would hate you and me, I’m proud to say
they hate us.”
“On the other hand, they have the antidote.” She thought
that was a good reason to wish they didn’t hate us. She longed
for the easy confidence they felt before the antidote entered
their lives.
“It seems like they don’t have our address. They think
your career is a cover because they can’t find your office.”
She didn’t know how they could not have it when their
assassin from twenty decades ago had been in their house. Of
course they had killed him, maybe before he got to tell them.
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“It’s the reading room, I’m glad they haven’t found it.”
“We better make sure they don’t,” Dyoniss said.
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11. Karasis Belembectai
Since Yashmi had gone to Byiroi’s for Dusksleep, they
had the house to themselves. This was just about the first time
that had happened since Enlin was born and they had quite a
good time with it, mashing up the gathering room cushions as
well as their bedroom. Still he was out of the house before
fifth hour of Nightday, took the back path to Howling Chorus
and had breakfast there while waiting for a streetcar that took
him all the way to the tube station in a third of an hour.
Tmardrike is not as big a city as Hdengragger, but it still
took him two tries to find the station closest to the lockers
Enlin used. It was in a mammoth tower, almost as big as the
Blue Kite, and right on the docks, the wagons coming off the
ships went between the pillars of this tower on three sides. It
was round, much more symmetrical than the Blue Kite, which
is built like an African Milk Plant. It was lit with Bordzvekian
phosphors and was the brightest of the three biggest towers in
the center of the city.
Tmardrike was one of the few places that were not
abandoned sometime between the 30’s and the 40’s. Narrow
streets were lined with ancient stone buildings patched with
multiple layers of limewort. Most of the city was dark, much
of it lit only by candlanterns. It was humid but not yet
drizzling, but already there was dew on the stones and they
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glistened in the purplish phosphor light.
He still hadn’t gotten a message concerning locker and
combo. There was no reason for him to go in. He wished
Enlin had a pocket eye so he could message. He walked to the
company dock to find out when the canal glider had come
thru.
“Oh it’s at anchor above Nuumbicki,” he was told.
Nuumbicki was a market town of a few thousand near the
border with Kyoith. “They hit a thub and threw the prop. We
got one going out by needleboat that will probably be there
pretty soon. They should be in by the end of the day.”
In spite of dark rates he asked his pocket eye if
Nuumbicki had a tube station. He was glad to see it did. It
was only a five minute ride, but would be an hour on a
streetcar. He wondered if he should have picked the book bag
up from the locker on the way back. As it was, it was ten
minutes on foot from the only tube station in town to the
dock.
Something caught his ear from one of the small booths
along here, lit by a reflector lantern above a round table at
one end where six women and two men were sitting. One of
the women called out, “four down, two left, five up, seven
right, draw in.”
He listened to another call, “three up, three over, dip.
Seven times.” She waited for the others at the table to
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perform the ties. It was a knotcraft class, apparently an
advanced one about creating fine textures in the fabric.
He fished out the cryptic scrap of paper that had been in
Khyomati’s shoulderpocket. “Excuse me please, but does this
mean anything?”
She looked at it awhile, moved her finger over invisible
threads. “It’s a transition tie,” she said, “you’d probably do it
on a base of triple-tie, maybe even hex-tie, triple-tie net.
You’d use it to help turn the corner at the side of a collar, if
you were doing a big over-cowl or something.”
“Can you think of any special significance it might
have?”
“Like mystical, like the Sacred Knots down in Tosdoytl?”
“Is this one of them?”
“No, though I’m not really up on that. I don’t believe
these knots have supernatural powers so I don’t pay too much
attention but I’m pretty sure this isn’t one of them. It’s a
texturing tie, all the Sacred Knots are junction ties or
gathering ties.”
He saw that everyone had counted out the last tie she had
given them by now and were all waiting for the next. “I’m
interrupting your class, excuse me.” He nodded and backed
away, sure that this was a dead end to discovering the
meaning of that note.
The canal glider was at a dock at least. Enlin and Talis
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had taken a stateroom, he wondered who paid. The boat was
mostly deserted, their door was open and he could hear what
they were saying.
“...a lot of them for modeling jobs. They let me keep some
of the clothes as my pay.”
“I didn’t know you modeled,” he heard Enlin say.
“Anyone can, it’s like daywork. The eye-catalogs do a
hundred shoots a day. There’s graders that sort you on the
way in, even the ugliest girls can get work doing shoes and
night wear.”
“What do you do?”
“Mostly day wear, it’s not top dollar but it’s not petfood
either. Some of these outfits they’ve given me are iron and
then some.”
“I know,” Enlin said.
“Enlin, I’m here for the ledgers,” Dyoniss said from the
doorway.
He might have jumped a little, “Oh, good, come in.”
They hugged, Talis got one too. She was in more of a tank
than a worker, very clingy knit, very stylish, with matching
thigh socks and sleeves, light sandals, a slightly thicker cape
that she had drawn part way around her. She had the perfect
figure for it, which is a perfect figure, featuring a very flat
belly.
“We thought you would be in Belambectai by the time we
got ashore. We were towed in, he couldn’t steer at all with
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just the port motor.”
“That’s why needleboats use jets and screens.”
“It’s all about cost,” Enlin said. “Anyway, here’s what we
found,” he said as he handed over the book bag. “The top one
is an accountant’s view of a disputed claim. That’s the page
that has the note about the total amount adjudicated.”
“That just happens to be the amount adjudicated in a
dispute with a company I inspect, Calmin Investments.” Talis
said. “That company lost the adjudication so I haven’t seen
this book before,” she tapped the ledger Enlin held.
“That’s also the company I’m going to,” Enlin said.
Dyoniss did remember that, he should give more feedback
that he’s paying attention. “So we know who that is, do we
know the other party in the dispute?” Dyoniss asked.
“Yes,” Talis said, “Engnosk Fashions, a company I have
never been involved with, but the little black ledger is from
someone who inspects them I’m sure.”
“It shows a payment of one sixth of that adjudicated
amount to the Belambectai Temple as a research donation.”
“The Temple ledger is of a judge in the temple,
undoubtedly the one who saw the case in question.”
“There must be a name on it somewhere,” Dyoniss said.
“You looked at it, you noticed that a few pages at the
beginning were missing. Those are usually the ones with
names on them.”
“You think her killer did that?” Dyoniss asked.
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“I think Khyomati did that,” Talis said, “you said she was
so afraid to make a false accusation.”
“Her killer would have taken the book bag,” Dyoniss
thought.
“Why didn’t he?” Enlin asked.
“He wanted to get away before he was seen,” Dyoniss
guessed. “He knew he was pushing his luck already.”
“Maybe,” Enlin said. “Or maybe he didn’t know the other
pages had worth.”
“I didn’t when I looked at it,” Dyoniss said.
“Because you’re looking for bloodstains and cum stains
and names and addresses written in the margins. When you
look at the financial transactions and follow the money thru,
it has plenty of clues.”
“But it doesn’t tell us who,” Dyoniss said.
“We know the case, we just have to find out who the
judge was,” Enlin said.
“One of the Temple’s most closely kept secrets,” Dyoniss
said.
“So they cannot be swayed by fear of retribution,” Talis
added.
With all that, he was in Belambectai by fourteenth hour,
he had the map from his pocket eye to guide him to the
Temple. It was a quarter mile from the nearest tube station in
the oldest part of the city. The ancient core of the city is on
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the north shore of the canal in a tiny principate of its own.
The canal was narrow here and many bridges spanned it into
Hest. None of those bridges would pass a tall mast. The one
he crossed was dark stone patched with crystal and fuzzy with
colorful rockwort.
The city is a dam on the canal, walk way from the canal
and you walk downhill among echoing, eroded stones. He
dropped a couple stories on the short walk to the Temple.
Every block dropped another story, the cross streets followed
the contours. He wasn’t far from a lock and he could see it
down side streets. There were lots of factories hammering and
whining along the lower level of streets where lanterns were
few and small. The second level of streets was pedestrian
only and it only followed the canal front, but with brighter
and more frequent lanterns.
The Belembectai Temple was nothing like the great one in
Yuhal, but it still took a whole block of avenues just south of
the main trading district. Its main keep was seventeen floors
of stone block with a crystal tower of thirty five floors
adjoining the ancient stone. The turrets were blacker black
against the sky, with pinpoints of candles in the blackest black
windows. The streets within it were all gated, but the gates
were open and unguarded, dimly lit by blown-glass lanterns
even in the middle of Nightday. A small plinth was inscribed
with ‘Temple of Karasis Belambectai’ marking the boundary.
It had been refaced recently, and it was doubtful that was the
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original plinth stone. It was pedestrian-only within the
Temple compound it seemed. All the buildings were of stone
block with a lush quadrangle of dark green ribbonleaves and
wild flowering trees in the center at the fourth floor. He
climbed a wide landscaped staircase to that. Tended flower
gardens lead into the first blocks between the halls, and
clatter birds tended the nightblooms around the eaves.
Muurai was sitting on a bench under a lantern at the
center of the quadrangle playing with a karga pup. A light fog
had come up, just enough to put sparkles in her hair. “Hope
he doesn’t think you’re his mom,” Dyoniss called to her.
“No, she’s right over there trimming that brush,” she
pointed off into the darkness where she would be feeding by
feel and smell.
Karga like the same environment humans do and will
usually work with the landscape designer if he works with
them. They like everything but the ribbonleaves and will
leave a smooth carpet of them behind. They are
hermaphrodites raised by the brood parent, as are most in the
phylum, humans often call the brood parent the mother, even
though that parent fertilizes the egg.
He wondered how much to tell her of Enlin’s findings.
There was someone high in the Temple involved, an
adjudicating bishop it seemed. Two levels from the Circle of
Seven. If he told her anything, she would know he had taken
the book bag. If she went to put it in the vault first thing
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today, she would know it was gone. She hadn’t said anything
about it yet, maybe she hadn’t looked for it. Maybe she knew
and tacitly approved?
He wondered what would happen if one of the masters
was corrupt? Karasis would die is what would happen. The
meta creature would die and we would be on our own. He had
better hope it wasn’t that bad.
“Am I in time?” he asked as he sat beside her.
“It will be delayed til after lunch.”
He sat with Muurai on the bench, put his arm around her,
“We have a couple hours before lunch.”
“I don’t have a big enough room here. I can get one but it
will take most of those two hours to get moved over.”
“I wasn’t saying that, I was saying we can sit here and
compare notes before we go off to find lunch, there is
something I have to tell you.”
“Oh?”
There was no way he was going to get Khyomati’s bag
back to that empty room in Yuhal without getting caught. He
really had no choice but to come clean with her and hope that
she would understand. He pulled the bag from his big
shoulderpocket.
“What are you doing with that?” she said, “you weren’t
permitted to take it from the grounds.”
“We may need it here,” he said.
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“You can be censured for this.”
“We don’t know how high this goes, Shenkhall and Yaigo
wouldn’t have even known it was forbidden for me to take
this if someone hadn’t sent out a notice. You didn’t even
know did you?”
“I hadn’t thought about it actually. I could have looked it
up in the property codes.”
“But someone is trying to hamper this investigation.”
“So you think, but that would mean there are a lot of
people involved.”
“There may be, and there may be important people
involved, but it really only took one person to look up the
property code and send out that notice.”
She listened, he could see she wasn’t happy, but she didn’t
say she was going to turn him in. She had been surprised by
the order herself so there was some chance she would forgive
him. “Well you better give that to me, I could have probably
arranged for it to be brought here if you think we need it.”
He handed it over. She held it on her lap. She didn’t
mention the other evidence. “I also had it examined by some
professional accountants,” he said.
She glowered at him, “That’s pretty serious, if this gets
out I’m not going to protect you. I can’t, I’m just a third
level.”
He wasn’t sure he believed that was all she was, but didn’t
dispute it. Instead he told her what Enlin and Talis had found.
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“Very damming,” she said. “I don’t know what to make of
this, this could be bigger than we can handle.”
“We still don’t know who it is,” he said.
She sat, seemingly lost in thought.
It was still a couple hours til lunch. It was getting a little
cool to sit out here in the court. “I could start looking into the
addresses Khyomati had in her bag,” he said. He got out the
slips of paper.
“This one is right around the corner and seven floors up
from here,” Muurai said, pointing to one of the buildings
surrounding this court.
“One gets big thighs in the Temple don’t they,” Dyoniss
said about the steps. No doubt the Belambectai Temple was as
free of elevators as the great one in Yuhal.
“That’s one of the reasons I’m sending you alone. I have a
feeling you can probably interview her better than I can.”
He was pretty sure he knew what that meant. “How do
you know she’s female?”
“That floor is female acolytes, fourth and fifth level,
Khyomati was in the same section.” He wondered if Muurai
or someone she worked with had already interviewed this
girl, she did have a chance to look at that note at least a day
earlier than he did.
When he finally got to the room and got his voice back,
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he called at her door. A voice yelled, “Come in.” She was in
the all-in-one and shut off the water soon after he came in.
She was a fifth level, like Khyomati. The room had one tall
window, but it looked out over the lower canal from the
eleventh floor, well above the cloister walls. She was
relatively neat, only a couple pieces of clothing laying about,
one magazine open. The desk was a little messier, most of it
looked like personal correspondence, but nothing obviously
related to Khyomati.
“I’m Dyoniss of Gaiis investigations, Khyomati had your
address on her so I’m here to ask about her.”
“It was so tragic,” she said, trying to keep her voice even.
She didn’t have her towel in there with her, but out on a pole
of hooks outside the door. She stepped out and took it and
started drying herself, but did not go back inside. She was
part something, not native to this basin, maybe a Knidola Elf?
She was a little pale but nicely shaped and smooth with black
wavy hair like Kessil’s. Her breasts were fairly small but with
good shape and pretty, dark nipples and her hips and thighs
were perfect. Her eyes were a light tan color fading toward
baby blue at the edges.
“They told me someone would probably ask about
Khyomati. Sorry I’m not ready.”
“Yes I’m here to ask about Khyomati,” he said. “The fact
that you’re providing beautiful entertainment in the meantime
is very nice.”
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“Don’t give me ideas, I could demand favors before I tell
you anything.”
“Isn’t that in violation of the third stricture?”
“I guess if you think yours is worth more than a plate at
the family table.”
“Well you’re quite pretty, but what do you know about
Khyomati?”
“I know she liked reading romances; from the thirties
mostly. I know she liked haunt, Universe Five was her
favorite, this year anyway. She was from someplace down the
Tveidor delta about a hundred miles above the Ydlon. She
said they had almost three feet of tide at the town dock and it
was four hours delayed coming up the Tveidor. She had a
baby brother who stayed in the delta. She started her pledge
back there, I forgot the name of the town. She said it’s not as
big as this Temple, the town isn’t.” She finished drying her
body, stood facing him as she applied the towel to her hair.
She couldn’t have been more comfortable with him watching
her, he got the feeling she might feel insulted if he didn’t.
“How well did you know her?”
“We were pretty much best friends, we hung out a lot,
went out together a lot. I knew her almost since she got here.”
She had to dab at her eyes a little about that.
“What were her duties?”
“Accounting and auditing. Mostly in Adjudication. Got to
keep them honest you know, maybe more there than
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anywhere. It’s been centuries since there was any of the
judges that could even think like that, most of them have sat
since the fifties. She still took her work seriously in spite of
that.”
“How much do you know about what she was working on
lately? Do you know what took her to Yuhal?”
“She wouldn’t tell anyone why she was going out there,
wouldn’t even tell me. She said she couldn’t talk about
someone until she had more facts, so we knew she had found
something on someone.” She finished her hair, only to the
point where it wasn’t dripping. “You don’t mind if I put this
on do you?” she said, holding up a skimpy pullover.
“Why do you even ask?”
“You said I was entertaining,” she said as she slid into it.
It was a softknit, a bit fuzzy and in subtle earthy colors.
“You’re still quite pretty.”
“Yeah? You booked for the sleep?”
“I’m sorry but I am,” he said.
“Eh, I could ask for a quickie, but if you’re going to
accuse me of violating the third stricture, I won’t. You
shouldn’t have teased me though.”
“How?” she was the one that came out of the shower
nude.
“Telling me I’m entertaining. I’m just a girl, like
Khyomati was. She was a bit darker, her hair was straighter
and her tits were a little bigger but we were just good enough
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to get by.”
“I like that,” Dyoniss said. “You’ve got some of
something in you.”
“A couple pills my mother took I think, I think they came
from Nordics.”
Her hips looked like they came from Elves but what did it
matter? “You’re more than good enough to get by.”
“You told me ‘no’.”
“For the sleep,” Dyoniss relented, “you said you wouldn’t
ask about now.” He would have to tell Muurai he had no
choice, he was sure she would know.
“Yeah then,” she said and tossed the softknit back on a
hook. “Sorry my hair’s still a little wet.”
“It’s damp,” he said, “but not dripping. I’d like our bodies
to get a little better acquainted first.”
“Yeah, that would be nice, sorry I’m too eager but the
way you looked me over turned me on. I don’t get admired
that often.”
“I don’t understand why not.” She cuddled up and he
started to pet her. “Did you go out with Khyomati often?”
“Just out to the atria mainly, a few clubs a few times. We
went to the ‘Echo’s of Gladness’ at Lightning Ball a couple
times on a streetcar. They’re Karasis-Lectroshok and really
upbeat. She liked the last streetcar back during the sleep. She
would never really sleep but lay and watch the sleeping city
roll by and think about the show. They’re almost like a
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sermon at times and she was always moved.” She pulled his
finger into her without hesitation. “Hope you don’t mind but
this is what I really like.”
He was a little surprised but let her have what she wanted.
“Was she afraid of anything?” he asked.
“Big nyobbas. A big ragged-toothed one got into her room
one Nightday and she was petrified.”
“What happened?”
“I heard her scream and came running, she was just two
doors down. I picked up her mish racquet and went after it
with that, I’m not scared of them, I fought them plenty of
times in here and only got one bad bite. Not this time, I
whacked it on a leg but it ran with the other seven. It was
going over the windowsill and I whacked at it again and just
missed. Broke the racquet though and she was stormed about
that.”
“Was she afraid of what she was learning at work?”
“She was afraid someone would find out before anything
was proved and start rumors and ruin someone’s reputation.
That’s what was really important to her, that no one know til
it was proved. I know she was murdered.” She had more to
say, but it was about his hands and her body and not about
Khyomati. “I bet you’ve learned a lot already, is there
anything you can share?”
“She was killed by a Centorin with the antidote, I think it
was a paid hit, I don’t think the Centorin had anything
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personal in it. I don’t want to make even that much public,
but I owe you something for all the help you’ve been.” To get
the information flow back towards him he asked, “What kind
of men did Khyomati like?” because their bodies were taking
a lot more of his attention and he needed to talk of something
more related..
“Calm ones, ones who didn’t attract attention to
themselves.”
“Did she like attention?”
“We were opposites in that. She called me a blatant
exhibitionist and I called her a prude.”
“Was she?”
“No, but she didn’t flash in public, much less undress.”
She unbuttoned the worker he was wearing as she said that. “I
like to flash, I think I’ve got nice lips.” She turned to show
him but went on with, “I enjoy social situations where I can
get nude, like the beach, or some of the clubs. I won’t be the
only one, but where it’s the norm, I like it.”
“That’s because deep down, you know you’re beautiful.”
She was petting him in such a way that having this separate
conversation was tricky.
“I’m average,” she said, “but I think that is what Karasis
is about and I’m kinda proud that I’m average.”
“When people can look however they want, average is
perfect.”
With a chuckle she said, “Marketing spin men would say
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it that way.” She turned around, laid him down and got onto
him, just about that quickly and smoothly. “Khyomati and I
had a few four ways in here,” she said as she began to ride,
“about this time of the week.”
“With who?” he asked as his fingers caressed the perfect
curve of her hip.
“A couple more fifth levels from the floor above,” she
said. She pulled his hands to where she wanted them and
leaned into them.
She might have been small but she felt lively and he
found himself more than willing to grant this favor. “Did you
ever get involved with any high ranking people in the
Temple?”
“We were glad we didn’t have to wake up hall sleepers.
We’re fifth level, well, were in her case.” She dabbed at her
eyes, gave a sniff and stopped her rhythm. Dyoniss was afraid
she was suddenly going to say, ‘I can’t be having sex so soon
after her wail,’ and get off, but she didn’t. Instead she said,
“This is not the time to think about that. We fucked some
third levels over on Twenty Four Twelve Hall in the Third
Wing almost regularly. We even had a couple four ways with
them at their place. It was in a colonnade so they had a
balcony. It’s a pretty favored third level that gets that.” She
had established a rhythm again, he was glad, he needed to
finish this more than he thought he would.
“Do you have an address?” He was barely able to
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concentrate on her narration while she was quickening her
rhythm. “Yeah, ninth floor door fifteen,” she said a little
breathlessly. “Pinch right there when you’re about to go,” she
said about her clit, “and I’ll come instantly.”
She didn’t talk any more, but closed her eyes and got into
the sex. He didn’t hold back either. She was a little louder
than he liked, but at least it wasn’t echoing down the hall.
He’d heard that in here before.
She took the all-in-one and threw him a towel. “Khyomati
and I would compete for the bathroom,” she said, “and I
would usually win.”
“Quickness and determination.”
“Exactly.”
“So how close do you think you are to finding her killer?”
she asked when she came out.
“It’s never possible to tell,” he replied honestly. “You pick
up all the clues you can and put them in a pile. You constantly
flip them around and see if they can be put together in any
kind of meaningful way. Sometimes you slog along making
progress, sometimes you seem to get nowhere. At any time
one new clue can show up and the whole thing pops into
place as fast as you can look over your notes. Sometimes that
just happens because you put things together in a way you
hadn’t before.”
“If I could make a suggestion, I’d say be more suspicious
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the higher up you go.”
“I’ve heard that before,” Dyoniss said. It was a property
of any bureaucracy, those with more determination at the
game of social position would do better, regardless of their
productivity at the assigned task of the bureaucracy. Karasis
is Us, but the nervous system of the society, the Temple
bureaucracy itself, was still made up of mortal humans as its
cells.
“So who’s the most important person involved in this
case?” she asked.
“I thank you for that insight, that I should look to the
highest position involved in the case, but I’m sorry that I
can’t ethically mention a name to anyone but the one who
pays my fee, that’s the Temple Criminal Service, Acolyte
Yaigo, I am allowed to divulge that.”
She tried to hide how disappointed she was to learn that
he wouldn’t give her a name, even on a coital pillow. She did
learn that he had a name, and if she was working for the
guilty party she would assume it was his. In truth he didn’t
have a name, he was hoping to get her to divulge a name,
‘Not so and so?’ or something like that. His plan was to find
the killer and read him to see who his employer was. “I’m
sorry to pry,” she said, “I should have known better.”
“It’s OK, it’s one of the perils of my trade,” he said,
“having to keep secrets after so delightful an encounter as
this.”
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“So you think I’m bait?” It seemed like she didn’t know
whether to be honored or angry.
“No, though it happens with bait girls also. You’ve fallen
into it quite innocently. A legitimate question of a new friend
and a stricture of my profession.”
“Ah,” she said, “and being honorable in one’s profession
is good.”
“Especially if it’s Karasis,” he said, looking in her eyes.
He didn’t see what he expected in them. There was a nervous
edge. She wasn’t quite as comfortable in Karasis as an acolyte
should be.
He rejoined Muurai in front of the fireplace in the lounge
area just inside from the court where they met. “I was
wondering if you were going to make it back for lunch,”
Muurai said.
“I was too,” Dyoniss said. “I thought the third stricture
might protect me but I had to be worth more than a plate at a
family’s table to claim that.”
“Oh you are,” she said.
“I was assuming the family had a good cook,” he said.
She gave him a quick grin in lieu of a laugh and asked,
“So what did you learn?”
“Khyomati had found wrongdoing, she thought, and
wanted to report it, but she wasn’t sure enough of her
conclusions. We know it concerns an adjudication case, and
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we know the identification pages have been cut out of the
ledgers involved.”
“An adjudication case that clearly went the wrong way,”
Muurai said.
Dyoniss couldn’t argue that, went back to the subject at
hand, “Khyomati needed someone powerful to review and
announce her results.”
“I think we knew that,” Muurai said.
“We got a little confirmation,” he said. “I learned a little
about her background. She came to the Temple as a child
from small town in the Tveidor Delta, she liked calm men,
they are pretty friendly with some third levels over in the next
wing but only five floors up from here in a colonnade. I’ve
got an address so if you want them to hit you up for sexual
favors in order to answer your questions, why don’t you go
talk to them?”
She looked him over, “You know I did have a claim on
Dawnsleep?”
“This sleep, I remember, I told her I wasn’t available for
the sleep because you have a claim so she asked for a quickie
instead.”
“Ah,” she paused, thought, said, “What’s the address?
There’s two of them you say?”
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12. Stalker Scare
“So what are we doing this afterlunch,” Yashmi asked
Kessil as they finished.
“I’ve checked in already today, I’m not doing work with
dark rates.”
“Going out?” Yashmi asked.
“I didn’t have plans, but you could probably pry me out if
you tried hard enough.”
“Pppp, I’ve still got half that cask of ThunderSkull and a
few new songs I haven’t really laid down with, I can find a
way to pass the day. I took a candlantern to the traps today,
they’ve been busy lately, and had to bleed off some gas now
that Enlin’s gone.”
There would be a lot less demand for hot shower water
with just the three of them. “So we’re each free for the
evening. Ever think about checking out that country place in
the bottom of the dell?” It was a two mile walk but someplace
different.
“I’ve been there,” Yashmi said. “Before you got here but
I’m sure it hasn’t changed. They’re all about how long it’s
been since they had to take a city job and how many acres
they have in this and that and how many girls they have to
hire when they pick it.”
“A true farmers club, not like Zestin’s.”
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“Zestin’s is a private party room at the Blue Kite
compared to that place. The way they make conversation with
a newcomer is, ‘What are you doing here?’”
“Way to feel welcome.”
“If you were to say, ‘Just bought those eight acres down a
half mile,’ they might want to converse with you.”
“So we won’t go there.”
“I could get up to the Blue Kite today,” Yashmi said. “I’m
not going to try and catch a big one, but I’ll be friendly to
anyone who finds me. I don’t know who’s playing but the
Nightday band usually kicks.”
She thought it was a Norbin-style flash-bang group if she
remembered the poster correctly. “I’m worried about
someone who found me,” Kessil said.
“Oh?” Kessil related the story of Boesun and his threats.
Yashmi wrung her hands with worry as she listened. “So
you’re involved in one of Dyoniss’s cases again?”
“No, it has antidote but I think it’s either about the general
or the witch. He’s a Centorin. He gave his buddy his vial of
antidote and his buddy took it up to kill the witch...”
“Your witch?” Yashmi asked.
“I really don’t want to consider her mine, especially after
finding out she ate the guy who brought that vial of antidote
up the tower.”
Yashmi slowly leaned back and put her hand to her throat
with her eyes bulging and a horrible grimace in her mouth.
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“Yeah,” Kessil said, “so I don’t want that witch.”
“But you had to go up that tower and play her for video?”
“No shit,” Kessil said, “not something I really like to
think about, especially if the public finds out about it.”
“Lets not tell them.”
“That’s why Mbeshna wants to make the movie himself,
so we can clean it up at least a little.”
“Sounds like it needs a lot of cleaning.”
“If you had seen that wheelhouse. She had never been
down from a space that would all fit in the gathering room.
The main salon is not as spacious as the reading alcove,”
Kessil waved in that direction. There was a desk in there now,
raised two steps, with windows on three sides. She considered
it her office, just that part. The bookcases, the two reading
chairs and the cupstands next to them were still the reading
room.
“That’s just a wide landing on the stairway,” Yashmi said.
“Exactly,” Kessil said. “There is no ceiling in the whole
space as tall as the eaves in the gathering room.”
“Uh,” Yashmi said. She thought a second and said, “it
would almost be like still being in the womb.”
“Three centuries, ‘it,’ for I can’t use the sentient pronoun
on it, never went out of that space. Her outdoor space was just
the first three planks by the door of your deck. AND the
railing came off in my hand.”
Yashmi’s hands went to her face and her stare was wide at
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Kessil again.
“I was still roped to the floater.”
Yashmi stared awhile, but came back to Boesun. “So this
guy threatened you with the Instinct.”
“In as many words.”
“Where’s that vial now?” Yashmi asked.
Kessil wondered if she should even tell her. She had on a
knee and elbow length worker, denim with thin, tooled leather
trim. It had a turnable collar in soft abaing fur and a line of
reinforced pockets across the shoulders so there was no need
for a separate shoulderpocket when wearing this. She tapped
the third one, where it sat loosely.
“Good place for it, no one can take it secretly.”
“I’m worried I might need it.”
“He could kill you before it takes effect.”
“From ninety seconds to ten minutes. You have to just
stay alive until then.”
“Not great odds,” Yashmi said.
“One of the reasons I’m not enthusiastic about going out.”
“Zestin’s isn’t really out.”
“Outer than this is,” Kessil said, “but he won’t recognize
you.”
“What will you do?” she asked.
“Finish that book I’ve started three times now.”
“How far are you this time?”
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“She can stop the her zombie body from killing, but it’s
still running with the herd and helping to drag the victims
with them wherever they’re going. They’re encountering less
and less people. Her zombie is getting in trouble for missing
many kills, but they are going to need wilderness survival and
she knows that. She now believes she can eventually take full
control of her zombie.”
“I’ll have to try it some day, just to see if I can still
remember how to read, I mean more than the planting
directions on a leshin bush.” She had put one in this year,
making three that they had. It was a welcome substitute for
rinko and grew on a shrub feet above the ground so it never
got muddy. It was doing well, but it would still be years
before they would pick from it.
“You could get it free on the pocket-eye during the light.”
“I couldn’t stare into a pocket eye for hours.”
“I know what you mean,” Kessil said, though she often
did it. Always with her left eye. She could see the pocket-eye
picture just as well with her right eye, but couldn’t read it as
well for some reason.
“So we’ll stay home, you’ll finish off that book, I’ll finish
off that cask...”
“I’ll give you a hand with that if you like.”
“I could use some help, I might hurt myself if I tried to
take that on alone.”
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While Yashmi was fetching the cask, Kessil went over to
the table. She didn’t turn on a light, Lorry’s porch lantern
across the path was plenty to let her see the room and the path
their house was on. There was someone on the path, not
across the street but up a couple houses. He was watching this
house. She didn’t think he could see her, but she could allow
herself to believe that was Boesun.
She contemplated taking a pill right now, snatching her
plains knife and coming down off the back deck and around
the next two houses. She could cross Yashmi’s walk and come
down the path from the house right beside him. She could cut
out his kidney before he knew she was there.
She didn’t want to have to get to that level, so she
wondered what she could do to him without getting the
Instinct. Everything but cut out his kidney. She followed
Yashmi into the gathering room. “I’m going to hold off on
that cask for a bit,” she began moving toward the deck. She
had already grabbed the knife from its position atop the main
beam between the kitchen and front steps.
“What?”
“That Centorin shit head is out front, I’m going to scare
him off.”
She went down the back of the deck silently, cut thru the
back gardens down beyond the next four houses. These folks
had a garden lane. Yashmi’s walk wasn’t much more than that
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but she was two houses up from him and he was still intent on
their house. There was a smaller lane across, these folks
didn’t use this gate all that much and it was hard to swing it
silently. She climbed over. If the owners found her it would
be a laugh, they had known her for twenty decades. She had
to cut thru their back garden to the next house and the lane to
their door.
They were not home, she was glad, they would have
greeted her also and thereby warned her quarry. She crept
close and watched him, trying to determine if he had taken
the antidote and was waiting for it to take effect. After a few
minutes, she was very close. The lumins were thick in the
bushes in these front yards so he couldn’t hear the knife slip
from his sheath. The first thing he knew was when it lightly
touched his neck.
“You’ll never know if I’ve dropped a tab or not because
the Instinct lets me hold this knife here. If I thought you were
a credible threat you’d be dead now, you do understand that
I’m sure. When I told you that you had reached the scene
where you run, I should have given you more detail about
how far. I’d suggest Hardensburg might be far enough to keep
you from maybe slipping and falling on this knife again.” She
had completed a firm grip on his shoulder harness as she said
that, she knew just how far she could go and not invoke the
Instinct. It had been two centuries since she’d camped at a
powwow, but she still remembered the skills. “Now where are
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you going?”
“Up your hole bitch,” he said and tried to spin around. He
recoiled against her grip and his momentum took him into the
knife, she didn’t move her hand, it did not become paralyzed.
He would live, but he dropped and put his hand to his neck.
“I’ll give you one more chance to run,” she said, “or I will
drop a tab. If I do your life expectancy is until it takes effect.”
He got to his feet, still clutching his neck. Blood ran
between his fingers. His eyes bulged at it, then he turned and
stumbled off, picking up speed as he got to his feet and got
his other hand off the ground.
“What went on out there?” Yashmi asked when she was
back inside.
“I ran him off,” she said. “Threatened him with some
tribal rites if he didn’t run at least as far as Hardensburg.”
“You think he will?”
“Who can tell?” Kessil said. “I won that round but he
could come back any time during the sleep with a tab in him.”
“So we have to stay up watching?”
“We have to do something. First I’m going to message
Dyoniss, dark rates or not, and let him know what’s
happening, then I’m going to dig some lenses out. We’ve
been using only his for so long.” She had the pocket eye out
already and was typing on it.
“Where do you keep them?” Yashmi asked.
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“In the second drawer of the little cupstand in the back of
the reading alcove. They’re wrapped in quilted satin, you’ve
seen them, they’re not that big.”
Yashmi was already on her way. Kessil finished the terse
message to Dyoniss and sent it off. He might not power his
pocket eye up for dark rates, but she was going to try. As soon
as she was done with that, Yashmi was down with her lenses.
They probably didn’t need the spyglass, this creep wasn’t
using any fields and rays, a plain IR would do. She had three
of those besides the one Dyoniss kept on him. He had a
collection of Thlaxsiu lenses now, she kept winning them at
engineering conventions.
“Here, take one of these. If you look into the night with it
all warm-blooded animals will glow red with this, it’s like
seeing in the dark.”
They went up to the guest room to try it. With the
hangleaf’s leaves rolled up for the dark they could see
everyone who was outside on Yashmi’s Walk and a few who
were inside near open windows. You couldn’t recognize
anyone with it, even up close, but you could see where people
and kargas and lentas were. From here they could see
SleepingFourth in his field, half out of his scrape in this
relatively warm Nightday. If Boesun came back to that spot,
he would stand out, but he wasn’t there now.
They went up to their bedrooms, without lights, and
looked around with the IR lenses. There was no one lurking
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watching them. She could believe it was possible he had been
scared off, but it was also possible he was coming up with a
more sophisticated plan to get her. She didn’t know if it was
because he thought she was an ally of the witch that ate his
friend, or because she had a part in foiling the Republic of the
Western Savannah, or because she wouldn’t suck his cock. It
really didn’t matter on the street, it was survival at this point
wasn’t it?
She could go out on the street and start yelling about
someone with the antidote around here. Somehow she felt
hypocritical doing that with three tabs in her shoulderpocket
and blood on her knife. “We should check every hour or so,”
she told Yashmi when they met in the bedroom hallway.
“I probably should have taken a tab and ended it then and
there,” Kesssil said.
“Even without the Instinct could you actually do it?”
“Without the Instinct he’s just one of that hakken pack.”
“How many were there?” Yashmi asked about that.
It had been decades since she last told her the whole story.
“I never knew there were nine, I only saw the first seven. The
first three came in a pack and they circled me for awhile.
They knew they could get me, but they could see I had a knife
so they knew whoever came in first was going to get hurt, and
none of them had the courage to come in first.”
She had left her pocket eye on, dark rates for listening are
less than an iron for the whole dark, it’s sending that really
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costs. It beeped with a message from Dyoniss, expect him in
an hour.
“So he’s running to the nearest tube line,” Yashmi said.
“Yeah, but it’s over a half hour on the tube from
Belambectai,” while Enlin wasn’t yet to Mefmun on that
canal glider.
“If he ran all the way from the tube station he could
probably do it.”
“And he’d be spent when he got here.”
“Until then, we probably should at least lock the door,”
Yashmi said. It had probably been many years since they had
locked it, probably not since Enlin played with it when he
was little. Kessil had forgotten there was a lock on it. The
doors to the deck didn’t have latches, much less locks. They
were just rolling panels. All they could do was tie a rope
around the handles. “That should cause enough noise to wake
us up if we happen to fall asleep.”
“Especially if we hang a big wind chime on it.”
Kessil untied it and went back outside and got one and
tied the doors closed again, with the wind chime hanging
from the rope that would move first if someone tried to force
the door. The lock on the front door was not like the old one,
it wouldn’t snap with little sound, it would hold til the door
splintered.
The they put the window mats down and battened them
like a winter Dawnsleep. These also wouldn’t hold back
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someone determined, but it could slow him down and give
them some warning if they did fall asleep.
She went upstairs with the lens again, watched the street
from Yashmi’s room, and then the back from theirs. Time
went by. Yashmi came up and looked around a few times.
They didn’t say much. Yashmi went down and checked the
deck, Kessil went around upstairs again.
It was when she went to the dormer and looked in the
garden that she saw him. Just the shape of a man, coming up
the back trail from the pond, now slinking thru their garden
toward the house. He was staying behind the bushes as much
as he could, even with the IR lens she was having a hard time
seeing him. She used the spyglass on him, it showed her that
he also had IR.
She looked at him without the lens and could see nothing
but pure black, at least most of the time. His black on blacker
shadow was almost invisible, but the flash of a nearby lantern
on the blade of a knife was easy to see.
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13. Lost on a Primitive Planet
– 78 standard years ago –
“Bellatin, is this about showing off the belly those last
four hundred cases of beer has given you?” his sergeant
yelled from the end of the line.
Boesun sucked in his gut, threw out his chest and locked
his eyes forward where the ministers and magistrates of the
new republic were being introduced. He had no beer gut, he
was compact and hard, but he was slouching a bit, bored with
the ceremony and anxious to get this over with and see some
action. He was way in the back, one of the rawest recruits,
fresh in from the war-torn nation of Baptistia on Naiho just a
local year ago. A local year is a little more than two standard
months, just eighteen of what look like days but are used like
weeks on the planet where he was stranded.
He still didn’t feel like he had his feet under him on the
ground here. He’d been into Novo Grosso and the
Naihonguese side of Naiho. During peacetime the border had
been a polite showing of ID’s and ‘Bon dia’s’ and ‘have a
nice day’s. He’d been to Marsalis in Heartland, the
megalopolis at the interstellar tube gate. He had been told that
Kassidor wasn’t any more different than the Brazilian side of
Naiho. The truth was it was more different than he could have
imagined. The eighty four hour ‘day’ and one and a half times
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the gravity of Naiho were just the beginning.
He’d come to the General in the quest for some kind of
leadership, some way to break free of a local virus that
changed you so you couldn’t even throw a punch. Boesun
wasn’t really much of a fighter, but he still thought it was fun
to go a round or two with some other drunk late in the
evening. He wasn’t a bully, he never picked on guys who
didn’t want to fight, just other guys like him that wanted to
trade a few blows to get the blood pumping. Growing up in
Baptistia, that was what Saturday night was for.
All day Saturday was dark here, but no one could throw a
punch. The malls of Hardensburg had most of the same brand
names you found on the Centish side of Naiho, but a lot of the
products were local substitutes. Coffee was unknown, but
there were slaps, like an alcohol free Black or White Russian,
and boost, tablets a little to the amphetamine side of caffeine.
Local fallos instead of cotton, local mrang instead of beef. It
tasted a little to the alligator side of beef but was perfectly
suitable. All the vegetables and grains were native, not like
Naiho where all food was of Earth origin. Unlike Naiho, the
local biology could nourish humans if eaten in the right
combinations.
There was a native city threading right thru the center of
Hardensburg. It was older than human settlement on either
Centorin or Naiho. It was much more different than Novo
Grosso. Like Novo Grosso the people were dark, but not
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Earth dark, a little shorter and smaller, and didn’t speak
Centish. The tubes were the same size as in Novo Grosso. But
instead of living in built buildings and using vast machinery,
here they lived in hollowed out trees, rode animal-drawn carts
and grew small gardens by hand. There were no electric lights
but bioluminescent panels, binary phosphors, gas and oil
lanterns and candles. The native data system worked only
during daylight, they conducted business in cash up front that
they usually kept in jars behind the counter.
Strip bars were the only places you could go in the native
city where there was any trace of Centorin influence. It
wasn’t that the natives didn’t allow nudity, there was no place
else in the native city where it was unusual enough to be on
the stage. It was easy to get laid, but the women were uppity
and absolutely fearless. Few would give blow jobs and those
that would expected something in return. They were pretty
though and dark, with black hair and really dark eyes. They
all kept their bush and they were all very quick to show skin.
He hadn’t gotten close to one yet, but he felt it was possible.
He had learned the language by osmosis, in a single short
local year. It was blunt and direct and without weasel words
or wiggle room. You either lied or you didn’t. Ambiguity was
difficult without stating it outright. It was hard to get people
to hear what they wanted to hear. There wasn’t much slang or
euphemisms. They left off so many words that are
understood, you really only needed to convey the tense once
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in a paragraph, not three times per sentence. You say the
punctuation, unless it’s understood, then no one bothers to say
it. The type of period on the sentence is the tense, people only
say it when it changes. Its a little like speaking in headlines.
Some words are pretty hard to pronounce correctly.
He hadn’t gotten close to any of the natives yet. They
were peaceful and went away rather than confront hostility.
They would compete in sports and throwing daggers at a
thick and well-chipped wooden target was a bar game among
the locals. He tried it once, it was going to require a lot of
practice to be able to stay in. They laughed a lot, but it wasn’t
cruel.
Suddenly, while he daydreamed about where he was
stranded, the pageantry on stage was interrupted by blaster
fire. There were screams, commotion, but he couldn’t see it
because it was going on behind the riser full of dignitaries.
Then the crowd parted and a naked native girl jumped out of
the crowd on stage and grabbed the general and dragged him
to the microphone. In the native language she told everyone
to dump their vials because the world was watching.
Most of the guys moaned for the general’s life and started
to comply but he was never going to do it. This antidote was
the trump card, the only thing that made this planet sane. In a
month he was already addicted to it. He wouldn’t use it, but
he needed to know it was there, just in case he needed it.
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Going without it was like going unarmed back in Baptistia.
He was in the very back, last line in the last platoon. He
figured the sergeants were not going to fire on him at this
point, especially when he saw one of them running.
He ran also, the last thing he saw on the stage was that
naked native girl holding the general while his neck spouted.
Her man had jumped up on stage also, with a blaster over his
shoulder and holding two native comms on them. He repeated
the claim, in Centish, that they were broadcasting to their
Temple and to the Kassikan, and thus planet-wide media.
Since it took over a week on the tubeway to get here, Boesun
had some idea of the size of this planet, even if the gravity
didn’t give him a clue. That guy was kind of big for a native
and had a little less beard. His Centish was accented and singsong, but easy enough to understand.
As Boesun ran, the native man shouted, “You Centorins
are fools for bringing the antidote here. This planet is so
savage they HAD to invent the Instinct, you’ve seen the
movies. Look what happens when you let just one tablet fall
into the hands of a native girl; your general spouts thick
blood. That knife has taken the lives of four hakkens on just
one of her walks home. Most of you couldn’t take on a
hakken with a blaster. If this antidote gets in native hands,
you clowns don’t stand a chance.” That was probably the last
he said but Boesun was off the parade grounds by then and
running hard.
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Boesun ran til he got to the blaster factory and was
shocked to see nothing but a crater where it once stood.
Scraps of plastiboard littered the woods around it, the
machinery was melted ripples of steel on the cracked concrete
floor. The stubs of the wall columns were bent over and
melted off.
Luckily his ATV was still intact and hadn’t been disabled
by EMP, meaning the explosive was probably not nuclear. It
was clear the Republic of the Western Savannah was dead,
thwarted by their own antidote and operatives of the Temple
and the Kassikan. It appeared that the wizard’s hold on this
planet was much stronger than the General suspected.
*
Boesun fled the field, but not the area. He kept his
involvement with the Republic to himself, hid his vial in the
back of his closet, and worked hard at his job in the shipping
department of a furball supplier. If anything business picked
up a little after the republic was thwarted. The natives became
more assertive, but willing to do business. Over the next
twenty standard years the caravans from the western Hidden
Valleys got longer and more frequent as they brought the fruit
of robot labor in space down into Hardensburg. Native ways
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became more familiar and integrated into daily life. Native
street car as well as tube systems linked the native city and
the Centorin and many Centorins learned to use them. A few
homes in Centorin neighborhoods started to be surrounded by
gardens instead of lawns.
The tubes are small like Novo Grosso’s. Like there, they
are only in and between big cities, most of the this planet is
weeks of travel from a tube line. In Hardensburg it can be a
fifteen minute walk. The interstellar tube remained closed and
Hardensburg was now a tiny isolated island of Centorin
civilization in a vast sea of Kassidorian. It was out by itself,
thousands of miles from any big native cities, so it still
retained a veneer of Centorin civilization. New Centorin
media was eleven years old, coming by way of Kinunde so
for all practical purposes the Centorin network now covered
the small Centish presence remaining in Kassidor city, who
retained almost nothing of Centorin culture, a few scattered
settlements in other areas of the planet, none amounting to
more than a few hundred thousand, and retaining little to no
Centorin influence, and Hardensburg, which was now the
center of Centorin civilization in the 61 Cygni system.
During those twenty years he’d had many companions
among the natives, there were essentially no empire-born
women on the planet. There were a few that he could say
were ‘relationships’ lasting several local years, but none of
them were as close as they could be because the women here
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never really acted like women. They weren’t looking for
strength and leadership. They were sometimes open to a
partnership and would take on the role of ‘spouse’, but there
were none who wanted to take on the role of ‘wife’.
Until Eymai. She was the bright spot in his life for such a
long time. She was a native, but she understood her needs as a
woman, understood his needs as a man. She worked as a
packer in the company he worked for. The company had
adapted to the native way of temp work, hired them by the
day. They will fill out a sign-in form here, he was told that in
most basins they won’t bother, they’ll walk on down the road
to the next shop. Eymai came at least once a week, they
didn’t ask her to fill out a new sign-in, they just put her old
one in the active pile. He was a supervisor in that room at the
time and got to know each other that way, not by meeting at a
bar.
“You must like it here,” he said to her one day.
“The pay’s not that great but it’s convenient to where I
live and you guys aren’t mean. I’d rather find work along the
river for even less than work for mean Centorins no matter
what they pay.”
“I have no desire to be mean. You natives are fine with
me.”
“As long as we fuck right?” she laughed.
“I don’t think I’m that bad, I haven’t asked you for favors
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if you want the job.”
“I noticed, and why is that?”
“We just want to get the boxes packed, not your boxes
stuffed.”
“That loses a little something in the translation,” she said.
“I guess. Sorry.”
“It’s all right, I can accept the fact that you don’t want
sexual favors from me.”
“I don’t require them,” he said, “that doesn’t mean I don’t
want them.” He already knew that in this area it is the custom
that the woman asks first, and he already knew things would
usually work out very well if he let them.
“Well fine, shall we work out a time and place?”
They were together sixty two galactic standard years.
They raised three children, each an only child, but they
always had one with them. He eventually became V.P. of
Logistics for that company. She was happy to raise children
rather than packing boxes. They had a small estate on a lev
rail line, each of their children had a lev bike, he had a
runabout and they always had a family sedan that could take
them all wherever they wanted to go on the Hardensburg
lines. The lines covered an area and population larger than
Baptistia, but never really had a government.
Eymai was the envy of all his friends. Just about any of
them who had native mates never got a blow job, he would
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get one every week, every dusk, even if people were
watching. She said it was because she was so ancient she had
caught the Instinct after living centuries without it. He
understood that made her over five thousand years old, and
that bothered him a little. America wasn’t even settled at the
time, much less Centorin or Naiho. She remembered the
alpha male and the way women lived to serve him in ancient
times. She swore she had a more forceful climax the next
time after she had given him a blow job.
Eymai was the envy of his friends for her figure, but he
was concerned because she always nursed her children so
long. She was definitely in it for children and she devoted
most of her attention to them. They gave her a glow that was
a joy to behold, but it left him feeling second in her life, even
though he made it all possible.
Without him she would still be living in the native part of
town, a strip of trees in the flood plain by the river. They grew
homes in the living trees, lived with water trickling from a
hand-pumped tank in the attic and fended off pests with
sticks. She and her children would be in that if it wasn’t for
him. He didn’t think a blow job a week was too much to ask.
She didn’t seem to think it was too much to give and agreed
she would still be in that if it wasn’t for him, but also said it
wasn’t as bad as he made it sound. After all she had lived in
that since the time of Imperial Rome and raised seven other
children, three of them by herself.
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The child’s room in their house had its own bathroom.
Their home was in a better part of Hardensburg, not that far
from the river, but on dry ground. They had a native family as
domestics and groundskeepers. They grew all their
perishables on the property. Because Eymai was native also,
she knew their customs and they got along well. They were
enthusiastic additions to the family with only a few little
allowances for their culture. As long as he got the respect he
was due, he could allow most of theirs.
Eymai taught him a lot about native culture. They are very
meek, very party hardy, very into nature, very caught up in
their traditions and very forthright and factual. Of all their
culture, the need for variety was always the most difficult for
him to accept. He made her promise to be faithful, they would
get a geneticist if they needed one, it was a small price to pay
for morality. He thought she was going along. He caught her
rarely. But after sixty years he understood that he was only
giving her practice at not getting caught. It was never going to
stop, no matter how many promises he got, no matter how
carefully he watched. Somehow she would find a way out.
She could grab it in five minutes if she had to, but she would
have it.
Once he finally understood that, he forced her out. She
had followed too much of Centorin culture at this point, the
deception the wives of great houses use. She read plenty of
that fiction, translated into Kassidorian. No doubt she thought
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of herself as the Firstwife in a House. It took a tab of the
antidote to get her out. She shrieked in fear and it almost
made him hurt her more than he meant to. As it was he held
himself back, in Baptistia a man has the right to take the life
of an unfaithful wife. Instead he satisfied himself that she was
out and away and went back to the house. He made no hostile
moves toward their daughter, who was a new adult at three
and a half, but she left anyway in a few weeks. She was civil
and polite, but he never heard from her again.
He soon came to understand that he had done more harm
to himself than anyone else. He had a friend he worked with,
a guy who also seemed to have a stable relationship with a
native. There were a few Centorin style bars in Hardensburg,
this one had a row of booths along the wall, a long bar with
tall stools. He and Jack were in a booth with a pint of a local
ale. Each booth had its own screen and this was showing an
eleven year old Quiddich match on Kitane with the sound
turned off. The ale was a little sweet and not very hoppy, but
full bodied and a bit effervescent.
“You actually kicked Eymai out of the house?”
“Yeah,” he had finally admitted it.
“Why? We were all so jealous of you.”
“The ‘variety’ thing.”
“Why?”
“I caught her again, twice in the same local year. I finally
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understood it was more than an occasional slip up. There’s a
reason she never needed to visit a geneticist after sixty years.”
“Yeah?”
“You don’t seem to have that problem with Arkhyure?”
“I ask her not to talk about it around Centorins.”
“But she goes out?”
“Boesun, we go out. We haven’t seen a geneticist either.”
“We’re men,” Boesun said.
“Doesn’t matter here.”
“I guess I can’t accept that.”
“You shouldn’t have looked. I think Eymai was quite
discreet. You had it as good as it gets.”
“Yeah, maybe I did. I thought I had found someone who
didn’t want to live like this.”
“You want to live like this. Would you stop going out?”
He didn’t want to say he was thinking of bringing home a
secondwife did he? Even with Jack that wouldn’t go over
very well. “We weren’t created equal. Like it or not, the
woman is the one who bears and suckles the children.”
“We weren’t created the same,” Jack told him, “but we
were created equal.”
“I guess after all these years I’m still not ready to accept
that.”
“For all those years you were with someone who almost
didn’t believe it herself. I think Eyvai came ninety percent of
the way, it’s a shame you couldn’t have come the other ten
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percent.”
**
He had more and more trouble with his neighbors and
domestics after that until he sold the house and moved away.
He hadn’t left Hardensburg, just that neighborhood. His next
stop was a singles village farther down the river near the
center of the native city. He still had the runabout, he had let
Eymai leave with the sedan. It was a longer commute to
work, but a less native-influenced area, in spite of its location.
It was at a martial arts center that he met Billy. He was a
good sparing partner who could get pretty intense before
getting the Instinct and could joke about the antidote and how
they really needed it here. Boesun hadn’t really thought about
that vial in years until throwing Eymai out. Now it had him
thinking of The Republic of the Western Savannah once again
and how it would have been such a good thing if that had
succeeded. Then there would have been a legal framework for
monogamy, and hopefully some way to do away with that
Instinct virus altogether.
“They make a passable ale down along the docks,” Billy
said one day as they were putting liniment on the bruises they
had given each other. It was difficult to practice live because
you had to convince your mind that it was a sport and you
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were only aiming to block each other. With the right mental
attitude it could get energetic, if not high impact. Still there
were a lot of collisions and bones had been broken in this
dojo. The native liniment was pretty near miraculous, the
bruises would be gone next time they woke up.
“I know, I’ve passed quite a bit of it myself.”
“Where shall we drink some?” Billy asked.
“I’d just as soon sit at a tap along the beach rather than
paying a cover for a show on the strip.”
“How about the Nethanger out on the Waterfront line?”
“How far do we walk?” Boesun asked.
“Not far, the lev parking’s only a block from the beach,
Nethanger is right there, their balcony is over the sand, there’s
no lower level under them.”
“Lead on, I’ve got my boat, what are you riding?”
“I’ve got a four man, why don’t we take that in case we
get lucky.”
“We better get lucky,” Boesun said.
“When have you not been lucky here?”
Indeed. They got cups of ale at a bar on the beach. The
big red sun was setting and the place was pretty crowded.
There were lots of girls on the beach, almost all were still
naked. They knew Centorins came here to see them and they
paraded by, but few of them were enhanced. They were
pretty, but normally pretty. Most of the enhanced ones were in
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the shows on the strip.
They spent a lot of time body watching and critiquing
them as they went by. Some of them would get into it with
you, “Oh yeah, you must like aureolas only a little bigger
than the nipple.”
“Yours cover almost half your tit,” Billy said.
“They’re blended, so they’re really about where you put
the boundary.”
And so on. Billy loved to get into it with them, Billy got
pummeled by most of the guys around disagreeing because
they were hoping to help their chances of getting picked. Very
few ugly girls got off on showing their body, most who were
on the beach here were damn near prefect in whatever look
they were. Most were very eager to pet while they flirted and
some would get sexually aroused if they were properly
appreciated.
Boesun wasn’t into teasing them, but would be more like
a native and just thank them politely for the beauty if they
were close and caress them sensuously if they came near.
Some of them would be going no place in particular and stop
by. Few of the ones who were dissed and teased stopped by. A
couple of times he was ready to leave Billy and follow them,
but he wasn’t tempted enough to actually get up and do it.
Beautiful brown girls were just too common here while guys
who might be friends were scarce.
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Alderan had been his first choice when he left Naiho, it
had been Brian who convinced him to come here. It was
better to go anywhere with someone you knew rather than the
greatest agricolony in the human sector of the galaxy. Brian
hadn’t been seen since the third or fourth stop they made on
the tube line. They got separated in a megacity named Yclelvi. He didn’t know a hundred words of the language yet, there
hadn’t been even a label on a package in Centish for the last
two days on the tube. He already felt he was lucky the gravity
wasn’t seven or eight times that of Naiho on a planet this big.
Even the tube controls were all in the native language, if
he could find a station. He could make himself understood in
asking for the bathroom and ordering food in the native
language. He knew how to navigate to Hardensburg on the
native tube, where he was promised he could get by in
Centish. It took him two more days, but he made it to
Hardensburg. At the time he would have had no chance at
making it back to the interstellar station.
Brian had studied the language and had a translator app
on his comm. Because Boesun would be with him, he hadn’t
picked up a translator himself. He always had trouble with
installs on his comm. At that point he wished he’d struggled
thru it. The remaining journey to Hardensburg was a more
abstract dream, it was also a more powerful introduction to
‘Nightday,’ than he had seen in any movie. He would key in
the address to Hardensburg and he would hurtle over densely
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populated countryside for hours to be deposited in some new
fantasy city/jungle landscape to get food, water, air and
bathroom. The tubes on this planet could take you fifteen
hundred to two thousand miles at a time, it took ten hops of
four or five hours each before he finally arrived in
Hardensburg, the first place he could recognize what was a
building and what was a natural object, read a sign, or
understand a whole sentence.
“I understand there’s some people with big money
looking for someone with any of the antidote left,” Billy told
him, snapping him out of his nightmare.
“Oh? Why?”
“I would imagine it would be for a round of kahble
wouldn’t you?”
Boesun’s head snapped up, saw the lifted eyebrow. “Of
course, how silly of me.”
“Thing is, this work is in the Ydlontrostl Cities.”
That was one of the places Boesun had gotten out for air,
food, water and bathroom on his way here. It was his next to
last stop, best he could remember from seventy eight galactic
years ago. He remembered a lot of low-lying grown houses
and a few lonely towers. He hadn’t seen much of it, just what
the tube flashed thru on the way in and out. It took a whole
hour. You can’t take an hour ride in a tube in Navorkensville,
much less any city on Naiho, and he had seen Novo’Rezonts
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from a tube just like this. That was as big as Vnasvuur, the
last city they stopped in before Hardensburg. Hardensburg is
almost as big as Novo’Rezonts.
Boesun was curious enough to take a trip to the
Ydlontrostl cities. Other than this strip along the docks called
Ragess, he hadn’t seen a native city for more than a bio break,
and those bio breaks were nearly eighty years ago. It was a
way different culture from that of Centorin, much more
different than Novo Grosso. Novo Grosso was more like
Centorin than Hardensburg in many ways, while the natives
here thought Ragess was more Centorin than native.
“It’s all Kassidorian there isn’t it?” He didn’t remember
seeing or hearing one word of Centish from the station in the
great dome at the Kassikan til Hardensburg.
“If you haven’t kept it up I’m sure it will come back to
you.”
“I’ve kept it up, you’ll see as soon as I see someone on
the beach I want to shout to. I just want to be sure what I’m
getting into. There’s no toilet paper I’m sure.”
“It’s actually quite modern for this planet, the toilets have
sprayers, you can deal with that.”
“Yes, better than worrying if the last guy to use the rag
washed it properly.”
“I wash it before...” Billy started to say.
“I go back to base,” Boesun told him.
“Base?”
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“I feel like Hardensburg is a military base and we are now
off post in that little hookerville that always grows up outside
any military base.”
“Yeah,” Billy said, “it does seem a little like that, but it’s
been here a thousand times longer.”
“It’s actually a pretty big hookerville,” Boesun admitted.
“Hardenburg is a pretty big military base. I think it’s
about eight million now. There’s twenty five million native
born Empire citizens and fifty million part Empire citizens in
the Western Savannah.”
“Where were you when that went down?” Boesun asked.
“That Republic thing I mean.”
“In the fourth platoon from the front, second from the left
of the first row.”
“You laid down your vial?”
“Had to, the brass wouldn’t let us risk the general’s life. I
slipped a couple tabs out before that formation. I only had
nine in my vial that morning. I’ve still got those two and I
could use the cash.”
***
They talked themselves into coming to the cities, it was
an experience like no other. You couldn’t find a place as
ancient on Earth, not by a long shot. Once in it and
experiencing it on its own terms, it was much more than
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Marsalis or even Novo’Rezonts, the two largest cities on
Naiho. It was a collection of cities, most of them bigger than
Hardensburg in population if not in area. It was full of tiny
farms, where Hardensburg had lawn, this city had garden. It
was sunny and pleasant in climate, a bit more moist than
Hardensburg.
Prices were dirt cheap, they bought an apartment in a tree
above another house. It was close to the main avenue in the
area, it was cheap because the garden went with the lower
apartment. A square foot of sunny topsoil is worth more than
a square foot of indoor space. There was a tube station a few
blocks down this avenue, there were some decent
entertainment clubs on the avenue also, frequent streetcars
and plenty of markets, taps and cooks. There was no choice
but to adapt the native lifestyle here, including clothing. It
was very easy-going and slow, conducted on a first-name
friendly basis and all cash up front. You paid the waitress
when she brought the food for instance. Only tubes, elevators
and data access worked from a key, which is a smart coin
under a different décor.
The jobs were easy. The marks were all set up, addresses,
photos, habits, documented in thick folders. All in the native
language of course. They were not given a reason for the
target, and everything was conducted by notes and drops, they
never got to see the one purchasing the hit. They never got to
see anyone actually, they would get notes on the comm telling
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them where to pick up paper. It would always be somewhere
nearby, like the person was watching them. They had to be
able to do that if they could get this much info on the marks.
Billy actually did the work when it came down to it.
When it came right down to it, Boesun really didn’t have the
stomach for it. A Saturday night bar fight was one thing, he
would have been fine as a soldier against an opposing army,
but to sneak up and drown a defenseless person, especially a
woman, was more than he could handle. He gave the vial to
Billy, keeping three tabs for himself, wrapped in foil and in a
pocket on his shoulder. He guessed he was keeping them
more for self defense, but even though they are fast acting,
they weren’t fast acting enough to save you once you are
already under attack. Boesun let Billy keep the money also.
Since he didn’t earn it, he didn’t feel he deserved it. Billy
gave him a copper once when he stood lookout.
It was the witch that proved Billy’s undoing. He became
seduced by the challenge of the Witch of the Ancient
Windwheel. He applied to be one of her lovers, he vowed he
was going to kill the witch and demand payment from the
windwheel’s owners for freeing their tower. Boesun didn’t
understand what Billy’s fascination was. A quarter of the girls
on the street looked like her only cleaner and more well-kept,
he had been seeing one lately, a really cute acolyte with an
oral fetish and the sweetest lips he’d ever seen or tasted. No
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doubt that creature up there had parasites and smelled.
Boesun also believed that the windwheel’s owners were never
going to pay, in fact would probably condemn killing their
windwheel operator even if she was a pain in the ass.
Billy would not be dissuaded, even if it came to force.
That is when Boesun found out he was never getting the vial
back. Billy made his arrangements and was selected by the
witch. Apparently he would be her first Centorin born.
Just in case there was some screw-up, Billy wasn’t going
to take the tablet til he was up there, that mistake probably
cost him his life. He didn’t know any details, but two days
later he got a message from Billy’s comm. -Thanks, your
friend was good- he’d heard nothing of him since.
He would have gone home to Hardensburg right then and
there, but Billy had taken on another contract. A message
assured him he had best carry it out or he would be the first
assignment of their next contractor. Billy had already taken
the advance payment. He wondered if they would find him in
Hardensburg, but then remembered they had been recruited
from Hardensburg. He had always imagined it was a native
setting this up, using them and their vials to do what the
Instinct prevented him from doing himself. It didn’t have to
be a native doing this, it could be run from Hardensburg.
Running back there could make him an easier target.
He wondered if Brian was still in Yclel-vi? He wondered
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who could possibly find him if he pushed random buttons on
the tube addressing system for a couple weeks. Where would
he be at the end of that? But in the end he decided it would be
less trouble if he just carried out the contract. Then he could
return to Hardensburg and a world he could understand some
of, in the open, with nothing hanging over him.
He really had been lost in the Temple for hours when he
found the door at last, it was right near the crossroads with a
really ancient hallway that had nothing to do with the current
Temple plan. He figured he had been over every hallway in
the place by then, but knew in his head that he had come
almost straight here. The directions had been sent in a
message early today.
His walk thru the Temple reminded him of his original
tube ride across the planet. There was a mezzanine where he
could get an ale and watch the people that came by. It turned
out the girl he was looking for was already waiting here.
Pacing or staring at some the the huge, ancient inscriptions on
the intersecting hallway.
When it looked like she was going to walk further down
the ancient hallway, he downed his cup and left it. If he
doesn’t come back for the deposit he figured the tap man
could come get it. He dropped the tab on his way down the
stairs. He would now have only two left. He vowed to himself
to keep them for self defense.
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The girl was actually sweet, pretty and soft spoken, but
when they neared a hidden atrium on the ancient hall, she told
him what she was investigating. It concerned exposing a
powerful man. He even asked her if she thought that might
not make her vulnerable to attack.
If she had made a break for it, ran screaming and tried to
save herself, he probably wouldn’t have had had the courage
to chase her and be seen by the throngs that would gather. But
instead she told him that she thought just about all of the
antidote had been captured. Indeed she looked more like she
was interested in him. She just didn’t understand until he
actually attacked her. Even when he first pulled her into his
grasp she thought he was doing it for sexual reasons.
He wished he was. He never hated anything as much in
his life. He had to crush her windpipe to keep her from
screaming. She tried to defend herself and her arms got
paralyzed. He tried to shove her over the rail quickly, she got
her foot caught in the rail, he heard it crack. She was making
wheezing and gasping sounds, they sounded horribly loud in
his ears. He had to twist her foot free, scraping himself on the
rough stone in the process.
He had one more thing to do, part of the contract, and he
set about it quickly before anyone else came down this old
corridor. There were ledgers in her book bag, he sliced out all
the title pages that told who’s accounts they were. He had to
leave them at the drop point when he picked up the remainder
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of his pay. Since Billy had already spent the down payment, it
was all he would get from a job that really sickened him. He
didn’t believe like the natives that male and female were
equal. Lesser male and female were equal, but they were
clearly not equal to Alphas. But they are not disposable either,
and while he thought he understood why his client wanted her
to die, he was hurt by it.
Two days later he finally was contacted for the drop. He
left the title pages and picked up six coppers, a fortune in this
economy. He then went to celebrate being free of that contract
and intending to erase the ugly memory of that hit from his
mind. It still bothered him, weighing on his mind and making
him edgy. He had already put the house up for sale that day,
intending to head back towards Hardensburg where there
were a few traces of Centorin civilization remaining.
It was the evening of Noon, he was in a club in the closest
city center to their house. At that club he encountered one of
those quarter of the women who have the same look as the
witch that he was now sure killed Billy. She was friendly
enough til the subject of oral came up, then she was
downright snippy. He was snippy in return, told her she
wouldn’t get vaginal til she was ready to give him a son. She
left him of course, and he was put in a foul enough mood that
he didn’t find company that sleep.
But he had her name, he could look her up and the next
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day he did. There were about fourteen hundred Kessils and
some of them had major volumes of data on them. Quite a
few had pictures, including the one he’d met. She didn’t have
much in the system, but it was the incident of the Republic.
She was the very same girl who pricked the General, leaving
him in the hospital for days. She was said to live with the guy
who was on the stage that day, the detective that had been
tracking down most caches of the antidote. He thought about
that while he rode the tube toward the neighborhood where
she worked.
The only place name he knew from this far eastern end of
the cities was the Blue Kite. The club took up the lower six
floors of the tower, two of them underground. He wondered
what he would do with this woman. He felt she was largely
responsible for the collapse of the Republic. Without her there
might have been a government in this area now, some control,
some order. He had come to blame the failure of that
government for his failure to keep Eymai from variety, and
more than that, the failure to give Alpha’s their due. Centorins
should be in power here, these people are primitive and
lackadaisical, as should be expected with no alpha’s to lead
them.
Of course since then he’d come to understand that this
society did have an order, it was just not central control and it
was not dynamic and progressive. There were still some
people more important than others, but nothing like Centorin
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society. It was not a command society. Mostly it seemed to
function on inertia, everybody just kept doing what they
always did and it went on, like a machine left running after its
operator left. They used a ten thousand year old canal and the
latest freak technology in biology and optics beside each
other. Outside the cities, most carts were animal drawn. Most
people were technically subsistence farmers and the new
stone age seemed close in places, even in the cities.
He found her, but didn’t go up to her right away. She was
in the back of the balcony, leaning on the tap rail down the
end, not taking much of an interest in the people around her.
In a quick glance you sure didn’t see anyone who would have
subdued the general. But of course the general hadn’t taken a
tablet, he had no need of one while surrounded by hundreds
of loyal troops with vials on their belts. The guy was right
though, we wouldn’t want the natives to get hold of the
antidote. There are a lot more crossbows than blasters on this
planet and they are very formidable.
Looking closer you could see she had an edge to her. Like
most natives she looked like she was as old as a college kid,
but she also looked as old as the ledge these cities were built
on. She didn’t have the shape the witch did, but she might
have been a little more buff. In a way he wouldn’t mind
having her, and if he took a tab he could have her.
Their encounter did not go well. She wasn’t repentant,
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said he was trying to resurrect the Republic. He wound up
threatening her, then her man showed up. He didn’t have time
to drop a tab. That guy had captured hundreds of them, he
could be ready for action at all times for all Boesun knew. He
wasn’t going to stick around to find out.
** **
He had to show her picture to lots of people, asking if
they knew where she lived. Most were suspicious and
wouldn’t tell him, but eventually he found one who sold her
out for an iron. Early in Nightday he quietly made his way
down the path til he was near the house. He wasn’t going to
charge right in. He had night goggles and a light kit in his
shoulderpockets. He put the goggles on and scanned the
house. It was enclosed enough that he could see a partial
shape thru an opening only occasionally. They put down a
couple more mats and he really couldn’t see anything. The
house across from hers had a bright torch on the front porch.
A couple people went by. “I think Dyoniss already left,”
one of them said.
Boesun nodded, sighed, moved like he might get up, but
settled back where he was as soon as they moved on. He
continued to watch the house. He figured she would come out
sometime this Nightday. He could see the whole path from
here. It wasn’t big enough to call a street, just a single row of
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paving stones, you could barely get a handcart over it. Every
home in Hardensburg can be reached with a large groundcar.
Narrow as this was, with the goggles he could see anyone
who moved anywhere on the path, and there weren’t that
many.
He was really still contemplating what he was going to do
to her. He had the stomach to kill, but not the desire. He just
needed her to acknowledge his dominance didn’t he? Maybe
he would just rape her, but what if she never went out without
the antidote? She could be a formidable foe, even if she was a
woman. She had proven that she was fit and didn’t seem to
have the remorse that he did.
There were lights on in the house, but it was one and a
half floors up in a tree, so all he could see was the ceiling. It
was a nice house, even if it was old, even by native standards.
The tree was fat but sturdy and not rotted yet. What he could
see was finished and furnished well. The torch was bright
enough to see there were garden sheds behind the main trunk,
the garden was bigger than most in the area, he could not see
that back fence.
He was intent on watching. There was movement in the
house, but he couldn’t tell what. He was staring fixedly when
the knife point touched his neck. “You’ll never know if I’ve
dropped a tab or not because the Instinct lets me hold this
knife here,” was how she greeted him. Then she suggested he
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leave for Hardensburg. He figured she didn’t have a tab in
her, but then neither did he. He knew just where his were. He
could chew one up and spit the foil out, he thought that gave
the act a certain eats-nails-for-breakfast cachet. She might not
get away from him while it took effect.
When she asked him where he was going he said, “Up
your hole bitch,” as he tried to spin around away from her
knife and get into his shoulderpocket for a tab. He hadn’t
counted on her having a grip on his harness, a strong grip. He
recoiled against it and back into the knife. She didn’t move
her hand and it didn’t become paralyzed. He was stabbed like
the general, pumping blood from the neck.
“I’ll give you one more chance to run,” she said, “or I will
drop a tab and your life expectancy will be until it takes
effect.”
At this point he knew he had a serious foe here, and his
spine wanted to jump the first tube to Hardensburg. He was
bleeding badly but not spouting like the general. Still he
needed medical attention, and the closest clinic he knew was
in the Tower of the Blue Kite.
Patched up, he spent a long time in the club
contemplating what to do. The wound throbbed, he felt
beaten, and he didn’t like that. It must have been the pain that
made him irrational, or maybe it was the humiliation. It
seemed to be a civilizational conflict at this point. The
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civilization he represented had crossed space and settled
almost a thousand planets now. The civilization she
represented had been stuck in an endless loop on these plains
since before Christ was born. For two thousand years that
tube station in the Kassikan had connected this planet and it
had remained in this stasis. In two thousand years their tubes
had connected most of the major cities on the planet and a
few more things had become motorized. In two thousand
years the Empire had gone from reeling under Aldeb attacks
to planet-wrecking deathstars.
He had always considered himself an alpha male. Back in
Baptistia he was oldest son of firstwife to oldest son of
firstwife to the Alpha. Women pursued him and few refused
him. Most who did, didn’t mean it and wound up blissfully
satisfied when he took them anyway. There was one lesser
wife of a lesser son of a nearby farm who directly thanked
him for not taking no for an answer.
He might not be as much a leader of men as he should be,
but he was no man’s lap dog either. He would have been a
good soldier for the Republic. He would have made sergeant
quickly under their plans. But he had to heed the detective’s
warning. How easy would it be to take this city with arrows
raining from every balcony? He now understood that the
general’s plan was a newsprint fantasy. General Patrick had
never spent a few weeks in these cities nor thought thru what
response the natives might make. It was a noble idea, he
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wished it could have succeeded, but with forty something
billion people who had been living this way for six thousand
years, the planet was going to need a lot more force to move.
If he crawled back to Hardensburg now, he was an alpha
male beaten by a woman. Six thousand years of Centorin and
Earth history would be desecrated by letting that happen,
especially when he had those pills. He was being insulted by
a civilization that had been stagnant for longer than Centorin
had been settled. An ancient and decadent and modified form
of humans, unnatural, unable to strive. To be beaten by one of
them, a woman, was unthinkable.
He remembered the nationalistic speeches that lead up to
the war that he lost his family in. He remembered the
training in the general’s army and knew he had to uphold the
might of Centorin. As if the destruction of Alderan wasn’t
enough to convince everyone. He knew this planet felt that.
The highliner would be here in twenty more years, a deathstar
could enter the system at any time after. This planet couldn’t
face a device that can create a ray that turns a plant’s core into
a black hole.
He walked all around her house on the paths nearby, his
night vision goggles letting him come up on a back path that
lead to the back of the house. There was a large garden and a
large deck overlooking it. She must have climbed down from
there. The branches on the trunk of the last garden shed
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almost made a ladder. He wasn’t going to get caught
unprepared this time. He took out the tab and chewed it,
making it act a little faster. He took the combat knife out of its
sheath.
He could see when they came to the windows, he waited
til it was clear, then moved in. He heard voices as he got
closer. There were two women in there. Maybe that would be
even better, provided he could keep them quiet. If provoked
he could kill them, and would kill them if he had to. He
would have them, that would be enough, that would be a
fitting symbol of Centorin might. He could feel that plan
stirring his loins as he climbed silently onto the back deck.
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14. Rush Hour
Muurai didn’t find the guys Khyomati’s friend told him
about, she said their rooms were empty, not surprising
because it was lunch time. They had their lunch at a cook
making trap and greens on flatbread just outside the Temple.
After lunch, their meeting was postponed again. Dyoniss
used the time to follow up on the two other addresses in
Khyomati’s shoulderpocket. One was the guy she spent the
most time with. He lived outside the Temple in a small place
high in an archwood over one of the city’s biggest paper
supply companies. He was nice, open and broken-hearted
when they told him why they were here. He had gotten only a
note that she would be away for a few weeks and hadn’t been
informed of her death. Dyoniss was quite distressed about
that but Muurai was better at comforting him. If he had
known that this guy didn’t know, he would have approached
him entirely differently.
He was useless as a source of information. Khyomati was
very conscientious about her work and never told him
anything, never even told him she’d found something worth
going to Yuhal about. The main things she talked about were
books, art, food, history and music. Khyomati never told him
about other people she saw, male or female, when they were
together she was only with him. She made him feel very
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special that way.
When they left Muurai tried to console him about
breaking the news, after all, there was no way they could
have known. Dyoniss wondered how she could have kept her
life so separate from his if they spent that much time together.
Either he was not very curious or she was actually quite
secretive.
“Private, is probably a better word,” Muurai said as they
walked the street away from him. “I’m a lot the same way
with people I meet outside. I never talk about my work at the
Temple. I only talk about it with you because we’re working
together and because it’s a mystery. Most of my work is quite
boring and nothing I’d want to talk about anyway.”
“You seem to have a lot in common with her besides your
look,” Dyoniss said.
“Right, for the most part I’m sure her work was very
boring also. But I’m not interested in the 30’s, the stories I
read are set in modern times, or at least from the starship
age.”
The other address was a book store, the woman who ran it
knew her, knew what series she was following, knew what
lectures she attended on the history of the 30’s, knew what
museums she liked, what artists she liked, what music she
liked, but was not aware of what her duties were at the
Temple. She was only vaguely aware that she was an acolyte.
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They spent some time talking about the 30’s, but he learned
nothing there either.
For the remainder of the afterlunch he and Muurai played
tourist in Belembectai. He showed her where Enlin would be
working and living. She showed him some of the other big
finance houses in the hoary old city. They took a slow stroll
along the canal, getting close and almost finding a room at a
short-time inn. It was only the appointment with Khyomati’s
third level and the knowledge that they would certainly be
late if they got that involved that kept them from doing so.
The conversation with Khyomati’s third level was very
productive and Muurai had been a great help, not just in
rephrasing his questions, but in translating the answers.
Ishthoemic was only a third level, but he’d been an acolyte
for centuries. For most of those centuries he’d been in Karasis
Yuhal. He said he almost made the mistake of asking
directions also. Many in the Temple, especially those on the
gruel, deliberately lie when asked directions, Muurai warned
him. There are jokes of being lost til you starve to death and
defeating the Instinct that way.
But the Belambectai Temple is much more worldly and
businesslike. Still Ishthoemic was strict but not heartless. He
had the details of Khomati’s assignments as far as locations in
the ledger stacks and dates and cases. He described how the
work was divided and why that insured the most honesty in
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the audits. Nothing was definitely answered, but he had
plenty of other leads to follow.
He was certainly going to have to stay in Belambectai
another day to go thru these records, that would mean another
sleep away from Kessil and with Muurai. His only reason to
refuse would be he was getting too comfortable with her, he
didn’t want to hurt her when he had to leave. He didn’t want
to hurt when he had to leave.
“How well did you know Khyomati personally?” Dyoniss
asked Ishthoemic when the facts and figures were over and he
was putting his notebook back in his shoulderpocket. It was
getting a little late already, it had been a long day and he
could tell Muurai was tired.
“If you mean, can I tell you who her lovers were and who
her best friends were, no. I didn’t get overly close to those
who reported to me, nor did I pretend I was their case
adviser,” he said with the most tension in his voice of any
answer so far.
Dyoniss wondered how true that was, gave him a way to
re-label it. There was trouble between them on the personal
level, he needed to bear that in mind. “What about your
professional relationship?”
“Khyomati was young and eager,” he said, now that his
relationship had been re-labeled, “and I’m sure she thought
she had found something important.”
“But she didn’t tell you what it was?”
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“No,” Ishthoemic replied.
“I would think you would be the first person she would
tell.”
“You would wouldn’t you? Since she reports to me after
all.”
“So she didn’t trust you?” He shouldn’t have just blurted
that out, but it was the first thing that came to his head and
he’d left his mouth open.
Ishthoemic sighed. “I hope it wasn’t a matter of trust,” he
paused and Dyoniss wondered if he should prod him on when
he said, “as much as fear that I might have made her more
completely document her findings or check alternate
interpretations. It is never a good thing to get the higher-ups
excited over nothing. Reputations are very important to them
and they can be spiteful to those who bring unfounded claims
in all honesty.”
“So you don’t think her claims had merit?” Dyoniss
asked.
“I have no idea what they were, so I couldn’t know. I
would have examined what she had and determined what she
needed, if anything, to add to her evidence before she sent it
up to the next level.”
“How many levels up did she take it by going to Yuhal?”
“I guess three, but Wrona is not in her chain of command.
Bulhra would be the First Acolyte it would have come up
thru.”
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“So you knew she went to see Wrona?”
“After the fact,” Ishthoemic replied. “I heard it at
pronouncements the day after she was found. I don’t think she
knew who she had to see when she went out there.”
“Why didn’t she trust you to help her?”
“I think she was excited and didn’t want to have to do the
extra work thru the adrenaline let-down after the initial
‘Eureka’ moment. I am fully aware of how tedious that can
be. Who knows, maybe she wasn’t sure of what she had and
feared it wouldn’t be passed on.”
“Is there any chance she might have been misguided
enough to believe you would have reason to suppress what
she found?”
“If she listened to a few of the laziest around here, and
she wasn’t the type to do that, she was a good acolyte and
would have made fourth level next year and third level in no
time. There are some who think I’m afraid to rock the boat. I
am afraid to rock it needlessly, because if we do, our function
loses credibility. Those who started that rumor were those
who had nothing to document their assertions. She knew
them, but I didn’t think she was very close to them.”
“But she might have believed it?”
“She was new,” Ishthoemic said. “I’d hate to think she
would because she was good for us in every other way.”
While they talked, Muurai had been researching the
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locations of the file stacks Khyomati was using. They hoped
to look at neighboring ledgers to get a clue as to who’s
accounts these were. All Ishthoemic knew was they were
somewhere in adjudication, scientific research and charitable
donations.
She made diagrams of their locations but it was getting
late, they probably wouldn’t use those diagrams til
Morningday. Once she was done and Dyoniss couldn’t think
of anything more to ask, they thanked Ishthoemic, had a
Karasis group hug and left.
They went back to her temp quarters to leave the book
bag, let her put on something warmer and think about where
to go for darkmeal. They were on their way to a spot in the
old city. The Karasis Belambectai is tall piled stone in this
section, they walked in a deep and narrow alley lit by
infrequent torches. In spite of the dark he checked his pocket
eye and noticed a message from Kessil.
The guy who threatened me with the antidote is back.
He found the house and was watching it. I scared him off
for now but who knows if and when he’ll be back.

Dyoniss felt a deep hole open in his guts. He immediately
replied, then started running. Muurai ran with him, “I’ve got
to get back to Hdengragger,” he said, “Kessil is in danger
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from a guy with the antidote. Where’s the closest tube
station?”
“Probably the one you came in on, no, up that way. It’s
across the canal but it’s probably closer. What’s going on?”
she was still chasing him.
“Some Centorin thinks the witch killed his friend, he
identifies Kessil with the witch, and maybe with the end of
the Republic. Keep my stuff for me,” he’d left a few things in
her room. “I’ll probably be back tomorrow. I’ll message you
if I won’t be.”
They had to duck around people and thru entryways on
this narrow hall. They got to a place where he could turn
right, the way she pointed. He wasn’t sure where that came
out and how he would find the tube station. The crowd
separated him from Muurai.
She caught up with him on the street outside the Temple,
a wide, straight one that lead to the canal, two stories up.
“That doesn’t make any sense, you can’t send a message if he
kills you. Let me come with you and help, I’m not a helpless
slug.” He was a little surprised she was keeping up, but she
wasn’t breathing as hard as he was.
“It would be sick to put yourself in danger when it’s none
of your concern.”
“All of Karasis is my concern and I think I can help, you
never know what could happen.”
“Why?” he asked, thinking this was a lot more than
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what’s asked of neighbors in Karasis.
“Sense of adventure?” she asked.
He was pounding over the narrow bridge by now and
couldn’t say anything more in the crowd. She stayed right
behind him the whole way. It was two more flights of steps up
to the tube station. At least she was breathing hard when they
got to the top. Running was attracting attention but he didn’t
care.
“How much of that antidote did you save for yourself?”
she asked.
“None, not a pill,” he said as he began poking the kiosk.
“That could make this a lot more difficult,” she said.
It would have taken the antidote to keep her out of the
tube car. As soon as they were off he asked, “Is life so boring
that any serious excitement is just too much to pass up?”
“Maybe, maybe it’s just because I love to sit in a tube car
with a guy like this,” she was sitting between his legs. “I only
wish it was light so we could see something.”
Though the lanterns are brightest on the evening of
Nightday, they were only points of light hurtling by. “You
have no idea what you’re getting yourself into do you? I
mean with the antidote. You could actually wind up dead if
you get into this.”
“I know about the antidote,” she said. “I’ve had training
in it.”
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“How? Where?”
“There was a class in the phys-ed department, Surviving
an Attack by Another Human, and it was all about what to do
if someone with the antidote is after you.”
“What did they teach you?”
“What do you know?” she asked.
“Get the antidote away from them before they take it.”
“What if you’re too late?” she asked, “what do you do
then?”
“You have to get away and try again later.”
“If someone is pursuing you, did you know that the
Instinct allows you to throw dangerous objects in his path?”
“No.”
“It does,” she said, “because he has the choice to stop
pursuing you and you are defending yourself. Garden tools
are good things to use. It could give you the time you need to
get away.”
“I’ll try and remember that.”
“I’ll remember,” Muurai said.
“Have you had occasion to use that training in real life?”
“It’s not like there are a lot of antidote cases in the
Temple. This is probably the first one.”
“So how do you know what you’ll do under live fire.”
“I’ve been in situations. I wasn’t always a mild mannered
third level acolyte.”
“Yeah, what have you done?”
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“I’ve been a dunnage agent, that can get intense. I’ve
done many an after-hours requisition from those who owed
us.”
Maybe she could be of use, if only he could get her to
understand how dangerous a human really can be with the
antidote, especially if they have a weapon. “You ever get
blasted?” he asked, while rolling up his sleeve to show the
blaster scar.
“Not a bad arm,” she said, “but it’s the scar you want me
to notice.”
“Blasted. I’ve got another on my thigh. I’ve got this on
the arm from a knife. All of them inflicted by people under
the influence of the antidote.”
“I don’t doubt it.”
“Are you looking for a chance to see what it’s like first
hand?”
She didn’t answer right away, pressed his hands in their
petting for a few seconds. “There might be some of that.
There’s some of wanting to meet Kessil.”
“We have to get there in time.”
“How far is it from the tube station?”
“About two miles.”
“I can do that under twelve minutes without practice, how
about you?”
“I’ve never timed myself in any run longer than sixty
yards.”
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“I used to do distance,” Muurai said, “Ten mile was my
specialty.”
“I can’t conceive of it. I’ve hiked ten miles in a day and
been sore for weeks.”
“You’re not really the action hero type are you.”
“I’ve heard that before,” he said. “No, I’m the puzzle it
out in the office, knead my co-workers in the tube car and
collect the fee politely type of investigator.”
“So why are you fending me off from this action?”
“You look like the ideal mother type,” he said, “beautiful
and calm, enduring.”
“This rolly-poly exterior hides the heart of a hyadune,”
she teased, and turned her head to bite at his nose playfully.
“I hope you don’t find out how bad it can get the hard
way,” Dyoniss told her.
“We’re in Orazig Hest already,” she said.
“A tenth of the way,” he said.
He was surprised she was not nagging to stop for
darkmeal, she’d never missed a meal before that he knew of.
They caressed but he was too tense to do much with her in the
tube car, she didn’t really press for it. She got held and
squeezed and caressed a little and was content with that.
“No doubt our plans for Dawnsleep are trashed by these
events,” he said.
“I totally understand,” she said, “I didn’t expect it in this
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situation and you don’t have to apologize. We’re getting close
now, the last few towers to the east, that one is the Blue Kite
isn’t it?” She pointed at the dim and knotty blob of lantern
light against the black sky.
They could see the top of it out the top of the car now.
The in and out tubes were on opposite sides of a pretty
narrow and crowded avenue at this point, too narrow for
streetcars. Now and then it would line up with one tower or
the other and they could see them. “That’s it, the eastern edge
of the Ydlontrostl Cities. Our place is less than half a mile
passed that.” There was talk of putting a station in the Blue
Kite, it would be the only club but the Lightning Ball to have
its own station and this would be right on the balcony
elevator hall right in the club, not thirty six floors below.
The run to the house was taxing, and they stopped when
they got to Yashmi’s walk.
“We don’t want to make too much noise from here,”
Dyoniss said while trying to get his breath back.
“Is there a back way onto your property?”
“From the other end, it would be garden fence after
garden fence here.”
“We’ll go over one of them.”
That would be Ngetra’s house. “We’ll be careful getting
there.”
They walked carefully, not making noise, not getting in
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the light. It was hard in spots, Lorry’s lantern was bright
because he wanted to be able to find his way back from
Zestin’s under any condition. It was so bright that he could
see it from the intersection of Yashmi’s Walk and Saseraik
Walk even though some of the leaves on Kuurin’s house were
in the way.
They got into Ngetra’s path, but her gate squeaked and
she came out. “Dyoniss, what the hell?”
“Shhh. There’s a guy with the antidote that’s been stalking
Kessil. He was out in front of your house earlier. We need to
cut thru to our garden. We’ll step over the woodpile, we
won’t hurt the fences.”
“Yeah sure but who’s this,” she looked to Muurai, “I don’t
think we’ve met.”
“I’m Muurai,” she said and laced fingers briefly, “A third
acolyte who’s been working with him.”
“But we’re in a hurry,” Dyoniss said.
“I’ll create a diversion,” Ngetra volunteered. “I’ll come
up to the front door.”
“He has the antidote, he can kill you, please don’t even
think of it.”
“Really?”
Dyoniss was amazed that most people couldn’t even get
their intellect around the concept of one person hurting
another. They couldn’t attach danger to another person.
“Really,” he said, “Have you watched any Centorin cinema?”
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“Yeah, it used to be popular decades ago, but they haven’t
put out anything new in a long time.”
“Since the tube was closed during the antidote crisis.”
Cinema was too much data to waste the interstellar radio link
on. Text and a few stills were all that was transmitted.
“Ah.”
“But we have to go,” Dyoniss whispered, and started to
move out into the garden.
Cynd and Lorry’s lantern were the only things that were
giving any visual clues. He hadn’t been in her garden as often
lately as in the decades he might spend ten or even thirteen
sleeps a year in her house. She’d moved things many times
since then, except for the leshin bushes, they lasted centuries.
They got to her back fence and over into Yashmi’s land. It
was only a few feet but the woodpile was substantial enough
to climb over without knocking things down and making a lot
of noise. Muurai was over the woodpile and the fence at least
as easily as he was.
They could see the back porch from here, the end of it
wasn’t really that far. The ruddy light of Cynd showed them
movement at the end of the garden sheds under it. The end
trunk of the garden sheds had branches that were as easy to
climb as a ladder, there was someone going to that. He
reached the deck and pulled IR goggles off.
Dyoniss was already streaking silently across the yard.
The stalker was not watching his ass at all, he was intent on
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the house. He could hear both Kessil and Yashmi in there as
he began his own climb of that ladder. He wasn’t paying
attention to what Muurai was doing.
The stalker was across the balcony and to the house.
Dyoniss saw the glint of a knife. Dyoniss reached the
balcony, all he could do at this point was to distract him so he
started screaming in the quiet of late Nightday. “Murderer,
antidote, help. Murderer, antidote, help.”
The man stopped for a split second, then burst thru the
door, knocking it off the track and causing a huge racket with
a wind chime. There were screams as Dyoniss charged across
the deck, not knowing what he could do, but the Instinct
hadn’t stopped him yet so he was charging. More screams and
the stalker was back out the door, holding his wild-eyed
mother to his chest with the knife to her throat.
“Back off or she dies. I’ve got a dose in me and I assure
you it’s taken full effect.”
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15. SleepingFourth
“I can see someone in the garden with this,” Kessil said as
she held the lens. “He could be trying to climb to the porch as
we speak.”
“What can we do? Run out the front?”
“I have a vial of the antidote here. If he climbs the deck I
say we take them and run. It takes a couple minutes to take
effect.”
“You could do that?” Yashmi asked.
“Yeah? You couldn’t?”
“No way, Instinct or no Instinct, antidote or no antidote I
could never hurt someone. I can’t even watch it. That’s why I
didn’t fight harder when you sent me to Etendur back during
the original antidote scare.”
“There should be more people like you, the antidote
wouldn’t effect us as much.”
“I guess that’s why I’ve never had more feel for what
Dyoniss does. I guess I just don’t understand people like that,
I mean people that can hurt others.”
She thought she heard someone shouting outside and said,
“We need to watch the deck and not pause chatting,” Kessil
said, and moved toward it.
Yashmi was actually still closer and beat her to the door.
As she went to look thru it, it was broken from its track and
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she was in the arms of a man with a knife, Boesun. They both
screamed, but he silenced Yashmi with a blow and dragged
her back outside.
She heard him yelling at someone as soon as he was
outside, it was Dyoniss. Boesun started wrestling Yashmi to
the edge of the deck, knife still at her throat. She couldn’t tell
who was yelling what incoherently, not even herself. Over it
all she heard the squeaky hinges on the first garden shed.
Dyoniss let him pass, she came up to Dyoniss and pressed
the vial into his hands. He held it up and looked at it, didn’t
know what it was at first. Boesun saw it, said something.
“Oh, is this yours?” Dyoniss said, read the label, “I guess
it was.” Boesun dropped Yashmi, charged at them. They leapt
from the porch rail as Boesun charged them, swinging wildly
with the knife. They mashed a stand of plum-fronds when
they landed but they cushioned the landing from that twelve
foot drop. As they picked themselves up off the ground she
noticed three things, a noisy crowd was starting to gather on
the path in front of their house, Yashmi was scrambling down
the porch ladder and there was an upturned digging fork on
the ground right below the ladder. Just as Yashmi was about
to drop onto it a shadow flashed out from behind the shed and
snatched it, Yashmi and the shadow went down in a pile.
They took off across the garden. Yashmi and the shadow
were right behind them and she heard Boesun hit the ground
in pursuit. Kessil was still gaining speed as she reached the
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end of the garden, she vaulted the fence without slowing and
turned toward SleepingFourth’s scrape. Dyoniss was right
behind her, but stopped to help Yashmi over. Out in the open
the shadow resolved itself into a woman in a third level
acolyte’s tunic. She was just over when the knife slashed at
her.
Boesun was over the fence already but ignoring everyone
to charge straight at her. Dyoniss was about to drop a tab
when she slid in at the edge of SleepingFourth’s scrape. His
whole head was out on the ribbonleaves and his second eye
focused on her. She waved all five fingers pointing up,
‘danger’ in just about all keda dialects. She followed that with
fingers pointed together and down, ‘evil’ and then pointed at
the charging figure of Boesun. Eyes one, three and five came
up, opened, that meant he was really paying attention. All his
eyes looked at the human charging knife-first in his direction.
Dyoniss charged after him but really could do nothing, he
didn’t bother with the antidote, this would be over before this
second was, it was only because of the ‘slow motion’ effect in
a crisis that it wasn’t over already. Boesun jumped for her,
knife first, intending to come down on her. She screamed
anyway, but everything seemed to be moving faster than the
speed of sound. She ducked down, but that seemed to leave
her hanging weightless. The knife seemed only inches away.
She noticed Dyoniss was in the air too, hoping to tackle
Boesun before he got to her. He wouldn’t be in time.
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The whoosh of SleepingFourth’s foreleg was like a batball
bat, the sound it make when it hit Boesun’s head was like
smashing that bat into a gourd. His body flew back under
Dyoniss like a rag doll, already dead. Kessil flipped over
from where she landed and hugged SleepingFourth, twisted
three fingers together and raised them, the sign for hero in the
local keda language.
Everyone else came over and hugged him, including half
the neighborhood. Byiroi tolerated the crowd in his field with
decent humor as long as the keda was OK with it. He was
watching intently at first. They had to relate what was going
on over and over. She was glad that the neighbors didn’t think
Boesun was being reasonable by blaming her for what the
witch did. Actually they didn’t even know if that was what
was really going on in Boesun’s mind. There was a lot of
speculation.
She wasn’t sure which of the neighbors came with the cart
to bring him to the Temple, but Dyoniss was one of the four
who put him on it, Muurai was another. Kessil couldn’t get
away from the questions. She didn’t know if Boesun would
get a single Recognition, she wasn’t going to write one out
for him. If she did it would be his damnation because the
threats and the attempt on their lives was all she knew about
him.
SleepingFourth’s second eye questioned her in one-eye,
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but all she knew of what he was saying was that he was
asking a question, the full coil. If any eye does a full coil, the
other eyes are expressing the question, in one-eye the
question follows. What could she tell him? The cart they were
taking contained evil, SleepingFourth is a hero. The sad thing,
she was the most fluent in the language of the Ydlontrostl
Conclave of any human for miles and all she knew was what
any kid on the prairie learns by the time they can use the
pottie reliably. Oh, she was able to move her hand down and
spread her fingers out, saying, ‘all is calm now.’
SleepingFourth’s second bobbed and lowered in one-eye for
calm.
She wondered what he thought was going on in his mind.
She’d dated him, it can be done when they lose a tooth, which
they do every decade or two as new ones grow. His egg
hatched about two thousand twelve hundred centuries ago,
thirty two times farther into the past than the arrival of
humans on Kassidor. To him, humans are these uppity critters
that have been around lately. She wondered how much of that
history he remembered? There were still some who claimed
kedas were not really sentient beings. Those people had never
been around a keda.
The argument is not whether or not they are sentient, but
whether or not they are really ahead of humans. Most
evidence says they aren’t. They can understand simple
arithmetic but symbolic manipulation using variables doesn’t
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ever make sense to them. Their hearing isn’t precise enough
to interpret human speech, but is hundreds of times better for
‘seeing’ in the dark via sonar, closer to that of a bat or dolphin
of Earth-native life.
Their language is too complex for any human to learn,
and taxes photo-voltaic science. Real time data sharing
between the five lobes is required to fully interpret it.
Understanding the keda brain helped in understanding the
photonic processing used in the ancient crystals, and helped
develop better ways to architect parallel processors.
She wondered if he understood what a big deal a death is
to a human. It didn’t seem to have mattered much to him. If
he remembered his life, the time since the Instinct is like
since this dusk to a human. No doubt if she could tell him
what had just happened he would be more interested. Not
being able to communicate with humans must be frustrating
to them.
Artifacts from the Saggothan Age can translate human
speech to keda sign and back, they are the same technology as
the ancient eyes. People who have used it say they are as
intelligent as a slow human. They tease, tell jokes, talk
politics and swap stories about the antics of their humans.
They debate whether or not humans are really intelligent and
if they have souls. Each conclave has legends that have been
handed down for as much as ten hundred thousand centuries.
She wondered if he’d ever used one of those Saggothan
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translators, back in those days, and sighed for the lost
technology. The Centorins, like the one who just got carted
off, still wondered when they were really going to encounter
another intelligent species. They wondered while there were
several on Earth and at least one here. Of course they were
looking for another species with alpha males that they could
fight, they wouldn’t count Kassidor as having an intelligent
species if we didn’t look enough like them to fool them.
She was in a daze from what happened wasn’t she?
Distracting herself by talking to the keda. She was pretty sure
that SleepingFourth probably thought of her as his human at
least as much as Byiroi since he got at least as much attention
from her. She was going to have to address that issue with
both of them. Right now she had to address the issue of the
dead body and Dyoniss and Muurai.
“I’ve got to go down and witness,” Dyoniss said as she
got close enough to hear, “I’m not going to just dump the
dead body on the Temple.”
“I’m with the Temple,” Muurai said, “maybe not in
Hdengragger, but I can take care of it.”
“I’m the one he was after,” Kessil said as she walked up
to them, “I know more of the story than any of you. I just
don’t think he deserves a Recognition.”
“You don’t have to sign one,” Dyoniss said, “but someone
should witness what a scumbag he was. He doesn’t need a
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wail.”
“As long as I don’t have to Recognize him.” In a
Recognition, one should not speak ill of the dead. She could
not do that. She would consider herself a witness, if not a
victim. Intended victim anyway.
It was getting deeper into the dark and she wanted
leggings for the walk. There were a few streetcars on
Howling Chorus these days, new light-weight ones with cast
fiberplast frames, strap seats and tiny reactors smaller than a
kahble ball. None went by til the modern canal, and he turned
around at the pond. She had to get another to get around the
pond, it was a conventional size with wooden bench seats, on
his last loop of the week. It was at least forty minutes til she
was at the Temple building.
It had been twenty decades since she had been in this
Temple, a Temple that collected all of the deceased from all
of East Hdengragger. She was glad there hadn’t been more,
but the two she was involved with were both violent. No
doubt the Temple had seen many more in twenty decades, but
no one she knew and no one with an unusual enough demise
to cause talk. A fifth acolyte greeted her, “How may The One
Of All help you today?” she asked.
“I’m Kessil of Yashmi’s Walk off Saseraik off Nemo from
the Blue Kite, here to bear witness on a body.”
“The Centorin who was badly injured? We have no
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identification.”
“He is Boesun Bellatin. He was declared dead in the
Mechanoid Wars in the Centorin system, planet of Naiho, but
he actually escaped and has been on this planet since the
antidote conspiracy.” The antidote conspiracy happened
during the Mechanoid Wars.
She lead Kessil to a small desk, still in this room and not
where the body was kept. There was a stool against the wall
next to it, it was in a small alcove with a window. There was a
small desk eye here, but no indication she would pay dark
rates for it. She opened a paper notebook, grabbed a pen and
made an entry of what Kessil had said so far, with that done
she looked up, ready for Kessil to continue.
“We first met at a tap in Kyoith. We had incompatible
desires and I moved on. I saw him again at the Blue Kite
where he threatened me with the antidote the first time. Next
time I saw him was earlier today, or is it yesterday already?”
“It is forty fifth hour.”
Dawnsleep was almost half over. “It was right after lunch
when I saw him watching the house. I went out and scared
him off but he threatened us again. Later in the evening, he
snuck into the house, under the influence of the antidote, and
took my spouse’s mother at knife point.”
“A very damning witness,” she said.
“I’ll sign that, I won’t sign a Recognition. I only know
what he claimed. He probably has records in Hardensburg. He
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was a soldier during the antidote crisis.”
“We have a Centorin eye now, we can look that up.” She
didn’t have that here and made no move to get it. There are no
dark rates on their eye, but the normal rates are higher than
the dark rates in the Ydlontrostl Cities.
“Maybe someone in Hardensburg can sign a
Recognition,” Kessil told her, “if you look him up in
Hardensburg maybe you can get in touch with someone.”
“So how did you escape?” the acolyte asked.
“When he saw me and Dyoniss, Yashmi got away.” She
wasn’t going to mention the antidote vial. “We all ran into the
keda field and the commotion woke the keda up. He came to
our rescue.”
“So his injuries are the result of a keda?”
“Yeah, he woke up just in time. I gave him the panic sign
and pointed to the man with the knife.” SleepingFourth could
see for himself who was the problem, but doctrine said an
animal is absolved from blame if a human told it what to do.
“So the keda hit him in the head?”
“Just before his knife landed on me. To save my life he
had to hit him hard enough to knock him back.”
“The Instinct should have prevented...”
“He was under the antidote,” Kessil repeated.
“I guess I was thinking of the keda.”
“They aren’t effected by the Instinct.”
“I think they should be.”
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“That means my body would be in there instead of his. I
also suspect there would be a few more here to sign a
Recognition if that had happened.” She was sure Mbeshna
would be down, as would half her administrators in the
company, all of Yashmi’s walk and a few from the Blue Kite
and a few dozen from everywhere else.
The girl didn’t continue that thread of conversation but
came back to her original postulate. “It’s not fair that we
should be bound by the Instinct and other animals are not.”
She had a little trouble leaving the fact that this woman’s
policy would put her on the slab, not Boesun, but she tried to
remain calm and interact on her terms. “We’re not bound by
the Instinct when it comes to them, if you ever eat meat
you’ve figured that out.”
“I never eat meat, but I figured that out, that doesn’t seem
fair either.”
“That means none of us would ever eat meat,” Kessil said.
“I’m hoping that will be the twelfth tenet,” she said.
“Vegetarianism should be a requirement of the faith.”
Kessil didn’t want to respond to that right away. An
acolyte of the temple may support causes, but not as part of
Temple duties relating to the public. What she was doing was
pretty loud politicking for someone in private life.
Furthermore, imposing vegetarianism on the people of the
plains would be like trying to impose it on a theiropsoid, the
laws of physics wouldn’t allow it. It would cause as great a
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schism in Karasis as when the Fmak emperor was removed
from the faith by the free in this basin.
“So I guess that’s it?” Kessil asked.
“How do you want us to prepare the body?”
“I would say dump him in the pond but I wouldn’t want to
pollute it. Cut him up for a methane digester, maybe he can
do one thing useful for the world.”
“Surely he deserves a wail?”
“Why?” Kessil said. “I’m sure he wouldn’t be at mine if
he’d been successful at killing me.”
“Do you really feel that vindictive?” she asked.
“Any further questions?”
“I could think of many, from how could you eat a sentient
being to what makes violent killers come after you. I wonder
if you are even in Karasis...”
Her serenity could not hold up under this, “I’ve had
enough of this.” She got up, Hyaisam was going to hear about
this. He would never tolerate one of his acolytes acting like
this. She stopped, pulled out her notebook. “I am going to
need your name.”
“Why?”
“Name,” Kessil said, starting to note down her claims.
“What did I do?”
“It started with you’d rather it was me on the slab than a
Centorin murderer on the antidote, continued with putting
down my favorite keda and then went to telling me what to
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eat and finished up with questioning my fitness for Karasis.”
She was noting this down as she said it.
“I do question your fitness for Karasis when you callously
have a dead human being dumped off here, especially one
killed by an animal you protect, then you come down and
condemn him and say we should give his life no more
ceremony than dumping him in a digester.”
“Are you sure enough of your cause to give me your
name?” She’d finished writing ‘questioning fitness for
Karasis’ by now.
“Ethar,” she said, but she clearly didn’t want to.
“Thank you,” Kessil said and wrote it down in her notes.
“I pray you don’t have someone with the antidote coming
after you because you certainly have no chance at dealing
with it.” She left, hoping she would come across Hyaisam in
the near future. He was the second level who ran the mortuary
offices in this Temple. They often sat together at stools at the
bar on the back of the balcony at the Blue Kite, late in a good
show, discussing the care and feeding of the meta-creature
that is human civilization in the Ydlontrostl Basin.
In the second half of Dawnsleep she found no streetcars at
all out, and it was cold and drizzly. It took over an hour to
walk back and when she got there she was still too upset to go
in. No doubt Dyoniss and Yashmi were wondering what
happened to her, but she didn’t want to go in and disturb
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them. Instead she went back to SleepingFourth’s field.
He was the second keda who had saved her life, and this
time she was very glad it was not at the cost of his own. If
Ethar had her way it might well be at the cost of his own. She
wondered about that, we shouldn’t eat animals, but we should
kill them if they save our life? It didn’t seem like she had a
consistent philosophy. Kessil couldn’t accept that, especially
to do that to an individual creature who had been alive before
humans evolved into their present form.
He saw her, his third eye was on watch now and asked her
why she was still up. All she could tell him was the danger
that had passed. “I wish I could tell you more,” she said, and
scratched his chin. He lifted it a little but did not wake any
other eyes. “I wish I could explain to you why humans do the
things they do to each other, but I don’t know the signs and I
know you can’t understand my words. Of course that hardly
matters when I don’t understand it myself.”
Boesun’s actions made no sense to her, because she
looked a little like the witch? She didn’t think that was his
real reason. She thought it had more to do with her refusal to
suck him off. She was pretty sure he saw oral sex the same
way the Elves did, as a marker of submission. She was pretty
sure he was more incensed by her refusal to submit than her
resemblance to the witch or even what she had done to their
general twenty decades ago. She figured Boesun was still a
Centorin at heart. He may have had the Instinct on top of it
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but he was still driven by the drive for dominance and social
position. No doubt he still saw himself as an alpha male and
possessing her as his right.
SleepingFourth bid her good night and put his head down.
She signed goodnight to him and said, “Be thankful you don’t
have to deal with human problems too often.”
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16. A Genetic Breakthru
Dyoniss was not able to sleep with Kessil still out. Yashmi
went to bed and Muurai settled into Enlin’s old room. She
talked about going to go back to her temporary quarters at the
Belambectai Temple, but it was really too late and since she
really had no duty there to report to, they eventually
convinced her to stay. Dyoniss knew she wanted him to join
her but understood that he would not in the house he shared
with Kessil, especially when he was worried about her. A few
lingering caresses was all he thought right. “There’ll be a
time and place,” he said as he bid her good night.
He thought about going to the Temple to find out what
was keeping Kessil, and by fifty third hour has was getting
dressed to do so. She came in before he found his other
legging. She was soaked thru and freezing. He fired up the
heater and brought her to it. “What happened?” he asked.
“I guess it all got to me, everything from the pilot of the
floater trying to come on to me to the attack and then the
acolyte at the temple giving me a hard time.”
He held her, she was shivering. “I hope Muurai has
nothing to do with it.”
“How could she? She helped us. She’s an acolyte of
Karasis. She’s been helping you with the case. She’s cute too,
I think she’s one of the good things in the day, after
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SleepingFourth.”
“You said the acolyte at the temple was a bitch?”
“A high bitch. I could tell she thought SleepingFourth
should have been put down, told me I was evil because I
wouldn’t Recognize Boesun, then told me we shouldn’t be
eating meat and was working to make that the twelfth tenet.”
“Not going to happen, that would be throwing all the
plainsmen out of the church.”
“Like I tried to say. That by itself wouldn’t have gotten to
me, but killing SleepingFourth ain’t happening on my watch.
And telling me that the Instinct should apply to all animals,
after that it was too much, I took her name, it’s Ethar. She’s
going on report.”
“I’ll see if I can run into her, I wonder if Muurai knows
her.”
“I hope she’s asleep.”
“Probably, I wasn’t with her.”
“Don’t be so stingy,” she said and poked his belly. “She
probably won’t want all that much.”
“She wants to share her life if I don’t miss my guess. She
hasn’t said that, but she’s after more than sex.”
“I hope you didn’t give her a flat no.”
“I told her I was claimed for dusk so she claimed noon
when I was out in Yuhal.”
“Good for her. We have to be careful not to shut everyone
else out of our lives.”
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“I don’t think we have,” he said.
“But we have to be careful. We presented a nearly
monogamous relationship to Enlin.”
“So you want to ease up on that?”
“I’m wondering if maybe we should?” she said. “I know
you haven’t had much adventure lately.”
“I’ve had all I want and then some on this case.” Few
recent cases had involved sexual favors, from either side.
“That’s good to hear.”
“How about you,” he asked. “Did you run into anything?”
“Yeah, that guy who’s laid out in the Temple, Boesun.”
“Dark rates or no, lets look him up.”
“Look on the Centorin eye,” she said, “it doesn’t have
dark rates.”
It was upstairs, they went to the reading alcove, bringing
the heater, but lay in the reading chairs. Boesun was on it,
there were records of owning a home and an apartment,
employment records up to VP of logistics for a Hardensburg
company, a marriage, three children. They had addresses of
the homes and addresses for two of his children. All of that
was in Hardensburg. There was no mention of the Republic
and its army or militia, no service record on Kassidor, or any
other planet for that matter. His place of birth was listed as
Johnsonville Junction, Johnson County, Baptistia, Naiho on
Jan. 17, 5841. His nation and a dozen like it were buffer
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states. Some spilt from Novo Grosso over three thousand
years ago, others were recent colonies set up by various
nationalities on Earth and transported over Centorin tubes in
the last few centuries. Baptistia was settled by some of the
last Whites in the lower Ohio, Tennessee and Arkansas
valleys of North America on Earth. In his official record he’d
been killed by troops from New Heartland and interred in a
mass grave in a park in their former neighborhood.
“What clues does any of that give me?”
“What clues do you need? He messed with you, you
pricked him once to warn him off, he didn’t listen, he’s dead.
It’s like I told the crowd on the day of the Republic. ‘You let
one tablet fall into the hands of a native girl and your general
spouts thick blood.’”
“Yeah,” she said bitterly, “thanks. I just got back from a
film shoot where I was a stunt double for The Witch of the
Ancient Windwheel. The one who ate her last lover.”
“That’s going to be the name of the movie isn’t it?”
“I imagine so,” Kessil said. “What else would it be?
‘Cannibal Tower’? ‘Deathwheel’? ‘An Examination of
Ingrown Depravity’?”
“‘The Witch of the Ancient Windwheel’ is good,” he said.
There was some silence, she put the pocket eye down and
leaned back, turned a little toward the heater. “I don’t want to
be known for this, I don’t want to be associated with her. She
has become my biggest problem with Mbeshna’s company. It
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really knocked my feet out from under me when I found out
he wanted to do this movie. I don’t think I’ve felt firm ground
under me since.”
“I know what you mean, it does seem a little out of place,
and I only know him from what you’ve told me. Just knowing
where he lives, he seems austere, making a movie seems the
opposite, more like something Yellgnoskn would have done.”
“I know, Mbeshna never wanted the general public to be
aware there was such a company as Mbeshna Power.”
He didn’t remember what they talked about after that.
Being warm and safe and seeing Kessil warm and safe
probably shut him down. Next thing he knew it was light out,
but the mats were still down so it was dark in the room. It was
relatively late in the dawn. He lifted a mat, he could reach one
from the reading chair, and saw it was well into the light.
Then he heard Yashmi in the kitchen and figured he might as
well go down. He had to step over Kessil’s feet to get to the
steps, but there is an interior branch of the house to use as a
hand grip here, so he was able to do that without waking her.
It was Muurai in the kitchen looking thru the grain bins,
he figured she was probably looking for pre-ground but
Yashmi never stored her flour in that form. She has a basalt
and crystal stone right on the end of the counter with a hopper
that holds enough seed for a recipe. It’s self shelling and will
handle tell as well as vedn in all sizes. “There’s no pre259

ground, Yashmi won’t have it in her kitchen.”
“Ah,” she said. “I wanted to be sure I used up any that
was done before getting out any fresh. This is a nice mill by
the way. There’s one in the Hall kitchen like this. We have to
sign up a week in advance to use it.”
She grabbed an upland vedn, one a friend of his named
Shreihin grew on the knob in the center of Hdengragger
Principate. She only had enough extra for a couple
households but the climb was worth it for more than just the
vedn. Muurai had operated a self-cleaning mill before and
cranked vigorously and got a good jet of air going.
“You’re watching my tits aren’t you?” she asked.
“And glad I am,” Dyoniss told her.
“I was hoping you’d be kind enough to hold them still for
me while I did this.”
“Oh by all means,” he said and stepped around her.
“Too bad it’s already finished,” she said as the last wisps
of flower puffed out.
Yashmi climbed back up into the house toting a big basket
of numes and rezzilberries. “Well one of them’s up at least,”
she said, “and I see you got the flour ground. I got the fixings
done up in jars along there, just throw one jar in and that will
give us a batch.”
“You’re making patters,” Dyoniss said, “I’ll get the stone
hot.” He lit the burner and got the stone down, set it in place.
It was only a centimeter thick so it didn’t take too long to
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heat. Even so it was more than you need over gas, but Yashmi
had lived here a century and a half before there was a digester
installed on the property and this came from the days she
cooked with wood.
“When’s Kessil coming to?” Yashmi asked.
“About ten minutes ago,” she said from that reading chair.
“Funny place to spend the sleep,” Yashmi said.
“Better than slumped over the second table from the door
at Zestin’s,” Kessil responded as she came down the halfflight of steps.
“I never said I was coherent,” Yashmi replied.
“I thought you said they get along?” Muurai asked him.
Yashmi cackled and Kessil just grinned. Yashmi wrapped
her arms around Kessil and said, “If they stay together a
century I’ll probably forget which one was my kid.”
“You didn’t take to the plains,” Kessil said, “and that’s
where I’m from.”
Muurai wet her finger and tapped the stone. She had the
bowl on her hip, and was dressed only in one of Yashmi’s old
robes. “You’ve got what I like, nice deep drainage canals
around the rim. I like to get the patter as thick as the berry.”
Yashmi had the Rezzilberries washed and dropped them
in the bowl then set her knife to the numes.
Muurai put the bowl back on the counter and mixed the
berries in. “So that’s how you do them, in the batter?”
“The hotter the stone the thicker you can pour,” Yashmi
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said as she put in the nume pieces with the seeds cut out.
Muurai mixed it once again and tested a drop on the
stone. It was ready, “I should have the flipper in hand before I
pour,” she said, “this will be quick.” Yashmi had a crystal
flipper, with that in hand she began pouring patters. They
took only seconds on a side, she got a round out before the
first to get one was done. “We can probably slow it down for
the second round,” Muurai said and turned down the burner.
“I vote we do you-pour from now on.”
Dyoniss was used to pouring, and was almost ready for
another. He poured and flipped a round, Yashmi got the third,
but only Dyoniss had a third. Yashmi took the dishes.
Muurai looked at him, “We have to look at the stacks
Khyomati was working in,” she said.
“I know, and I know it’s late, but to me the living take
priority over the dead. I’m not going to help them, I think we
did help Kessil and Yashmi.”
“If you don’t count attracting the scumbag in the first
place,” Kessil said.
“I thought it was Lizhine that attracted his friend and you
were stuck with him.”
Kessil made a face and shook her head at the memory.
“You notice I haven’t gone out on a prowl with Lizhine
since.”
“It was only a few days ago,” Yashmi said.
“Listen to me saying it a few years from now.”
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It was less than an hour before they were on the way. “It’s
quite a hike to the tube station as I remember,” Muurai said.
“It’s about forty minutes, we did it in less last evening,
but if we just walk, it takes about that. We could get a
needleboat on the modern canal but it’s so far around that we
don’t gain any time.”
“This could get annoying if you have to travel a lot,”
Muurai said.
“I do, but the trade-off is, we have enough land to live
from, the three of us.”
“That’s a plus,” Muurai said. “It’s a lot better food than
the gruel.”
“I’ve got a couple stops to make on the way,” Dyoniss
said, worried about what he should say. The first stop was at a
game tile hall up on Avenue Nemo, he wasn’t worried about
that, it would only take a couple minutes, the other was at the
lab and she would know he had taken even more evidence
from the Temple than just the book bag.
“Where is it?”
“The first is at a game tile hall on Avenue Nemo, that’s a
separate case. The other is at a lab on the eighth floor of the
Tower of the Blue Kite.”
“I really feel nervous being this late,” she said.
“You’ve been all the way to Hdengragger and back, been
involved in a fatality. I would say that’s enough excuse to be
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late.”
“Not that anyone would believe it.”
“The body’s in the Temple,” Dyoniss said, “with a witness
but not a Recognition. Kessil said the acolyte was a snot.”
“Receiving bodies is never fun,” Muurai said. “I know,
I’ve done it. I try so hard to be nice and still the bereaved find
fault.”
Leshwin’s is only a few doors from Saseraik Walk on
Avenue Nemo, in the direction of the Blue Kite. There’s two
floors of old cut stone below the apartment trees, and two
floors of casino within. Game tile is like what Centorins call
‘dominoes’ in that there are two symbols on a tile, the digits
zero thru five, which may be represented by pictures of
animals in ranked order of ferocity. He used beautiful two by
four inch tiles, traditionally carved from mrang-horn with the
numbers none thru five symbolized by greater or lessor
denizens of the plains, photo-carved from scientific models of
the animal no doubt, and polished by decades of use and care.
Leshwin came out to talk to them once he understood it
was business. He sat with them at a vacant table. His primary
business here was regarding money bet on the outcomes. He
needed to know the frequency of each tile.
“There are a hundred different possible tiles, from 00 to
55. There are three of each per table in every game, my
tumblers verify that after every game.”
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“So if certain tiles never showed up in the game?”
Dyoniss asked.
“Someone was pocketing, which is cheating in any game
tile hall, including this one. But for someone to know that
they’d have to be tallying, which is also cheating in every
game tile hall, including this one.”
“It’s not tallying if the person doing it is not in the game
and is not communicating with anyone in the game,” Dyoniss
said.
He could see that Muurai understood perfectly how little
this had to do with the present case. He tried to make the
conversation as brief as possible, and he could see that
Leshwin was beginning to understand what Dyoniss was
really telling him. There had been complaints, Gaiiss had
people down here watching the games with counters in their
pockets. Those people wouldn’t be the ones to speak to him,
they would remain anonymous. It would be one of the owners
that would speak to him. “I’ll have all my people on the
lookout for pocketing,” Leshwin said. “It’s easiest to catch
them when it’s their deal and they have to put the pieces
they’ve pocketed back in the tumbler.”
Since Leshwin was ready to appease he said, “I have one
more thing I’d like to ask before we go, if you don’t mind?”
Leshwin nodded, “I’ve heard some moves being called out
and they sound a little like this. I wonder if this move means
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anything?”
He showed the note that had been in Khyomati’s
shoulderpocket, one that could just as well be a capturing
move from gametiles and a stitch in knotcraft. Leshwin set up
some tiles on the table, using the low end of the deck. He
tweaked the layout a little, then grabbed a theirops-theirops
tile from the high end of the deck. “It’s a valid move,” he
said, sliding the tiles across each other the required number of
counts, then lifting those captured in the move out of the
array, “but I don’t see any special significance. She could be
new to the game and studying the move.”
“You set this up carefully to conform to that move,”
Dyoniss said, “how likely is that setup in a real game?”
“Among beginners, as likely as any other. Among
experienced players you’d never see them setting up such
long chains.”
“So do you think this note is a gametile move?” Dyoniss
asked.
“Unless she was a known student of the game, I wouldn’t
think so.”
After leaving Leshwin’s, they were soon at the tower.
They walked up to the lab, eight floors of wide, smooth stone
steps. Ksennen met him at the door. “I thought you’d be in
first thing,” she said and greeted him with a warm hug.
He returned the hug with a polite caress. “I’m expected in
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Belambectai,” he said, “so I’ll just ask if you found
anything?”
She gave him a quick grin as they separated, “Yes, I
managed to get some DNA out of those fibers. We have a
picture of your man,” she held it up. It was generated in very
neutral light with a contrasting grey background. He was
totally nude, frontal and from the left. He didn’t need her to
tell him, but she did. “His DNA’s all Centorin except what’s
required to enter the Kassikan grounds. The Instinct was
deactivated at the 13Bb#12/128a4Gh boundary, same antidote
you’ve been working with all along. It probably came from
the same batch. There’s fourteen points on the Instinct’s cycle
where a one-gene patch can disrupt it. Centorin only knows
of one, specifically they only know that one viral capsule to
deliver it.”
“You are amazing,” Dyoniss told her.
“All I did was soak out the DNA, the matrix did the rest.”
“That didn’t generate the picture,” Dyoniss said.
“No, that’s software. You put in the code and it generates
the body. Goes thru the genesis with normalized probabilities
for environmental factors unless you know them. I put in
Centorin gravity and foodstuffs and left the rest alone. It
generates a 4-D model of the specimen, from conception til
maturity, that includes all internal organs. These are actually
2-D renderings of the 3-D slice taken at the maturity instant
of the 4-D model.”
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“Can I get a copy of that to take with me? I’m not sure my
memory will be that clear a week from now. Any Centorin
with teal eyes would be close enough.”
“Copy of the print or of the 4-D model?” she asked.
“The picture would be easiest for me. I try to stay up-tothe-century but I still know the user interface to paper better
than 4-D models.”
She giggled weakly but took out another blank photo and
shone her pocket-eye on it. He thanked her and took it. She
had the color a little saturated, meaning this wasn’t the best
photo paper so it might fade. “He’s full blooded Centorin,
he’s unlikely to be nude,” she warned him.
“I’ll take that into account.”
“Let me take a look at that,” Muurai said. He handed her
the picture. “He’s got the same build as the guy that attacked
us yesterday.”
“A pretty common build among Centorins,” he said. “I
can’t swear it’s the same guy though, what would he be doing
over here? Too bad his face was so messed up by
SleepingFourth’s claws we can’t really tell.”
“And too bad it was so dark when we saw him,” Muurai
said, “but Boesun might have been a bit taller.” She handed
the picture back. He could see that she thought there was a
good chance it could be the same guy. About the only other
piece of evidence that it was the same guy was that he had the
antidote.
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He put the picture into his shoulder pocket. He had
enough paper with him most of the time now that it must have
been like wearing a sword in ancient times. Pounds of the
stuff. Two pens, a spare notebook. Because the back was stiff
and flat enough to write on, it was almost like having his desk
with him.
“It’s lunch time,” Muurai said, “I’ll buy, but then we have
to get going.” She took his arm and pressed it to her chest.
Ksennen looked at that, no doubt disappointed that she wasn’t
getting something out of this transaction.
“Shall I just put this one on your yearly bill?” she asked.
“Ah, yeah, or maybe I can settle part of it next week?”
She gave a knowing smile but waved them on their way.
“Your dealings with her are not strictly business are
they?” Muurai asked. “I seem to be getting in your way a lot.”
“Ksennen and I have a cordial business relationship,” he
said, “we can catch up with each other any time.”
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17. Winds of the Witch
Kessil decided to walk down to the shop where she used
to work, what is now known as Vailiss’ Valve Shop in the
Mbeshna network. She had a few regulars there, the work was
well done and everything was low key and friendly.
Kessil still had the use of some lab equipment there, a
microscope, an ultrasound transducer, an x-ray machine, a
chip fabricator and various pocket tools and meters, including
a force meter. She had some samples sent there, some valve
ball material. She already found her real job mundane after
being an actress on the tower of Old Eleven and being offered
the job of refurbishing One Twenty Four and One Thirty
Eight. Nevertheless, she pushed her face into it, tested the
stuff every way she could and determined the material itself
was up to spec.
By then it was late for lunch, but Vailiss was coming up
the stairs. “I’m done for the day,” she said, “all tickets filled,
all the help’s out the door and the week is still young.”
“There’ll be more orders Nightday I’m sure.”
“I’m free for the rest of the light anyway,” Vailiss said.
“I found the material’s good,” Kessil said, “it may be our
process that’s bad.”
“You should look at the stats, none of mine come back
and I make the two and a quarter and ten percent of the one
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quarter here. You should see if it’s all shops or just a few.”
“Good plan,” Kessil said.
“But lets do it later, I’m hungry.”
“No lunch for you either?” Kessil asked.
“So let’s go,” Vailiss said. “Lock up and get out of here.”
Howling Chorus Avenue crossed the modern canal on a
second floor bridge, second floor to the businesses directly on
the canal. The towpath of the canal was the only public way
into the shop. It was several blocks up the canal to Howling
Chorus, it was easier to go up to the residential street behind
the shop than to dodge all the activity on the docks. The
second floor of the shop had a back door on a little alley that
connected to that residential street. Visitors didn’t use it or
know about it.
They found a spot on Blue Kite Plaza, a plank and tent
near Avenue Nemo. The cook was still busy with ravioli’s. He
made big ones you ate with a knife. They were in a light
golden sauce, almost a glaze. There were only four tables
under his tent and only two stools at this one.
“So,” Vailiss said as soon as they were settled, “I
understand there was some action out at your place?”
“Some Centorin asshole I said ‘no’ to had antidote and
attempted to use it on Yashmi and me. Dyoniss and the third
level acolyte he’s working with distracted him long enough
that we could escape into SleepingFourth’s field where he
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dispatched the Centorin.”
“Scary,” Vailiss said.
“Not as scary as that antidote incident...”
“The one where the general spouted?”
“That,” Kessil answered, “was scary.”
“This guy was after you just because you told him ‘no’?”
“And because the witch killed his friend.” She wasn’t
going to tell Vailiss that she ate him.
“And he saw you as the witch?”
“After I wouldn’t give him a blow job,” Kessil said.
“And this was all because of the filming?”
“He didn’t even know I’d be filmed as the witch the next
day, that was pretty spooky too.”
Vailiss didn’t say anything right away, Kessil used the
time to get a few bites of the ravioli in. It was the size of a
haunch of lenta and filled with a meaty, spicy mix that she
could eat too much of. “It sounds to me like you shouldn’t
have let him talk you into doing it,” Vailiss said. “It got you
stalked by a Centorin antidote assassin, and a harder
assignment.”
“I want the assignment,” Kessil said.
“Both those towers are an hour on a streetcar, if you can
find one out there.”
“I’ll be paid enough to afford a carriage,” she said,
“maybe even a driver.”
“What will Dyoniss say?” Vailiss asked.
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“Like any male, ‘He better not be bigger than me,’ or
words to that effect.”
Vailiss managed a little grin, then got serious again,
“What if they offered you the role in the movie, and thirteen
aluminums.”
No star was getting that, ten, maybe eleven to the most
over-hyped celebrity actress. “No one will offer me even
one,” Kessil said, “you’ll see in a few years. You’ll see an
actress, not an air handling engineer, get the job. I would be
as out of place on a movie shoot as she would be at a failure
site.”
“I don’t know about that,” Vailiss said. “I see a different
Kessil sometimes. When you’re horny you can get pretty
interesting.”
“So now I’m boring?”
“No, but I still say you shouldn’t have done that film if
you didn’t want to be known for it.”
“It’s just a teaser to show a producer.”
“It will get out, you know it will,” Vailiss said.
On a planet with no kind of copyright protection, she was
right. “I don’t think anyone could really tell it was me,”
Kessil said.
“But no one will be sure it wasn’t you, once anyone who
knows wants to hurt you, he will accuse you, maybe even if
he doesn’t know.”
She thought of that pilot, Ilyar of the unpleasant smells,
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Ilyar the aggressive. The one she stiffed on a promise because
she felt she was making the promise under duress, when it
seemed like her life depended on his heroism to save her from
falling from his balloon. If he saw that video, he would think
of her, he would certainly know it was her. “You’re right,”
she said, “I should have gone home and thought about it. I
was sucked in because of my respect for his austerity.”
“It’s not material objects the most powerful crave, it’s
power.”
“I don’t feel that about him,” Kessil said. “I still think he’s
trying to make the best of a bad situation and spin it as best he
can.”
“But he’s gotten you deep into it.”
“I won’t appear in a frame of the final edit.”
“You appeared on a Centorin fanatic’s radar already.”
She was right. But Kessil had admitted that it was her
company that the witch worked for, that would draw his
attention. He had looked her up, he did find that little incident
out in Hardensburg with the antidote, the general and the
plains knife. He was there when she did that, but he was
running too fast from the back of the formation to recognize
her himself. It wasn’t like she had a unique look either. “I talk
too much,” she said, “I should learn to make small talk or
adopt a persona.”
“What did you tell him?”
“That I worked for the same company as the witch.”
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“Yeah, I’d keep that a secret from a guy until our first
child was grown, if it was me,” Vailiss said.
“At least you don’t look anything like her.” Vailiss has a
very pretty face, is blond and has a better figure. She’s a little
soft and vacant looking, but not as vacant as Nembez.
“Within the human female boundary,” Vailiss said.
Kortrax got high enough to reach them over the
townhomes that grew over a couple floors of commercial
establishments that lined this plaza. Kessil got out the pocket
eye, in direct sunlight it could charge while you were using it.
She looked up the failures by plant of origin. There was a
scattering at all, Vailiss shop was second lowest out of the
nineteen shops Mbeshna had casting valve balls. Hers had
two returns in the last two decades, the fourth highest error
rate was seven returns in two decades, the highest three shops
had fifty seven, eighty four and three hundred fifty nine
errors.
“Well there’s that mystery solved,” Kessil said, “I’m glad
you told me to look at the stats.”
“What did you see?” Vailiss asked.
“Rinkren,” she said. “First he won fame by reducing costs
at Mefmun Littlecanal by thirty percent, they have the most
returns by a wide margin, more than a hundred times yours.
Then you have Mefmun Avenue Tyi where he reduced costs
twenty one percent, with a corresponding forty-fold increase
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in returns. Next he goes to the Ridges shop, just forty one
years ago where he has already reduced costs seventeen
percent, accompanied by a ten-fold increase in returns.”
“Nice,” Vailiss said. “He doesn’t look so golden now does
he.”
“Now I’m very glad I did that film,” Kessil said, “because
Mbeshna owes me. I won’t have to say a thing, just show him
these results. He’ll know it was Rinkren.” She typed them
into a small message at the end of her Material Analysis
Report. With the message she attached a plot of the returned
units by factory of origin, and addressed the raw data.
Because of the filming, she didn’t feel she was too out of
place to send a copy of this message (minus the boring and
technical material analysis report) directly to Mbeshna, just
so he would know she was doing real work and not basking in
the life of a cinema star.
“So now you’re seeing some good in this filming
assignment?” Vailiss asked.
“Just possibly, Mbeshna won’t be turned off by me.”
“He’ll probably want to give you favors the next time he
sees you.”
“If I can get him to get more supply into our pipes, it’s
worth it,” Kessil said.
“But you have to do the work.”
“I haven’t offered to go up a tower with an outside
stairway, and I don’t think I ever will. I’ll train someone on a
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tower with an inside stairway.”
“Why don’t you get your own balloon and fly up on
that?” Vailiss asked.
“You want to be my pilot?”
“Hell yeah.”
“You want to fly up there when the wheel is turning?”
“Are you sick?” Vailiss said.
The table girl refilled their cups but they weren’t
counting.
“No,” Kessil said, “that’s why I don’t think going up in a
floater is a good idea. If it was me, and the company was
paying, I’d have an elevator inside the tower. Failing that, a
stairway, but it’s like fifteen stories up to the wheelhouse of
Old Eleven,” Kessil said, “and twenty two up to the gearbox
on One Thirty Eight.”
“I see your point.”
“Climb those stairs as few times as possible, haul
everything on ropes from the base of the tower.”
The crystal of One Thirty Eight is little more than twelve
centuries old, Old Eleven is from the 54th, twenty five
centuries old. “I’ve seen the fray in that crystal,” Kessil
continued, “and that crystal dust is bad for you. I wouldn’t be
surprised if she got some of that in the brain, there has to be
some explanation for the way she was.”
“Three centuries on that tower and I’d be worse than
that,” Vailiss said, “however bad it was.”
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“Oh I agree, most of it was the isolation. That’s why we
should always try to include loners in Karasis.”
“I’m not as good at that as Karasis wishes,” Vailiss said.
“I’m always too busy trying to make sure I’m included.”
“That makes you a good follower, if you are successful.
‘What can I bring?’ is a better way to get invited to the table
than, ‘where’s my seat?’”
They chatted like that for awhile into the second half of
Morningday afterlunch when Hendly pulled up a stool. He
was one of the regulars in Vailiss’ shop and on her variety list,
maybe even higher on her variety list than her home bed. He
was well up on Kessil’s variety list also, but still it had been
almost a year now. Dyoniss could very well spend Noonsleep
in Belambectai so maybe he was a possibility.
“What’re the two prime ladies in the neighborhood doing
out here in a tent together?”
“Trying to figure out what made the Witch of the Ancient
Windwheel so fucked up,” Vailiss said.
“Being up on the tower, never being free of that noise I
would guess,” Hendly said.
“She was up there three centuries,” Vailiss told him.
“I can’t remember that far,” Hendly said. “I’d be brainwiped long before then.”
“That’s how long our records show she was up there,”
Kessil said.
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“How could your company go on letting her stay?”
Kessil told him the whole story, though he’d seen it
unfolding over the decades, he wasn’t close to it. “The stairs
were out and had been for many decades. Her former mate
wouldn’t allow work crews up to repair them. When he
finally escaped, the stairs weren’t safe to climb at all and
since the wheel was turning, there was no way to get close by
air. There’s almost always wind up there on Hdengragger
summit so you can’t fly in on a still day.”
“But they were letting guys up there?”
“They were cautioned and made to sign statements that it
was voluntary. Some of those who came down tried to
counsel the others but there were some who had to see for
themselves.”
“Gross,” Hendly said.
“It was gross when I was there, and there was a guy up
there who had been cleaning for days.”
He just made a face at that, said, “and Mbeshna wants to
make a movie of it?”
“His attitude is, ‘There’s going to be a movie of it, lets
make it as friendly as possible and let us get the profit from
it.’”
“What do you mean friendly?”
“Let’s make the set at least safe, leave the slime-rot off of
it, stuff like that. Don’t dwell on the lovers who fell to their
deaths because of it.”
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“Slime rot?” Hendly asked.
“It must have been pretty gross before I was up there,”
she said.
She didn’t want to tell him how gross. She didn’t want to
remember. She had to tell him the story of filming up there,
from the he smell of the pilot, which she knew was getting
worse each time she thought about it, thru the rail coming off
in her hand, to the uneasy ride back. He thought it was
hilarious and even got Vailiss laughing in places where she’d
cringed the first time she’d heard it. Kessil pouted and he
finally noticed.
“What, you don’t think it’s funny?”
“I wasn’t laughing at the time,” she said. “A hundred and
fifty seven feet above the ground on a rope is not my idea of
humor.”
“But you’re here now, it has a happy ending.”
“She doesn’t want to be known for it either,” Vailiss told
him.
“I’ll remember,” the cook said, “but you’re really cute and
she was ugly, the only thing you have in common is color and
your hair could be ratted out to look like hers.” He didn’t stay,
he was just down this end of the booth to get some shums for
a Noonmeal stew.
Kessil felt she might have to leave the basin rather than
face being known as the Witch of the Ancient Windwheel.
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Zhlindu and Trastrab were on the exact opposite side of the
world, she could go that far on the tubes, maybe they
wouldn’t hear of it. All she said was, “I guess I’ll have to
move away.”
Vailiss said something, but Hendly said, “You’re really
serious about this.”
“I shouldn’t have told anyone. I really am serious, I don’t
want to be identified with her.”
“I understand,” he said.
“I won’t tell anyone either,” Vailiss said, “but that cook
knows.”
“But he doesn’t really know who I am,” Kessil said.
“We won’t tell him,” Hendly said.
“And I won’t ask,” the cook said from the far end of the
booth where he was slicing ingredients into a big stew pot
that was already sizzling over a slow wood fire.
“You could get something done,” Vailiss said, “so you
wouldn’t look the same.”
“Instead of moving away?” Kessil asked. “What should I
change?”
“I don’t know, there’s nothing wrong with you...”
“Except if you roll me in mud a little I start to look like
that witch.”
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18. Deep in the Stacks
“This tube ride won’t be long enough,” Dyoniss panted,
collapsing back onto the other seat in the tube car.
“What do you mean, we haven’t even passed Orazig Hest
yet,” Muurai said as she turned around to get back in her seat.
“It’s going to take too long for me to catch my breath.”
She was a lot more athletic than she looked when she wanted
to be.
“I had to make up for missing Dawnsleep,” she said,
tossing him a small rag she kept in her shoulderbag.
“Sorry that came up,” Dyoniss said about the interrupted
Dawnsleep. “For what it’s worth, we didn’t get anything
either.”
“I could see you sleeping in those reading chairs. I know
it’s hard to find a good position in them.”
“We’ve got a couple we like,” he said.
“You’ll have to show me some time,” she said.
Orazig Hest flashed by in just over a minute as he got
back into his clothes, a button-up denim worker with the big
harness of shoulderpockets he never went anywhere without
any more. Muurai was getting back into the thicknit sheath
she wore Nightday, and it was getting a little warm for
something like that. It wouldn’t be long, it was only a couple
minutes beyond Orazig Hest when they started slowing for
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the station.
“I want to stop by my quarters and get something lighter
before we go down to the stacks,” Muurai said.
“That’s fine with me, we’ve still got almost half the day.”
“I wish we really did, we’ll be lucky to get more than two
hours down there.”
The tube station was right across the canal from the
Temple. In the light it looked much closer down a long
straight street and it was much easier to see the full impact of
the building, not the sketchy impression one got in the dark.
The Temple was a group of greystone buildings eight to
seventeen floors tall with elaborate buttresswork and many
pinnacles and turrets, but only vines and worts growing on it.
The stones were so eroded and covered with so many worts
that it was not immediately obvious that it wasn’t carved out
of a natural formation. The street leading up to it was
flattened cobbles, swept pretty clean, with building walls on
both sides, sloping steeply down the dam. It was narrow and
dim, even deep into Morningday. The other side was brick or
greystone to four or six floors with ten to fifteen floors of
archwood or shaftwood above it.
To enter the Temple grounds they walked under an arch
five stories above their heads that he hadn’t seen in the dark.
On the grounds they were then on smooth pavement, more
like a corridor than a street, obviously re-surfaced within the
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last few centuries. It was covered over with so many
balconies and bridges that it seemed to be in an atrium. Even
so it was almost as light as the street outside so that one could
see to walk these lanes without artificial light while Kortrax
was above the horizon.
Unlike Karasis Yuhal, there weren’t a lot of ceremonies
taking place, no athletic events, no baptisms here in the
passageways. The acolytes and lay people they saw were
generally plainly dressed and serious, walking in groups and
engaged in purposeful discussion of topics so arcane he
almost wondered if they were even using Common Tongue.
There were several assembly halls in this temple, and any
ceremonies were held there. They didn’t pass any on the way
to her temporary quarters. This site was more about the work
of the Temple than the people of the Temple. In this case the
work was financial adjudication, one of the most important
and honor-bound tasks the Temple took on. For that reason
this space was much more formal than anything at Karasis
Yuhal.
They did not go thru to the central court this time but took
a stairway three floors up, and then a narrow, winding
corridor a block or so to a plain but sturdy door. She tossed
the thicknit as soon as they were out of the corridor, “Uh, it’s
probably sweaty enough that I have to wash it.”
This room was tiny, a square the length of the bed, with a
few hooks and a couple shelves, one that folds down from the
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wall across from the foot of the bed that could be pressed into
service as a desk. There was one tall, narrow window beside
it that looked out onto a small atrium. There was a toilet
compartment at the end of the hall, a washbasin in the wall
next to it and a big shower stall across from it with two
spigots. There were six similar cubicles on this short hallway,
none of them seemed to be occupied. Unoccupied space was
not given to the poorest in this Temple.
“Too small for company in here,” Dyoniss said. All of the
space occupied by the acolytes was rather ascetic and this
temporary space even more so. They constantly reinforced the
lesson that the Temple served the people and not the other
way around.
“I can claim better space if you stay over,” she said.
“I might have to, when do they close the stacks?”
“Fortieth hour,” Muurai told him.
“It’s still twenty second,” he said, looking at his pocket
eye.
“Do we get a break for Noonmeal?” she asked.
“Of course. Enlin was supposed to arrive here by then, but
he was delayed back in Tmardrike so he probably won’t get
in til some time in Noonsleep.”
“We can have breakfast with him,” she said.
“Probably, it depends on what we find this evening. By
thirty third hour I’ll send a message to Kessil, letting her
know if I’ll be home.”
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“You’re so considerate,” she said.
“So is she.”
While she was there, she noticed a paper message under
her pillow. He saw that it was a summons to a meeting here in
Belambectai Temple. He didn’t get to see any more because
she flicked it around casually while she talked so it was
impossible to see what it said. She still had Khyomati’s book
bag, she picked that up to take with them. “I’ll have to show
you where this is,” she said, pointing at the stack address
where Khyomati was working, “but I’ll have to leave you
there and go up to this meeting.” She tapped the envelope and
slid it into her shoulder pocket, again so he couldn’t see it
without being obvious. It was almost as if she knew he was
trying to get a look at it and wasn’t going to let him. He
thought it would be giving away too much to come right out
and ask. “I hope it doesn’t run into Noonmeal,” she finished.
“You can message me if you find an Eye,” he said.
Entry and exit to the ‘stacks,’ as most called them, was a
solemn ceremony involving searches and signatures in a
guardroom. It looked for a time that gaining entry might be
problematic, but Muurai showed the guard a talisman of some
type and Dyoniss was allowed to pass. Once inside, you were
on your own.
The stacks were rooms with endless aisles of stored
paperwork. There were twenty four levels of them, each so
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low in height that he had to duck beneath the main beams.
They were connected, but branched into many parts of the
buildings. They were always in the center of the building,
without windows, lit by fiber optics in place of the lamps of
previous centuries. There were only a few entries, few
restrooms and no refreshments. The numerous stairways were
almost all tight spirals in crystal, cast in the 50’s, extending til
you got dizzy in both directions.
These records were sacred. The first section they entered
stored all the judgments handed down in all of recorded
history, ever since Karasis was freed from the Emperor when
the caravan masters brought our first ancestors to the great
prairie. These weren’t just the judgments from the
Belambectai Temple. This building was ancient, started in the
early thirties as a prince’s palace. But Karasis was more than
twenty centuries older, and the records from those dates had
been translated and transcribed countless times in the hundred
and twenty centuries of Karasis, and were still stored in this
Temple.
“This was her cubicle,” Muurai said when they reached it.
It wasn’t much more than a locker. The door folded down
to make a desk. If adjacent people happened to be using it at
once, there was a conflict. There were seven stools and thirty
six ‘desks’ in a circle around the room with the stairway in
the middle. Only three stools and five lockers were in use, no
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one paid much attention to them. Muurai set the book bag
down on the stool nearest Khyomati’s locker.
A big third level acolyte with Temple bailiff’s bars on his
shoulders came in while Dyoniss was looking around, “I was
sent to find you,” he said to Muurai, “for the meeting.”
“I’m on my way up. I’m just getting Dyoniss started in
here. He’s investigating Khyomati’s murder for the Temple.”
The guy tried not to look hostile about that, but didn’t
quite succeed. All he said was, “I have been requested to ask
that you don’t open the locker until we leave,” as Dyoniss got
the key near the lock.
“What’s that about?” she asked. He would have asked the
same thing if she hadn’t beat him to it.
“I wasn’t told,” he answered, “just that you wait til she’s
on her way to the bishop’s meeting.”
“Bishop?” Dyoniss asked.
“I’m afraid so,” she said.
“What’s going on?” he asked them both.
The big guy didn’t answer, so she did, “I sincerely hope I
know by the end of this meeting, I’m even more curious than
you are.”
He could see she was more than just curious, more like
furious, but trying to be the good acolyte and pretend she was
fine with it. “I see,” he said, and wondered if he was going to
have a problem. They said their goodbyes, and she was
warmer about it than he expected, enough that the guy started
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to look annoyed. She skipped down the stairs quickly as soon
as they parted. He was glad he was too spent to need to rearrange his pants.
This whole thing stank. He didn’t like the way she had
been taken away, even thought about dropping this and
following them to see who else was in this meeting. He knew
that wouldn’t work, when he went out, the guard could alert
them to the fact that they were being tailed. That same guard
had probably alerted the bailiff to the fact that Muurai was
here, how else could he have gotten here so soon?
How big was this? How much danger was he in? They’ve
already used an assassin with the antidote. They operate
within the Temple, almost in the open. How safe was he in
here? This was Karasis he was investigating, but he felt it was
his duty to Karasis to persevere, after all, he was hired by
Karasis. How much of the Temple hired him, and how much
opposed him? What if Yaigo was working alone? What if
Yaigo and Muurai was the entire team? What could he do but
continue? Go run and hide?
This was the paperwork Khyomati was assigned to,
presumably the paperwork that brought her to her death. He
sat at a spare stool and set to work. The key her third acolyte
gave him worked perfectly and the door folded down to
reveal a very neat work area. The bookshelves were full of
ledgers like the ones in her book bag. He started looking thru
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those. He found that there were case ledgers from six
different adjudicating bishops. They were each connected
with a single case, Calmin Investments vs. Engnosk Fashions.
There were financial ledgers from each of those bishops.
There were numerous other ledgers from dozens of Temple
projects.
There were pages and pages of her notes, some in
pidgeonholes, some in notepads, some in piles. But the thing
that stood out was a book, a text book, the text of one of her
ethics classes. It was surprisingly well thumbed for a text
book and it had a lot of use for its age.
He reached for that, opened it. It was full of circled
passages, underlined words, margin notes, arrows and stars
and hearts. Clearly this had been an inspirational work for
her, he wondered what was most important to her. That would
be the edge page markings on the top. That would open to the
detail side of the book. At that mark a passage was circled in
dark ink, surrounded by a blue wash.
Due to the Temple’s unique position in society, it must be
incorruptible and the financial adjudication function,
more than any other Temple function, must be above
corruption. At the same time it is most vulnerable to
corruption because of the size of the fortunes involved.
That means that this Temple function must be subjected
to the most intense scrutiny at all times. This function
must be the most transparent of all Temple functions,
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and it must be the function the public takes the most
active interest in.

Dyoniss got a chuckle out of that. The public hadn’t taken
an interest in the internal affairs of the Temple since the 42nd
when there Temple monogamy policy was changed so there
were no more infidelity scandals. The chance that a guy on a
quarter acre with a temp job was going to wade thru these
mazes of ledgers that Dyioniss couldn’t thread was pretty
low.
There was another arrow on the edge of the pages, it lead
to a different passage in a much later chapter of the text under
‘how to report and expose corruption.’
The closer to the target a person is, the more likely that
person already has a relationship with the target. The
relationship may be good or bad, but in either case there
is less than ideal objectivity. When wrongdoing is
suspected, one must seek the advice of the most senior
persons with as distant relationship with the target as
practical.

That chapter began with another passage that was circled
with more than a single pencil line.
Each of you may have occasion to believe you have
uncovered corruption within the Temple. When you do,
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your duty to expose it is clear. A Temple acolyte will not
run thru the halls shouting however. It is proper to first
find confirmation, and if the wrongdoing is confirmed,
begin exposing him with the chair of his department.

Khyomati had done that, she was seeking the advice of
the most senior and distant person she could gain access to.
True she could find someone more distant in the
organizational chart, but she also needed someone who might
understand the ledgers she brought. He was not going to
crack this by understanding those ledgers, he needed to find
out whose they were.
The judge’s ledgers were written as line items for each
transaction in the relationship under dispute. They must go
over the books of each company. Claims were numbered and
only indicated with circled numerals where they apply on the
balance sheets. There was probably a separate text where all
the claims and counter claims were written down and
compared. It always happens that not all negotiators for a
single company are offering the same deal. Not all books in
the same company have the same entries. The tedious process
of sorting out just what transactions had occurred and what
had not was detailed in these pages.
The other ledgers in the desk totaled ten, from six
adjudicating bishops. Even on the title pages their personal
name was not given, just their code name. By looking at the
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handwriting, he was able to determine that each bishop had a
staff of three to six accountants who worked the ledgers for
him. He saw that the same accountants worked on the next
volume in the same bishop’s library. He was able to match the
handwriting in the bishop’s ledger that Khyomati was
carrying. He was code named DawnCloud and the case had
happened in year 1234101.
He felt he knew a lot more than he did before, although it
did him no good. Putting a real name to that code name was
not easy. Adjudicating Bishops and Shunning Bishops were
protected from retribution by every power of the Temple.
They had cover jobs, they used secret passages, they picked
up paperwork at drops. Very few even knew their identities.
The few who knew them were protected from memory
readings by all the technology available.
The good news was, he didn’t really need to learn the real
identity of the judge, he only had to report the code name to
the Temple. Once he did that, the Seven could decide what to
do. He really needed more evidence to convince them beyond
a reasonable doubt, but he knew these case ledgers belonged
to Judge DawnCloud and that the total value of the dispute
was forty one aluminums. The one pertaining to Engnosk
fashions had the entry showing the four aluminum and ten
contribution to a Temple research fund.
She had two more books in her book bag, the next was a
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ledger for a research project. He didn’t know which one
because the title pages were cut out of this also. She didn’t
have others like it in her locker for him to compare it to, but
what she did have was a tag on the binding clip with the
section number of the stacks where it belonged. He could
have really used Muurai’s help getting there, but he ran into a
fifth level acolyte who was only too happy to take him there
and asked no more in return than to keep her hand on his ass
as they walked.
She queried him about what he was looking up, he told
her only that he was reviewing the budget of the project this
ledger was for, and needed to look at the next year. She asked
who he was doing it for, and he answered truthfully. She was
more subdued after that, but did get him to the right area.
He was unable to find a division with the ledger for year
1234101 missing. He didn’t know enough about how the
system worked to tell what to make of that. He couldn’t tell
what project the ledger was for because the title pages were
missing. All the projects had all their years in place. There
were many long aisles of them, it took hours to go thru them
all. If this was a duplicate, he’d have to go back thru them all
again to find it and the stacks would be closing soon. It could
very well be that there were copies, or Khyomati had a copy
made because she’d entered copious notes while tracing the
money thru.
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It took him some time to find his way back to Khyomati’s
desk, including one climb back up seven flights. From here
there was one more ledger to find a place for. It was the one
that looked like a household ledger, though a very luxurious
household for sure. The supplies for one party were more than
their household spent at market in a year even when Enlin
was with them.
There was no indication of who this was, and no
indication of where it was in the stacks. He wondered if it
even came from the stacks or if it came from the owner’s
personal quarters. If it was the household of a bishop of the
Temple, that household would be within the Temple, probably
overlooking the central court. But since the tubes went into
service, not every adjudicating bishop lived in the
Belambectai Temple. In any temple there would be places in
the apartment that would be secure, but every bishop would
have serving staff who could always find a way to gain
access. The stacks would be secure only in anonymity, unless
there were further secured areas within them.
He was closing the desk up after having spent another
hour looking to see if he could find anything else. Most of
what he learned were what passages in that text Khyomati
found most inspiring. She was really idealistic and focused.
He doubted that Muurai was done with her meeting yet,
whatever it was, and wished he could find out where that
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other ledger came from. There was a good chance that the ID
on that would not be in code. He could wander around at
random and hope to find others that look like it, but so many
of them looked alike that he might not notice. He also knew
that he could wander lost for days in here. It was full of dead
ends, long connecting passages, hallways at random angles
and dozens of these tiny, tight stairways. He thought of
Khyomati’s cryptic note and thought that following the
directions in that would be as good as walking around at
random. He wondered if he should leave Khyomati’s bag here
or bring it with him and decided to leave it for now, locked
that back in her desk, taking only the personal ledger.
He went seven levels down in these stacks. He went four
rows to the left, taking him thru an opening in an ancient wall
and into more stacks in a separate part of the building where
he saw another stairway. He climbed the steps two levels up
in the stacks, and went one row to the right. Ahead of him the
narrow aisle stretched on with rack after rack of paper lining
it. To his left were row after row of stacks, very much like he
had been admitted to. To his right there was a smaller door,
more like a hatch, one he was surprised to find unlocked. He
opened it and looked into a more random records room
beyond. In here there were boxes of certificates, personal
notes, plaques and pennants, ticket stubs and personal
notebooks, piled seemingly at random.
Dyoniss stepped over the threshold. He began to
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understand just how deep Khyomati hid her message. He
wondered if she knew she was in danger? He began to look
around and it didn’t take him long before he started to find
other ledgers of household finances. He also found that, as he
thought, the names in these ledgers were not in code. When
he found the shelf of personal ledgers where 1234101 was
missing, he would have his man.
He heard someone coming, someone coming with a
purpose. Sweat broke out on his palms, someone had already
died on this case. “Who’s there,” a shout. A big guy strode
purposefully into the room from another door, the guy who
had left early today with Muurai.
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19. Boesun’s Acolyte
It was getting toward Noonmeal and they had gone over
to the Blue Kite and met Nembez and one of her friends
named Lisha, who looked a lot like Nembez but was even
bustier. The topic of conversation had been Boesun and his
attack. There was still no one with a good reason for why he
did what he did.
Lisha was giving her opinion, “Centorins have this thing
about male dominance,” she said. “They have a word for it in
Centish, ‘machismo’ that means ‘male honor’ or something
like that. ‘Stupid male honor’ might be more accurate when
you read about some of the things they do. Well you’ve seen
the movies anyway, especially the Old Navorkensville ones.”
Kessil had seen them. She wondered how a city that was
newer than the Blue Kite could look like it was in ruins for
most of its history. She knew the ‘machismo’ thing also, she
had seen it first hand with the general and his people. She
wasn’t interested in that type of man. She could see that in
Boesun, that was exactly what turned her off about him.
She should have known the way she acted would set him
off. She worried that she had lured him to his destruction,
used SleepingFourth to defeat the Instinct in a semi-conscious
effort to take a human life.
The others argued about the movies and how so much of
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it grew out of ‘machismo’. It was closely related to
domination, especially command of ‘his woman’. In their
society males were allowed to use force, even deadly force,
on their women. To some, women were livestock. Of course it
had been that way under the Fmak, and still was that way in
the Fmak basin from what she’d heard. Male ownership of
women was over a hundred centuries in the past here.
“I’m taking a bio break,” Kessil told them and drifted
away from their table. It was an excuse, her mind was not in
their conversation. She was too deep into the bad feeling that
she might have lured Boesun on, subconsciously at least,
using his need for dominance as a trap to destroy him. On the
surface she repelled him, but the way she stood up to him
probably only incited his anger and made him stop thinking
clearly.
She walked along the bar in the direction of the facilities,
but took a stool down on the corner a little out of traffic. Guys
might approach her here, but it was a woman who did. The
woman was broken up, her eyes were red, her lip quivered.
She was slender and pretty other than that, light skinned with
thick black hair and dressed rather plainly in a conservative
sheath with a little embroidery in a Temple motif around the
hem. “Did you know Boesun?” she asked.
Kessil panicked. If this was his woman she had access to
the antidote. She was a lithe and healthy girl, normal but very
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well done with really nice hips, fit enough to be a problem if
she was on the antidote. Kessil knew her eyes got big, she
needed to comfort her if she was in Karasis, she needed to run
if she was on the antidote. “I’m so sorry,” was what she was
finally able to say, but she was back on her stool and ready to
leave a hole in the atmosphere on short notice.
“It’s OK, I understand,” she said. “I’m Bissei, I was a
friend of his, if you can call it that. I tried to talk sense into
him, I really did.”
“I’m really sorry,” Kessil said once again, “you have my
deepest sympathy.”
“I deserve your sympathy for getting involved with him in
the first place, not for failing to keep him from getting killed.
Is what your guy said about you true? Did that knife really
take four hakkens on one walk home?”
“That was worst case,” she said. “When I somehow
managed to get the fourth one down there were three more I
knew about in the pack and two more I didn’t know about til
later.”
“Kessil,” Nembez said, walking up, “I was hoping to
catch up with you but I had to wait for the end of that song.
Have you been in yet?”
“You go,” Kessil said.
“Someone new here?” she asked.
“Bissei, I’m a fifth level from Belambectai Temple,” she
said and slapped palms.
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“She’s a friend of Boesun,” Kessil added.
Nembez tried not to fall down, and she was several cups
ahead at this point so a little loss of balance went a long way
and she had to hold the wall.
“I tried to stop him,” Bissei said.
“He had the antidote!?” Nembez asked.
“I didn’t know,” she said, “I knew he was Centorin but
that was all.”
“He’s at the Hdengragger Terminus Temple,” Kessil said,
“I don’t think anyone has Recognized him yet.”
“I’ll have to get down there,” she said. “Is his comm
down there with him?”
“He didn’t have one on him. Dyoniss is a professional
detective, he did a forensic work-up on him. No comm, not
even an implant, no ID, a small pouch of cash. Three more
knives besides the one he was slashing at us with. That one
was a collapsed metal blade of Centorin manufacture.”
“He got it on Naiho,” Bissei said, “at least that’s what he
said, “but he always had his comm on him.”
“He would have a place where he prepped for this
mission, he could have rented a room at any inn around here,
could be right in this building. He had to have his combat
gear stashed somewhere.”
“He went everywhere on the tubes,” she said. “He
probably went back to Kyoith to change his clothes or
whatever he does to do what he calls ‘black ops.’ I think that’s
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Centish.”
“It is,” Kessil said. Nembez had taken advantage of the
chance at the restroom. “So you want to inherit his comm?”
“It has contacts for all his friends, I think I can find a way
to use it enough to contact all his friends. If they speak any
Common Tongue I can let them know what happened.”
“That’s kind of you,” Kessil said.
“Do you have any idea where his comm could have
gone?”
“I never saw it.”
“It’s sort of like a pocket eye...”
“I know, I would recognize it because Dyoniss has one,”
she said. “Boesun had a friend named Billy, maybe he had
it?” After all, be had Boesun’s vial of antidote.
“Billy died from the witch,” Bissei said. “We never got
many of his effects back. There was no comm with them,
neither his nor Boesun’s. The company that owns the wheel
said they combed the whole place.”
Kessil wondered what the witch would have done with a
comm if she found it on Billy. She probably would have
played with it til it ran down. If it was Centish however, she
wouldn’t have been able to make anything of it and would
have probably gotten bored with it and left it wherever she
was sitting at the time. “I met the guy who combed it, the
possibility exists that he kept it for himself. His name is
Zhingu and he lives on the Ancient Canal four blocks down
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from the first bridge.”
“How will I get it away from him?”
“Tell him he can keep the comm and the bill, just let you
have the data off it. Do you know how to unload a Centorin
comm?” Kessil asked her.
It took a while to explain, Bissei had to write it down.
“You can always just copy it off the screen and type it in on
the Eye when you contact them,” Kessil said at the end.
“I already know how to make a voice channel to them if I
get the comm back. He didn’t show me much, but he showed
me how to make a voice channel to Billy’s comm once, when
they went to do a job together.”
“Zhingu might make you buy it back, did Boesun leave
you any Centorin money?”
“Not much, a copper and something.”
“You can buy a new one for less than a copper now. You
can buy one and trade him a new one.”
“So he might have Billy’s, but what about Boesun’s
comm?”
“Probably wherever he kept his stuff. He changed his
clothes and picked up more gear between the time I first saw
him in front of our place and when I saw him coming in from
the back.”
“And you don’t know where that is?”
“No, but I’d start looking right here. He’d been to the
clinic here, this building is the center of East Hdengragger
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today. They would have cleaned out the room by now, but
anything he left there would be in Lost and Found.”
“I’ll have to try that,” she said.
Nembez came back out and sat with them, “Lisha is in
Empire mode, she gets that way some times.”
“Has she ever been with a Centorin?” Bissei asked.
“Just Dyoniss and he’s only half Centorin,” Kessil said.
“Dyoniss the detective?” Bissei asked.
“Yeah?” Kessil said.
“You were with him during that Republic incident weren’t
you?” Bissei asked.
“We’d just met,” Kessil answered, “that wasn’t quite our
first date, but it was our first time away together.”
Nembez made a snorting noise but didn’t add words to it.
“And you’re still together?” Bissei asked with drooping
voice.
“We just saw our grown son off to Belambectai,” she said,
“and still share the same bed he was born in.”
“That’s really sweet,” she said, but Kessil could see she
didn’t mean it. In fact she looked like it was a disaster.
“So is Dyoniss coming back this evening, or should we
get down to business?” Nembez asked.
“I’m having Noonmeal first. He was going to message me
by thirty third hour.”
“So he won’t be here for Noonmeal.”
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“I would say the chance he’ll be home for Noonsleep is
less than one in ten.”
“I take it he’s a popular guy,” Bissei said.
“Busy,” Kessil said, “but I doubt he’ll sleep alone,”
thinking of Muurai.
“So what’s for Noonmeal?” Nembez asked.
“I’m not cooking,” Kessil said. It’s a twenty minute walk
to Yashmi’s from the Blue Kite.
“What are they having here this evening?” Bissei asked.
“Noonmeal they usually have a bean salad that’s pretty
good with some trap mix to sprinkle it with if you want.”
“I go for the make your-own-tacos with the puffy shells,”
Nembez said, “but the guy who does those usually sets up on
the far side of the balcony.”
When they came to the Blue Kite it was often in this area,
the corner of the balcony on the left, a row or two above the
main aisle of the balcony. Usually a four person table with
sometimes a couple extra chairs. You could still see the whole
stage between the third and fourth columns from any of the
tables here, and the tables were big enough to eat on. But if
you were having tacos, you wanted a table over on the right.
“I can move over there,” Kessil said. “I’ll pick up the salad on
the way, the guy in the outer hall is better, so I’ll meet you
over there. They would get a table in the middle of the right
side, right on the rail if they could. It would be a bubbly
lectro-pop band for noon, Glee-Jump hadn’t been here in a
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while, but they’d been having The Pets every other week, so
they were due in this week.
She wondered what Bissei was really about. Is telling
Boesun’s friends all she really wants to do, or would his
comm have some valuable and damning information on it,
like an attempt to revive the republic? Maybe contact info for
the people trying to revive the republic? Maybe that is his list
of friends?
Bissei was acting too naïve to have been with Boesun,
especially if she didn’t have any bruises. Bissei looked the
part of a fifth level acolyte, and a better one than Ethar. She
wasn’t in an acolyte’s robes, but her own clothes had the
same style. But it could all be an act. While Kessil was out of
sight she used her pocket eye to look her up. All acolytes had
a pubic profile, Bissei’s was there, fifth level, Belambectai
Temple, checking forms in adjudication offices. So that’s
good, she’s legit in that. Kessil wondered if she knew the girl
who had been killed in Karasis Yuhal.
She met a couple people she knew while picking up the
bean salad, it was a few minutes before she got to their table.
Nembez was back with her tacos, Bissei was still in line for a
garden star. This cook had nice big ones on top, well battered
and not overdone. She was almost sorry she got this instead
but glad she was generous with the dried trap mix sprinkles to
make up for it.
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“So how do you like the Belambectai Temple?” Kessil
asked.
“How well do you know it?” Bissei asked in return.
“I can find it on the map,” Kessil said. “I know it takes a
block of avenues, about twenty five acres, and the streets
inside the complex are all pedestrian-only and there are many
enclosed hallways that cross over them.”
“Yeah. It’s bigger inside than it looks on a map,” Bissei
told her, “and taller than you think. It’s all stone and most of
it’s been there long enough to look like a natural formation.
The first six floors are mostly public and work space, the next
six are low acolytes space, the next are the high acolytes, the
ones and twos, they have large suites. In the penthouses are
the bishops. Some of them have private elevators that they
bought with their spending money.”
“Quite generous for the Temple.”
“They must not be easy to bribe,” Bissei said.
“They must be above bribery,” Kessil said.
“Unfortunately,” Bissei said, “the Temple only has
humans to use as adjudicating bishops. Even though ninety
nine percent are holy, that’s not good enough to keep Karasis
together when big sums are involved, at least two decimal
places more honesty is needed. That means every means of
combating partiality must be used. Having us go over all the
books is just one of them.”
“Did you know the girl who was killed?”
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She certainly did, she nearly jumped in the air. “I knew
her, we were good friends actually.”
“What can you tell me about her?”
“She liked 30’s romance, books and movies. She was neat
and soft spoken. I saw her with the same guy quite often.”
Kessil wondered if Dyoniss had spoken to him, then
wondered if he even knew of him. “Do you know him?”
“I might recognize him if I saw him again soon, but no, I
don’t know him. You seem very interested.”
“Dyoniss is investigating Khyomati’s death.” She acted
like she was surprised, but Kessil was afraid she was faking
that. If she was, she already knew that. If she knew Khyomati
well, which she seemed to, it was possible Dyoniss had
already questioned her. “Did he talk to you about it?”
“Yeah, okay, he did,” she said like she was confessing to
aiding and abetting Boesun’s attack. “He didn’t tell you about
it?”
“We were a little busy with other problems this
Dawnsleep.”
“Yeah, I guess. Does he usually tell you about the people
he interviews?”
“You must have hit him up for favors,” Kessil guessed.
Bissei blushed, “I didn’t know you were still together.”
“I would have guessed the news rags would have put us
both on the scene of Boesun’s death.”
“I didn’t know it at the time,” Bissei said, “and just
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because he was here investigating didn’t register that you
were together.”
“So did you tell Dyoniss about Boesun?”
“No, he was investigating Khyomati, not Boesun.”
“He might be interested, Khyomati was killed by a
Centorin with the antidote.”
“I didn’t know Boesun had antidote when I talked to
Dyoniss.”
“How well did Boesun know Khyomati?” Kessil asked.
“I don’t think they ever met. I don’t think I ever
mentioned her to him. I doubt they have another acquaintance
in common.”
“So you must get a salary from Gaiiss Investigations
also,” Nembez commented.
“I get room and board for that,” she deadpanned. It was
technically true.
“You’re a good case agent,” Nembez said.
“I’m too direct, if Bissei actually had something to hide
she wouldn’t have to take many steps to do it.”
“She is hiding something,” Nembez said.
“I am not,” Bissei barked.
“I don’t know what it is,” Nembez continued to Kessil,
“but I can read people, I know she’s hiding something.”
Bissei jumped up, picked up her bag. To Kessil she said,
“It was nice talking to you, you helped. I’m sorry I’m not able
to face hostility right now,” she said, looking at Nembez.
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With that she was gone, leaving a good portion of the salad
under her garden star.
Kessil looked at Nembez, who said, “She was hiding
something, I’m sorry if you couldn’t see it, but that girl
wasn’t the innocent little acolyte you think. She had a reason
to want his pocket eye and I’m sure it wasn’t just so she could
tell all his friends what happened.”
“I know,” Kessil said, trying hard to remain mild. Of the
girls she hung out with down here, Vailiss was the only one
she had no reservations about. “I didn’t want her to know, she
was talking a mile a minute as long as she thought I believed
her. That’s one of the best ways to get someone talking, listen
attentively and agree with it all.”
“Ohhh,” Nembez said. She paused a bit, then said,
“Should we join the others for noonmeal?”
“We might as well,” Kessil said.
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20. The Coverup
Dyoniss heard someone shout, “Who’s there?” and turned
to see the same guy Muurai left with coming toward him.
“Dyoniss, of Gaiiss investigations.” He thought Muurai
told him. “Is Muurai’s meeting over?”
“This is a private area, I have to ask you to leave,” he said
and pointed back the way he had come.
“I have a volume from this area,” he said, “it pertains to
the case I’m investigating.”
“Let me see it,” he said. Dyoniss shouldn’t have held it up
but he did. The guy grabbed it, as forcefully as the Instinct
allowed. He flipped it open and looked at it quickly. “This is a
private volume, you aren’t authorized to have it.”
“I didn’t get it from here,” Dyoniss said and reached for
it.
The man shoved it in his shoulderpocket, “It was obtained
fraudulently, these volumes never leave this room, but you are
going to leave this room.” He pointed again.
“But I came in this way,” Dyoniss pointed to the hatch in
the wall.
The guy tried to look surprised to see it unlocked, but
Dyoniss guessed he wasn’t. He shut the hatch and dogged it,
set the locking pin back in place. “But you’re leaving this
way,” he said as he finished up, and moved in Dyoniss’ way.
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“Are you an acolyte?”
“I am an employee in Temple Security, you are on your
way out.” The man pressed him with his chest. Not enough to
be painful or forceful and draw the Instinct, but close enough
that Dyoniss had to step back to keep his balance. The man
immediately stepped up with him and Dyoniss had to take
another step.
“You are engaged in a deliberate cover up,” Dyoniss said
as he began walking.
“I’m engaged in my task of keeping these private records
secure.”
“Where’s Muurai?” Dyoniss asked.
“Muurai has been re-assigned,” the man said. “Her
administration thinks she was getting too cozy with you.”
It took so long to get a message to Second Acolyte Yaigo
that Dyoniss wondered if he should have just gotten on the
tube and gone out to Yuhal. He hammered the whole incident
out on the tiny keypad of his pocket eye and sent the message
off. It was nearly an hour before someone in the Temple eyeroom went to get Yaigo and get him to a terminal. Once he
was there, it was easiest to get a voice channel.
“I agree it looks like a cover-up, but there is a good
chance it’s just as he says. It’s strange that Muurai’s been reassigned, especially for ‘getting too cozy’ when they usually
want the people working together to get as close as they can
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stand.”
“It sounded smelly to me also,” Dyoniss said.
“Let me see what I can find out from here about her reassignment. Her chain of command is here in Yuhal I think.
No one will tell me who DawnCloud is, but I can pass the
code name up and I’m sure it will eventually get high enough
that someone will know. I know a lot of important people are
very interested in what happened to Khyomati.”
“That’s good. Pass my message on to whoever should see
it. Meanwhile I think I’ll try and find out who this guy is who
gave me the bum’s rush. I got a few good pictures of him with
my ring, I should be able to find someone who knows him.”
“Sounds good, where can I message you?”
“This pocket eye,” Dyoniss told him. “If I’m anywhere in
the basin a reply to my message will get to me and I’ll know
immediately.”
“Sounds good, I’ll see what I can find about Muurai.”
“Can you tell me who this is?” Dyoniss asked the man at
the check-in station for the private vault.
“No,” he answered.
“He just came out of here, you must know him.”
“You didn’t ask if I knew him.”
“So you do?” Dyoniss asked.
“I do, but I’m not allowed to tell you.”
“Why not?”
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“Questioning me is a good way to wear out your welcome
in Belambectai Temple. Most of the important bishops have
their most personal records in this vault. People who stick
their nose into the security of this vault are certainly not
welcome in this Temple. I do have your identification and I
will be sending it up if you persist.”
He didn’t. He wondered at that. How much legitimately
personal information could be stored there? The number and
names of children, the number and names of variety partners?
None of that really mattered unless someone was trying to use
it to influence them, either via blackmail or playing their
vices. He could imagine there were hundreds of legitimate
reasons the top bishops, half of whom were adjudicating
bishops, would want their information kept private. That still
didn’t mean that someone couldn’t be using this area to keep
illegitimate data private. The ledger that he took from
Kyhomati’s dead hands was a case in point.
He wished he hadn’t been found so soon, but there was
probably a sensor on that hatch. If he’d had a lens out he
would have seen it, but he was wandering the stacks
pretending to belong there, not slinking around like a
detective in some cinema piece.
He wondered if the guy at that desk was in on the coverup. He knew it really didn’t matter to anyone but that guy, the
results of his actions are the same whether or not his intent
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was bad or good. It was discouraging to be in a role like that,
where your presence alone is good or bad, no matter what
your intent.
What was more important was what they were covering
up and why. If it was the wrongdoing Khyomati was
investigating, it had to be more widespread than anyone
suspected, or it had to be someone closely connected to the
bishop they were looking for.
He went up to Muurai’s guest cubby and found it cleaned
out with new sheets and towels, a fresh sheet of guest room
welcome and rules on the pillow. The only other person who
knew her was the one he’d met while waiting for Ishthoemic.
He went up to her place and found it locked. He inquired of a
neighbor, learned that, “She went up to Hdengragger because
she got a message that her boyfriend got killed by a keda.”
He could have staggered, but let his body take over and
say, “thank you very much, that’s very helpful,” while his
mind tried to make sense of that girl knowing Boesun. There
was no other person killed by a keda in Hdengragger lately,
not within the last few decades and the previous one was
accidental. “What do you know about her boyfriend?” he
asked.
“He was Centorin, I saw him, more Centorin than you
are.”
“I was born in East Hdengragger,” he said.
“Of a Centorin father I bet.”
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“True, but what of Boesun?”
“I didn’t even know that was his name. I only saw him
once and Bissei didn’t introduce us.”
That was how he learned the name Bissei. “Did she ever
talk to you about him?”
“She called him ‘boyfriend’ but we really didn’t say
anything more than ‘hi how are ya’ to each other. I don’t
know anything more than that.”
“That’s still a great help,” Dyoniss said. “What about this
guy?” he asked, showing her a picture of the guy who pushed
him out of the vault.
“That’s a friend of another of her boyfriends, I don’t know
his name either. He was friends with Khyomati, the four of
them used to go to their place. They swapped around a lot
from what I heard, but this guy was more interested in
Khyomati than Bissei I think.”
Dyoniss wanted to confirm what they suspected about
Boesun. He got out the picture that had been generated from
the genetic analysis of Khyomati’s killer. “What about this
picture, do you recognize him?”
She only had to look at it a second, “Yeah, I think that’s
him. It’s a strange looking photo, the lighting or something,
but that’s Bissei’s boyfriend all right.”
He left that acolyte, reeling over all he had learned.
Boesun and the big meanie were both Bissei’s lovers. He
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wondered if they knew about each other? They were probably
both intimate with Khyomati. Boesun was Khyomati’s killer,
that part of the puzzle was officially solved, but that was all
he got out of it. With Boesun dead, there was no way he was
going to be interrogating him about who hired him.
He made his way to the courtyard of the Temple, four
floors above ground level, but seeming to be deep in a hole
because there were many floors of worty stone surrounding it.
He went to the bench where Muurai had been sitting when he
first met her here. He was hoping she would have left him a
note, but there was no such luck. He wondered if she had
gone willingly. He wondered if he would get a message from
her. He checked and found none.
He wondered how high in the Temple this went. There
could be no doubt that an adjudicating bishop was involved,
and that was way too high for comfort. It was getting too
close to noonmeal, he wouldn’t find anyone high ranking on
duty for the rest of the day, which meant that he was unlikely
to learn much more, at least not much more officially. But
what could he find out officially? If people were part of this,
they would lie. If people were not part of it, they would know
nothing. At least he hoped they would know nothing. If
people knew about it, he had to trust they would report it.
All his life, he, and everyone he knew, believed that the
Temple acolytes were above reproach, that they were held to
a higher standard of honesty than the remainder of the
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population. At several points in his life he thought about
joining the Temple, a couple times for the public service,
once because he thought he needed the structure. Every time
he felt that he couldn’t do it because he didn’t have enough
faith in his purity.
Kessil was one he thought could be an acolyte if she
wanted. He once suspected she had been, but if she had, she
didn’t admit to it. Maybe it was growing up on the plains that
made her what she was. She was unperturbed by the little
stuff around her. She was immune to celebrity and social
position, she cared for her own comfort, but would have
nothing beyond, in spite of her affluence. That was something
that the strictures require of the acolytes, they do not work for
personal gain other than their due. Acolytes receive only
pennies in direct pay, it is called pocket change. They receive
food and lodging. The food given for free is the same for all
levels, the lodging varies. Clothing and laundry is provided
for acolytes. Baths and showers are provided, so their pocket
change is used on ‘frivolities’ as the more pure say,
‘entertainment’ as most of them say. It is doled out per day,
one can pick it up at will, but the extra disappears if it
amounts to more than an iron, so a first level acolyte has to
pick it up at least once a week to stay current. Many don’t, it’s
called, ‘Leaving it in Karasis’ pouch,’ and it is common
among first and second levels.
How does one develop a criminal network within that
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environment? How does one get to be a bishop in that
environment and take substantial bribes? The sum in this case
was an astounding forty one aluminums and change, the sum
transferred that appeared to be the bribe, the amount
transferred to the Temple as a donation, was four aluminums
and ten, of which it appeared that four aluminums eventually
wound up in the household accounts of Judge DawnCloud.
He still had the images of that ledger, grabbing the book
out of his hands was telling, but not so disruptive as the goon
thought. He hadn’t imaged every page, just the ones
Khyomati put notes on. From the handwriting at least six
different accountants had been involved in balance transfers
to different accounts within the Temple. He would have to
look into those accountants, find out what they had in
common. It could be tedious work. Tedious work like
Khyomati was involved in when she was killed.
He wondered how Khyomati was able to dig this all out?
She couldn’t have put this information together unless she
had these disparate accounts together to look at. She couldn’t
have had DawnCloud’s private notes unless someone left that
hatch undogged on the inside. Khyomati also had to be part of
a network didn’t she? Was there an organization within the
Temple that ferreted out corruption and dealt with it? Was it
official? Part of the Temple organization, or was it a private
vigilante group? And if it was, was DawnCloud being set up?
In something as big, as old, and as important as the
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Temple of Karasis, the truth could be anywhere. He was
really one guy in this infinite sea of acolytes. He had scarcely
been inside the Temple before other than as a celebrant. He
had never peeked behind the scenes. His first peek was telling
him there was a lot more going on behind the scenes than he
imagined. He had never realized that the romantic
connections of the acolytes could be important in the life of
Karasis.
Finally a message came from Yaigo.
I regret to say that Muurai has been transferred without
my knowledge. I was not informed of her new
assignment. The Bishop of Sanctity signed it. I was told
to select a new third level from the idle pool to use as
your guide for the remainder of your investigation.
I am no happier with this than you are. The good I see in
my instructions is that I was not asked to terminate your
contract. You may continue to investigate the particulars
of Acolyte Khyomati’s murder and continue to bill for
your services. I have passed the code name up the
ranks, but I would feel better if his identity were
independently confirmed. There is something rotten in
Karasis and we have no idea how far it goes.

Instead of establishing a voice channel, Dyoniss typed out
his reply.
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Something smells about Muurai, I’m sorry you are as in
the dark as I am.
Since we talked I’ve confirmed that the killer was Boesun
Bellatin, born in Baptistia on Naiho but living in
Hardensburg for the last twenty decades. He was a
boyfriend of a woman named Bissei who was a friend of
the deceased. I have no evidence that Khyomati and
Boesun ever met.
I believe there is an intermediary involved, and I would
not be too surprised if it is the guy who dragged Muurai
off and pushed me out of the private vault. I am trying to
find out his identity, but I don’t have a name yet. I’ve
been told he was friendly with both Bissei and Khyomati.
The woman who recognized Boesun, had also seen him
with Bissei, so I think it is likely that he and Boesun
knew each other. Unless this thing is much bigger than
we want it to be, making the one covering up Muurai and
the assassin’s contact the same makes the corruption
smaller.
I will continue looking into this person and trying to pick
up the identity of DawnCloud if I can, but I believe I
would have to get back into the private records room to
find that out. The Seven know, if the message can get to
them, and they care, they will take action.

The Bishop of Sanctity was Nkammon. He was a bit of a
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hard case, not a fan of the reforms of the 42nd century. He was
known as ‘Bishop Holier than Thou’ among the acolytes who
knew him. He was stationed at Karasis Yuhal but was
frequently unavailable in his suite on the fourteenth floor
above the Sanctity offices. There had been a rumor he was
also one of the adjudicating bishops in spite of never being
officially in Belambectai. Of course all the bishops who ever
took any private time at all were rumored to be adjudicating
bishops, so that was to be expected. Still, the possibility was
there.
He tried to find what times Nkammon was away from
home in 1234101, but there was no record he could access.
He could find a record of the hearing times of Calmin vs.
Engnosk, but that didn’t do him any good right now. He
wondered if there was any other way he could make the
connection. So far he had only the supposition of minimum
crime, that way Nkammon re-assigning Muurai and the
ordering of the hit were one person. Anything else and the
cancer has to be bigger.
Was it only wishful thinking that he wanted the
conspiracy to be small? Could it be that the Temple was really
riddled with corruption, large and small, like it had been in
the 30’s? If that was the case, it was hopeless. Karasis had not
revived until he thru off the old Temple and revived thru the
people themselves. Maybe Karasis would have to do that
again, throw off the whole establishment, start from
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individuals coming together again, outside the old order, and
building a new Karasis. He hoped it wasn’t that bad.
He tried asking around with the picture of the big guy
some more. He asked at the sign-in for the stacks, no one
knew him, but the people at the gates had changed. He went
over to Twenty Four Twelve hall and was rewarded with quite
a few blank looks and a couple hostile looks before he got a
response.
“That’s Partonn, he lives on the ninth floor, about in the
middle.”
“What about this guy?” he showed him Boesun.
“No, never seen him.” He went thru the effort to load
down a picture of Bissei from his ring. “No, don’t know her
either.”
That was all he got. But he had one more bit of
information that would prove useful, a name. As he climbed
the marble stairs to the ninth floor, he looked up that name
and found one of the 411 in this basin who matched his
picture.
Partonn – Third level acolyte at Karasis Belambectai.
Serves as bailiff in Business Adjudication, security in
Records. Resides in Belambectai Temple, private
address. No network address available.
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Partonn’s space was empty and locked and there were too
many people around for him to break in. He asked one who
walked by what he knew of him. “I know he doesn’t like
people talking about him,” the man said, “but other than that
he’s nothing special. He’s big, works out, but then he’s a
bailiff and I guess that’s expected, the Instinct lets him
restrain people somewhat I guess.”
“Do you know this woman?” he showed him Khyomati’s
picture.
“She’s a fifth level from downstairs, he and Merris
managed to lure her and her friend up here a couple sleeps but
I don’t think they’re really an item.”
“What’s he do on his off hours?” Dyoniss asked.
“He doesn’t hang around here. He hangs out with Merris a
lot, they only come here if they find some willing women, or
if they’re going to sleep. Merris is the room right across from
his. If one’s home, the other is.”
“Do you know where they hang out?”
“No, they don’t talk about it and I don’t want to be rude
and spread my speculation.”
“This is about corruption among the bishops,” Dyoniss
said.
“I’m thinking much more small time, a sexual orientation
thing, but when you find them, please don’t tell them I said it
because I really have no information at all.”
“I have a couple women who claim they’re hetero,”
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Dyoniss said.
“Like I said, I don’t have any real knowledge, I just
wondered. Anyway, I was on my way to the shower,” he said
and walked off.
He had to find a connection from Partonn to the bishop,
preferably Bishop Nkammon to tie this all up nice and tight.
He really still had to find a connection from Boesun to
Partonn didn’t he? Just because they had both been with
Bissei didn’t mean they were connected. She could be the
connection, she could be the broker for that matter. What if
she had a connection to the bishop?
Digging that out was going to be hard. It was time for
noonmeal, he didn’t know anyone here but Ishthoemic, he
wondered if he would be sympathetic to his cause. He
wondered where he would be taking noonmeal, and thought it
would probably be in his cubicle or at the nearest gruel hall.
He also thought Ishthoemic would be late to his meal,
probably still in his office.
It was as he thought. All other desks were empty, the one
with janitorial duty was sweeping up. The waiting room was
empty and his assistant was gone. In spite of the noon hour it
was dim this deep in the building. Kortrax fell on the far wall
of the atrium this space faced. It was deeper in a small light
well than any residential space faced. It would have been
better lit with fiber from a suntower.
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All the doors were open, Dyoniss walked right in. “I
suspected you would still be here, I’ve come to invite you to
noonmeal.”
“I’ve got a lot of work to catch up on,” he said, “but I
imagine you also want to question me about something or you
wouldn’t be offering me a meal. I can give you a few minutes
now while I rest my eyes. What knowledge do you seek?”
“We could just as easily do this over a nice dinner, but if
you’d rather do it here, I’m fine with that. What do you know
about this man?” He showed him Partonn.
“He was seen with Khyomati and a friend of hers. I
overheard that.”
“You recognized his picture, you must have seen him
around.”
“You can see from his size that he would be noticed. He
does nothing to lower his profile either. He and another third
level buddy of his like to come over to this hall and find
impressionable recent fifth levels to take to their beds. I have
also heard it being said that they promise relationships that
they have no intention of pursuing. There are those who’s
goal is to have the largest possible variety circle, even to the
point of never seeing the same women twice.”
“Is this why you didn’t want to get into Khyomati’s love
life.”
“She had a more normal guy she saw, this man was not an
important part of Khyomati’s love life.”
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“What about this man,” he showed him the picture from
the geneticist.
“I have not seen this one.”
“Do you know if Partonn knows any adjudicating
bishops?”
“Working as a bailiff he would know them all,”
Ishthoemic said.
“Of course,” Dyoniss sighed. There was no need for
surreptitious meetings in back hallways. All that needs to be
said could go between the chatter over kahble and the
recitation of today’s docket. The bailiff was in the judge’s
private office for many minutes in the day. “I should have
thought of that.
“The second picture is Khyomati’s killer,” Dyoniss said.
He gave him his name and particulars. “I’m worried that the
other man might have set it up. It is a bishop code named
DawnCloud that bought the hit.”
“You’re sure of all this?”
“I’m sure of Khyomati’s killer, this picture was made
from DNA he left on the scene. I suspect the other, but have
no proof.”
“You have deduced all this. I am no fan of Partonn or his
means of going thru life. I would add a stricture regarding
acolytes lying to each other for favors, but it is not in the
scriptures yet. Still, I do not think he is one who could
arrange the death of another.”
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“I’ll take note of that. A positive character witness.”
“No,” Ishthoemic said, “I am not a positive witness for
Partonn, I am a hostile witness, but not so hostile that I think
he could arrange a death.”
“Somebody did,” Dyoniss said.
“His friend has the colder eyes, I fear he could do such a
thing.”
“Merris?” Dyoniss asked, “the one who was actually with
Bissei when they were together?”
“Yes,” Ishthoemic said, “I’d worry more about him than
Partonn.”
Dyoniss wrote that down, then asked, “There’s one more
thing you could do for me.”
“Yes?”
“Can you get me access to Khyomati’s friend Bissei’s
room?”
“Bissei, yes, she’s in my wing also.” He got up and went
to a cabinet. “I have that key right here.”
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21. Tenets and Strictures
Kessil hadn’t gone hunting with the girls for Noonsleep
because she got a chance to talk to Hyaisam, the second
acolyte in charge of the Hdengragger Terminus Temple
mortuary servicce. She got to tell him about Ethar, Boesun,
SleepingFourth and the whole twelfth tenet question. She
didn’t miss out on variety because she didn’t catch anything,
she missed because she was too engrossed in the conversation
about what the twelfth tenet should be. Kessil’s take was that
we don’t need another tenet at this time, what we need is
another stricture against acolytes taking out their personal
whims on the public. Hyaisam thought that was already
covered under the first stricture in the word ‘servant,’ and he
would see that it was enforced.
It seemed there was already quite a bit of interest in
Ethar’s point of view, she was not the only one hoping to
make all meat forbidden. Hyaisam assured her there was no
chance of that happening because it would cost Karasis the
people of the plains. They were now a small part of the
population, but they were such a big part of the history of
Karasis that if they were to split from Karasis, Karasis would
go with them and everyone in the other branch of the faith
would know they were in something else.
What was being given serious consideration is making a
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request that members of Karasis avoid the meat of kedas,
kargas, and all the other conscious animals that are clearly
intelligent and have a soul. He said there was no chance that
it would pass as a requirement because of the economic
consequences alone. Since the people of the plains subsist
almost entirely on mrang, which are as stupid as lon, it would
not cause a schism in Karasis. In fact, because it
acknowledged the souls of the keda, it had vigorous support
from the plainsmen.
Kessil decided she could live with that, the only time she
ate anything from the Kedoid or Blanthoid classes was on
special occasions when out. Aged properly and properly
spiced, mrang made a good enough trap mix that she
wouldn’t miss it. Hyaisam told her that some versions of the
proposed tenet included ensals in the prohibition, but none
banned chileeth, which were no more intelligent than mrang.
Even the strictest ignored all fish. That was silly because
ensals are evolved enough to form friendships and thub
decorate their spawning beaches in ways that can only be
considered a form of art.
Eating animals with souls had always bothered her, ever
since she moved to the city. While growing up on the plains
she had eaten only ensal from the forms of life that Temple
scientists have determined have souls.
As the evening of noon got later, their talk became more
abstract til they were speculating about the lives of souls
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trapped by cryogenes in the dark matter and the nature of the
civilization that brought humans to Kassidor and Kinunde in
the prehistoric past. Hyaisam is one who likes to go off on
things like that when the yaag is dark as it was in their cups
that evening, but once he starts he doesn’t want to get off it so
they were there well into Noonsleep when she eventually
stumbled home by herself.
Hyaisam knew that she had been pocket-eye enabled for
decades now, so he sent her a message instead of a runner.
Ethar would get a hearing at twenty second hour today, first
new business after lunch, she would have no problem getting
there.
She spent the morning with Yashmi weeding the morsh
beds. Yashmi has three, they were here when she bought the
place in the 111th. They are built of flat stone and are now
about two feet high, half of that added by Yashmi in the
twelve centuries she’s been here. Yashmi built the dam that
made the pond, a dam that now looks like the natural lay of
the land.
“So what do you think of this twelfth tenet talk?” Kessil
asked as they passed on opposite sides of the bed.
“I thought they only went to eleven,” Yashmi said, “and
I’m not sure I’ve been able to follow eleven.”
“You’re fine, contact with you is pleasant even when
we’re out in the hottest part of the week weeding morsh.”
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“Yeah but it shades us and were sitting on the cool
stones.”
“And noticing that we should sweep out in here again,”
Kessil said. Debris from dead leaves to seed husks left by
pillaging pests littered the stones. Actually they should sweep
it before they weed it, but at least they weren’t sitting in mud.
She was nude but for a pair of loose padded waterproof shorts
that were more of a portable seat strapped to her than
clothing.
“So what’s the twelfth tenet?”
“There are some who want it to require vegetarianism.”
“They’d loose the plainsmen.”
“No, Karasis would loose all but the plainsmen, because
Karasis would stay with them.”
“I don’t know,” Yashmi said. “I’ve been out there now,
with your mother. It’s not all it’s cracked up to be. The
scenery’s only beautiful at dawn and dusk or when there’s a
big thunderstorm. The conversation’s a lot more lively at
Zestin’s and that tribe keeps count of what you drink.”
“The tribe is pretty tight,” Kessil admitted. “You’re
expected to keep up and my mother’s people are a little more
vigilant than most. You have to admit they can drink that fire
water though.”
“Yeah,” Yashmi said, “but they don’t count that.”
“Larorlie doesn’t grow on the prairie real well. You’ll find
a little along the streams, especially if it’s rocky, but that wild
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larorlie doesn’t kick like the stuff that’s had wizards working
on it for a hundred centuries.”
“Zestin’s happy with my pods and I’ve had that vine at
least ten centuries now, maybe twelve. I know I got another in
the 113th but I don’t remember if the first one died or I just got
another one.”
“Where would they join?”
“The old one would be on the front of the house if any of
it survives. I first planted it at the base of the old stairway, but
the stairway wasn’t there at the time. The path was much
closer to the house back then but there was nobody on it. A
couple other farmers used it to get to their fields, which were
where all those other smallholds are now.”
“The vine’s still there,” Kessil said.
“Yeah, but I can’t tell if there’s a join anywhere between
the two vines or not. Sometimes if they’re from the same
parent, multiple larorlie can join into a single plant.”
“And how does this relate to the twelfth tenet?” Kessil
asked.
“I’m having enough trouble with eleven,” Yashmi said.
“You pass with flying colors,” Kessil said, “the eleventh
tenet does not require our tits to be so big they impair our
survival.”
“That’s not exactly spelled out,” Yashmi said.
“Ask around,” Kessil said, “I bet you’ll find at least three
out of four males agree that tits so big they impair a woman’s
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ability to live are unattractive.”
“Yeah, okay, so I squeak by the eleventh tenet. I don’t
smell too bad unless I just puked or just had to service the
digester. You can detect that I’m a human without medical
instruments and I can convince at least forty percent of the
human males I approach to take me to bed.”
“I would call you an effective player in the game of life in
that case,” Kessil said, “but the twelfth tenet?”
“I give up, what is it?”
“It hasn’t passed yet, but there are some that want to
proscribe all meat, and some that want to make believers
think twice about meat from animals that clearly have souls.”
“What about trap pests?” Yashmi said.
“I don’t think they would be proscribed by the liberal
wording of the tenet.”
“What’s that?” Yashmi asked.
“It is requested of all in Karasis that they not eat the meat
of creatures with souls.”
“What if I’m not sure.”
“Did you ever develop a relationship with any of the
critters that get caught in pest traps?” Kessil asked. “I agree
that they have the ability to identify their self interest and act
on it, but I don’t think they contemplate the beauty of the
universe they’re in the way a keda or karga does.”
“I never checked.”
“We should be careful of judging them because of their
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size,” Kessil went on. “The tiniest ytith are capable of
altruism and planning for the future.” She honestly wasn’t
sure herself where the boundary was. A wevn was clearly
below, a karga was clearly above, but there were a quarter
million species in between and if she was honest with herself
most of the creatures caught in their traps were much closer
to the karga than the wevn.
“So does this new tenet mean we can’t eat what’s in the
traps?”
“It hasn’t even happened yet, but activists are pushing for
it, they mean to proscribe all animal flesh.”
“Even the traps?” Yashmi asked.
“Yes, I guess, the most extreme.”
“We couldn’t eat meat here, and the pests would
overwhelm us.”
Kessil immediately saw this was going to be a bigger
issue in this basin, in any basin, than the people of the plains.
Two thirds of the people of the Ydlontrostl cities got most of
their meat from their traps. The springband trap had reduced
loss from inglethors ninety percent and had reduced the
population of most crop pest species down to levels that
occurred in the wild. Before that trap, pest inglethor
populations exploded on the boundaries of human habitation.
As long as the population could eat what was caught in
their traps and the men of the plains could continue to follow
the mrang, the tenet would succeed. If it protected either the
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mrang or the vermin, it would fail. She was sure the bishops
that decided these things were smart enough to understand
that. If a simple pneumatic engineer could figure that out,
someone in the Temple had to. “If they think about it with any
trace of reality in mind, you’ll be able to eat the fruit of your
traps.”
“Why even have a new tenet?” Yashmi said. “We’re busy
enough keeping up with the ones we have.”
“That was my point. We can educate people about the
souls in the karga and the blenth without making it a tenet.”
“Fine, make a documentary, have some fine photography
and show it at meetings. I won’t call it Temple funds wasted.”
They had lunch early enough that Kessil had a whole hour
to get to Terminus Temple. She thought about how death was
likened to a terminus in ephemeral days. Life was a one-way
ticket then, an arrow that had to be aimed in childhood toward
a moving target, but somehow had to provide for a new
generation no matter what the current conditions were.
Today no one thought about ephemerality, the terminus in
the Temple’s name had only to do with its location on the
eastern Terminus Pond of the ancient canal. It was on the
western shore, not far from where the canal itself entered the
pond. It was a simple stone building only three stories all. It
hadn’t been built until a century after the old Karasis
Hdengragger was abandoned, but that was long enough that
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the limewort was as important in its structure as the original
stone and the original whitestone had turned to brown.
It was one of the few buildings in the basin with columns
as an important part of its look, there was a row of them all
across the front, three stories tall. They were decorated with
carvings of big vines covering them, now eroded almost to
nothing and covered with enough lichen and limewort to
make them almost invisible. They were impressive to walk
between, but a waste of space and material just for an
ostentatious look.
Ethar’s hearing was being held in one of the secondary
audience chambers on the second floor. The main meeting
hall of this Temple was large, two floors in height with more
columns inside and a highly ornate speaker’s platform. There
were niches with bas reliefs around the outer walls, most of
them scenes from the first caravans. They had fared better
against the elements than the sculptures outside, but had been
blurred by repeated re-polishing and stained with centuries of
hands to the eight foot line. The area covered with the
meeting mats said that no more attended meetings of Karasis
at this Temple than the one in the tower. It was nearly empty
now and it echoed as she went thru it to get to the stairs.
She didn’t want to go in with a speech all rehearsed. She
would be questioned, not asked to speak, thus she was
concentrating on the walk and not on Ethar. When she entered
the room, Ethar was the first thing she saw. Ethar was sitting
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on a chair in the middle of the speaker’s platform facing the
room. Kessil was surprised that the room was so full, there
were over a dozen people in the audience, the first row was
already full. As she stood wondering, another couple came in,
squeezed passed her and took seats. Hyaisam was on a stool
near the edge of the speaker’s platform behind the podium. A
third level in formal robes was speaking with him in hushed
tones.
She came in and found a seat in the second row. She
thought the meeting was going to include her, Hyaisam, Ethar
and maybe another fifth level to take notes, but this third level
was standing at the noteman’s station with a thick notepad
and a cluster of pens in her hand. Ethar was looking defiant,
and mouthed a few words to some in the room. Three more
fourth levels in austere robes entered and took adjoining seats
in the back row.
Soon Hyaisam moved to the podium, held up his hands
and waited for the rustling to stop. “Let us begin these
proceedings.” He folded his hands, rested them on the
podium and leaned back. “Many of you here today have
brought a problem in Karasis to my attention. Many of you
have testified privately regarding Fifth Acolyte Ethar and her
campaigning for the twelfth tenet, among other misdeeds.
“I would like to begin by entering into the record a few
simple showings of hands. Let it be noted only the number of
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hands and not the names of those who raise them.
“How many witnesses are here today?” asked. All but the
three fourth levels and two others raised their hands. The third
level acolyte came to the center of the speaker’s platform
right behind Ethar’s chair and counted. As soon as she wrote
down the number Hyaisam asked. “How many have heard
Acolyte Ethar proselytize of a Twelfth Tenet that bans all
flesh consumption by the people of Karasis?” All the
witnesses but one kept their hand up, and the three fourth
levels raised theirs. Once they were counted he asked, “To
whom has she proselytized that all creatures should obey the
Instinct?” Most of the hands stayed up. Kessil’s did. She saw
there was a definite pattern developing here and wondered
how it had gone on so long. The third acolyte counted and
entered the new number. “How many have heard her
proselytize about hypocrisy in Karasis?” Kessil had to put her
hand down for that one. Not many of the others did. “How
many has she called selfish?” Kessil put her hand back up.
The third acolyte counted and entered that count.
“I think that is enough to make my point. I have heard and
my staff has heard many other specific complaints, one of our
fine members was told he should give up his business,
another of our fine members was told it should be her on the
slab instead of her assailant.” He came around and stood in
front of Ethar. “In the year you have been at this Temple, you
must have offended nearly every one of your flock you came
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in contact with. It is my feeling that you have failed the First
Stricture, that you have not acted as a servant of your flock. I
will now give you a chance to speak on your behalf. Can you
explain how this behavior is not a violation of the First
Stricture?”
He stepped back to the podium, she stood up and the three
fourth levels in the back cheered as if she were standing to
make a critical shot in kahble.
“The first stricture says I am the servant of all my flock. I
have been serving my flock to the best of my abilities, even
though some of the service they need may be unpleasant to
their ears. We have become decadent in our lives and we have
used Karasis to excuse pleasure seeking and luxury. We wear
finery, live in luxurious homes, dally at games and
entertainments. We lie, we cheat, and now, as many of you
know already, even the most exalted of Temple cheat for
personal gain and one of our own has paid with her life
because of it.”
The three in the back cheered again. Hyaisam held up his
hand, the whole room stared them down. “This is not an
athletic event,” Hyaisam said to them, “You may support
Ethar when called on to speak.” They desisted and Hyaisam
continued, “Action is being taken on that as we speak.”
Kessil raised her hand, Hyaisam acknowledged her, she
told them what she’d learned from Dyoniss’s message of the
previous evening, “The killer was identified last evening,”
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she said.
Hyaisam asked, “I’m sure everyone here would be
interested to know who that was?”
“Boesun Bellatin, the same Centorin who attacked me.”
“And now you have seen to his death,” Ethar burst out,
“there is no way to read him and find out who he was
working for.”
“So it would have been better after all if it was me on that
slab than him.”
“Just another way to cover up corruption in the Temple,”
one of the three shouted.
“We also have the code name of the bishop responsible,”
Kessil said.
“Do not reveal that here,” Hyaisam asked.
“More cover up,” the one of the three fourth levels
shouted once again.
“Code names change,” Hyaisam announced, “DawnCloud
has been re-assigned just fourteen decades ago.”
How significant was it that that was the Bishop
implicated?
“The Temple is corrupt,” that same guy yelled.
Keeping his voice steady, Hyaisam continued, “If your
intent is to save Ethar, you are working against yourself. You
have interrupted her chance to defend her actions with a
serious, but hopefully unrelated trouble. If your intent is to
damn Ethar by showing her to be part of a boorish,
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uncontrolled and aggressive faction within the Temple, you
are succeeding admirably.”
“Purity is what we seek,” he shouted back.
Hyaisam let him rant. The remainder of the audience
shouted him down. When it was quiet enough he continued.
“You, and all other extremists of every faith should
understand something. The human species evolved our
mental machinery of faith to allow us to join together into
something bigger than ourselves so that we could work
together to make our lives better. We did not evolve a group
mind to worship stone tablets with graven marks or exalt one
person above all others. We did it so that we could each enjoy
more security, comfort and companionship. That ‘decadence’
you decry, a comfortable place to live, adequate food and
interesting and beautiful things to occupy out minds is the
purpose of Karasis.” He paused, looked to everyone, “Who
can recite the first Tenet?”
Kessil certainly could and joined in the chorus, “We are
god, god is us. We are in god, god is in us. We are one, one is
us.”
Hyaisam went back and stood in front of Ethar again,
“Would you like to continue your defense?”
She had taken a seat during the outbursts, she stood up
again, “I believe the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts,” she said. “I believe Karasis is more than just us. As we
are more than the sum of our cells, Karasis is more than the
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sum of its members. I believe Karasis has a higher purpose
than making us all fat and lazy, and we are as incapable of
understanding that higher purpose as the cells in our body are
of understanding the purpose of our lives. I believe it is our
duty to support that higher purpose and not our own lives.”
She sat again. The three fourth levels applauded, no one else
did.
Hyaisam let that settle, leaned over the podium. “That is a
very good exposition of the cellular faith, but that is not
Karasis. We are one, we are not one point five four or even
infinity. If you believe in the cellular faith, I support you, but
I do not support transforming this Temple into a cellular faith.
If what some of your thinkers,” he glared at the fourth levels,
“say is true and it is the next stage in human evolution, good
for them, but it is not the current stage in human evolution
and we live in the present.”
He went back to the podium. “Would anyone speak on
Ethar’s behalf?”
The middle one of the three stood, “She is not trying to
cover up an acolyte’s killer.” Hyaisam was obviously having
trouble being patient, but he let him continue, “Ethar has
stood for purity in Karasis. If it is as you say, Karasis is only
here for our hedonistic enjoyment, then the loss is to
Karasis.” He drew a breath to continue, but then seemed to
think better of it and sat down.
Hyaisam went on to ask if anyone else would speak on
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her behalf, if any would speak against her. Someone got up
and said she had already spoken against herself so eloquently
that there was nothing he could add. Kessil agreed and so did
everyone else.
“Very well,” Hyaisam said when there were no more
speakers. “The outcome of this hearing is very clear. I will
have your acolyte’s robe,” he held out his hand. Reluctantly
Ethar stripped it off. She actually looked fine, tapered hips
and thighs and perky nibs. Her body was a bit pale but from
the way she was standing Kessil guessed she didn’t get out in
the nude much. “You will be given a day to vacate your
acolyte’s quarters. If in need, you will be given supplicant’s
quarters. Any duties you perform for Karasis in the future will
be under the auspices of the Sixth Tenet.”
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22. Bissei’s Room
Dyoniss woke early after a brief Noonsleep. He didn’t
want to disturb the owner of the place so he slid out of bed
and left a brief note. He rarely resorted to sleeps this casual,
but this fourth level acolyte had been most charming at
noonmeal and he was loath to disappoint people who came to
him sincerely. He’d meant to grab a quick bite and go thru
Bissei’s room last evening, but instead barely found the time
to message Kessil. When he got her message in return he
knew it was even more a priority and came very close to
saying ‘no’ to this girl in his haste to examine her room. If she
wasn’t so charming or so intriguing he might have succeeded.
Or if she hadn’t taken him for a quick dip in the Canal so he
could see her naked he might have broken free. But she was
dark and sturdy and very cute in some ways, though her face
had a bit of the heaviness of Troll women.
It was too early for breakfast, probably only fifty second
or fifty third hour. The Temple was silent at the height of
noon and he carried his sandals to prevent their slap on the
echoing stone floors. It was a few hundred yards and seven
flights of stairs, two down and five up, to Bissei’s and he
didn’t want to wake up dozens on the way.
Since Bissei had left the Blue Kite, it was possible she’d
taken a tube and returned to Belambectai. Traditionally the
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tube is out of range for a fifth level acolyte, but the fare
returns change from two irons today. She couldn’t do it
regularly, but she could come up with it if she wanted to.
More than likely her story about calling Boesun’s friends was
bullshit and there was information on that comm that damned
someone.
No doubt her encounter with Kessil was but one run
Bissei would make at that comm. She would probably try to
find where Boesun changed his clothes, she had probably
already been to the lost and found at the Blue Kite. He looked
them up as he walked, searched ‘lost and found recoveries’ at
Blue Kite and came up empty, two pocket eyes in the last four
weeks, both were popular local models working off the cities’
suntowers. No Bissei making a pickup. The pictures of those
making pickups were not her, though they seldom posted
pictures of anyone claiming something small.
At her door, he called, softly. There was no answer. He
tried the key Ishthoemic gave him and it worked. There was
no inner bolt. He didn’t trust that to mean she wasn’t home,
Dyoniss hadn’t set the bolt on their door in decades. He
entered the room. It was a bit smaller than Muurai’s, there
was only one plush reading chair besides the bed for sitting.
There was a private all-in-one with a small counter top with
mirror and lantern right outside its door, also open and empty.
There was enough room to change clothes without knocking
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something over. There was a decent sized closet and the bed
was big enough for company to sleep over. It was like any ten
penny a day room at any chain inn on the avenues. The rooms
could very well be put up under the Sixth Tenet by the same
guys who build rooms for the inns on the coach roads.
It was easy enough to see that Bissei hadn’t returned. He
shut the door and bolted it, he wouldn’t want to be surprised
by someone. There was plenty of light in the room from the
one window. She was seven floors up above an atrium, near
the top of a wall across the way, so more of the daylight sky
was visible. He could look thru the place without anyone
noticing from outside.
The first thing he noticed was her clothes. It was even
worse than what could be explained by hurried preparations
for leaving, more like everything was wet and had to be
thrown around the room to dry. He might as well catalog the
clothing that was left out first, mainly because he would have
to do that to have any other surface clear. The generous closet
was nearly empty, he put things back in there as he
determined they were not of interest. The clothing was
everywhere, but nothing else was. Her toiletries had not been
trashed, nor her reading matter. The doors and panels were
open, but not violently.
His favorite theory, taking the scene as a whole, she
needed to set all her clothes out to decide what to take, and
she was in too much of a hurry to put it all back. He wasn’t
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under any compulsion to put it back in perfect order, but he
didn’t go out of his way to make it mussed either. There was
some chance he was wrong and an unknown party had come
in and trashed the place after she left, but he didn’t think so
because of the books and toiletries.
All his lenses showed him that there were no unusual
telltales on anything. He took semen samples from three of
her lovers in case, but he wasn’t going to turn them in unless
he needed it. He was pretty sure he knew who the important
ones were, but he might have to document them for the
official record, he wasn’t sure how those things worked in the
Temple. His snifter told him that Bissei had been worried and
angry when she left, and she left plenty of that marker on the
clothes left behind. There was evidence that she was not
particularly hygienic about her clothing, some had been refolded and stored without washing.
Once he got them out of the way he inspected the all-inone and dressing area, not expecting to find a lot there that
would pertain. Other than noting that there were products to
keep her female parts in top shape and flavorful, he found
nothing special. She kept no notes hidden in drawers or
hampers, kept no data pins or other incongruous items in the
area. The all-in-one was clean; not quite spotless, but she was
no wevn.
People were up when he got to the desk and bookcase, but
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he wanted at least a quick look before going for some
breakfast. There wasn’t much in the desk. A few statements
from her financial house, some assignment sheets, some
ledgers she was auditing and some notes pertaining to them.
There was a location of her workspace address in the stacks
and a key to it. He kept them both, there might be more there
than here.
There was a note from Partonn, he thought, the signature
was atrocious but the handwriting itself was decent. It had
nothing incriminating, but she certainly knew him quite
intimately according to this. There was nothing of Boesun’s.
If she had been with him for weeks, there should be
something of his here. A body wash if nothing else, but he
found none of it, not even evidence that Centorin products
had been used in this space. He doubted Boesun was the type
who would have gone completely native. Dyoniss already
knew that he sheared his hair mechanically, somewhere he
had the tools to do that. Many Centorins scraped their faces to
let the skin show instead of getting their facial follicles
modified like normal people. Hair treatments don’t even
require a pill but come as a cream or lotion.
By the time he had gone thru all her paperwork as
thoroughly as he could, he was late for breakfast. He didn’t
bother trying to pretend he hadn’t been here. He put things
back where they were, but he wasn’t going to try to scatter the
closet all around the room again. If Bissei had spent the sleep
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in Hdengragger, she probably had more business there and
wouldn’t be back til the evening. If one or more of her friends
had keys, they might come in and would probably not notice
anything out of place.
To find food he had to leave the Temple anyway at this
hour, so he crossed the bridge back into Hest and found a sitdown near the tube station. Enlin should be in by now, but
they had set up no meeting and Belambectai was a big
enough city that he couldn’t cover all the brunch places. He
would get over to his new apartment before the day ended.
Breakfast was a really great fruit bread and creams, which he
had barely started, when the girl from Noonsleep showed up.
“You must have left just before I got up if you’re still eating.”
“I just got here, but I’ve been almost ten hours at work.
Are you just getting up?” he asked. They hadn’t exhausted
themselves, she was actually pretty sweet, considering how
athletic she looked and how firm her flesh was.
“Yeah, I lingered in the shower also.”
She had only a gauzy sheath on and with nibs as dark as
hers they showed very plainly. “I’m glad you’re not mad at
me for leaving, I couldn’t sleep.”
“Not at all, I’ve got no claim, I had a great time and got to
sleep in. I have no duty til Nightday and if you allow me to
join you for brunch it will end as just about a perfect
encounter.”
“Yes, please.” He was glad, he liked this girl and was glad
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she hadn’t been offended. He had been clear that this was
casual. She said she was fine with that, but so had Muurai.
She was soon back with a didd crossed with grilled
yellow-stripe strips and a set of Elvish pin-tongs to eat it with.
“I’ve never seen anyone do this with rogus flakes before.”
They are usually deep fried with the salt left in. These were
desalted and steamed so they were soft like lon instead of
crunchy. After taking a couple, she held them up on the tongs
to him to try. It tasted more like lon or rinko than rogus
flakes, and the sauce was lively.
“So what were you doing earlier?” she asked.
“I’m investigating the death of acolyte Khyomati,” he
said. “This morning I had to go over a room for evidence.”
“Detective work.”
“That’s what I do.”
“Yeah, I knew that, I just thought a lot of it would be in
the lab.”
“There are lenses out now that make a lot of the crime
labs obsolete. Nucleic acid analysis is almost the only thing I
have to bring to the lab any more.” He got out his plastics
lens and let her look at it. These were pretty cheap but would
let her see what he meant. “If you look thru this, anything
made of plastic will change color to indicate what kind of
plastic it is. Red is softer, blue is harder, darker is stronger.”
“Wow,” she said, looking around. There were quite a few
little plastic things in view, the clips on her shoulderbag, the
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pops that held her gauzy sheath on the left, the fake mrang
teeth on the necklace she was wearing.
“So do you know either of these guys?” He showed her
the pictures.
“He’s a third acolyte in Twenty Fourth Hall somewhere,”
she said about Partonn. “I’ve seen him around but I don’t
know his name. This other one is a really strange photo, the
lighting is so flat and the background is so plain.”
“It’s a virtual model of how someone would look, based
on a sample of their DNA.”
“Ah, but I’ve never seen him.”
“Did you know Khyomati?”
“I might have seen her around, I think she looked a lot
like a third acolyte from decades ago who used to be here, her
name was Klantalle. I didn’t know her either but she got
expelled for falsely accusing Bishop Nkammon.”
“That’s interesting. She also looks a lot like an acolyte
who was working with me who was suddenly transferred by
Bishop Nkammon.”
It was tempting to dally after brunch, he was sure he’d
have gotten an invite if he tried, but he had work to do. His
next stop was Bissei’s work area in the stacks. It was not as
easy to get in here today as it was with Muurai. He had no
talisman to show them. It looked like a miniature dream
catcher to him, and it hung from a fob. It was a marker for
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one of the plains tribes, maybe meaning they could trace their
ancestry there?
He was on a bench in the outer hallway near the booth
waiting for clearance. They had complained that his case was
closed, he had to get them to talk to acolyte Yaigo to get past
that. That had been at least a half hour ago. While he was
waiting, Partonn walked by and went into the booth. He
didn’t look at Dyoniss, maybe pointedly. He was in there only
a short time, and left in the other direction, maybe so he
wouldn’t have to notice Dyoniss. As soon as he was gone, the
doorman called to Dyoniss and cleared him to go inside.
He didn’t go straight to Bissei’s station, he went instead
toward Khyomati’s and took a few wrong turns to see if he
was followed. It looked like no one was interested, so he
moved on toward Bissei’s locker. It took him some trouble to
find it, he had to ask twice. It was up in a turret of the
Temple, disconnected from the remainder of the stacks,
linked by one spiral stair with bookcases lining its sides. The
stair went up what seemed like five stories before there was a
landing with slightly wider spaces on the next three floors.
The desks were on the lowest of those. There didn’t seem to
be anyone else in this whole wing.
He looked around this area quickly before he opened her
desk. In this area were stored the ledgers for this Temple’s
internal finances. There were several for each year, a main
one and several projects, or a separate one for important
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cases. He wondered if any of them were pertinent to his case.
Rather than look thru any of them now, he opened her desk to
see what she was working on.
Her current task seemed to be entering data in those
ledgers. Her desk was crammed with invoices, most of them
paid, some past due, some disputed. The current ledger for the
refurbishment of judgment room three was open on her desk.
He couldn’t be sure, but he suspected that her present work
had nothing to do with his case.
There was a heavy grill that could be used to seal this part
of the stacks from the other, and it shut with a clink of heavy
crystal that made him jump. He saw a hand twist and remove
the key, its owner just out of sight around the curve in the
steps. He jumped to the the grill but it was futile. He already
knew there was no other exit from this part of the stacks. He
was pretty sure this meant he must be getting close and
whoever he was closing in on knew it.
He wondered if the girl he spent the sleep and brunch
with was actually bait, working for the bishop he was looking
for, who he was pretty sure was Nkammon by now.
Nkammon is one of the most powerful people in the Temple
who aren’t on the Circle of Seven. The department of Sanctity
is extremely powerful. They see themselves as the only
protector of the Temple and the faith. They see the remainder
of the Temple as hedonistic, and the general population as
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worse. The bishop himself was the strictest in all of Karasis,
and everyone knew that the world was going to change if he
ever became a member of the Seven, change almost as much
as it would have if the general had succeeded.
“Investigator Dyoniss,” a voice said from just down the
turn in the stairs.
He was just far enough that Dyoniss couldn’t get a look at
him. He was trying to disguise his voice, make it sound
deeper, but the law of minimum evil, the size of the arm that
reached up to shut the grill, as well as the voice, all agreed
that this had to be... “Acolyte Partonn.”
“I have to ask you some questions.”
“Why not come up here and ask them like a sensible
person instead of thinking you’re in disguise down there.”
“You are the investigator of the antidote, I’ve learned
about that. I know you’ve recovered over a thousand tabs, but
there is no data on how many you’ve kept for yourself.”
“I took one, twenty decades ago, I never kept any, you can
come up and ask your questions like a civilized being.”
“As long as I stay down here you mistake me for someone
named Partonn. Where did you sleep?”
“What business is it of yours?”
“You were within Temple grounds, it is Temple business.”
“What branch?”
“I am asking the questions, where did you sleep?”
“None of your business,” Dyoniss said, “next question?”
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“Has it occurred to you that I will not unlock this door til
you answer my questions?”
“I should think a guy like you might be able to figure out
that the honorable man does not talk about his encounters
with random skulkers too cowardly to show themselves.”
“So you met someone?” Partonn asked.
“And?”
“Who?”
“We didn’t exchange names,” Dyoniss told him, honestly.
“How romantic.”
“It was,” Dyoniss said, “a sweet girl really, I wish her the
best.”
“I’m touched, where can I find her?”
“I found her at the dining area in the third floor atrium
between twenty ten and twenty eleventh halls.”
“How will I recognized her?” Partonn asked.
“Long dark hair, dark eyes, dark nibs.” That should cover
about two thirds of the girls there. “Cute face, nice smile.”
That was still over half.
“Very funny.”
“Most of the audience will think hiding under the
stairway is funnier.”
“Where were you between bed and brunch?”
There was probably a record of him taking the key. “I was
looking for evidence.”
“Where?”
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He sighed, like he didn’t want to give this up, even though
he knew it was probably written down. “Fifth Acolyte
Bissei’s quarters.”
The silence was telling. Partonn coughed, cleared his
throat, asked, “By who’s authority?”
“You don’t have that in your notes?” Dyoniss asked.
“If I leave you here, you’re going to get quite thirsty
before anyone finds you.”
Dyoniss could message the desk on his pocket eye, if he
couldn’t find a way to poke thru the grill and unlock it. “I’ll
take that chance.” He wasn’t going to give up Ishthoemic,
even though Temple records would know it. He was
beginning to hope this cancer was not very extensive and the
conspirators might not have free access to Temple records, or
at least this one didn’t. There could be more than one group
of villains. Nkammon himself would not be refused anything,
but Dyoniss doubted that Nkammon himself knew that
Dyoniss was on the grounds.
“By who’s authority?”
“If you were really working for the Temple, you would
know, it’s recorded.”
He muttered something, but might have been writing.
“When was the last time you saw Acolyte Muurai?”
Dyoniss laughed, “So she got away from you? Good for
her.”
“When?” he asked. The last of the disguise on his voice
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was gone.
“When you dragged her away,” he said. He was going to
show him he knew he was taking her to see bishop Nkammon
or one of his men, but decided not to play that just yet.
“Tell me who she’s working for and I’ll let you out of
there.”
“She hasn’t really said,” Dyoniss told him, “but I suspect
it’s a secret, under-cover branch of the Stricture Ministry in
the Department of Sanctity. Some kind of internal
investigation unit.”
“No, I mean who’s she really working for?” That meant
that Partonn already knew that much.
“I didn’t really know even that much, I just guessed.”
Partonn snorted and went stomping down the stairs,
leaving Dyoniss to call the the stack’s desk and have them
send someone out. Getting the requisite people here and the
requisite permissions took almost an hour and it was
twentieth hour by the time he got out.
He went back to Bissei’s and found she was back. She
answered his call, dressed this time, in a lacy, soft-knot
sheath. “Dyoniss right?” she asked.
“Yes, investigating Khyomati’s demise. Do you mind if I
ask you a few more questions?”
“Not at all,” she said, “come in.” He thought she really
did mind but didn’t want to look suspicious. She sat on the
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bed, he took the reading chair.
“You and Khyomati were friends weren’t you?”
“Yes, best of, why?”
“And you were seeing Boesun?”
She flinched, but forged ahead, “Just for a couple weeks, I
admit I was infatuated badly and showed him off to everyone.
But what does that have to do with any of this?”
“Boesun was Khyomati’s killer.”
She acted out that hitting her hard, but Dyoniss was pretty
sure she already knew. She wailed and pounded the bed, then
suddenly stopped and said, “I don’t believe you.”
“His DNA was on the scene, he scraped his hand and
wrist trying to dislodge her foot from the railing.”
“You’re just saying that.”
“You’re acting like a clown,” Dyoniss said. “I think you
knew he was her killer. You’re probably working for this
man,” Dyoniss pulled up a picture of Partonn and handed it to
her.
Her eye bounced off the eyepiece and she looked up at
him defiantly, “I don’t know him.”
“You couldn’t have bounced up so quickly if you didn’t
know him immediately, shall I say intimately. He’s your third
level on Twenty Four Twelve Hall. He and his friend had
been with you and Khyomati on numerous occasions, I think
you told me.”
“Just because he’s on the same hall, what makes you think
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he was one of the guys we were fucking?”
“Do you deny it?” He wondered if he should pick up the
turgid note over there on the desk. He wondered if she had
left it out, she probably had. So far she didn’t seem to suspect
he was the one who had been in here. He wondered who she
did suspect.
“Of course I deny it, I’ve never seen this guy before.”
“What if one of your neighbors say’s you’re lying?”
“Then she’s lying,” Bissei said.
“What if I find others who saw you together?”
“If we were together, I don’t remember, but whatever he’s
done, I had no part in it.”
He didn’t believe that, but let her think he might. Instead
he asked, “Did Khyomati and Boesun ever meet?”
“No, not once, not even from a distance. I was with
Boesun only a few weeks. I was broke and he was generous.
He had a good long one and liked oral, I’ve got a bit of a
fetish that comes out at times, he was drawing it out. That
wouldn’t be a good time to hang with Khyomati so we only
said ‘hi’ a couple times in those weeks. We had breakfast one
day when Boesun didn’t get up but we hadn’t gone out
hunting since I met Boesun.”
“What about Partonn and Boesun?”
“No, never,” she said with assurance and then followed it
up with, “as far as I know. Since I’d never seen this Partonn
guy, and Boesun never mentioned him, or whatever he’s
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supposed to have done.”
“How do you know he’s done anything?” Dyoniss said.
“You’re investigating him. You’re trying to pin me as his
accomplice.”
“Thank you for informing me of what I’m doing here,”
Dyoniss said. “All this time I thought I was just trying to
figure out why you wanted Boesun’s comm.”
She reacted to that also, then said, “So you’ve messaged
Kessil,” she said. “Did you tell her we’d met?”
“I will,” he said. “What’s so special about that comm?”
“All his friends are on it, I wanted to contact them and tell
them what happened to him.”
“Past tense.”
“I found his comm, if you must know,” she reached into
her bag and held it up. It was the same model as his, one of
the most common and cheapest, “seeing as you’re a detective
first and an interlude as it suits you. Or should I say, as it suits
those you interrogate.” She was saying that when she was the
one who asked for favors. “I contacted his friends.”
“What app did you use to notify his friends?” he asked.
“Voice channel, it’s the only one I know.”
“What’s it called in Centish?”
“I have no idea, the button is down in the lower right on
the first page. Any button can make the whole screen change,
but the button in the upper left will get you back to the main
page eventually when you get lost.” She handed him the
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comm and showed him the button, it was Phone, a featureless
select and call. He activated it and could see that all Boesun’s
contacts were in there. Before she could stop him, he called
Billy’s comm. It went thru, meaning that comm was out there.
“What are you doing?” she said. “Give that back.”
He held it out of her reach, let it ring. “If you have some
nefarious part in this,” he said, “you would probably want to
leave the cities before your picture shows up on shunning
posters. If you are guilty of nothing more than what you have
admitted to, you will probably retain your robes. I know you
lied about Partonn. I don’t know what part he plays in this,
but I will know before long.”
Billy’s comm went to voice mail, still holding it out of her
reach he left a message in Common Tongue. “If you have
found this communication module, please return it to Dyoniss
at Gaiiss Investigations, seventy eighth floor commercial,
Tower of the Blue Kite, East Hdengragger of the Ydlontrostl
Cities. Elevator will be paid,” he quickly added at the end.
“What do you think you are?” she shouted as he did that,
trying to reach the comm, “some all powerful wizard. You
have no idea what you’re talking about. I tried to help you,
told you all I know about Khyomati. She was my best friend
dammit, do you think I would set her up to get killed, or do
anything to protect anyone who would harm her?”
As soon as he was done Dyoniss switched off the comm
and let it drop on the bed next to her. He repeated the address
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of Billy’s comm to himself over and over to memorize it.
A man burst thru the door, a fourth level in business
robes. “What’s going on in here?” he asked.
Bissei launched into about the same tirade she’d given
Dyoniss. As she was doing that Dyoniss said, “She’s mixed
up in the death of the Centorin she was seeing.”
“Bissei, I don’t know about you,” he said, “trouble seems
to follow you. First Khyomati and now this.”
While he said that Dyoniss wrote down the network
address before he forgot it. Khyomati immediately grabbed
Boesun’s comm and put it back in her bag. Dyoniss was
pretty sure he remembered the address of Boesun’s comm and
wrote that down too. As soon as he was done he said, “I’m
Dyoniss of Gaiiss Investigations,” to the fourth level who had
come in. “I’ve been contracted by the Temple to look into
Khyomati’s murder.”
“Oh, have you found anything?”
“She was killed by a Centorin named Boesun, the one
Bissei has been hanging with lately.”
“He’s lying,” Bissei said, “he doesn’t know a thing.”
“I know that Centorin guy was creepy,” the fourth level
said.
“You can get out of here, both of you. You have no right
to come in here and accuse my friends of such things.” She
turned to the fourth level, “You know how tight I was with
Khyomati, he thinks I had something to do with her murder.”
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“Well you were always calling her a prude and badgering
her about what she was working on. I doubt she would have
called you tight.”
“Oh get out, both of you get out. This is my room, do I
have to call security?”
“I’m going,” the fourth level said, “Partonn is just too
unpleasant to deal with.”
“Get out!” she shrieked, and the guy ducked out the door.
Dyoniss was right on his heels. “Remember those
shunning posters,” he said as he closed the door.
He didn’t get a chance to look over Boesun’s contact list
in detail but it was more likely the contact that set this up, and
maybe others, was on Billy’s comm. A comm that was still
out there somewhere receiving messages, storing them.
Maybe the request for the final settling of Khyomati’s killing.
He understood how important that was now, he wondered
who else was going realize that. He wondered who else
would have a resource like Engsahr to call into service in the
hunt. Certainly anyone high ranking in the Temple. Certainly
Bissei would be telling Partonn what happened within the
next few minutes. He didn’t need to be here in Belambectai
any more, he needed to be in Hdengragger watching Engsahr
hunt the location of that device on the Centorin network.
He had to spare the time to say hi to Enlin, he would just
need to make it short. He found him at his new apartment,
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unpacking his crates and carrying boxes up. There was a
different girl with him, not dressed as richly as Talis, not as
flamboyant but with beautiful waist-length hair, a smooth and
plush body and a really pretty face looking at lot like one of
Kessil’s granddaughters.
“Another surprise,” Enlin said, “What are you doing
here?”
“The case I’m working on brought me here and the
Temple gets the tube miles donated. I’ve got to get back to the
office before thirtieth hour so I don’t have much time.” He
picked up one of the boxes and followed them up the stairs.
“So what’s the other surprises?” Dyoniss asked him, looking
toward the pretty behind of the girl on the stairs ahead of him.
“Shinteel and I met on the canal glider on the way from
Orazig Hest,” he said.
“And Talis?”
“She got off at Mefmun, her company wouldn’t give her
the extra time after we got delayed. They paid for a fast coach
from there.”
It would have been more cost effective to put her on a
tube, but since they were still considered a luxury, people
made dumb decisions about it, as he had done for centuries. It
was four stories to the apartment, they saved their breath for
the climb.
“Here’s the other surprise,” he said when they had
deposited their loads in the main room. “A company pocket
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eye that I get to keep,” he said and showed it off. “It’s got a
holoprojector and everything.”
Dyoniss looked it over. It was a little big and
cumbersome, making a pocket bulge, but it would be easy to
type on and it obviously had phosphors that would let it be
used in the dark. Dyoniss entered its address into his pocket
eye, they would be able to message any time they wanted. “It
shows how much they think of you already,” he said.
“I’ll take that as a good omen,” Enlin said.
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23. Billy’s Comm
Kessil was glad to get the message that Dyoniss would be
back in time for duskmeal. She found a quiet tap near the tube
station and waited there, watching the people bathing in
Terminus Pool. There was one guy in particular she kept
looking at, not that she would want anyone like that, but he
was so overbuilt he was a spectacle, and he was flexing and
flirting with any females that showed any interest at all.
A lot of the youngsters in the area came here, she
remembered coming here with Enlin often when he was one.
He had been a great one-decade kid, active and happy most of
the time. She noticed another little boy about that age, maybe
closer to two, but still short of puberty, who reminded her of
Enlin at that age.
It was still early yet, Kortrax was a few diameters from
the horizon and the cooks were only starting to set up for
duskmeal. She looked and found it was still twenty fourth
hour. As she slipped the pocket eye back into its pocket,
Dyoniss appeared on the tube platform. She got up and met
him at the bottom of the steps.
They slid into each other and enjoyed a nice long kiss of
greeting. “You’re waiting for me?” he asked.
“In case you weren’t heading right back to the house,” she
said.
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“I was going to try and catch Engsahr,” Dyoniss said,
“although he may leave early on Afternoondays. I probably
shouldn’t have stopped to see Enlin.”
“Yes you should,” she said, “this trail is weeks old
anyway.”
“It might not be, we have to find the comm of Boesun’s
friend Billy.”
“The one who was killed by the witch,” Kessil said.
“They never found his comm.”
“Then it has to be still on that tower.”
“Unless he left it somewhere.”
“Wherever it is,” Dyoniss said, “it’s still taking calls and
Engshar can locate it.”
There is a new streetcar driver in the area who does a
route around the pool and then out Howling Chorus to Blue
Kite plaza where he loops around and goes back down
Howling Chorus to the pond. He was going the other way
around the pond, but it really didn’t matter, the climb onto the
bridge was only two stories and the motor on this hardly
slowed down for it. It was crowded and they didn’t get
adjoining seats. It is only ten minutes to the Blue Kite. She
noticed surveyors were still at work along the avenue. She
hoped it really would be an extension of the tube line to the
Blue Kite, that could save a half hour if this streetcar wasn’t
around.
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The elevator took as long, but they were together. He used
the time to catch her up on everything that happened today
and showed her the picture of Boesun that had been generated
from his DNA. She told him about Ethar’s expulsion and
what was new on the Twelfth Tenet. He was willing to give
up karga and lentosaur, but not the inglethors from the traps.
He agreed this issue could split the faith, and that would be
bad for the people of the basin.
Kessil hadn’t been to his office in a few years, but she
continued to like the changes. The main office with the big
windows was now the employee lounge, Dyoniss and Gaither
continued to have their offices on each side of it. All the desks
were now on this floor where the natural light and air from
the lounge reached all of it. All the files and labs were on the
floor below. The atmosphere here had an echo of the main
tent of a plains tribe, but she wasn’t sure how. It could be just
the wall hangings and open space, but she thought it had more
to do with the way the people worked together.
Several people interested in several cases slowed Dyoniss
on his way toward the stairway, taking almost as long as the
journey from the tube station. By the time they finally got
down to Engsahr’s lab, he was gone. He had left a note that
he would be in Nightday, something Dyoniss assured her was
quite unusual for Engsahr.
Dyoniss chafed at the delay, but they managed to salvage
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a good evening and Dusksleep out of it, spending a few hours
at Zestin’s socializing with the neighbors and a few hours at
home socializing with each other.
The possibility that the comm could be on the tower had
come up and since she had nothing pressing this Nightday,
she followed him back to his office out of curiosity. Engsahr’s
place is highly decorated, but with random collections of
photovoltaic apparatus and lots of flat panel displays and lots
of device or software cheat sheets taped in front of the
bookracks that weren’t used as often.
“Dyoniss,” he said, “what brings you to the office today?
Kessil, nice to see you, you’re looking better every day. Is it
true what I heard about you and the witch?”
“We’re not an item,” she said dryly. “I’m still with
Dyoniss.”
“I heard that you were filmed on Old Eleven?”
“I deny it in public,” Kessil said.
“How’s the movie coming?” he asked.
“They’ve signed a production company.”
“Interesting,” he said. He finally looked up to get
Dyoniss’ answer to his question.
“This brought me here,” Dyoniss said, and held the
notepad with the address of Billy’s comm. “It’s a device I’d
like to find, and another address I’d like to clone to this one,”
he showed his own comm.” Engsahr took the note and
studied it. “The one I want to clone belongs to Boesun, the
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guy who killed Khyomati, that antidote case in Karasis Yuhal.
It’s his friend’s comm that I want to find, the friend that was
killed by the witch. We need to find his friend’s comm. I
believe it will have contact info for the person who arranged
the killing, who may confirm who paid for the killing.”
“I hate that antidote,” Engsahr said. “It sounds like the
Empire in here sometimes.”
“If we didn’t do what we could about it, it might sound
like the Empire on our streets.”
“Yeah, I know. So you want to locate his friend’s comm?”
“That’s the problem,” Dyoniss said.
“That’s on the motionless stars, I’m sure you know that.”
“I know, but you got into Centorin’s tube scheduler.”
“Yeah, and I’ve got diagnostic taps into the motionless
stars also, but it’s not been run in awhile. Let me see if the
login still works,” he started typing. “This password’s
expired, I’ve got to go thru the recovery questions. Let me see
that box of cards on the second shelf over there,” he pointed
and Dyoniss fetched it. He keyed in some numbers off of it,
then handed it back. “I can’t get as detailed a position from a
Centorin device, all we can learn is what scan cell it’s in. I’ve
got to calibrate the scan cells on this again, it’s been that long
since I used it.”
He was padding his keyboard like a chippongga player in
a lectroshock band, flailing at it while caressing the position
key with his thumb. He announced that, “That satellite is
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rocking up there, we’re three cells off to the west and two to
the north. Okay, now make the call, I’ll trap the dial code.”
Dyoniss scratched at the Centorin pocket eye awhile. She
knew the audio signal for when the call connected, heard it go
to record mode soon after.
“It’s not far from here, the scan cell covers the top of
Hdengragger bluff and a strip of land along the bottom of it.”
Kessil pointed on the map which had shown up on one of
his flat screens, “Old Eleven,” she said. “He went up that
tower with his comm on him, but neither him nor the comm
ever came down.”
“You can’t be sure it’s on the tower, the scan cell is two
hundred yards on a side.”
“We know he was on the tower,” she said. “It’s possible
he dropped it off the tower...”
“It would have never survived the fall,” Dyoniss said.
“So it has to be up there.”
“He could have stashed it at the bottom,” Engsahr said.
“Yeah,” Kessil said, “there’s a maintenance shed near the
base, it would be safe in there.”
“It could be anywhere in that scan cell,” Engsahr pointed
out.
“I’ll be quite surprised if it’s anywhere but that tower.”
Cloning his comm onto Boesun’s comm’s address wasn’t
that big a job, it meant that any calls and messages Boesun’s
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comm got would also go to his. He really only needed to
listen in, but it was just as easy to set it up so he could take
the calls also if he was so inclined. He remembered to set it
up with a special sound so he would know if messages and
voice requests were for him or for Boesun. Normally no one
ever called him on the Centorin comm, he only used it to look
up data on the Centorin network. If he was working a case in
Hardensburg he might get voice calls on it, but he didn’t
expect any now.
Engsahr assured Dyoniss that Boesun’s comm would
never know that the calls were cloned, and the likelihood that
the supervisory software on the motionless stars would
discover it was minimal. Centorin companies cloned the
comms of their employees all the time, it would take someone
suspicious of this happening with quite a bit of authority over
the Centorin network to find it. She knew Dyoniss had a lot
of confidence in Engsahr’s skills, after all he’d been tapped
into the Empire’s tube network for half a century without
getting caught.
Getting up Hdengragger bluff is no small task. It rises
over a thousand feet above the canal, the streets are narrow
and steep on the way up there, and it’s not the most
personable of the city’s inhabitants that make homes on these
hard slopes. The terraces of smallholds are tall along these
streets and the final ascent is cliff face in spots and the few
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paths are often slippery gravel, any steps cut in are shallow
and steep, often little more than notches.
The dark is absolute, no one shows a lantern on these
paths, anyone out at this time of the week brought their own
torch or walked by feel alone. It was chilly for the middle of
spring and a sporadic drizzle was beginning to fall. As they
neared the top of the bluff, it was colder yet and she feared
the rough steps would be icy. They weren’t dressed warm
enough for up here, they needed gloves and boots as well as
the sleeves, leggings and nightcoats they wore already.
There are a couple rough farms on the lip of the bluff
between the cliff top and the wheel. One raises scamp on this
windy, rocky, treeless ground and the flock came to beg as
they went by. They are not fenced in so isolated an area, and
some were so bold as to put a row or two of feet up their leg
and had to be pushed away. The farmer was lucky someone
didn’t take a knife to them as they were prime age for
slaughter. She idly wondered if they had enough soul to be
banned by the Twelfth Tenet, if there was to be one.
Once up on the bluff, the creak and whoosh of the
windwheels was pervading. Old Eleven is the middle of the
three five-sail wheels on the northwest end of the peak. The
other two were busy, for the breeze was steady if mild and
they sounded strong and in good repair. They were ten
centuries newer than Eleven, and had no witches resident in
their control rooms. Old Eleven was still motionless, its slack
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sails listlessly flapping in the dark above.
The base of Old Eleven is surrounded by a low fence. It is
now in such poor repair that it doesn’t even serve as a reliable
marker of the boundary of Mbeshna’s property. The shed
itself is cast stone block with a timber and slate roof. There is
a good sturdy door and the lock is modern. The guide rope for
the supply bucket came down to a big crystal anchor beside
the front of the shed. The bucket wasn’t there, presumably
somewhere up the rope, too far for her torch to find in this
gloom.
“Someone has to be here,” Kessil said.
“I thought there was a guy stationed up there?”
“He left the bucket down here, and I was told he came
down last week right after I left.”
“If it wasn’t for what Engsahr told us, I would have
thought he kept the comm,” Dyoniss said.
“I thought so too, I told Bissei to go find him.”
“What do we do now?” Dyoniss asked.
“Depends on who’s up there. I doubt it would be anyone
from Mbeshna power at this time of the week.”
“What if it’s your man going back to get the comm? He
might have stashed it somewhere.”
“He’s no more ‘my man’ than she was ‘my witch,’” Kessil
said.
“Your company’s man,” Dyoniss corrected. It wasn’t her
company either, it was Mbeshna’s, but she wouldn’t refuse to
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be identified with the company itself, just some of its
members.
“Could it be him?”
“I can think of a few people I’m sure it couldn’t be,
Yashmi for one, but most of the rest of the population could
be. You see how well that fence protects the site from
meddling. I wouldn’t be surprised if a dozen people have
been up since the site was abandoned and the bucket was kept
down here.”
“So we don’t know who’s up there?”
“I don’t, no one is scheduled to be up there, so I’m rather
confident this is not a regular maintenance visit by a Mbeshna
employee.”
“Whoever it is doesn’t seem to have any lights on.”
“A light up there can be seen from the Hdengragger
regional office,” she said.
“So it’s someone without official permission.”
“I’m quite confident,” Kessil said.
“Well; we can’t do anything til they come down.”
“Not quite true, but I’m sure you won’t like the
alternative.”
The shed contained some plumbing, flow and pressure
meters, some valves, quite a few tools and emergency
climbing supplies. There was a kit for getting up the tower by
climbing the guide rope. It consisted of special knots and
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bands that could be looped around the guide rope in such a
way that downward pressure tightened them and upward
pressure loosened them so they could be moved. One straps a
set to their feet and another to their hands, and lifts one then
the other all the way up the rope.
She could see that Dyoniss was terrified of that. In truth
she was too. A hundred and fifty seven feet is a very long way
to do that, and a very long way to fall. If there was someone
up there with the antidote, a decent knife would get thru this
guide rope in less than a minute, though it was crystal
reinforced. There was no way of knowing when this rope was
last replaced, it could well fall of its own accord.
“If this was a Centorin movie there would be thunder and
lightning happening right now,” Kessil said as she got the
climbing knots ready.
“I’m glad it’s not a movie,” Dyoniss said, “but the noise
would cover any noise we make.”
“We’ll have to be careful when we’re up there. The noise
from the other wheels will help hide us, that’s pretty loud
when you’re up there. Do you want to go first or second?”
she asked.
“I’ll go first but you show me how it’s done.”
“I’ve never done this either you know. I’ve gone up the
towers only a handful of times in my career and only once on
the outside and that was on the crystal stairway with a rail, on
a still light day.” She said that as she climbed to the shed roof.
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She wrapped her knots around the rope and pulled the collar
band. It seemed to work as advertised. She put the other one
on her feet and tried that. It took a little fumbling to get it
right, she had to wrap her feet around the rope. She went up a
little way.
“It’s going to be a workout,” she said, “but it seems safe
enough. I’ll blink my light once when I get into the bucket.”
“I thought I was going first?”
“It would be silly to change now. I won’t let whoever’s up
there know I’m there. I’ll wait for you.”
It was a lot harder than it looked and she was soon
exhausted. She had to stop and rest. It wasn’t very restful
when you’re so far off the ground and she noticed the wind
swing the rope more than she expected. If the wind got gusty
this would be more than stupid. Dyoniss and his light were
barely bigger than stars from up here. She made the mistake
of looking up and seeing that the remaining climb looked just
as high as it ever did.
She had to move much slower after that. Move once, pant
twice, little by little. She avoided looking at anything. It got
even colder. If it went below freezing this drizzle was going
to coat everything in ice. There was rarely frost in Iyosaign
but it wasn’t unknown. She’d climbed inside stairs in towers
before and took many rest stops on the way, but took no more
than ten or fifteen minutes to get to the top. This was hours, a
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whole section of her life it seemed.
When she came in sight of the top, she went slower.
Narrulla was nearing full by now, but the ceiling of clouds
blocked most of the light. Still there was enough to see the
outline of the wheelhouse against the sky, and the supply
bucket drawn up alongside the balcony. She was on the far
side of the bucket from the balcony, something she hadn’t
thought about before. She was going to have no good way to
climb off this rope.
Now that she was close, she could see a little light in the
wheelhouse. It wasn’t as bright as a full candle, but brighter
than the outside. The light was flickering like a candle, but in
different colors. She could hear sounds also, what sounded to
her like a whispered, nasal conversation in Centish.
She resolved to maintain total silence, and slowly lifted
herself the last thirty feet til she was right below the supply
bucket. Somehow she would have to climb into there, but the
lower guide ring on the bucket wouldn’t allow her to climb
any higher.
Until now the dark had protected her from the height, but
now that she had to unstrap herself and trust her life to her
numb, wet fingers, the full hundred fifty seven feet came
rushing back at her. The lights of Hdengragger looped around
this bluff like a dim greenish cloud and were so far below it
made the tower seem as high as the floater had flown. All that
space that she’d just spent a good part of her life scaling now
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yawned between her and the ground. She had no idea how to
reverse these knots so she could climb down, and the only
way forward lay in climbing up the side of the supply bucket.
There was one small ring, four feet of side panel, and another
small ring at the top.
She had to climb the rope barehanded and it was wet and
cold and her fingers were wet and cold and numb. She held
the lower ring to pull her feet up a few inches more. She stuck
her arm between the rope and the side of the bucket, slowly
so as to not make noise. She didn’t have to worry about the
rope moving, the weight of the rope below kept it so taught it
felt more like a tree limb than rope, a tree limb that the wind
was vibrating. She tried to get her heart rate back down to
something reasonable but it was hopeless. She had to test her
grip, keeping her arm looped, she tried to hold the rope and
pull herself up. It was very worrisome. She was able to lift
her feet a little more till they were stopped by her other knot
on the lower ring of the bucket.
She was going to have to get her feet out of the loops to
go farther, then she would have no safety device. As it was
now she could slip off and she would wind up dangling by
her feet. She knew that if this climb was part of the movie
that would have to happen just to add to the thrill. She was
going to make sure it didn’t.
She was able to let go of the rope and get a grip on the
rim of the bucket. It had been finely polished wood at one
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time, but it had weathered to the point where it might have
splinters by this time. Right now, with her fingers too numb
to feel them, she’d take the splinters over the slippery polish.
She pulled herself up to that shoulder before she was willing
to take her other arm out from around the rope. It strained her
to the utmost and was on the verge of dislocating that
shoulder, but those hundred fifty seven feet weren’t going to
let her take chances. She got both arms over the rim of the
bucket and hung there for a minute. If someone came out on
the deck, she was had, but she had to rest. She tried to keep
her wheezing silent. She heard that squawking in Centish
again.
Before doing anything more, she inspected how the
supply bucket was secured. It was on a four rope pulley that
could be operated from a windlass in the bucket, or pulled
over a pulley mounted to the crystal skeleton of the tower and
secured to a cleat as it was now.
From here she tried to get her feet out of the climbing
loop, but found it wasn’t going to work. She would have to
hang by the fingers of one hand to reach her feet with the
other. She tried to think of another idea. She worked one foot
against the other, willing to let the sandals go. One fell away,
and she was able to get one foot out. She could then hook her
toes on the bottom ring of the supply bucket. It felt like solid
ice. A few more kicks worked the other foot free, but not
silently.
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She hung there paralyzed for a minute, hoping whoever
was in there wouldn’t come out to look. As soon as she was
able, she started trying to climb into the bucket. There was no
way to do that without it bumping against the frame of the
tower, but she tried to do it as carefully as possible. Maybe
whoever was up here would think the wind was doing it.
Not until she was actually in the bucket did she get to
collapse, and she spent valuable minutes recovering. She had
to flash her torch over the side to tell Dyoniss it was now OK
to come up. She didn’t want to do it. She had been terrified
and she is indifferent to heights compared to him. He would
be so terrified that he would do something stupid. Besides
that, her climbing knots were in his way, he would have to
free-climb over them, with freezing wet fingers.
Dark rates or no, she composed an emergency message
telling him that. She would find a way to lower herself in the
bucket and leave the Centorin stranded up here. She sent it
and waited for the return signal, indicating that he had picked
it up. Time stretched, even if he was taking a leak he should
have got it by now. She thought she could almost hear it
beeping from here, though it was a hundred and fifty seven
feet below.
“Stand up,” a voice said from the wheelhouse balcony,
“and give me that pocket eye.”
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24. On the Tower
Dyoniss couldn’t bear the thought of waiting til Kessil got
into the bucket. That would leave her alone with whoever was
up there the entire time it took him to climb that rope, and
that could be a very long time. The rope was over an inch in
diameter and crystal reinforced, it could hold thousands of
pounds, not just the three hundred from the two of them.
As soon as she was out of sight he attached his climbing
knots and strapped himself to them. He got his feet set first,
even tried them and figured out how to pull on the knot so he
could lower it if he had to.
He was already afraid because he was up on top of this
shed doing this. The anticipation of being so much higher was
turning his stomach to foam. He was so sure he was going to
lose his bowels doing this that he decided to leave his worker
behind, but found he needed the warmth more than the
sanitation.
He got onto the rope, and swung around it as soon as he
stepped off the shed. Memories of all he’d done in his life
came to his mind, it was all he could do to keep from
screaming. He was sure Kessil must have felt that. She was
far ahead of him now. He wished he could get as strong, per
pound, as she was. He just wasn’t, that was all there was to it,
but he worked his way up as fast as he could without
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exhausting himself to the point that Kessil would hear his
wheezing.
He found himself turning around the rope as he climbed
and that made is heart race and his guts clench. More of his
life passed thru his mind, how Yashmi would grieve, how
Gaicher would have to carry on without him. He was already
higher than he had ever been in the open before. He shouldn’t
think of himself as being in the open, he was completely
strapped in, it was no different than being up in a building.
His office was more than five times as high as this tower.
Knowing that didn’t help that much. He found he was less
scared if he kept his eyes closed, if he reduced his universe to
just him and the rope. He couldn’t have been fifty feet from
the ground when he did that, but when the seven and a half
feet to the top of the maintenance shed was too high, fifty
might as well have been infinity.
With his eyes closed he didn’t feel so bad. It was just him
and the rope, that’s all there was in the universe. He
developed a slow steady rhythm, with four breaths to each
cycle. He began to pretend there was no such thing as sight,
no such thing as light. There was just this rope. There was
nothing else to do in the universe than inch up this rope, little
by little, one foot at a time. He was in such a meditative state
that he probably could have slept as he climbed this rope.
Whatever it was, it helped control his fear. It wasn’t just
his grip he was dependent on, there were these knots, which
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were as much rubber as rope. He imagined he was in a small
room with rope being fed out from a hole in the ceiling about
two and a half feet above his head, and being reeled into the
floor about a foot and a half under his feet. He stayed like that
hour after hour, ignoring the fire in his muscles, ignoring the
existence of time.
The rope wiggled and he saw it going up the rim of the
pulley above or below. His heart stopped, but he willed his
body to keep breathing and pumping at the same slow and
steady rate. The motion of the rope slowed, changed, he saw
the pulley above wobbling, fought to keep his eyes closed. He
saw the pulley jam when he bumped into something. It wasn’t
til something slapped him on the shoulder that his eyes
popped open.
He happened to be looking down. The rope and the tower
itself were dim shadows in the black, getting smaller to a
vanishing point at the tiny spot of light cast by the lantern
he’d left behind. The white of the tower was barely visible in
the meager light available thru the thick overcast, the rope
was a dark shadow across it. Barely visible was the tiny
silhouette of a sandal, tumbling end over end into the void,
disappearing from his view before it hit the ground.
His heart stopped again, and the safety straps saved him.
That made him freeze til he was in danger of cramping. His
memory brought forth all the important events in his life. The
other sandal went by, without hitting him. He needed to know
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what happened to Kessil and looked up. He found he had
bumped up against her abandoned climbing knot, and that she
was right above him climbing into the supply bucket. After
living a good part of his life on this rope, he had finally
reached the top, right below the supply bucket and able to
look up thru the small balcony outside the wheelhouse. There
was a tiny bit of light inside the wheelhouse, flickering in
colors like it might be coming from a Centorin comm.
He didn’t know what he could do now. He hadn’t thought
about what he would do to get into the supply bucket once he
reached the top. He must have been thinking he would keep
climbing with the knots until he was up to the level of the
bucket. There was no way that would happen. First he had to
climb over Kessil’s knots. No, he could unhook them and
inch a little bit higher, up to the level where Kessil got off.
Actually, he could save one and put it back on above the
bottom guide on the bucket, letting him climb a little bit
higher. He could save the other one and put that one back on
above the top guide, then he could inch high enough to almost
step into the bucket.
He had unstrapped one of his hands and started working
on the lower of Kessil’s knots when his pocket eye started
beeping from an emergency message. He had it as shut off as
he could, but there is always a tiny section available that
would respond to an emergency message and it emitted a tiny
peep. He was shaking so much that he didn’t think he could
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get the thing out of his shoulderpocket without dropping it.
He had to fight his breathing and move ridiculously slowly
and carefully. Whoever was sending him that message, and he
could think of many, wasn’t going to hear from him right
now. He guessed the most likely sender was Engsahr, telling
him that the Centorin pocket eye had been activated. Dyoniss
was already pretty sure of that.
He got her knot off and strapped to his back, then inched
up a little farther, got ready to start on the next knot. He heard
the door to the wheelhouse open and a voice say, “Stand up
and give me that pocket eye.” He knew that voice and there
was just enough light to see her form. It was Muurai.
“You’re the acolyte who was working with Dyoinss, the
one who was reassigned,” Kessil said.
“I’m still assigned to Khyomati’s murder, I just had to
give up that cover.”
“What are you doing up here?” Kessil asked.
“Tidying up a little. You can go back down now. Wind
that rope onto the windlass and you can lower yourself.”
“I came up here for a reason,” Kessil said.
By now Dyoniss had the second knot untied and started
tying that to his back also.
“Doesn’t matter,” Muurai said.
“Who are you working for?”
“Karasis,” Muurai said, “the greater good that binds us
all.”
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“Then you should let me find what I came up here for.”
“Billy’s comm?” Muurai asked.
Dyoniss moved up into the space just before the bottom
guide and started latching on the upper climbing knot that
Kessil had used. He was being quiet enough that Muurai
didn’t hear him. He didn’t want to reveal his presence yet. He
didn’t like the way this was going.
“Yes, we need it to prove Partonn set up the murder.”
“He didn’t,” Muurai said.
Dyoniss unstrapped his left hand from the knot below the
guide ring, and into the knot above the guide ring, perhaps the
single most scary thing he had ever done in his life. For over
a minute he had no hand strapped in, it was just his own grip
that was keeping him here. He knew the unnecessary
tightness of his grip would only tire him faster and make this
more dangerous. His wrist was already shaking, but a
crowbar could not have loosened his grip on the handle of
that climbing knot while he was trying to work his left hand
into the straps on the other side. Once he finally got a safety
strap around him again, he moved up a little and put the lower
knot on the rope just above the lower guide. Meanwhile the
girls continued their conversation.
“I thought a lot of evidence pointed to him.”
“He’s not without stain, he knows of the plot, but it was
Merris who set it up.”
“So you found the Centorin pocket eye?” Kessil asked.
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“Oh yes, I thought I was going to have to dismantle this
entire hovel. I had been working on it for hours when you so
thoughtfully sent it a voice channel request and I heard it in
that boarded up magazine rack in the bathroom.”
He wondered how she missed the beeping of his
emergency message alarm. He undid his old top knot and put
that on his back, he would strap that on above the top guide if
he could. But right now he couldn’t do anything or Muurai
would see him. He had his upper knot against the top guide
ring and was still standing on his own lower knot with the
straps loose so he could step up to the lower knot above the
lower guide ring as soon as they went inside.
“So it sounds like you’ve already wrapped this all up,”
Kessil said. “What about Gaiiss investigations?”
“I can’t let you have it,” Muurai said, “but you’ll still get
your fee.”
“We need to see justice,” Kessil said. “We need to see the
guilty tried and shunned.” She started to climb out of the
supply bucket.
Muurai objected, “You’re going back down,” she said.
“Stay in there.”
“I want that comm,” Kessil said, “I want to see that
bishop brought to justice, Karasis is too important to let that
rot stand.”
“Karasis is too important to let that rot show,” Muurai
responded. “You better wind that windlass or you’re going to
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drop like a carnival ride the first hundred feet.”
Dyoniss wondered if these climbing knots could stand the
weight of the whole supply bucket plus two people on one
knot. He didn’t want to trust it. “The Instinct protects me,”
Dyoniss said and began strapping the top climbing knot onto
the rope above the top guide.
“How did you get here?” Kessil asked. “Aren’t you scared
to death?”
“I haven’t had a heartbeat since I was about twenty feet
up,” he said, “but it would be worse having that bucket start
dropping.”
He finished mounting the knot, went thru the unstrapping
and strapping of his left hand again. It was easier here for
some reason.
“So you heard?” Muurai asked.
“I heard that you were working for some secret
organization in Sanctity, along with Partonn.”
“That’s an interesting rumor.”
He was onto the upper knot now, he moved his feet onto
the one above the lower guide ring. His peripheral vision took
in the hazy sweep of Hdengragger far below them. He tried to
pretend the supply bucket was actually sitting on a large and
sturdy floor as he inched up one more foot.
“Then why did Bishop Nkammon reassign you?”
“As a last ditch effort to save himself, I went along with it
until he’d checked it off his todo list, then checked with my
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first acolyte.”
By now Kessil had to get out of the bucket so he could get
in. Muurai didn’t look like she was ready to trust two people
on the deck at once, and retreated into the wheelhouse. Kessil
waited til he was safely in the bucket before she also went
inside. He followed right after, or at least tried to. This
balcony was as scary as the rope. There was only one skinny
little rail and the floor seemed slippery and sloped to send one
out under that rail. You would land on the rocks of the ridge
without even the shed roof to cushion the landing. He
slithered along the wall, pushing himself against it using the
rail, and then into the wheelhouse.
He had been told, but it didn’t sink in. There was a two by
two foot section of floor inside. With Kessil and Muurai in
there, both chairs were full. He had to slide over Kessil and
onto the bed to fit inside. One had to slide off the other end of
the bed to reach the bathroom. On the other side of the chair
Muurai was in, behind the supply bucket, was a tiny table,
sink and gas burner. The smell was an assault. Strong
disinfectant was front and center, rot and compost, spoiled
food, a leaking sewage digester were also prominent. Burnt
gear oil was noticeable.
The bed had kahble-ball sized lumps in it and puffed out
choking dust reeking of sex. He couldn’t sit up on it because
of the ceiling, but lay on his side facing them.
“So Nkammon is guilty?”
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“Just as you discovered. The first acolyte of my unit knew
the code name DawnCloud and sent me here instead of the
greased karga hunt Nkammon sent me on.”
“So who are you working for?” Dyoniss asked.
“Karasis.”
“But you said we can’t have this evidence for a public
shunning?” he asked.
“No,” Muurai said, “they will be taken care of.”
“How do we know that?” Dyoniss asked.
“You’ll have to take my word,” Muurai told him, “since I
have the comm and the Instinct protects me.”
“But what about the guy who was the go-between, the one
who was lining up the Centorin murderers.”
“I figured that out as soon as they took me to that
meeting, and now I think I can prove it,” she said. “Merris
will also be dealt with.”
“How?”
“I wasn’t informed,” she said.
“But this all should be made public. We should know who
they were so they can be shunned.”
“They will be dealt with,” Muurai informed them.
“Does the Temple have antidote?” Kessil asked.
“No,” Muurai answered, “it’s not needed. I’d like you
each to go down now.”
“How can you be in Karasis and do this?” Kessil asked.
“For the good of Karasis,” Muurai said.
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“Leaving the rot!?” Kessil almost shouted. He could tell
the Instinct was all that was keeping her from taking action.
“The rot will be cleansed.”
“Then why the secrecy?” Dyoniss asked.
“For the good of the Temple,” Muurai said. “How much
trust would be lost if the people knew of this.”
“I can make sure they know of it,” Dyoniss said.
“Your word against the Temple, and all you can do is
harm. Why would you?”
“It’s dishonest,” Dyoniss said.
“The dishonesty will be corrected.”
“Covering it up is the dishonesty.”
“The Seven don’t think that way,” Muurai said, “whether
you convince me is immaterial. Now please, one of you start
down and use your torch to walk til you’re out of sight down
the East Hdengragger path. I’m pretty sure you don’t have
antidote with you or you would be taking Billy’s comm away
from me. I don’t have the authority to change the decision,
and I have the comm.”
“We can’t lower the bucket with those climbing knots
there,” Dyoniss said.
“Unhook them,” Muurai said.
“How do we do that?” Dyoniss asked, “I can’t free-climb
that rope.”
“I know that,” Muurai said, “you’re not the action hero
type, I guess we’ll have to get Kessil to do it.”
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“There should be a pole-hook for that in the tool chest
behind the gearbox,” Kessil said.
It was there, Kessil figured out how to use it, but it still
took some time and several tries before she was able to get
the the knots off. The lowest one, the one that his feet had
been in, was out of her reach. He had no choice but to lean
over the side of the bucket and reach for it. That was as scary
as any part of the climb, he shook and got dizzy from
hyperventilating. He was too clumsy to get the hook on the
knot properly and disconnect it. He had to lie in the bucket
and recover. While he was there he wondered why they had
been so stupid. All they had to do was lower the bucket a little
and Kessil, who was proficient with the hook, would be able
to reach it easily.
After passing the hook back up, Kessil was the first one to
start down, no doubt she didn’t want to have to carry on
further conversation about this, no doubt this situation was
not good for her faith in Karasis. Dyoniss was silent as he
watched her go down. Muurai was the one who spoke. “The
people must believe,” she said. “All they need is a little taint
and their faith will be shaken. Our civilization is a wonderful
thing,” she said, “we wouldn’t want to lose it.”
“What is the difference whether we lose it, or it becomes
a sham?”
“It is not becoming a sham, the people involved will be
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punished much more severely than you think. Punished in
such a way they will never pose a threat to Karasis again.”
“The people should know that it happened. How many
times has something like this happened in the past? How
much don’t we know?”
“You know we can’t know that. I know I have never been
involved in wrongdoing by a bishop before, and I’ve never
heard a rumor of it either. Does that mean it never happened,
or that the Temple is very successful at keeping it quiet?”
That was very troubling. He watched Kessil continue the
descent. It was hard to tell how far down she was. It looked
like she was nearing the bottom minutes ago.
“You aren’t helping my belief.”
“You are one person, one voice. The news media reaches
over a hundred million.”
“I can reach quite a few,” he said, “If I tried to broadcast
it.”
“You can, but you can only hurt Karasis by doing that.
You can spread your doubt to many more. Please take my
word that the offenders will be dealt with.”
“Who’s word are you taking that they will be dealt with?”
he asked.
“I can’t argue that point. At some point we have to have
faith that the meta-creature is all of us.”
“Complete transparency would help that faith.”
“For you, you with a hundred and a quarter IQ or more
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and an investigative agency. For the person with their keda, a
knife, a lighter and a bedroll, understanding the fine points of
the statistical chance that a judgment was dishonest isn’t
going to work. God is perfect or god is not god,” Muurai said.
“God is only humans.”
“To you, intelligent, worldly Dyoniss. To many god is a
spirit, a supernatural spirit that the aggregate of us generates
that pervades the world and which they are a part of.”
“More Elvish than Karasis.”
“A step in that direction, Old Elvish, not Scientific
Kortraxian by any means. That’s more scientific than
Karasis.”
“I’ve heard,” Dyoniss said.
They were silent again for almost a minute. Muurai broke
it, “I’m sorry we had to part like this. I meant it when I said
I’d love to be high on your list.”
“I’m not in Yuhal much,” he said. “I’ll think about it
seriously if I ever am back out there. I’ll have to try and
remember where you are.” It was almost surely true that she
didn’t make this policy, he had to try and remember Muurai
as she was before Partonn took her away. No doubt she’d had
many an adventure since, not that she told him much of them.
For all he knew she was actually working for Partonn even
now, he really didn’t know how many layers there were to
her.
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“I might not be masquerading as a third level next time
we meet.”
“So you’re a bait girl?”
“An investigator, like you, different branch of the
bureaucracy than the one that hired you.”
A shake finally came up the rope and he began pulling the
bucket back up. Even with the four to one pulley it was pretty
heavy and six hundred feet of rope made quite a large pile. He
could see Kessil walking away from the tower, keeping her
torch on and walking like she meant it. It took some time to
haul the bucket back up.
“I got Khyomati’s DNA back,” she said. “I’m guessing
you didn’t have a sample done?”
“No, what did you learn?”
“She lied about her age, she was actually forty one
decades older than I am, and shares half my chromosomes.
It’s natural we would look alike, she was my mother. That’s
why Merris targeted her. She assumed the new identity of
Khyomati just so she could come back into the Temple and
come after Nkammon again. He had her discredited the first
time and banished from the Temple for bringing ‘false’
accusations against him regarding a previous decision.”
“She must have had her thumbprint changed,” Dyoniss
said.
“The Temple just put Khyomati’s print on file, they never
matched it against anything. Once I told someone in print
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storage, they found the match.”
“Interesting,” Dyoniss said, “what does it mean to me?”
“It’s about what it means to me. He killed my mother and
I’m proud I’ve had a part in seeing that justice was done.”
“He’ll go down in history as a famous judge.”
“The whole story will be in the history books. If scholars
look it up they will find it. It just won’t be released to the
news media today.”
“And if I release it?”
“The Temple will deny it, and you will be harming
Karasis.”
“Did you know Khyomati as your mother when she was
banished?” Dyoniss asked.
“I knew her as my mother and as Klantalle, for that was
her name. I was a fifth level when that happened, I was nearly
banished myself, and left the Temple for a time.”
“Did you know it was Nkammon?”
“She didn’t know it was Nkammon at the time, she only
knew DawnCloud. He was code named in all the proceedings.
I had no standing in the proceedings, I got in trouble for my
outbursts.”
“Did you know she was Khyomati?”
“No, I hoped she was my daughter actually, but I knew I
didn’t name her Khyomati and she would have been a lot
older than eleven. Even so, I helped Khyomati as much as I
could without revealing too much.”
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“Where is your daughter?”
“Probably on the gruel, she’s a boat by now I’m sure,
food was her entertainment. Ambition was her short suit.”
“I’m sorry,” Dyoniss said.
“I should have known she’d inherit from her father also.”
The bucket reached them. He quickly wound the rope
onto the windlass that would lower it. He knew he’d be even
more afraid up here in the daylight. The dark was again
absolute, no sign of Narrulla or Kunae, though the drizzle had
mercifully let up. A few stars were beginning to appear so the
rain was probably over. The lanterns and torches of
Hdengragger spread in a half circle around his whole left
side. Behind his back city lights went on thru all the other
principates and from up here he was sure he could see at least
as far as Hest. Because of the bluff, this was actually higher
than his office.
“You’re going to be OK getting yourself down?” he asked
before he stepped into the bucket.
“I was fine with getting myself up.”
He got into it, trying not to show how much he was
shaking. “This thing squeaks loud enough that everyone on
the bluff knows something’s going on here today.” Once he
was in here he actually felt safer here than on the balcony.
“They haven’t come up,” she said. He was already
unwinding that windlass, soon his head would be below the
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floor of the balcony. “Remember to keep your torch on and
keep walking toward East Hdengragger. I’m not coming
down til you’re well away from here, I’ve got to assume
you’ve got antidote stashed somewhere. Wait til you’re out of
my sight to meet up with Kessil.”
He kept cranking. “I’m sorry you had to be the messenger
on this,” he said, “and I’m sorry I took it out on the
messenger.” He still wasn’t quite sure was he, whether she
was working for Karasis or for Merris? He owed it to Karasis
to find out.
“I think you’ll come to see the wisdom of this answer in
time. I have hope that when we meet again we will be closer
to one.”
It took little more time to crank himself down than it did
to get the bucket back up. A lighting storm flickered on the
horizon, out beyond the Nina. He would be well away from
here before it reached Hdengragger Knoll. He was so relieved
when he was finally back on the ground that he could hardly
stand up. His legs were like he’d been guzzling lantern fuel
the whole time he was up there. It took him three tries to
climb out of the basket and shake the rope. He picked up his
torch and began walking away from the tower.
He watched where he was going, but looked at the light as
little as possible to dark adapt his eyes. The peak of the bluff
was quite open and now that the clouds had cleared, the great
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bowl of stars over his head was almost enough light to see by.
Muurai hadn’t taken the lenses from his shoulder pockets,
with the lightener lens he would be able to see fine. His only
problem now was finding a way to keep the torch moving.
He could strap it to a karga if he could find one, they
often come out in the dark, but they are quiet and slow
moving. He didn’t think it would walk with enough purpose
to fool Muurai. He hated to give up this light that way, it was
a boosted phosphor with focus that went from shine
everywhere to laser thin.
There were a few homes up this way, he passed one.
There were four people sitting out in the dark, not even a
candle between them. “Anyone want to earn this torch?” he
asked, stopping but keeping the beam moving up and down
like his was still swinging his arm walking.
“Sure,” one of them said, “I could use one too.”
He got up and took it. “Just keep walking down the path
til you’re out of sight of the tower,” Dyoniss told him. “If you
come back, use a different path if there is one.”
“Got it,” he said, and set off.
“Want to join us?” another one of them asked. “We’ve got
a jug going.”
“Thanks but there’s something going on I want to look
into,” he said. “You guys have fun,” he said and turned to go.
“Hey wait up,” Kessil said, “I’m coming with you.”
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25. Dark Tails
Kessil caught up with him in two steps, “I’m guessing
you want to figure out who she’s really working for,” she
said, too quietly for the people she just left to hear. They were
pretty wasted anyway so they probably wouldn’t care.
“So you gave your torch away too?”
“This was too easy. That woman has never been to a
powwow.”
“I would think not,” Dyoniss said.
“I didn’t give it away either, I traded it for this pair of
boots.” She held them up so he could see.
“Pretty ruined,” he said.
“They’ll last the evening,” Kessil said, “So what did she
say after I left?”
“That Khyomati was a new identity, her old identity was
Klantalle and she was Muurai’s mother.”
“What does that have to do with anything?” Kessil asked.
“Klantalle was banished for trying to expose Nkammon,
giving us a reason why Khyomati had focused immediately
on Nkammon. It also makes it possible that Muurai was the
one who left the maintenance hatch unbolted that allowed
Khyomati to get in and pick up Nkammon’s original ledger.”
That was a missing detail that he didn’t think was random
chance.
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“Where do you think those title pages are?” Kessil asked.
“In Merris’ room.”
“So you believe it was Merris and not Partonn?”
“I’m sure they both knew, I’m willing to bet Bessai knew
also, but she might not know it all. She might not have known
there were murders involved.”
“What do you think they should get?”
“Nkammon, the max there can be, expulsion and
shunning by all in Karasis. Posters basin-wide at least. Same
for Merris and Partonn also unless we can be sure one of
them didn’t know the particulars, and by ‘sure’ I mean a
reading with three judges dropping his memories. Bissei,
expulsion but maybe not shunning, it depends.”
“If it weren’t for the Instinct?” she asked.
“Off with his head, I’m talking about Nkammon. It was
his bad money that got this all started.”
She felt about the same way. She looked up Merris on her
pocket eye when they were behind some scrub, hidden from
Muurai. “Here’s something else of interest about Merris, two
people in his work group have been found dead in the canal
just this year.”
“What group is that?”
“The robing room,” where the bishop’s finery is made.
“Another person you’d never think of with access to the
most important people,” Dyoniss observed. “I should look
into those deaths,” he said.
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“Why would Muurai pick Merris over Partonn in this? I
mean other than her and Partonn look a little alike.”
“They’re both very ordinary. Well done but background,
other than Partonn’s size.”
“They’re not background in this,” Kessil said.
“True. At the very least, Partonn is involved in the coverup.”
It was then that the supply bucket started to descend. She
wanted to be a little closer, slunk to the next clump of brush
and then the next. This scamp pasture was open enough that
she didn’t touch the brush, just stayed behind it. She didn’t
know how well Muurai would be watching for them, she was
pretty sure Dyoniss would be copying her and staying far
enough from the archwood brush clumps to avoid touching
them and making them move, something that is much easier
to spot than a human body underneath it.
By the time she touched down, they were behind a rock
the size of their bathroom. Muurai was quite businesslike,
stowed the bucket, hopped down from the roof and set out
down the path she told them to use.
The overcast was gone and Narrulla had come out of
eclipse so they could see to walk down the path without a
light. It was a little difficult getting over to it, and these
decrepit old boots were too loose on her feet and rubbing.
It was not long til Muurai reached the people who had
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taken their torches down the path. There was no doubt in her
mind that Muurai would notice those people and question
them. If they told the truth, they were going to need a new
plan in a hurry. They were going to need to find cover. There
was a convenient clump of spray berry right beside the path.
Scamps can’t bend their necks far enough to eat spray berries,
so they were fermenting on the stem and dwarf clatter-birds
were feasting on them, making a racket that covered their
footfalls but prevented them from hearing what Muurai called
as she walked by.
The little camp at the end of the garden was now lit by
Dyoniss’s torch. Now it was true that he’d left it lighting the
base of the tower to make them think he was still there, so
Muurai didn’t get a close look at it. Kessil didn’t see her own
torch just now, but that didn’t mean they didn’t have it where
someone close could see it.
They couldn’t hear a thing Muurai was saying, but they
could hear her voice. They heard laughter.
“What do you make of that?” Dyoniss asked.
“She’s trying to keep it light. She’s a real good actress,
she plays many roles.”
“I’m sorry I fell for it.”
“What you fell for might be the only part of her that’s
real,” Kessil told him.
Muurai went on with a purpose. They let her get well
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ahead. They slipped by the camp in the darkness, keeping low
like the berry bushes and going out around the camp as
silently as possible. They were afraid someone would say
something. She wanted to thank them, but that could undo the
favor they were just given.
They had lost sight of Muurai, and Kessil wasn’t happy
about that. It could well be that she had seen thru the lies the
campers told her and was doubling back on them right now. If
she was, they had to proceed very cautiously, if she was
pounding down the trail, they should hurry to catch up. They
couldn’t see her light, but she could have turned it off.
There were a few grain fields just beyond the scamp field.
There were a couple smallholds and the path from the
windwheel leads between them. The right path leads back up
to where the people were on the top of the bluff, the left leads
to the smallholds on the back side of the bluff. They are
bigger than city plots, many with an acre or more. Dyoniss
has a friend who owns one.
Dyoniss used his lighter where the paths branched.
Muurai had made no move to cover her tracks going toward
the left. “I think she broke into a lope here.”
“I wonder where she thinks we’ve gone?”
“I think she knows the game is on, but she has that pocket
eye. She can tell us that Nkammon, Partonn and Merris will
be dealt with, but they all represent parts of the Temple
bureaucracy. ‘Take my word for it,’ isn’t good enough for me
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when we know the corruption goes at least to an adjudicating
bishop.”
It was still too dark to run, but Narrulla was still out of
eclipse. The temperature felt more like mid winter, but there
was no danger of a freeze this late in spring. She was starting
to dry, that was helping a little.
Dyoniss got out a couple lenses and passed one to her. It
was a photomultiplier plus IR. With that it was a strange kind
of daylight on this trail and they were able to move right
along. The lens was easily able to see that the fields beside
the path were mainly highland vedn, a little golden thesh. In
only a little way they were in smallholds and soon after that,
small urban yards with paths branching in all directions. They
were on an improved street soon after that.
“We’ll be able to catch a streetcar pretty soon,” she said.
“But we’re not going to catch Muurai.” Then he thought a
minute and said, “We should see what Engsahr can turn up
about her.” He still had his pocket eye and dark rates be
damned, he messaged him right then and there.
They still had to get down off the bluff, they chose to go
east. They could get to the south modern canal and hopefully
get a needleboat back to the Blue Kite neighborhood in time
for darkmeal. The streets are steep and narrow, running across
the slope as they do all thru the Hdengragger Slope so a street
map of the area looks like a fishnet stretched around a rock.
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“Why didn’t she just delete the incriminating info and
leave the phone there?” Kessil asked. “Why keep it and why
wait for us?”
“She probably figured she was in the most secure location
in the world. She was using that pocket eye when you got
there.”
“So she knows Centish?” Kessil asked.
“It’s possible, there’s pills for it for well under a copper.”
“Still, why wait for us?” Kessil asked.
“I don’t think she did, I think she was genuinely surprised
to find you in that bucket and to find me behind it. She was in
there setting up something, using the Centorin Network.”
“She had to know we were right behind her in the search
for that comm.”
“She doesn’t know we have a tap into that control room
so we can get the location of the comm from it.”
“These boots have got to go,” Kessil said. “We’re on
pavement or lawn from here.” She found a spot that might
already be a homeless camp within the next block and left
them off right inside their front path. The pavement was
rough and very cold, but she’d have raw spots if she kept
walking in those. Her leggings helped a little, they were
ankle-length.
The main path got narrow and there were people coming
the other way, it was a long time before they could talk again.
Kessil still didn’t understand why Muurai stayed up there,
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unless she got there only recently and didn’t have time to get
back down. If she didn’t find the comm until the last time
they rang it and had a hard time getting it out of that plankedin rack, she might not have had much time.
It was also a good thing she didn’t come back down while
they were climbing, that would have been a very bad scene.
She wondered if the climbing knot would have held the entire
bucket or if the guide ring would have broken. She wondered
if there was anything on the bottom of the bucket to hold
onto? She hadn’t looked.
Now that she was out of those boots and on relatively
smooth cobblestone, they were making better time. There
were a few lanterns on these paths and when she could see
any distance thru the winding crevasse the streets had
become, she looked for any sign of Muurai. Yes there were
plenty of other paths she could have taken, but she couldn’t
help doing it. The problem was, Muurai had one of the most
common looks in the cities, it was little use.
Dyoniss got a message while they were filing thru this
street, and read it with one eye while walking with the other.
The street walls were just layers of old margotty and bluebean
vines, they could be cut back any time making it possible to
get a decent sized handcart thru here. They had to duck into a
doorway to let a handcart pass, loaded with bales of thesh that
the farmer could barely see over.
“Engsahr learned a lot,” Dyoniss said. “She’s a member
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of the Ishthoeneg family.”
“The caravan-master?” she asked. Ishthoeneg was the
leader of the second caravan and one of the first to proclaim
that Karasis is all of us and not personified in the guise of a
perfect man. He is said the be the author of the first Tenet.
“Exactly. There are five hundred thousand descendents of
Ishthoeneg known to be in the cities today, over fourteen
hundred are active employees of the Temple. Many of them,
including Muurai, are employed in the Ministry of Sanctity.
Nkammon, the Bishop of Sanctity, however, is a Kohorm,
claiming a clean line of firstborn son to caravan master
Kohorm, and heir to the Kohorm line.”
Kessil knew enough history to know about the animosity
between the families. Kohorm lead the first caravan and
favored the old church where ‘we’ was embodied in the
emperor. The issue went back and fourth with each caravan
that made it to the bluffs until the seventh, when ‘us’ became
overwhelming. The current Circle of Seven was instituted and
god has been ‘us’ ever since. Legend says that was in the 4th
century, there was no writing at the time. If so, Karasis, the
metacreature, has been alive one hundred fifteen centuries.
She hoped he had at least that far to go, but was worried
about that. “Could this be a family feud within the Temple?”
she asked.
“There’s a chance,” Dyoniss said. “There’s a chance the
evidence Khyomati was carrying was all fake. I messaged
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Enlin and told him to get their copy of the ledgers that were
in Khyomati’s bag and be ready to meet Muurai if she goes
back to Belambectai, which I think she will. He has a
company pocket eye now, by the way, he was pretty excited
about it.”
“He told you that when you saw him?” she asked
“Yeah, it was waiting for him when he got to his house.”
“So he can use it for this?”
“Yes,” Dyoniss said. “I’ll message him as soon as I hear
her destination from Engsahr.”
“How will he know?”
“His tap into the tube system,” Dyoniss said. “It’s one of
our most valuable assets. He was able to find her pin code,
he’s got a watch on it.”
“How did he find that?”
“She left it on her desk eye, so once Engsahr found that, it
was easy.”
“So he hacked her?”
“Her desk eye, it’s just a matter of finding its address, it’s
in the Temple database. If you leave it lighted, it’s available.
If it has local storage, it can be read.”
“What if she doesn’t use the tubes?” Kessil asked.
“What if kedas had wings?” Dyoniss answered.
“You’re sure she’ll take the tube.”
“Where does she have to go in Hdengragger?”
“So we should head to the nearest tube station.”
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“It’s an hour away, but we should keep going now that the
path is clear. I think we should cut back on the next block or
we’ll get too far from the canal and its needleboats.”
That was a wider path with a few more lanterns, and its
paving stones were smooth and recent, at least a lot of them
were. She found herself stepping toward the new ones.
“We’re going to know her destination before we get to a tube
station,” she said.
“Yes.”
“But we’re going to miss darkmeal.”
“But she won’t,” Dyoniss said, pulling up. “She’s going to
stop and eat somewhere, she never misses a meal.”
“So we can catch up with her. Where’s she going to get
it?”
“If we have a tube destination before we get to the station,
it is where she will have darkmeal. If we reach the station
before she does, she’ll be having it in East Hdengragger,
probably within sight of the tube station.”
It was still a good walk to the canal, and they waited a
while for a needleboat. There were no seats together, three
people were between them. The pilot cruised however, this
eight passenger was long and powered by a reactor, not an
alcohol boiler. It was so fast it hissed thru the water, as fast as
the fastest lakerunner, as fast as a floater, and in this skinny
and dark canal, it was scary. She felt a little silly noticing this
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was scary after she had just climbed a rope a hundred fifty
seven feet into the sky on a dark and drizzly Nightday, but it
actually was. She wished she had something to put over her
feet, they were starting to cramp. She wished they got to sit
together.
It was less than half an hour when they were on the quay
at terminus pool. Dyoniss hopped off right at the tube station
and called to her. She was off only a fraction of a second
later, long before the boat’s pilot could get his finger back
around the throttle.
“Did you hear anything?”
“Yeah,” he said, walking toward the steps to the platform.
The crowd was thin enough that they could walk abreast.
“She got on a tube car to Belambectai just after we got on the
boat. I messaged Enlin, he’s got their copy of the two ledgers
and the station address and time. He’s going to try and watch
her until we get there.”
“I hope he’s not going to get himself hurt. There could
still be a few doses of antidote involved in this.”
“With the one that was left on Boesun there are two others
unaccounted for out of his vial,” Dyoniss said. “I told him
about that and told him to stay out of sight.”
By then they were up to the kiosk, he keyed in the closest
station to the one Muurai used. They wouldn’t want to pop
out of the car right on top of her. They could jog to the next
one, it was less than half a mile, but they hoped to hear from
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Enlin before they got there. The tube ride was thirty four
minutes in the current traffic. She was afraid she was getting
too accustomed to whisking around the city in minutes like
this as the tube car moved silently off, accelerating to a speed
faster than an arrow thru the softly twinkling Nightday city.
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26. The Hearing
Muurai was having darkmeal at a cute little place in
Belambectai just down the waterfront from the Temple. It was
too cold to eat outside, she was inside at a table with a foot
heater not far from the counter. The place was lit with glow
panels but softly enough that she could see the street outside
which was brightly lit with phosphor globes. She hadn’t
employed a waitress but went to fetch her own inglethor didd.
Elvish food was good and quite healthy so she got it often.
There were four cooks here with different meals available.
She had just enough time for darkmeal before she was
supposed to meet Nkammon and confront him with the
evidence against him. He didn’t know what this meeting was
really about, they had invited him to what looked like a
routine judge’s meeting. Bailiffs have keys to the rooms with
the presses and stationary of the temple, she was glad to see
the rules bent this way if it meant the one who arranged her
mother’s murder was made to pay. They all hoped Nkammon
wouldn’t notice how few other judges he met in the halls on
the way here. He probably wouldn’t be coming in from Yuhal
until the last minute, he’d never want to give up any time he
could be spending looking over the smallest minutia for
blasphemous messages.
It was exciting to finally bring her mother’s cause to
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fruition. She had devoted her life as Klantalle and now her
life as Khyomati to her mission. Muurai was sorry she had
never known Khyomati as her mother, she should have
suspected but she’d taken just enough pills to look just
enough different that she wasn’t recognized. She still had the
look of the Ishthoeneg, though she couldn’t claim to be one of
course.
Besides Muurai, Khyomati had the help of several others.
She wouldn’t have gotten into the private vaults without
Partonn. That was an incident when Khyomati was glad to
give favors for her mission, but Muurai feared that also might
have been her undoing. Partonn was hard to resist, as she had
found out herself. Both he and Merris were fanatic members
of the Ishthoeneg, maybe to the point of doing something
questionable.
Muurai had to question her own loyalties. Was she really
Ishthoeneg first, as Klantalle had raised her, or could she
really put the greater good of Karasis ahead of her family
ties? She said she could, it was part of her oath as a servant of
the Third Stricture, but she had to admit she wasn’t
questioning the theories presented by Khyomati and Partonn
quite enough.
Muurai knew enough Centish that she had poked around
on Billy’s comm for a few minutes when she finallly found it
on that tower. She had found a message that made her
confident she could also bring down the go between, maybe
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even this evening, it all depended on who the ‘contact’ entry
in his address list belonged to. All their data people could tell
her was that it was somewhere in Belambectai Temple. She
was afraid of who it might be. She didn’t want to bring down
Partonn, but with everything she learned in the last two days,
it was getting harder and harder to believe that Partonn was
not involved as much as Merris.
The evening of noon had been fun, but they were too
secretive, too prejudiced toward Kohorm and too fanatical.
When she slipped away as soon as she thought Partonn was
asleep, Merris had tried to pursue her. Partonn might be
willing to turn on his partner at this point, but he might have
been in it up to his eyeballs and saw an opportunity to use
that magic member of his to get out of it. She had to keep the
sex from influencing her judgment, and that had never been
easy for her.
It was just the bishop’s trust in Partonn and Merris that
would get him to the meeting. They both knew him
personally. That and the fact that they knew he had paid for
the murders. It bothered her that they had not found that little
bit of accounting. It really should be in the ledger of
Nkammon’s that Khyomati had and Partonn had recovered.
Of course it wouldn’t be listed as ‘assassination services’
even in a personal ledger, but there should be something that
accounted for the missing money. She wondered how
Nkammon had managed to hide ten coppers.
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She checked the button cam she had in her dress. It was
working fine. She would be feeding the meeting directly to
Nongbur, her unit commander at the Stricture Ministry, who
would be displaying it on a screen directly to the Seven, as
well as recording it in the Temple archives. There was no way
there would be any lying about what happened here this
evening. She just wished she had an in-ear back to Nongbur
so he could tell her what he expected if the unexpected
happened. She certainly hoped Partonn and Merris had no
way to detect this bug, just in case they weren’t what they
seemed. It was possible one of them had the antidote. It was
also possible Nkammon had the antidote, but she really
doubted he had contacted the Centorins himself. She would
try to be ready if anyone tried to use it, she had something of
her own that might help thwart them, but she was still afraid
of what could happen. Seeing Boesun in action had really
driven home the possibility.
She had been part of the Temple’s secret internal
watchdog agency for decades, but this was bigger and more
complex than she wanted to handle alone. Nongbur nominally
reported to Nkammon as head of Sanctity, but had taken this
investigation private once it was determined that DawnCloud
(Nkammon) was the bishop in question. There had never been
a case like this in the history of this department and Nongbur
had to get the Seven involved to have enough authority to
make the apprehension.
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Partonn and Merris had arranged for the patriarch of the
Ishthoeneg to chair the meeting. She had been told he was
already in the building, so she should power thru this dinner
and get down there. She made sure she had her talisman, he
would probably want to see it because they had hardly ever
met before and she was afraid she might not be as loyal as he
expected.
A man asked, “Would you prefer to take your darkmeal
alone?”
She looked up and was immediately interested. He had
the chin and eyes of a plainsman, but lighter hair, almost
wood brown, gathered in a plain ivory ring behind his nape.
He was muscled like a country man but smooth as an acolyte.
He was up on the legs of a Nordic, and had a hint of that race
in his cheeks and nose. “No, I really don’t like eating alone,”
she said. “I think it’s something deep in human nature that we
like to share our meals.”
He set down his plate, he had marinated mrang strips on
greens with a side of redfruit. He swung over the stool and sat
pleasantly close but not crowding. “You must be new here?”
he asked.
“I’m just in town on family business,” she said.
“Then it’s my pleasure to welcome you,” he said, and
raised his palm. She would have slapped him five, but he
laced fingers. “Welcome to Belambectai, although I confess
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I’ve only been here a couple days myself.”
“I’ve been here before,” she said.
He let go of her hand and started eating. “Then you can be
my guide,” he said.
“I’ve got a meeting this evening.”
“Bummer,” he said.
“Why?”
“Because you’re a cute woman I’d like to spend some
time with.”
“I’m only average,” she said.
“Average is perfect,” he said.
She laughed, “I’ve heard that line before, recently.” This
guy did remind her of Dyoniss a little, same build anyway. If
he was half as much fun, she regretted she didn’t have the
time.
“I’m sure you hear it every time you say you’re only
average. The closer we get to being One, the closer we’ll get
to average,” he said.
That was part of the acolytes handbook. “Are you an
acolyte?” she asked.
“No, but my parents were pretty involved in the faith. But
you’re an acolyte if I’m not mistaken.”
“Oh, what makes you think so?”
“You have that look, that peace, that serenity, that air of
enlightenment,” he said.
“I’m just a good actress,” she said. “Inside I’m all in
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turmoil.”
“Oh, why is that?”
“It’s a family matter, nothing that would mean anything to
you.”
“Didn’t mean to pry,” he said.
“Oh it’s not that,” she said, “it’s that I’ve just recently
learned that my mom died and I’ve got to see someone about
her things and I don’t know what I’m going to do with them
and shit like that. I missed the wail because I didn’t know in
time,” she dabbed at her eyes and sniffed. “My own mother
and I missed her wail.”
He put his arm around her and rubbed her arm. “That’s
tragic, how’d she die?”
“She fell off a balcony, but she wasn’t partying or
anything.”
“Tragic. I guess you were close.”
“Not that close, we saw each other a few times a year, but
not every day.”
“Are you going to need help with her things?”
“There shouldn’t be much. She was an acolyte, a fifth
level here in Belambectai. I’m from Yuhal myself.”
“But not an acolyte?”
“No,” she said, “though I do contract work for the Temple
from time to time. I consider myself moderately pious, what
about you?”
“Moderately moderate piety,” he said. “My parents are
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moderately.”
“You’re young if you remember your parents.”
“I still remember them, I see them regularly since I
moved out. I saw my dad just yesterday in fact.”
“I won’t see my mom again,” she started sobbing, she was
pretty good at that, good enough to get this guy to hold her.
She immediately regretted that because she wanted more and
she couldn’t get too deeply into this, she still had that dreaded
meeting coming up.
“I’m so sorry, if there’s anything I can do? Anything to
take your mind off it?”
Her tears changed to a hiccup of laughter. “A plain girl
like me appreciates the thought but I have that meeting this
evening. I guess it’s the only time her second acolyte could
spare for me.”
“I understand. Will you be in town long?”
“I saved up for the tube out and back, I hope to be in my
bed this sleep,” she said, “I wouldn’t be worthy company.”
“I’d understand,” he said.
“Not really,” she said, “I’d want to be good company, I’d
want you to come back again, I’d want you to put me high on
your list.” She meant that too. She wished she had time now,
wished she didn’t have this meeting coming up. This one was
going to be hard, direct confrontation was not how she liked
to operate. The fear of that meeting might be adding to her
attraction to this man. Her subconscious was looking for a
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way out. The situation was supposed to be cut and dried but
she was having more misgivings with everything she learned.
“I would,” he said. “When should I contact you?”
“Let me contact you,” she said and got out an address
book.
“Engsley,” he said. “En_CalMpl_Bl_Yd on the eye.”
“I’ve got access, I’ll message you when I’m over this. I
don’t want to waste our meeting on a sympathy party.”
“I understand, but I still wish I could help.”
“You have helped. Just having someone to talk to. Thanks
for stopping by.” She had finished eating just after he sat
down, she got up to leave. “Sorry I cried on your shoulder,
but I’ll be in touch. She wasn’t going without any contact
with him however, and got a big hug and squeeze from him
before she went off to meet up with Nkammon. She hoped
she didn’t devote too much of her mind to the memory of his
hands. She looked back a few times, saw he was finishing up
his dinner but watching and smiling til she was out of view.
The hall that Merris’ second acolyte had lined up for them
was muted splendor in a compact size. It was still a judgment
hall, had a balcony, a pulpit, a witness seat. It was lit by
ancient gas chandeliers that had probably been put in before
starships, fed from the Temple’s digesters. It had steeply
sloping spectators’ benches, fences on the floor separating
accused from accuser from onlooker. There were booths for a
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bailiff and a secretary, There was another bench for three
raised up behind the pulpit. There was a tiny office under the
pulpit and back bench and she thought someone might be in
there.
The décor was simple but elegant. The trim was simple
and smoothly curved, its width coordinated with the room or
space it delineated. There were a few tasteful macrame
hangings in the corners and a nice but modest kaleidoscopicpatterned, trimmed coriax rug on the open floor in front of the
pulpit.
There was a stool on the pulpit and Snoskuun was already
on it in light meditation. His eyes caught her entering the
room. She dipped her head and said, “Third acolyte Muurai
sir.” She hadn’t really thought about it consciously, but her
talisman was in her hands as she pressed them together and
brought them to her forehead.
Snoskuun, first heir of Ishthoeneg, quickly twitched his
steepled hands toward his forehead. “Be comfortable,” he
said, “and we need to make this Temple business, not family
business.”
“I understand,” she said and tucked the talisman back into
its pocket in her pouch.
“Khyomati, the murdered acolyte, was Ishthoeneg also
was she not,” Snoskuun asked her.
Muurai debated how much to tell him. “Yes she was,” she
could tell him this much, “she was actually a false identity for
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Klantalle, the third acolyte who accused Nkammon five
decades ago.”
“Ah,” he leaned back like he was searching his memory.
“She was discredited and expelled as I recall.”
“She re-entered under a new identity.”
“That’s not good,” he said. “We may be confronting him
with tainted evidence.”
“It is the killing of Khyomati that we have him on,
whether or not the corruption is fake. Why would he have
Khyomati killed if not to cover up what she was bringing
against him?”
“We don’t know. We don’t know what is going on,” he
said. She didn’t like that. She was confident he would see this
as open and shut, he was shaking her confidence. She was
hoping that as soon as Nkammon saw the evidence against
him, he could crumble and confess all, figuring he must have
some feeling for Karasis.
It was at least an hour before Merris came up from the
office, poking a pocket eye. She knew no third level would
have a pocket eye on his spending money alone. There was
some chance that it wasn’t his. That was when she noticed it
was a Centorin pocket eye, that couldn’t be his unless he was
getting some really serious money on the outside. She hadn’t
noticed that before, maybe it was new? Maybe it had come
from one of the Centorins? As far as she knew Bissei had
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Boesun’s comm. She must have handed it over to Merris as
soon as she got in. If not, this could change everything. She
was feeling less sure of her case with every turn.
“Partonn has just picked him up at the HestSide station,
he’s on his way here and Partonn is following,” Merris said as
he skipped up the three steps from the office level.
“We should get Bissei here too,” Muurai said.
“She found Boesun’s comm,” he said, “I’ll call her.” He
did that. She did not pick up so Merris left an audio message,
“Bissei, we need you, it’s very important. Please join us in
hearing room four in the back justice wing as soon as you
pick this up.” He parked the comm and turned to Snoskuun,
“Nkammon will only be a few minutes.”
“Unless he stops to see someone,” Snoskuun said. “We
hope he doesn’t, but there are three judges in the area that he
is friendly with. If he stopped to see one of them, he would
find out this isn’t a general meeting.”
“We have to hope Partonn will prevent that,” Merris said.
“How will he do that?” Snoskun asked.
“Remind him that he contracted for assassination services
with a couple Centorins,” Merris replied.
“Then he will know what this is about,” Snoskuun said.
“But he will come.”
Muurai wished there were more people here. Nongbur
and the Seven would be nice, but they were here remotely,
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thru the camera and microphone she carried. None of the
others knew she had it and she intended for it to remain that
way. She knew not all of the Seven would witness it, but if
even one did, she would feel safe. She worried about the
antidote.
“You’d better go down to the prosecutor’s bench,”
Snoskuun said, “If he sees you with me he will think I am
prejudiced.”
“I didn’t think we were having a hearing? We’re not
judges.”
“I see myself standing in for one.”
“We were going to present him with the evidence, get him
to confess?”
“We hope he does but you are the one with the evidence,
you have to prosecute.”
“But I’m not a prosecutor...”
“And I’m not a judge, and Merris is not a bailiff.”
“He is Ishthoeneg.”
“This is a Temple function, not a family function. I know
we are all Ishthoeneg and he is Kohorm. I also know that he
is a pompous, small minded, nit-picking, overbearing,
ostentatious ass, but that doesn’t make him guilty of
accepting bribes or of having an acolyte killed. I’ve seen little
of your evidence and understood less. If he does not confess,
we will need experts to look at it.”
Muurai was not prepared for this. She had the ledgers,
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well actually Partonn had taken the ledgers from Dyoniss and
from Khyomati’s work space when she was ‘reassigned,’ but
he should have put them in the office already. “I need to get
my evidence,” she said, “before I take my stand.”
“Where is it? He’ll be here momentarily.”
“In the judge’s office,” she said.
“Get it, get it out of there now or you’ll have no case at
all. You all used your talismans to set me up here to act as a
judge and by the Soul of Karasis I intend to do my best to act
like one. Get everything of yours out of that office. It is the
judge’s office. Anything in there will look like I brought it
and make this look like no case at all. If I appear partial, he
will have no reason to confess.”
She jumped down the office steps and grabbed her
shoulder bag and looked around to see where Partonn had left
the ledgers. She didn’t see them on the desk. She looked into
the storage closet, not on top there. She looked in the tiny
bathroom, not in there, not in its only cabinet. She was
beginning to worry that he hadn’t brought them and was
about to ask Merris. She turned around and opened the desk
drawer, not that a drawer like this would ever have room in it.
They were there! She had to pat her chest. She jumped back
up the steps and popped into the prosecutor’s chair.
She put the ledgers down and arranged them on the table.
She took off her shoulder bag and put that next to it. She
opened the pocket with her notebook and pens. She took out
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the pocket eye and put that on the table. She had time to look
at the ledgers. Without the sticky notes that Khyomati had put
on, they might as well be in the script that adorns the relics.
They were columns of numbers with arcane titles like
‘deducted amount’ and ‘inescapable overhead.’ If she had to
interpret any of this, she was going to sound like a blenth. (A
small draft and meat animal.) She could at least familiarize
herself with where the tabs were.
She put them back down, Nkammon still wasn’t here. It
could take fifteen minutes to walk here from the tube station
if you just moseyed and Nkammon was one to do that, slowly
strut along showing off his immaculate composure. He wore
robes that were almost ceremonial in their sumptuousness
while on the street. She had to stop fidgeting, she would be
sweaty by the time he got here, and it was way too chilly to
be sitting here sweaty.
She thought about what the camera was seeing, and
turned her stool to face the entry. She put her elbows back on
the table, a position that would often get her gratification if
she sat this way at a friendly tap with guys around. She better
not think about that, it would be bad enough smelling sweaty.
She wished she’d had a cup of yellow with darkmeal at this
point, just for the mellow.
At last the door opened, Partonn popped thru it and
ushered Nkammon in. “Thank you bailiff,” he said as he
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entered. “Are any of my fellows here yet?”
“No sir,” he said, as Nkammon ascended the steps.
He was a small, slender man with a long, thin beard and
receding hairline. His hair and beard were white from helmet
use, there was one in Karasis Yuhal since the 101st. His ears
were thin but big, bigger than an Elf’s, but totally round on
top. He was in a well finished bishop’s street robe, one way
too big for him that bunched over his shoulders and nearly
reached the floor. How he’d kept the hem dry all the way
from Yuhal was a mystery to her.
He looked around the room as he walked into it, noticed it
was still set up for a hearing. When the judges meet the
fences are removed. “Snoskuun, do you know the purpose of
this meeting?” he asked. “I understand it was called by
adjudication so what are you doing here?”
“Attempting to remain impartial,” Snoskuun replied.
“Is there to be some kind of hearing?” he asked. Partonn
and Merris had taken stands by each door. The judge’s office
also had a door to a back hallway, but the only way out of that
went by the doors Partonn and Merris were standing at. “All
of you are Ishthoeneg, but that trouble was a hundred and
twenty centuries ago,” Nkammon said. Thru this all he was
still standing serenely with his hands folded in front of him,
but he brought his hands up when he said, “What is the
meaning of this?”
“It’s not about that, I assure you. Would you like a
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Kohorm to sit with me?”
“Maybe not after he sees this,” Muurai said, and held up
his private ledger from 1234101.
Nkammon was clearly stricken by the sight of it. “What is
this about?” he asked, his gaze darting between Snoskuun and
Muurai.
“Perhaps we should begin?” Snoskuun said.
“Begin what?” he asked.
“Please take a seat,” Snoskuun asked, and pointed to the
accused bench.
“What is this about?” Nkammon asked, looking around
the room but not moving either foot.
“These people have some evidence, I mean to see it.”
“Evidence of what?” His hands were folded again, but he
spit those words.
“Accepting bribes,” Merris answered.
“Pah, never. You have no such evidence,” he said.
“If you take a seat, I’ll call acolyte Muurai to show it,”
Snoskuun said.
“Preposterous. I’ll get a proper hearing, there’s nothing
unethical in that ledger.” He turned and his robes swirled,
Partonn and Merris both bolted their doors, chained and
locked the bolt, then stood in front of them. “Are you holding
me captive?” he asked incredulously folding his arms this
time. His robes hardly ever got wrinkles from this position.
“They also charge that you recruited Centorin assassins
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with the antidote to have acolyte Khyomati assassinated when
you found out that she discovered this evidence.”
“Acolyte Khyomati?” he did seem genuinely puzzled.
“You can’t tell us you are not aware of the murder,”
Muurai said. “You spend most of your time in Karasis Yuhal
and every cellar under every gruel kitchen knows of it. I’m
sure you heard within an hour of her body being discovered.”
“Of course I heard but I never had any idea what it was
about, this is the first time I heard anything about it.”
“She had this ledger in her book bag when she was
found,” Muurai said. “The identification pages have been cut
out but we are confident it is yours.”
He looked closely at it, his face sank. “It is mine, I admit
that,” he sighed.
“And do you admit to receiving a four aluminum grant
from a Temple fund for your personal use?”
His face sunk farther and he seemed to shrivel. He looked
like he wanted to deny it, but he knew it was in that book.
With a bit of bluster he said, “That was in exchange for
appropriate value, there was a property involved, it’s all
documented.” He was as nervous as she had been before he
got here.
“That was actually Temple property wasn’t it?” she
guessed. It was an all too common scam.
“No it was not,” he said with calm confidence.
“I’m sure a thorough search of the documentation will
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show that,” Muurai said, pressing her advantage, but she was
pretty much up in thin air here. The line between property of
the Temple and property of its bishops was often hard to
define. Most bishops donate any space they’ve had built or
recovered to the Temple when they leave it but that is not a
requirement.
“If an accounting mistake was made somewhere along the
way I deeply regret it,” Nkammon said, “but we will have to
make that careful search of those records.”
“The possible embezzlement of Temple funds is the least
of the charges,” Snoskuun said. “That search of records will
be made and more than likely it will be found that the records
are murky and thin. In two centuries you are going to make
many changes in the space, most of them will never be
accounted. You may well have intended to return the space to
the Temple when your new penthouse was completed and
forgotten all about it.”
“Then why have you called me here to this stupid farce of
a hearing?”
Muurai addressed Snoskuun, “But what proves him guilty
is what he did to cover it up, and what else Khyomati found.”
“What?” Nkammon snapped.
“This ledger,” she held up another ledger, “has been
identified as coming from the adjudication of Engnosk
fashions, even though its title pages have also been removed.
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It shows a four aluminum and ten donation to the research
fund that you tapped, as shown in this ledger.” She showed
another, the research summary ledger for 1234101. The one
that showed how the money moved thru the Temple itself.
“If there was any such donation, I knew nothing of it. I
was one of six judges on that case. It was a very long,
complex and high stakes case. We all kept a close watch on
each other because we knew there was a lot of money in this
case. The other five judges know that the parties to that
dispute never knew my name or saw my face. If any such
donation was made it was a coincidence.”
“You re-assigned me when you knew I was getting close,”
Muurai said.
“I re-assigned you because of getting too close to that
investigator and we cannot have the look of impropriety in a
case like yours. You weren’t getting close to the truth if you
think I would ever accept any type of favor in return for a
judgment. That judgment was unanimous and impartial. If it
hadn’t come out that one of Calmin’s contract readers told
him that the contract didn’t in fact say what Engnosk claimed
it said while feasting on bighead, we would have given due
consideration to the claim of verbal agreement. Also, I’ve
never seen that volume before,” he said about the research
funds ledger.
“If we were to take a reading, would we verify that?”
“Don’t be ridiculous, I won’t submit to a reading, will
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you?” he asked Muurai but didn’t give her time to answer,
“Of course not, neither one of us wants the other laughing at
our pitiful love lives do we?”
“Mine’s had its moments,” she said, but only turned her
eyes toward Partonn, and only for an instant, “but having it
known is embarrassing.” Since she was in his chain of
command he probably knew what she did and what she knew
and how and how few people he’d trust knowing it. “What if
that’s the only way the truth will be told?”
“Very well then,” he said, “we will submit to a reading.”
“We?” she asked. “I’m not the one with something to
hide.”
“Then why hide it?” Nkammon asked.
“Personal privacy, reading is not something one lightly
submits to.”
“That is the same for me,” Nkammon said. “You will
know what I know about my life as well as these allegations.
We will know about your life as well as what role you or your
friends played in fabricating this evidence.”
“We did not fabricate this evidence,” she said calmly.
“You don’t like how we came across parts of it, but it is all
real.”
“So how do you explain this ledger for 1234101 that is
still in the records of Engnosk Fashions?” someone asked
from the bench behind Snoskuun. “One that does not show
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the four aluminums and ten donated to the Temple.” As he
said that he stood up and held up a duplicate copy of the
adjudication ledger for that year, just like the one that was
still in her hand. It was a little more worn, but just as official
looking. She changed her focus from the ledger to the man
holding it, and saw he was the man she’d met at darkmeal.
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27. The Guilty Party
Dyoniss and Kessil’s tube car slid into the West Plaza
station in Belambectai. They were out of it in seconds. They
had over half a mile to cover to get back to the plaza where
Muurai had gotten off. They started off at a brisk jog, making
it look like they were casually jogging and competing a little
while they were actually using it as a way to charge thru the
crowded narrow streets of the ancient city attracting as little
notice as possible. He got in front of her, mainly because
people would see him from farther and have more time to get
out of the way.
They were only blocks from that station when they got a
message from Enlin:
She has just entered the Temple building, I’m just
gulping down the rest of this darkmeal, but even if I ran
after her now I wouldn’t know where she’s gone in there.

“It would be nice if he said what gate,” Kessil said.
“Probably the south if she got off at the HestSide station.”
Since they didn’t have to worry about Muurai spotting them,
they poured it on. A mother screamed, Dyoniss yelled, “Kid,”
and jumped over him. Kessil cleared him easily also, but by
then his mother had reached him and was halfway to the side.
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In only a couple minutes they were jogging to a stop in
the Temple’s South Gate Plaza. It was quite a large plaza,
shaded by a dozen nullbreaks, their fronds contracted to big
knobs on the tops of their trunks for the dark. It was dim,
lanterns by the cooks and taps was most of the light. There
were lanterns on the Temple gate, but after business hours
they were turned down too much to throw much light.
Enlin was at an indoor table beyond the cook with the
biggest torch. They used the walk across the plaza as their
cool-down. They weren’t too sweaty for hugs with Enlin
when they got there. He joked that it had been more than a
week since he’d seen his mother.
“So what do you have?” he panted to Enlin as they
slipped into stools at this little table.
“While you were on the tube I picked up Calmin’s copy
of the ledger for that case in 1234101. It doesn’t show
anything different, no surprise there.” He held up the book for
Dyoniss to see. He didn’t bother opening it, Dyoniss would
see small, neat, numeric print in straight columns if he did,
but not much more. “This,” he held up another ledger, “is our
copy of judicial review of Engnosk Fashions ledger for that
year. We got it because of the case. There is no entry of a
donation of over four aluminums to the Temple like the one
shown in the copy Khyomati was carrying. Now that in itself
is not conclusive, we need to go to the Temple stacks and see
if there is a duplicate research ledger for 1234101 and see
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what it shows.”
“That’s the ledger that shows Nkammon moving the
money from the research grant to his own account?” Dyoniss
asked.
“That’s the one that shows the Temple receiving the
donation and shows him moving it around in different funds
in the research department until he got it into one he could
tap,” Enlin said. “I can’t get in where that’s kept.”
“So that could be real then?”
“We don’t know,” Enlin said. “But I think this shows that
the ‘bribe,’ the payment from Engnosk to the Temple, never
happened.”
“So maybe slushing funds was all Khyomati discovered,”
Dyoniss said, “but either she or someone else built the bribe
on top of it?”
“That’s possible,” Enlin said. “More likely Khyomati
discovered the bribe first, which appears to be fake.”
“But Khyomati got this ledger out of the stacks,” Dyoniss
said. “At least I think she did, she had this one and the years
around it in her locker.”
“That means if there is a different one there now, someone
put the one she had on her into the stacks for Khyomati to
find and then came back later and put the real one back in its
place afterward.”
“Or switched them in her locker as soon as she gathered
them up,” Kessil added.
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“Unless Khyomati had the fake one all along,” Dyoniss
said, “but if she was in on it, why was she killed?”
“Maybe Nkammon was willing to kill just to keep his
stealing from the treasury covered up,” Enlin mused.
“Possible,” Dyoniss thought, but it just didn’t ring true.
The transfer from the treasury could be covered up or talked
around. It was unethical, but it had happened in the past,
hardly the type of thing a bishop would want to take a life for.
He might have to return it and lose his position as a judge, but
it was unlikely he would face expulsion and shunning.
“But how can we tell what project it is?” Dyoniss asked,
“there are dozens of projects with dozens of accountants each,
I couldn’t figure out a way to match them up.”
“The one with the same beginning entry as the one for the
year in question will be the duplicate.”
“We don’t have that ledger any more.”
“But you have those scans Muurai made, is there a page
from that?”
Dyoniss pulled the pocket eye and went thru them, found
the page where the donation from Engnosk was received. He
showed it to Enlin. “Page forty six,” Enlin said, “the duplicate
will have a page forty six that starts out like this one, it
probably won’t show that donation.”
“So all we have to do is get into the stacks and look at
page forty six for the 1234101 ledger of each project,” Enlin
said.
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Dyoniss knew of only one person he could go to that
could help him get into the stacks and get that ledger, and that
was Khyomati’s third level, Ishthoemic. He led the way to his
chambers at a brisk pace. They arrived to find the place
deserted.
“There’s only one other person I know in this Temple and
that’s Bissei.”
“What are the chances she would help us?” Kessil asked.
“We’ll never know til we try.”
“If and when we get that ledger,” Kessil asked, “how are
we going to find where Muurai went?”
“She said she had a meeting about her mother,” Enlin
said.
“Khyomati was her mother,” Dyoniss said.
“That’s interesting,” Enlin said. “Is that a co-incidence, or
does it have something to do with all this?”
“My guess is, whatever this meeting is,” Kessil said, “it
will be the key to this whole affair.”
“I wouldn’t doubt it,” Dyoniss said. At this point he
remembered the woman he spent Noonsleep with. He didn’t
even know her name, but he did remember where her room
was. Unlike Bissei, he was sure she would help if she could,
if she had access to the stacks. Besides that, she was three
floors and two blocks closer.
Again they pounded thru the halls. Her place was four
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more floors up, they took the deeply worn steps in twos for a
couple floors but then had to slow down. The glow panels in
this stairway were centuries old, veiny with deposits and dim,
making it prudent to use more caution. Precious minutes
ticked away while they did so. She was in her room, but she
wasn’t alone. The good news was, they weren’t in bed yet.
“I’m really sorry but I need your help,” Dyoniss asked.
“Now?” she asked, looking at the guy still sitting on her
bed holding a mug of gold.
“I’m sorry about the time, but there is a meeting going on
in which a bishop may be falsely accused.”
“That’s serious. Is it related to what we talked about a
couple days ago?”
“Yes,” Dyoniss answered.
“What can I do?” she asked.
“If you have access to the stacks, I need a financial ledger
for a research project for 1234101.”
“Which project?” she asked.
“That’s the hard part,” Enlin said and explained his plan
for matching page forty six. She had to take Dyoniss’ pocket
eye with the image of the page.
She understood how to do it, but knew it was a pretty big
job. “It’s getting pretty late, the stacks close in less than an
hour.”
“I’ll make it up to you,” Enlin said.
“There’s no need, I’ll give it a try.” She got to her feet,
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popped a sheath on and turned to the guy sitting with her. “I’ll
be less than an hour,” she said. “I’d really appreciate it if you
could wait.”
“For you,” he said, caressing her quite erotically, “I’ll
wait half the sleep if I have to.”
“That’s very sweet of you,” she said, “but we better hurry,
they’ve been known to close a few minutes early if it’s slow.”
Another brisk march thru the halls that broke into a jog
when there was an opening. There was at least as much
loitering in the halls of Belambectai Temple as there was in
Yuhal. The halls had a common stylistic theme here, plainly
finished marble. It was often weathered and had generations
of lighting fixtures attached from torches to glow panels. No
doubt it would be updated to binary phosphor within a
century or two and then they would be able to see their
footing. There were alcoves with busts and plaques here and
there around entries to important offices. There were elegant
marble benches around that served to collect people stopping
to chat, sometimes enough to block the halls.
The nearest entry to the stacks was two floors below and
at least a block away. “The guys who know me are over
here,” the girl said, “they’ll let me in. You guys wait right
here out of sight, they’ll question me if I’m with someone.”
They joined the crowd in front of a theological teaching
research office. It seemed like half the faculty were out in
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front continuing discussions they might have had that day. He
was afraid Kessil was going to get caught up in it.
The girl who’s name he still didn’t know went on to the
stack portal, it was far enough that they couldn’t hear what
was said. They stood and waited. It seemed like forever.
There was very little talk while she was gone. Dyoniss
listened to a couple guys and a girl on the bench next to them
discuss the details of the type of media presentation that will
have the most positive effect on young minds. They weren’t
discussing what the content should be and what lessons
should be taught, but how to present it in terms of brightness,
sound level, colors, timing of cuts, that kind of technical
detail.
Meanwhile Kessil made small talk with Enlin about his
apartment and the pocket eye he had been given. He showed
the pocket eye to her and she looked it over. It was in a
hardened and polished three-sided blackseed pod, a bit bulky
but with enough spacing of the keyholes to not have to worry
about hitting more than one at a time. The lens was
freestanding in a finely-cut hole in the three prongs of the
seed pod where they come to point. It had a very good
holoprojector that could project a model into the air even in
this light. Not that this hallway was brightly lit, but it was lit
enough that he would have expected only a Centorin device
to be able to project a model, especially during the dark
which meant it was running on an ultra-potent binary
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phosphor stored inside.
One of the models he projected was the cute and curvy
brown haired girl he’d seen at the apartment. “I broke up with
Talis even before we got to Mefmun,” he told Kessil. “I met
Shinteel soon after she got on in OrazigHest.” The picture
was taken closer to the Etendur than OrazigHest, but it was a
pretty naked girl with long and slightly wavy brown hair and
a perfect smooth body. “She’s a lot more down to earth and
sensible, but at least as much fun in bed.”
“She looks just like one of my granddaughters,” Kessil
said.
“Out on the plains?”
“Yes, those are the only granddaughters I’ve got.”
“She’s a real beauty,” Dyoniss told him.
“I think so, could she be the same person?”
“Not unless she changed her name.”
“Good, I wouldn’t want to be involved in incest.”
“Are you serious already?”
“Pretty,” Enlin said. “I think she’s going to move in.”
Eventually the girl from Noonsleep returned with the
ledger. The fact that it existed was evidence enough, the fact
that it showed no such donation was a clincher. It had its title
pages and from that he could see that it was a sociological
project researching the circuitry in the brain that predisposed
people to religion and formed the foundation of Karasis.
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Dyoniss was a little uneasy with such research going on, he
knew there were species native to Earth with no individual
will at all.
“You owe me,” she said. “Either one of you,” she pointed
to Dyoniss and Enlin.”
“He’s the one who lives in Belambectai,” Dyoniss said.
“When can you see me?” she asked. “Not this sleep, I’ve
got company if I hurry up and get back there. How about
Noonsleep?”
“I’m not free until next Dawnsleep,” Enlin said.
“Then come to my place for darkmeal,” she said.
“Fourteen Seven Hall, eighth floor,” she said, and finally told
him her name.
“I’ll be there,” he said.
They parted at the next stairway, she to go back up to her
space, they to go down to the business levels of the Temple.
“I hope Shinteel won’t mind,” Enlin said. “If she does,
that girl will have to go without favors.”
“Even we have to find variety now and then,” Kessil told
him. “It’s a sin to break a promise.”
“Few find variety during the initial infatuation,” Enlin
replied.
“Oh yes we did,” Dyoniss said, remembering Korshii.
As they were on their way back to the business levels of
the Temple, the Centorin comm started beeping with the tone
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he’d assigned to the clone of Boeson’s. Dyoniss pulled it
from his shoulder pocket and looked at it. “Someone is trying
to establish a voice channel.”
“Who is it?” Kessil asked.
He had a black ops caller ID app on here that Engsahr had
found for them. He activated it and after a couple more beeps
it told him that, “The originating comm is registered to Third
Acolyte Merris of the Belambectai Temple.”
“Isn’t that one of the guys Khyomati and Bissei knew?”
Kessil asked.
“Yes it is,” he said. “And now we know he has a Centorin
comm.”
“I wouldn’t accept it,” she said.
“I’m not. I’m waiting for Bissei to pick up. I wonder if
he’s in his chambers?”
“Probably,” Enlin said, “I’d guess that’s why he’d be
calling her.
As they rumbled down the steps, the beeping stopped and
the device spoke. The caller was leaving an audio message.
Bissei, we need you, it’s very important. Please join us in
hearing room four in the back justice wing as soon as
you pick this up.

“Thank you very much,” Dyoniss said. “Now we know
where they are, and we know that Merris is not in his room. I
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want you guys to find a way to sneak into that hearing room
while I go over to his room and see what I can find there. I’ll
try not to take too long.” He handed the duplicate research
accounting ledger to Enlin. “And be careful, we can’t be sure
that one or more of them doesn’t have a dose of the antidote.”
He stopped by Bissei’s and found her gone this time. It
took less time than before for the key to work. He went
straight to her desk, but found nothing of interest but that note
from Partonn. Looking close at the handwriting, he was sure
he’d seen it before. He got out the note from Khyomati, the
one that lead thru the undogged hatch into the private stacks.
Sure enough, it was the same. He picked up the note and took
it with him, if nothing else it proved they knew each other.
At this point he didn’t care what people thought of
someone sprinting thru the halls and leaping half-flights of
stairs, some with people on them. He was winded but he was
in Twenty Four Twelve Hall in less than five minutes. He
didn’t bother to call at the door, he went right to his picks, he
knew Merris was in a hearing room four blocks and eight
floors from here.
He didn’t even need an autokey with this ancient
mechanical lock, five twists of a simple tumbler crank and he
was in. He silently thanked that Elvish tinkerer down in the
dell near their house again. A casual passer-by wouldn’t even
think he was having trouble with his key. Inside it was well
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kept for a third acolyte’s room. There was a trophy three-horn
adorning the opposite wall, a few tribal macrame hangings,
lace drapes lining the windows. The mats were down and
sealed for Nightday. The balcony would be beyond them. He
found a ceiling panel that gave just enough light to see.
What could he learn about this man from this initial
observation? He was austere, he nodded to the plains, but the
macrame was a Temple design, he was involved with the
Temple. There was a talisman on the inside of the door, a
dream-catcher center-fletched with yellow-stripe baby down,
in a dual spire made of bird scales. It was the same design as
the talisman Muurai had shown, but ten times as large, in a
prominent position in the room.
This had a sign saying it was the talisman of Ishthoeneg,
the family of the second caravan. Being Ishthoeneg was
obviously important to him. More square footage in the décor
was given to Karasis, but Ishthoeneg was a close second.
Ishthoeneg was one of the most active and influential of the
caravan families in the Temple, second only to the Vemnya.
Merris was neat, but not meticulous, there wasn’t enough
clutter to hide things. His furnishings were set up and
arranged mainly for sexual use. Two or more couples could
find a variety of places to get together anywhere in the room.
Each window had a nice wide and plush bench in front of it,
there were cushions all over the room. His mind could see
Khyomati and Bissei busy on them. No doubt this was the
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room they told stories about.
One glance told him he didn’t need to examine the bath,
he’d seen too many like it. Merris didn’t keep his important
documents in there, not even in a secret compartment. What
went on in there didn’t need to be documented.
Dyoniss could see that everything of interest to him was
in the alcove between the entry and the closet. Since it was
nowhere else, he had to be keeping his papers in there. There
was another lock on that, but nothing a simple skeleton key
couldn’t handle. Like the desks in the stacks, the cabinet
folded down into the room to make a desk, but it was twice as
large and held four times as much.
Dyoniss didn’t have time to peruse all of this. He set his
lenses on it. Most of the cubbyholes hadn’t been touched in a
year. Of those that had been touched he found nervousness
high on one of them. There were four folders in there.
There was one on Khyomati. Her room, pictures, duty
stations and hours, likely haunts, friends, everything you
would need to find her and keep her under surveillance, even
the fact that she had signed up for an appointment with
Wrona. There was a similar folder on each of the two women
in the Robing Room who had drowned in the canal, including
the fact that they were avid swimmers and the times and
places they were most likely to be found there. The fourth
folder was the most interesting of all, containing the
identification pages removed from the ledgers in Khyomati’s
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book bag. It showed that Enlin’s method of matching the
research ledgers was valid, they had the right project.
There was now no doubt in his mind that Merris was the
one who had contacted the Centorins. There was a lot he still
didn’t understand about the motives of everyone concerned.
Why did Merris have three people killed? Why did someone
want to frame Nkammon? Where did Merris get the money to
interest a Centorin assassin? He hoped those answers would
be made clear at the meeting that Muurai was now at.
Looking for anything else in this room would be a waste
of time. He kissed the lenses while safe in their cases and
thanked Kessil for winning them at engineering conventions.
He crammed those folders into his book bag and left the
room. He sent the message that he was on his way with
important evidence to Enlin’s new pocket eye because he
knew that one was less likely to make noise when it arrived.
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28. Disorder in the Court
Kessil followed Enlin toward the hearing room given in
the message. “I don’t guess you know of some way we could
watch what’s going on in there without being seen?”
“I’ve never been in this building before,” he said. “We’re
going to have to look at a directory to even find the room.”
“Great,” she said. This was not going to be easy. She had
been in Karasis Belambectai before, but it was centuries ago
when she was homeless, living in her kayak. She had come
here for gruel when times were hard, and spent a few sleeps
in the halls when the weather had been too cold and wet to
sleep in the kayak. She barely remembered any of it from so
long ago.
“So tell me once again who the players are,” he said.
“Khyomati is the fifth acolyte who was killed,” she
started. “Now it seems she was also Klantalle, who Muurai
claims is her mother.”
“I wonder how true that is?”
“Muurai claims she has genetic proof.”
“And is there anything else special about Klantalle?” he
asked.
“She tried to discredit Nkammon in the past and was
expelled from the Temple for it.”
“Do we know why she tried to discredit him?” he asked.
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“I’ve always thought she was honestly convinced. We’re
pretty convinced that four aluminum payment for upgrades he
made to his previous quarters is somewhere between shady
and bogus.”
“But she didn’t accuse him of that,” Enlin said, “she
accused him of taking a bribe.”
Kessil thought back over how this all started and what
Dyoniss told her about his first trip to Yuhal. Khyomati had
not accused anyone. “She had some ledgers that she said were
important and confidential, but as far as Dyoniss knows, she
never accused anyone of anything, not even to her closest
friends.” As far as she knew Enlin was the first to suspect a
bribe was involved.
“Do you see Bissei as Khyomati’s closest friend?” he
asked.
She’d never met Khyomati, but had heard Dyoniss
describe her. From even the little she’d seen of Bissei, Enlin
was right. Bissei might call Khyomati her closest friend, but
she doubted Khyomati would agree if she were here to give
her side of the story. Maybe they cock-hunted together a few
times and it was nothing more than that. She suspected Bissei
was more involved in the murder than the friendship. “No,”
she said, “and that lie might be part of the plot.”
“It’s not making sense to me so far,” Enlin said.
“We thought we knew who did what to whom and why,
until Muurai turned on us. Now we don’t know who did what
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any more.”
“It seems to me we don’t even know who’s on what side,”
Enlin said.
“I’m on the side of Karasis,” Kessil said.
“We don’t know who’s Karasis if the crimes are this high
up in the Temple.”
“No matter what part of Karasis they are in,” Kessil said,
“they are still only cells in the body that is Karasis.
Sometimes every member of the faith has to decide for
themselves what is in the best interests of Karasis. Sometimes
we’ll decide wrong, like Muurai seems to be doing today. But
if we all try our best to keep Karasis alive, keep our society
functioning, Karasis will live.”
“I once told Muurai my parents were moderately pious,
but sometimes I think you’re more pious than the average
bishop.”
“If we don’t do our part to make it work, it won’t.”
“What about those two third levels?” Enlin asked.
“Partonn and Merris, what’s their part in this?”
“My feeling is that they could very well be everything
that’s unexplained about all this.”
They had to pound down stairways and work their way
thru crowded halls till they got to what could be called the
‘Back Justice Wing.’ It wasn’t called that on any map, it was
called the ‘North Hearing Rooms.’ They guessed it was what
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Merris meant because it was a small scale add-on to the
building. Its main hallway was all but deserted at this hour. A
few were still on their way to darkmeal but more were on
their way back from it and few were heading back to any of
the workrooms on this hall.
The rooms were numbered, so they knew when they were
getting close to room four. They approached barefoot once
they got to the closest hall, their sandals slapped and echoed
on the ancient stones. They peeked around the corner and saw
that they could advance to the entryway of the room. They
slipped behind a bench here and saw the doors were open.
They approached and saw Merris was on the podium with a
robed man they’d never seen before. It was plain that Muurai
was nervous as she sat at the prosecution bench with some
ledgers spread out on her table.
“My new pocket eye has a celebrity ID app,” Enlin
whispered. He took it out and focused on the unknown man.
He sent that off to a recognition engine. It wasn’t long til it
came back. “Snoskuun, heir to Ishthoeneg,” Enlin told her.
“Is he a judge?” she asked.
“No.”
“Huh?”
Just then he ordered Muurai to the accusation bench and
Merris came toward the door. They scurried behind the bench
they had been looking over and up to the next alcove in the
hall. There was a stairway to a hallway above. “Maybe there’s
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a way into the gallery from up here?” Enlin suggested.
“We’re on the wrong side of the room.”
“Maybe it connects?” he mounted the steps. As she
followed she heard two sets of footsteps approaching on the
main hallway and hurried up the stairs out of sight. At the top
of the stairs was a corridor that lead around the corner. Along
that was a door that led up a few more steps to the bench
behind the pulpit. If they sat on that bench they’d be in clear
view but Enlin noticed that, “We can sneak in here and sit
right on these steps.”
Just then they heard footsteps coming down that stairway
from above. It could be part of the janitorial staff, but Kessil
decided to look, leaving Enlin to listen to the proceedings
below. As soon as she turned at the landing, she saw it was
Bissei and rushed to her. “What are you doing here?”
knowing that she hadn’t picked up when Merris called.
“What are you doing here?” Bissei responded.
“I think we’re about to find out what really happened to
Khyomati.”
Bissei looked worried, unsure of what to do next. “Merris
sent for me,” she said.
“Do you know why?” Kessil asked.
“I imagine it’s about Boesun’s pocket eye. I don’t know
how he even knows about it, I’m suspicious that he called me
on it.”
“He didn’t know Boesun?”
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“Not that I know of,” Bissei said.
“What about Billy, what was Billy to Merris?”
“I have no idea. Boesun talked about his friend Billy, he
never mentioned Partonn or Merris and I certainly didn’t tell
him about them.” She tried to move past her, “Are you going
to let me by?” she asked.
“As soon as you tell me what your part was in this.”
“I was seeing Boesun, it was nothing serious, just a bit of
a thrill, one I was getting over. I know Merris and Partonn
also, not well, but we did them occasionally. I didn’t know
they all knew each other.”
“What about Khyomati, who was she seeing?”
“When we were together, usually Partonn.”
“Leaving you with Merris?”
Bissei made a face like it was a grim sentence that she had
to bear. “When we did them. It wasn’t a regular thing, they
were an adventure for us, they have a very testosterone
reputation. Merris really likes to circulate also so we did them
a few times but we weren’t high on their lists. Khyomati saw
a lot more of Partonn that I did of Merris, but that still wasn’t
a lot.”
“She was your best friend?” Kessil asked a little more
pointedly than she really should have.
Bissei sighed, “Her death hurt like it was. Maybe we only
saw each other now and then but we always had fun. We
made a good club team, even if we weren’t close in other
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ways.”
“What if I told you she was killed because she was
investigating the possible corruption of Bishop Nkammon.”
“Nkammon!” She was genuinely surprised at that, not
acting. “He’s too ramrod brittle to corrupt, not for sex or
money. Maybe for the power to make everyone else porcelain
brittle, but I don’t see how Khyomati could have been
investigating anything like that.”
“Did you know that she was a new identity for Third
Acolyte Klantalle?” Kessil asked.
“No? So?”
“Third acolyte Klantalle was expelled for bringing false
accusations against Bishop Nkammon.”
Bissei made a face, “Khyomati just wasn’t that twisted,
she was a gung-ho kid who liked a little friendly adventure
now and then, she couldn’t have been a cover personality, she
was too naïve.”
“Why did Merris have a Centorin comm?” Kessil asked.
“He said it was easier to do a voice channel.”
“Why do a voice channel?”
“Don’t know, he never did any with me, but then I never
had a pocket eye till Boesun let me use his.”
“Did they have any business together? Did Merris
converse with them in Centish a lot?”
“I know he knows it, at least enough to read. I’ve seen
him read news on that pocket eye before.”
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“Did you ever hear him talk with someone on it?”
“A couple times, but in Centish, I have no idea what it
was about or who it was with but it was very short.”
By now they had strolled slowly to the door where Enlin
lay. Nkammon was there and they were arguing about taking
readings of him and Muurai. As soon as Enlin noticed that
Kessil had arrived with Bissei, he stood up on the back bench
and displayed the Engnosk Fashions ledger for 1234101.
“So how do you explain this ledger for 1234101 that is
still in the records of Engnosk Fashions?” he asked the people
below. “One that does not show the four aluminums and ten
donated to the Temple.”
She didn’t know whether to come out with him or stay
back and see where this revelation went. For the moment she
hung back, blocking Bissei, though she didn’t attempt to get
up on that bench either. Enlin stood up with the ledger in
front of him and continued. “It differs from the one in
Khyomati’s book bag in only one entry, the donation to the
Temple the week after the judgment was handed down.”
“How do we know a fake wasn’t put in its place?” Muurai
asked.
Enlin looked at Snoskuun, “Now I’m pretty sure at least
one of you can lay hands on the Temple records from that
year to see if the donation was actually received, but we made
that easier for you.” He held up the one the girl had found for
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them. “The ledger that we found today in the stacks shows
that it was not.”
“That ledger was in Khyomati’s book bag,” Muurai said.
“I was there when it was opened. We had a detective get it
interpreted.”
“I was the one he took it to,” Enlin said, “but it seems that
one was also a duplicate?”
“What does that mean?” Muurai asked.
“If there was no donation, there was no payoff,”
Snoskuun pointed out.
“We still have the ledger that shows Nkammon working
that amount into his household accounts,” Muurai said.
“It could be as he says, he thinks he’s due all that from
the improvements he made to his quarters. I bet if we go look
we will find they are the most lavish a first tenure bishop has
ever inhabited.”
“I think it is a work of art that will be opened as public
space in the near future,” Nkammon said. “I am more proud
of that than four aluminums can ever convey.”
“Do you know Bishop Nkammon?” Kessil whispered to
Bissei.
“No, not at all, I’ve only heard of him. Is that who’s down
there?”
“If he is the bishop code named DawnCloud, which is
who Muurai thinks he is.”
She took a mirror from her shoulderpocket and used it to
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let Bissei look over the railing. “I see two guys I don’t know,
one in a fancy robe, sitting right below us, and one in an even
fancier one, sitting on the Accused bench.”
“That would be Nkammon.”
Meanwhile Nkammon was haranguing them. “This is just
like what happened to me a few decades ago when Acolyte
Klantalle tried to have the same type of fake evidence shown
against me. At least she had the moxie to bring the charges in
a real court not some after-hours farce like this parlor scene in
a detective novel.”
“So who created the fakes?” Enlin asked the people
below.
“Khyomati,” Nkammon said, staring intently at Muurai.
“What makes you say that?” Enlin asked.
“Because she was my mother,” Muurai tearfully admitted
to all who didn’t know it. “Because she was Klantalle and
because this was the second life she devoted to bringing down
the man who wants to be Emperor. I was trained since birth to
aide in her quest. I never questioned the truth of it til now.”
Nkammon softened a little. “I’m sorry if she used you, but
it was a false cause.”
“I know she didn’t make them, they were the reason she
suspected you meant to become Emperor, so if these ledgers
are fake,” Muurai said, holding up the ones that had been in
Khyomati’s book bag, “who made them?”
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“Khyomati, probably,” Bissei said, standing up beside
Enlin on the back bench. “She had access to all the blanks,
stamps and inks it would take. I didn’t see her do it, and she
never told me she did it, but I know she could.”
“There are others with that access, that doesn’t prove she
did it,” Muurai said.
“Only that she could have,” Snoskuul said. “I remember
Klantalle’s breakdown you know, and her childhood. We
weren’t close but there is an Ishthoeneg gathering in each
Temple every year so I saw her and exchanged a few words
with her family every year. She talked about the caravans a
lot, she talked about the Emperor. In her last years before her
expulsion Klantalle she was convinced that Nkammon was
trying to become a divine Emperor.
“She didn’t make up fake evidence then either.”
“Nevertheless it was fake then also, she was delusional.”
Snoskuun said.
“So that’s why the family was getting her treatment?”
Muurai said. “It obviously didn’t work, maybe she wasn’t
deluded after all?”
“She left the shelter after only a year. When she applied to
the Temple out in the Tveidor Delta there was no way anyone
could have known she was Klantalle if they didn’t already
suspect.”
“I was never told that she’d escaped,” Muurai said.
“She was not confined,” Snoskuun said, “the Instinct
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wouldn’t allow it. It seems people who leave the facility and
don’t show up somewhere else are not reported since it would
reduce their budget,” Snoskuun sighed. “That’s another
problem that will be addressed in the family and the Temple,
but that’s not this one.”
“I still want to know why I wasn’t told,” Muurai said,
“she was my mother after all.”
“Because we thought you would go looking for her,”
Snoskuun said. “We weren’t sure you weren’t delusional also.
If it wasn’t for the job you’ve been doing up til now we might
have sent you there also. She put a lot of ideas in your head
when you were an impressionable child.”
“I might have prevented this,” Muurai’s voice was nearly
cracking with emotion. “We might have prevented this if we
cared enough.”
“You went right back to helping Khyomati with the same
project,” Snoskuun said.
“I always thought my mother was right,” Muurai’s voice
was firmer now, “she raised me after all. I was glad to see
someone carrying on her work.”
“I find it hard to believe you didn’t know it was her,”
Kessil said.
“She took quite a few pills, she was three inches taller,
slimmer, hornier, her voice was softer, her eyes were
different.”
“So does any of this tell us why she was killed?” Enlin
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asked, “Who paid for it? We know Boesun did it, his DNA
was on the railing, but he did it for hire.”
Muurai turned from them and brought something from her
shoulderpocket, a Centorin pocket eye, undoubtedly Billy’s.
Only Kessil seemed to be watching her as she poked at it.
Everyone else was looking at Enlin like he was supposed to
answer his own question. Soon the Centorin comm that
Merris was carrying chimed with a voice channel request. He
ignored it. The room went quiet while the comm chimed. It
seemed to take forever to drop into audio message mode, but
it was really only three chimes. Like a ghost from the
netherworld, a voice was audible thruout the room in the
crystalline silence that had developed. “Hi, this is Billy,” a
Centorin panted, “I did the other one, I’ll be waiting for your
call.”
They were all looking at Merris now. “That was some
kind of prank, that was a recording, he got killed weeks ago,
you all know that. He didn’t use my name, I’ve never heard
that... recording before.”
“So why are you so nervous?” Snoskuun asked.
“Maybe because of what’s in these folders,” Dyoniss said
as he pushed his way passed Merris into the room.
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29. The Pill
Before entering he set his pocket eye on the strap of his
shoulderpocket where it had a perfect view of the room. He
applied for a connection to the Blue Kite News Agency,
figuring that would be public enough to be sure someone saw
it. Whether Muurai meant well or not, Dyoniss was in favor
of total transparency. If the human race isn’t smart enough for
that, we don’t deserve Karasis, we need to advance more in
our evolution. Since high normal intelligence cost only a few
irons today, there was no excuse not to be able to handle
complete transparency in our institutions.
Both the main doors to the room were bolted and with
locks that would take some time to bypass. A back hall lead to
a back door to the judge’s office under the pulpit. This had a
lock that his tumbler crank opened in seconds. As he entered,
Merris’ Centorin comm was just recording a voice message
from Billy, announcing to all present that he had been the one
who set up the assassinations.
He pushed by Merris and held the incriminating folders
aloft for the whole court to see, “Maybe because of what’s in
these folders,” he said, but didn’t talk about them yet. “You
see that Muurai has Billy’s comm,” Dyoniss said and pointed
to her.
She looked a little dazed, but she held that up in her right
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hand, “It has a button in it labeled ‘Contact’ and nothing
else,” she said. “I dialed that and repeated an old message.”
Dyoinss continued, “Now we know Billy was a paid
assassin. I didn’t say he was a good one, he wasn’t able to
overcome the witch, but if the target was someone the contact
knew well, he or she could be set up so that even a dumb
brute with a tab of the antidote could overcome an
unsuspecting woman.”
“The paid assassin has already paid the full price,”
Muurai said, “and the paid assassin in the other two murders
in the Temple this year is also dead.”
“Other two?” Snoskuun asked.
“Two acolytes in the robing room,” Dyoniss said. “They
were found in the canal, behind Industrial Dock on
consecutive weeks.” Dyoniss held up the folders for each as
he spoke, then flipped them onto the table. “They both
drowned, but both were familiar with water, one was an
accomplished swimmer. Neither one frequented the industrial
docks and they were good friends.”
Partonn’s attention snapped to Merris. No doubt he knew
more about that than anyone else here but Merris himself.
“They had one other thing in common,” Partonn said, “they’d
both said no to Merris recently.” Everyone turned to look at
him, with a terrible stare at Merris he said, “We all got
together the day before Khyomati was to leave for Yuhal, in
Merris’ room as always. We always started with me in
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Khyomati and Merris in Bissei and we did that evening also.
But Khyomati didn’t want to do the switch that evening, said
I’d given her all she could handle. I admit, I’d been into it
that evening, I was into Khyomati, it hit me hard when I
heard. I could have done more with her than just have her on
my list.” He turned to Merris, “You were pretty incensed at
that, you said it was her only chance to get some of you
before she left, and you were even madder when she blew
that off.”
Dyoniss had been watching Merris as Partonn exposed
these facts. He was reaching for his shoulderpocket. “Of the
antidote we think Billy and Boesun had between them, there
are still two doses unaccounted for,” Dyoniss warned
everyone in the room.
Bissei jumped down from the balcony and ran down the
steps from the pulpit and onto the floor with Merris, “This
can’t be true, you had them killed?” she screamed while
throwing her arms around his neck.
“Of course not,” he said, pushing her back a little but not
breaking her hold. “Someone’s concocting enormous
fantasies out of a few fake ledgers and a fake sound track.”
“Then why did you have all these particulars on file for
girls that turned you down?” Dyoniss asked. “And how did
you happen to have the title pages from the ledgers Khyomati
had in her bag?”
“If I hired an assassin, where did I get the money?”
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Merris asked.
“You claimed Nkammon gave you half of those
aluminums just to keep that ledger quiet,” Partonn said.
“Shows what your honor is worth,” Nkammon said.
“I wouldn’t be talking about honor, your holiness,” Kessil
said, “but having three girls killed because they said ‘no’
doesn’t seem logical.”
“You don’t know Merris,” Partonn said. “No one says ‘no’
to Merris. I knew he kept after them, I had no idea it would
come to this.”
“I think it was the easy money and the availability of the
antidote,” Bissei said. “There’s a streak in him that always
made me glad we’ve got the Instinct. I know that was why
Khyomati said no.”
“I’m getting out of here,” Merris said as he reached under
Bissei’s arms which were still draped over him. He pushed
her aside as he snatched a tablet from his shoulder pocket.
“And I’ve got a pill that insures that you can’t stop me.”
“No!” Muurai screamed and lunged for it. They struggled
for it until Muurai was paralyzed, he snatched it out of her
hand and got it to his mouth. Kessil flicked her knife to the
area his hand was going. Her hand and arm were paralyzed by
the Instinct, the knife flew up in the air, its atom-sharp edges
whirling behind Merris’ head. Dyoniss jumped for them at the
same time, the paralysis of the Instinct turning it into a fall.
He fell onto Merris, Muurai, Bissei and Kessil, under the
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spinning plains knife. The knife nicked Dyoniss on the
shoulder pocket and slid down Merris’ chest, opening a four
inch gash to the ribs on the way.
The scream almost made Merris spit the pill across the
room, but though he chocked, he got it down as they
collapsed to the floor in front of the bench in a pile. He
continued to scream as Kessil picked up the blade with her
left hand. “I’ll be free of this Instinct soon,” he seethed, “and
I’m getting out of here without any of you.”
He staggered to his feet, clutching his bleeding chest, and
went to unbolt the door to flee. As he did, five of the Seven
entered this hearing room. Their appearance is not front and
center in the public eye. They request that their likeness not
become public. The appearance of their duty robes is
distinctive. There are much wider edgings and collars and
they are lavish trimmed axio, chemically transformed from its
natural blue-silver color, to shades of brown, yellow and grey,
but keeping the intricate patterns of the original animal.
Dyoniss didn’t know the names of any of them, but the
one who came in the middle of the group was the one who
spoke. “We must make sure he can’t hurt us once that antidote
takes effect,” he said. “Isolate him in this room with a body
wall until we can leave and bar all doors.”
“You needn’t worry your holiness,” Muurai said, “his
antidote pill is right here,” she held it up. “I believe it is
Dyoniss who collects them,” she said and handed it over.
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“When I grabbed the pill from him I slipped him a tab I
bought a while back but was always afraid to take. It’s an
RNAcid trip of attempting to escape from the slave colony at
Hgnechtblooff in the fourth century. All you need to do for
him now is give him treatment for that cut. If you sew it
without anesthetic it will make his trip more real.”
Dyoniss held up the ledgers once again. “Khyomati had
very neat and distinctive handwriting,” he said, “and I bet if
we look we will see that Klantalle’s handwriting is the same.
It is not the handwriting that we find in these fake ledgers.
Thru all this I think both Klantalle and Khyomati believed
they were investigating in good faith, which means Muurai
was also. The fake entries in these ledgers do not match the
handwriting of the accountants who normally work these
ledgers. They do match the handwriting of a note I found in
Bissei’s room,” he held it up, “a note signed by Partonn.”
The five who were here looked at Partonn. “We have to
stop all attempts to return to days of the Emperor,” he said.
“If you look at the new quarters he’s building you’ll see what
I mean.”
“We will never have an Emperor,” the spokesman of the
Seven said. “The people will never allow it. We will have to
look at those quarters in light of the strictures,” he said,
looking at Nkammon, “and we may have to look at certain
other transactions in light of the strictures, but deliberate
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falsification is a much more important violation of the Tenets
of Karasis than an immodest dwelling. You can be sure that
your first acolyte will have your robe for this.”
Partonn hung his head. Snoskuun said, “Since we’ve been
in this room I’ve noticed that everyone involved in this is
Ishthoeneg while Nkammon is the heir of Kohorm. If you
wanted to find a way to discredit our holy family, you
couldn’t have done better. Our family is proud of our service
to Karasis, but you have done much to destroy him.”
He turned to Muurai, “I’m not sure that all you, Klantalle
and Khyomati have done is in good faith. I’d like to think so,
but you have also approached this as if it were a family matter
and not a matter for all the Temple.”
“I swear to you my loyalty is to Karasis first,” Muurai
said, “and Ishthoeneg second, if that wasn’t true I wouldn’t
have sent that message from Billy’s comm. I regret that
Klantalle and I failed to get a handwriting sample from
Partonn and compare it to those ledgers. I regret that we never
suspected they might be false.”
“Because all of you are Ishthoeneg no doubt,” Snoskuun
said.
“We are taught loyalty at every gathering,” she said, “and
with every sporting event.”
“We might need to think about that,” the spokesman for
the Seven said.
Even Snoskuun looked crestfallen at that.
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Dyoniss took the pocket eye off his front shoulderpocket
strap. “So I guess that concludes my report on the allegations
of bribe taking and murder to cover it up. I’m sorry the real
motives were so petty, but you need to be allowed to see that
those who care for the meta-creature that is Karasis are
honest. Perhaps there is a cause to take up in clarifying the
expectations of reimbursement for improvements to Temple
dwelling space. Perhaps a fourth stricture that says any
improvements one makes to Temple space is a gift to the
Temple. Perhaps they leave plaques to the improvements
they’ve made.”
Enlin took it up, “But there is no such expectation today.
While four aluminums seems excessive, that very well could
be the amount of improvements Nkammon put into the space
he occupied for two centuries. What is now the skylightarium
was an atrium when he was assigned this space.” Enlin must
have seen that in one of the ledgers.
“Such extravagance will be less attractive if the
improvements all become property of the Temple,” Kessil
pointed out.
“Perhaps we need to re-emphasize our commitments to
austerity,” the spokesman said. “Perhaps we need to return to
our roots and spend some time on the plains,” he said and
looked at Nkammon.
Nkammon looked positively aghast. “I still would have
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done what I did with that space,” Nkammon said. “I was
close to leaving it to the Temple, I apologize to all in Karasis
that I made my new quarters too lavish and needed the
money. I pledge that everything I’ve put into my new quarters
belongs to Karasis, and will become the quarters of the next
bishop of Sanctity.”
If he had no intention of ever giving up that post, that was
an easy promise to keep. There was only one more step, to the
Circle of Seven, and there had been only one vacancy there
since the 40th century and none since the 53rd. There was little
turnover in the highest ranks of the Temple, Nkammon’s
Elevation to bishop was the most recent by far.
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Epilog
The same nymbronzonna answered the door this time and
lead Kessil within Mbeshna’s home. This Nightday they met
in the gathering room, at a set of easy chairs near a small, low
table that was little more than a cupstand. The table top was
inlaid with a small mosaic and there was the same modest
pitcher of dawnwash on it, again with ice. The room was lit
by four hanging candles with reflectors directing their light to
the room below. He also had a small phosphor globe running
a reading lamp that was focused on the table. The walls were
roughweave stretched on coachwood frames and the nearest
painting was indeed a Teegwuh.
There was a fire going in a glass stove only a few feet
away. The woman took her nightcoat as Kessil took the chair
opposite him. He poured them each a cup, using the same fine
and elegant clear cups he’d used the only other time she had
ever been to his home. “I am happy to welcome you,” he said,
raised his glass and nodded.
She touched her glass to his, said, “I’m honored to be here
again.”
“You have honored me,” he said. “Thanks to you we have
secured a commitment from a producer.”
“Congratulations,” she said.
“I also understand that you have assisted in expelling a
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large infection in Karasis.”
“I hope I did, I’m still not sure it’s all too clear.”
“Life is sometimes messy,” he said. “There were two
separate crimes, is that correct?”
“Three I believe. I believe what Nkammon did is a sin.”
“But he was within the rules as they are, we may change
the rules to make a more perfect union, but we cannot punish
where rules have not been broken. I’m sure after his
sabbatical he will be re-instated to his post.” Nkammon was
spending a decade on the plains to purify his soul. Publicly it
was his own idea, something he thought he needed to do to
seek the enlightenment of austerity. Mbeshna sat back on the
cushion, took a sip. “There is nothing more to know about
Klantalle and Khyomati’s crime. They were too zealous and
duped. They got more than they deserved for their
vindictiveness.”
“I still don’t know what to make of Muurai, who’s side is
she on?” Kessil asked.
“I’ve been told her role in this was unfortunate, but that
she aided her mother in good faith. That fact that she used her
office to do so is probably actionable, but there are important
people who depend on her. You know that at the end she sided
with Karasis and that is what’s important. I really don’t know
anything more, but from what you told me, it is possible she
acted with Karasis in her heart the whole time, no matter how
she was mislead by her mother.
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“What have you heard about Merris?” Kessil asked.
“Less even than Muurai I’m afraid. I’m thinking his
RNAcid trip has been looped so he thinks he’s living in
Hgnechtblooff, over and over for the rest of eternity. A
punishment much worse than he meted out.
“And Partonn?” she asked.
“He will simply be expelled and shunned. He aided
Merris in his deception of Klantalle and later Khyomati, but
he did not participate in the deaths. No doubt he will be
taking a long ride on the tubes before he finds any peace. He
will start over with nothing wherever he lands.”
“I still think the public should have known,” she said. The
Temple had persuaded the Blue Kite’s news agency that the
situation was too murky for the public to understand.
“Should the public know that the witch you impersonated
ate her lover?” Mbeshna asked.
He had her there. “I see your point.”
“Those who can understand it will know,” Mbeshna said,
“the others will be allowed to believe the pablum, that it
never happened. I lament that there are people who must have
the pablum, just as I regret that there must be those
maintained on the gruel. However, we can’t have a society
made up only of the intelligent, there must be a place for
those of lesser powers of thought than we and we must
present them with a world they can understand. For people
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who understand only by rote, science and superstition are one
and we must heed their superstitions, even when we know
better.”
She wanted to argue that point, ideally everyone should
understand all the workings of their society, but the world was
far from ideal. Instead she asked, “How did you find out?”
“All I can say is that in a few decades, a century at most,
you will understand the answer to that question.”
“You know a bishop.”
“Were it that simple,” he sighed, “and certainly knowing
someone who knows is an important part of gaining this
knowledge. The important thing, you were instrumental in
expunging that infection in Karasis, however you feel about
how it was done. I don’t know if the Temple has something in
store for you, you deserve a Blessing for it at least. Please
accept it with equanimity if it happens, be no more modest
than you must.”
“Do you know something?”
“A bishop will authorize it, that’s all I know about it.”
“I didn’t want anything like that. The notoriety is what
helped the most recent problems come about.”
“Would you rather Boesun had stalked someone else?”
Mbeshna asked.
“Of course not, I’d rather there was no stalking at all.”
“I’m afraid if there are people raised in a violent culture,
and tablets of the antidote, someone will be stalked with bad
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intent. You and Dyoniss have proven to be two of the most
antidote resistant people in this basin. It’s a shame, but that
makes it only fair the duty should fall to you. Let us all
appreciate that you’ve accepted and accomplished that duty.”
“I’ll try and be gracious,” Kessil sighed.
“If it happens,” he said, “nothing is certain. How are you
with your acolyte?”
“Good, with all three who tend the Blue Kite Temple, and
good with the Second Acolyte of the Terminus Temple.”
“Will one of them initiate it if given the chance?”
“Maybe not,” she said, but she was more afraid they all
would if they heard that it was approved already.
“Now here’s why I really brought you here,” he said,
holding up a fancy document. “Thirteen coppers per year as
my Deputy of Infrastructure and leader of the project to
refurbish wheels One Twenty Four and One Thirty Eight,
using any parts as required from any inoperable wheels, and
up to two and one half aluminums in new parts and thirteen
coppers per year in sustaining budget. Said refurbishment to
be accomplished in one decade or less with due allowances
for extenuating circumstances.”
Her fingertips tingled, her chest felt a little funny. “You
were serious about this?”
“Of course.” He nodded his head slowly toward her.
“This is a lot of responsibility,” she squeaked.
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“You’ve proven that you can handle responsibility.”
“Yes but...” she would feel more pressure with more
responsibility. This was a lot, those towers were worth dozens
of aluminums. The gearboxes she would tear down were
worth aluminum. “This is a big step for me.”
“You have proven you can take big steps in the past.”
“What?”
“Saving our way of life, disabling the army that was
coming to conquer us.”
“That’s hardly as big a job as this will be.”
“I thought it was always your desire to do this,” he said.
He hoisted the dawnwash and took a good pull, coaxing her
to do likewise. “I did not think you would back out when the
time came.”
She took a deep breath, “I won’t,” she said, “but I’m
surprised. I guess I didn’t think it would really come, you put
it off so long.”
“Maybe that was because I didn’t know that I had
someone I could trust it with til now.”

